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Abstract 
This thesis is a morphosyntactic description of the Australian language Mawng with a 

focus on verbal gender agreement and its lexicalisation. Mawng's five genders have a 

strong semantic basis. In verbs with lexicalised agreement, a verbal pronominal prefix 

that usually indexes a core argument of a particular gender instead functions to specify a 

particular sense of the verb. Such verbs form a significant portion of the verbal lexicon 

in Mawng. An investigation of these verbs requires an updated description of Mawng, 

which has not been the object of linguistic study for some time.  

A non-Pama Nyungan language of the Iwaidjan language family, Mawng is still spoken 

by around three hundred people living on the north-west coast of Arnhem land, 

Northern Territory, Australia. This description is based on new fieldwork carried out at 

Warruwi (Goulburn Island) and adds to what was previously known about the Mawng 

language. Complex verb constructions, reciprocal constructions, argument structure, 

complex sentences, NP structure, the semantic basis of the gender system and the nature 

of verbal agreement are some of the topics explored in greater detail in this thesis than 

previously available materials. Lexicalised agreement was not discussed in previous 

work on Mawng.  

Lexicalised agreement is defined as the lexicalisation of otherwise productive verbal 

agreement morphology. Verbs with lexicalised agreement are described through 

descriptions of various classes of verbs with common semantic and syntactic properties. 

I argue that verbs with lexicalised agreement are best understood as a type of verb-

argument idiom like noun-verb idioms. In both lexicalised agreement verbs and noun-

verb idioms, a verb and an element that usually expresses an argument of the verb 

develop a conventionalised meaning that is noncompositional. There are many semantic 

and syntactic parallels between lexicalised agreement verbs, noun-verb idioms and also 

lexicalised noun-incorporations. All three expressions are a type of verb-argument 

idiom in which an element that usually encodes an argument of the verb has become 

lexicalised as part of a new expression together with the verb 

I develop a preliminary typology of lexicalised agreement which is rare but by no 

means unique to Mawng. It is also found in the non-Pama Nyungan languages 

Gaagudju and Tiwi, the North American language Southern Tiwa (Kiowa-Tanoan) and 

the Siberian isolate Ket.
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Abbreviations and glossing conventions 
Abbreviations 
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GEN Nonmasculine gender (i.e. any gender but Masculine) 
HITH Hither directional suffix 
I1 Irrealis 1 suffix 
I2 Irrealis 2 suffix 
indef Indefinite pronoun 
INT Interrogative particle 
KRDP Verb reduplicative morpheme encoding iterative or durative TAM 
LL Land gender 
LOC Locative preposition 
MA Masculine gender 
M Mother 
MM Mother's mother (i.e. material grandmother) 
NEG Negative preverbal particle or prefix 
NOMZ Article used to nominalise ta complement clauses 
NP Nonpast tense suffix 
OBL Oblique pronoun 
PC Past continuous suffix 
PL Plural article 
PP Past punctual suffix 
PR Present tense prefix 
P.SEQ Sequential clause linking particle 
PST.HAB Past habitual form of the verb -ura 'go1' 
VE Vegetation gender 
 

Glossing conventions 
Morphemes 
- morpheme boundary within word 
.           portmanteau morpheme 
 
Multi-word discourse particles 
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Square brackets are used in glosses of multi-word discourse particles to indicate that 

more than one word in the vernacular text line corresponds to a single word in the gloss 

line. 

 
 
Transitive verb prefixes 
The pronominal prefixes of transitive verbs are glossed by giving the features of the 

subject followed by the object, separated by a forward slash (/). The ordering of the 

subject and object in the gloss does not indicate the ordering of the subject and object 

affixes in the verb prefix. 

Articles and free pronouns 

• Articles are glossed simply with their gender.  

• Cardinal pronouns are glossed just with their person, number and gender 
• Contrastive pronouns are glossed with their person, number and gender plus 

'CONTR' 
• Contrastive pronouns are glossed with their person, number and gender plus 

'OBL' 
Coverb constructions 
Coverb constructions are glossed by giving a general gloss for the inflecting verb in 

capitals and glossing the meaning of the coverb construction as a whole under the 

coverb. 

Unfinished words, clauses 

The backward slash (\) is used to indicate that the speaker breaks off before completing 

a word or clause. 

Sources of examples 

Page numbers are given for examples if they are taken from the body of Capell and 

Hinch (1970), Hinch (unpublished) or any other published source (for examples from 

other languages). However, examples from the text collection in Capell and Hinch 

(1970) have been edited and incorporated into my database so are cited with text labels 

and line numbers using my conventions. The text labels for these texts start with 'C+H' 

and the number of the text as in Capell and Hinch (1970). See section 1.4 for a 

description of the various data sources used in this thesis. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The two basic categories arguments and predicates are important in both syntactic and 

semantic analyses of language whereas the unitary category situation is less important. 

However, linguistic material that expresses arguments and events may be combined 

within a single word through rich verbal agreement as in Mawng or through noun-

incorporation. When a predicate and its arguments form a single word, a fertile 

environment for lexicalisation is created. It is well known that verbs with incorporated 

nouns are often lexicalised (Mithun 1984). However, the lexicalisation of verbal 

agreement is not well described in the typological literature. This thesis investigates the 

lexicalisation of verbal agreement in the Australian language Mawng. 

Mawng is a non Pama-Nyungan language of the Iwaidjan family spoken by around 

three hundred people in north-west Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, Australia (Evans 

2000a). Mawng verbs show agreement with up to two core arguments and there is no 

case marking of core argument NPs. Mawng has five genders which each have a strong 

semantic basis. Feminine and Masculine genders include both human and nonhuman 

referents while the remaining three genders: Land gender, Vegetation gender and Edible 

gender, refer to inanimates.  

Arguments may be expressed simply through verbal agreement in Mawng as in (1-1). 

(1-1) 
Inyi-wa-ny. 
3MA/3FE-consume-NP 
 
He ate it (crab) / He ate her (a human). 

 
The verb -la1  'consume' in (1-1) has a Masculine third person subject and a Feminine 

third person object.  There is no need for arguments to be expressed by NPs in Mawng 

so (1-1) is an acceptable clause. If no other contextual information suggested otherwise, 

the clause in (1-1) would usually be interpreted as 'He ate it (crab)' as the most 

commonly eaten Feminine entity is karnjawarra 'crab'.  However, in the right context, 

such as a myth about a cannibal, the clause in (1-1) could also be interpreted as 'He ate 

her (a human)'. The clause in (1-2) is identical to that in (1-1) except that it has a Land 

gender object instead of an Edible gender object. 

                                                
1 This verb root is unusual in that it unpredictably takes the form -wa with the past punctual TAM suffix. 
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(1-2) 
Ani-wa-ny. 
3MA/3LL-consume-PP 
 
He drank it (liquid) / He ate it (dirt). 
 

The clause in (1-2) would usually be interpreted as 'he drunk it (liquid)' as most liquids 

are Land gender. However, it could alternatively be interpreted as 'He ate it (dirt)' 

because dirt is also Land gender. Examples (1-1) and (1-2) illustrate how a speaker's 

interpretation of the meaning of a Mawng clause is derived from the interaction between 

the meaning of the verb and the semantic bases of the genders. 

Lexicalised agreement is the lexicalisation of otherwise productive verbal agreement 

morphology. Agreement that has become lexicalised contrasts with the productive type 

of agreement illustrated in (1-1) and (1-2) which will be referred to as canonical verbal 

agreement. A motion verb with lexicalised agreement is -marrajpu (LL O) 'walk' shown 

in (1-3). 

(1-3) 
Ngarrung-marrajpu-ng     kapa    ara           Anjumu. 
1pl.ex/3LL-walk-PP       there   all.the.way   place.name  
 
We walked over to Anjumu. 

HH Text 1:131 

The verb -marrajpu always indexes a third person Land gender object although this 

participant is never identifiable. Note that lexicalised agreement in Mawng is the 

lexicalisation of agreement features so the form and position of the lexicalised 

agreement prefix is not fixed. For example the Land gender object prefix of -marrajpu 

(LL O) 'walk' varies in form with the tense of the verb and the features of the subject 

prefix exactly like an agreement prefix that indexes a real argument.  

The lexicalisation of agreement in some Mawng verbs means that the verbal agreement 

prefixes have two possible uses: as a pronominal agreement prefix or as a fixed part of 

the verb. The lexicalisation of pronominal affixes occurs in various unrelated languages 

(Bickel 2004; Evans forthcoming-a; Frantz 1995; Givón and Bommelyn 2000; Harvey 

2002; Lee 1987; Vajda 2003; van Driem 1987; Watkins 1984; Young et al. 1992)2. 

However, the account of Mawng lexicalised agreement in this thesis is more detailed 

than earlier descriptions of lexicalised agreement in a language.  

The lexicalisation of gender agreement in Mawng verbs raises the question of how such 

a type of lexicalisation came about. This question leads to an investigation of productive 

                                                
2 See also Corbett  et. al. (2005). 
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gender agreement in Mawng with a slightly different emphasis to the usual studies of 

gender systems and agreement. In particular, I look at how verb meaning and the 

semantics of the gender system interact to give the meaning of an inflected verb.  I also 

sketch Mawng morphosyntax to provide the necessary background information. The 

only available earlier description of Mawng is Capell and Hinch's (1970) Maung 

grammar which does not discuss agreement in Mawng in much detail and fails to 

mention lexicalised agreement at all. In addition, its coverage of syntax is fairly brief. 

More detailed description of many topics was necessary to provide the background to 

the exploration of lexicalised agreement. Updates were also needed to address questions 

provoked by new data collected and changing concerns in the field of linguistics.   

The first four chapters of this thesis give essential background on parts of speech 

(chapter 2), the structure of noun phrases (chapter 3), simple clauses (chapter 4) and 

complex sentences (chapter 5). More detail on gender and agreement are given in the 

following two chapters: a chapter on the gender system (chapter 6), and on how verbal 

agreement works in Mawng (chapter 7). Two types of lexicalised agreement are 

distinguished and discussed in chapters 8 and 9. Chapter 10 is devoted to restricted 

argument verbs, which appear at first to have lexicalised agreement - because their 

gender agreement pattern rarely varies - but in fact have very narrow selectional 

restrictions for one argument such that it is usually a member of a particular gender.  

These verbs provide a key to how lexicalised agreement has developed. 

The lack of discussion of lexicalised agreement and restricted argument verbs in the 

literature points to the need for typological work on these phenomena. Chapter 11 

begins this work by comparing lexicalised agreement in Mawng to lexicalised 

agreement reported in other languages and comparing lexicalised agreement and 

restricted argument verbs to the nearest well-studied typological phenomenon: noun-

incorporation. Lastly, Chapter 12 describes Mawng reciprocals and distributives which 

show grammaticalisation of both verbal agreement and agreement of a free pronoun. 

Reciprocal constructions show how agreement may become associated not only with a 

lexical item such as a verb but also with a grammatical construction.  

The description of Mawng in this thesis is syntactic in orientiation but is also concerned 

with the basis of the semantics of verb meaning and gender, which are ultimately behind 

the patterns of lexicalisation of verbal agreement. While the grammatical description of 

parts of speech categories, noun phrases and simple and complex clauses re-explores 
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some of the same ground covered in Capell and Hinch (1970), the analyses presented in 

the remainder of the thesis are quite new. 

The rest of this introductory chapter gives some background to the Mawng language 

and its speakers. Its areal and genetic relationships, social setting and status are 

discussed in section 1.2. I outline the phoneme inventory of Mawng and the 

orthography used in this thesis in section 1.3. In section 1.4, I give an overview of the 

kinds of data used in this thesis which include both data I have collected in the field and 

data collected by other linguists over the last fifty years. The chapter concludes with a 

brief summary of anthropological work on Mawng in section 1.5. 

1.2 Language, land and contact history 
1.2.1 Land-language relationships 
Mawng speakers live in a coastal area in the north-west part of Arnhem Land - a large 

area of Aboriginal-owned land in the Northern Territory, Australia. In this area, 

languages like land are treated as shared property claimed through inheritance. Primary 

claims to language ownership are made through patrilineal clans. In addition to the two 

Goulburn Islands shown in Figure 1, Mawng speakers own a coastal section of the 

mainland opposite the islands extending to boundaries with Kunbarlang speaking 

groups to the East and Iwaidja speaking groups to the West. Their inland boundary 

adjoins groups speaking Bininj Gun-wok dialects such as Kunwinjku. They previously 

also had boundaries with Amurdak and Ilgar - languages which are now extinct.  
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Figure 1 Pre-contact location of Mawng (spelled 'Maung') and surrounding languages (Evans 2000) 
 
Figure 1 shows a reconstruction of the languages spoken in coastal North-west Arnhem 

land before European settlement. Note that the old system of orthography is used for the 

language name (Maung)3. The Manangkarri dialect of Mawng is thought to have been 

spoken on Warruwi (South Goulburn Island) and Weyirra (North Goulburn Island) in 

the past but very little is known about this language. Mawng's surviving neighbour 

languages are its sister language Iwaidja, the Gunwinyguan dialect chain Bininj Gun-

wok and the Gunwinyguan language Kunbarlang. 

The centre of Mawng activity is Warruwi Community, a settlement of around 300 

people at Martpalk bay, South Goulburn Island (Warruwi). The majority of the residents 

of Warruwi Community speak Mawng. However, many Mawng speakers also live in 

nearby Aboriginal communities such as Oenpelli, Maningrida, Croker Island and other 

parts of the Northern Territory such as the capital, Darwin. It is likely that there were at 

least three dialects in precontact times. In addition to Manangkarri4, earlier linguists 

                                                
3 The language is spelt 'Mawung' in Dixon (2002) based on the theory that Australian languages should 
not have dipthongs. 
4 Mawng people report that Manangkarri was spoken by people a few generations ago, none of whom are 
currently living. They generally note that it was similar to Mawng but different, suggesting it was a 
dialect of Mawng. In addition, a small amount of data has been recorded by Nick Evans from a last 
speaker who has since passed away. 
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such as Heather Hewett5 noted different lexical items as being from the Ngurtikin 

(Western mainland) or Mayinjinaj (Eastern mainland) dialect. Most Mawng data 

recorded is from speakers who are members of the more influential clans and it is likely 

that this is why there is relatively little evidence of dialect variation in recorded data. 

Mawng data has been collected for over fifty years and there are few signs of changes in 

the basic structure of the language in the data. Neither are there major differences 

between the language as currently used by younger speakers and older speakers. 

Mawng speakers all speak English and most also speak another traditional language 

fluently. The main traditional languages spoken widely at Warruwi community are 

Bininj Gun-wok, Kunbarlang, Iwaidja and the Maningrida6 languages. One third of the 

inhabitants of Warruwi are Eastern Arnhem-landers who speak a range of Yolngu-

matha varieties. Some Mawng speakers speak one of these varieties and some Eastern 

Arnhem-landers who have grown up on Warruwi speak Mawng. Mawng people were 

traditionally multilingual and exogamy was common so multilingualism has always 

been a part of everyday life. 

1.2.2 Genetic relationships 
Mawng is part of the Iwaidjan language family which includes all the languages of the 

Cobourg peninsula and adjacent islands including Iwaidja, Marrgu, Ilgar, Garig, 

Amurdak and Wurrugu (see Figure 1 above). Apart from Mawng, the only surviving 

member of the family is Mawng's sister language Iwaidja which is now spoken by 

around two hundred people who mostly live on Croker Island. There are a few people 

who still understand Marrgu. Evans (2000a) provides evidence for the Iwaidjan 

language family as a genetic group and details some of the typologically interesting 

properties of the family.  

Mawng and Iwaidja are as similar as we might expect sister languages to be. However, 

some key features of Mawng are absent in Iwaidja such as the five genders and the 

article. Mawng speakers who do not speak Iwaidja claim they cannot understand it, 

probably because of differences in verb prefixes. Some words are identical so there 

must be some mutual comprehension. 

                                                
5 See a discussion of Heather Hewett's work on Mawng in section 1.4.1. Notes in Hewett et. al. (1990) on 
the dialect affinities of various synonyms are from her original Mawng dictionary. 
6 The Maningrida language family consists of Gurrgoni, Burarra, Nakkara and Rembarrnga (Green 2003). 
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There are also similarites between Mawng and Bininj Gun-wok. However, these 

similarities are clearly due to more recent borrowings and some semantic-syntactic 

convergence. Very little basic vocabulary is shared between Mawng and Bininj Gun-

wok considering that the languages share a border and speakers traditionally 

intermarried7. There are many loanwords from Macassarese as a result of cooperation 

between Mawng people and Macassans who visited to collect sea slugs (Evans 1992; 

Evans 1997d). Mawng shares some structural properties with coastal languages spoken 

east of Bininj Gun-wok. There are structural parallels with the Maningrida languages 

Burarra and Gurrgoni that are not found with the Maningrida languages Nakkara or 

Rembarrnga8. 

1.2.3 A brief history of the fieldsite, Martpalk 
The majority of fieldwork on Mawng has taken place at Martpalk, Goulburn Island. 

This was originally the site of a Methodist mission established in 1916 and is now the 

site of Warruwi community, a self-governing community. Mawng people give members 

of the Maningkali clan credit for leading the first missionary, Mr. Watson, to Martpalk 

and encouraging him to set up a mission there. The mission was fairly small until 

recently as Mawng people were not compelled to settle there but were relatively free to 

move around as they liked. Mawng people continue their traditional hunting and fishing 

activities today, although they spend most of their time in settlements such as Martpalk. 

Mawng has always served as the dominant language at Martpalk because it is on 

Mawng land and Mawng people worked most closely with missionaries. This situation 

continues today despite the fact that large numbers of Bininj Gun-wok and Yolngu-

matha speakers have settled at Martpalk since its establishment. When Aboriginal 

people were granted citizenship in 1967, the mission became Warruwi Community Inc. 

which is governed by a council of members of local clans. 

1.2.4 Social status and setting 
Mawng is the main language of daily communication at Martpalk (Goulburn Island) and 

the main language spoken by a number of families at other nearby settlements. I 

estimate that there are over 300 first language speakers of Mawng9. Children learn 

                                                
7 13% shared vocabulary between Mawng and Bininj Gun-wok using a list of 152 basic words based on 
Alpher and Nash's (1999) word list. 
8 These are mentioned where relevant. 
9 The 1996 Australian census counted 239 Mawng speakers, the 2004 census 315 Mawng speakers 
(D.C.I.T.A. 2005). However, there are problems with census data because it does not record all languages 
that a person speaks (McConvell and Thieberger 2001). In addition, Mawng speakers may record the 
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Mawng naturally in the family environment. Young children often mix their languages 

freely but those who identify as Mawng tend to reduce their mixing and speak 'pure' 

Mawng from around ten years of age, when Mawng children begin their transition to 

adulthood. The related factors which have probably contributed to the survival of 

Mawng at Warruwi are: (i) the fact that Mawng people are a majority and own the land, 

(ii) that some missionaries used Mawng to communicate with aboriginal people10, (iii) a 

conscious effort by influential Mawng people to retain Mawng in the sixties and 

seventies which resulted in (iv) the establishment of the bilingual school program. 

A bilingual education program operated at Warruwi school from 1979 until 1996 when 

the Northern Territory government withdrew funding for the program. This is no doubt 

an important factor that has helped Mawng's survival compared to neighbouring 

languages such as Iwaidja and Kunbarlang, that were once of a comparable size to 

Mawng but do not seem to be being acquired as widely by children. It is clear that there 

was a conscious effort on the part of Mawng speakers to ensure their language survived. 

During the time of the bilingual program, some Mawng speakers completed diplomas in 

linguistics at Batchelor Institute of Indigenous education while others became qualified 

as primary school teachers. The Mawng woman Mangkiwa Sagiba was the school 

headmistress during some of the bilingual education period and seems to have been 

influential in ensuring the survival of the Mawng language. The linguist Heather Hewett 

worked on Mawng with Mangkiwa Sagiba among others to develop materials for the 

school. The orthography system, dictionary, text transcriptions and grammatical 

analysis that Hewett had already developed provided a good basis for developing the 

necessary literacy materials.  

Mawng is still used by all influential members of the community. It is the common 

language at community meetings and at funerals at Warruwi, although other languages 

are used also when appropriate. Mawng speakers work at the council office, the clinic, 

shop and the school so Mawng people often carry out all their essential daily tasks in 

Mawng. A sign of Mawng's importance in the community is that most new people 

                                                                                                                                          
language they identify through their clan rather than the language they most commonly speak. 
Furthermore, many people choose not to complete census surveys so there may be as many as 500 
Mawng speakers. 
10 Heather Hewett (nee Hinch) begun her stay at Warruwi as a missionary nurse and later carried out 
linguistic documentation. It is likely that some other missionaries also developed some abilities in 
Mawng. 
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joining Mawng speaking families such as spouses and step-children learn to speak 

Mawng fluently11. 

Although Mawng is strong compared to some nearby languages, its status is still 

extremely tenuous and it could easily be replaced by Bininj Gun-wok or English in a 

single generation. The importance of Mawng in the political sphere and the fact that 

Mawng speakers have their own settlement are the main reasons for Mawng's continued 

existence. However, should political conditions change and the settlement of Warruwi 

community no longer be viable it is likely that children would shift to a larger language 

such as English or Bininj Gun-wok. 

1.3 Phonemes and orthography 
The practical orthography used in this thesis is the most recent orthography developed 

by the missionary linguist Heather Hewett. Only Mawng speakers who did their primary 

schooling between 1979-1996 or worked at the school during that time are literate in 

Mawng. This system of orthography was used in the school's bilingual program, at the 

church and the health clinic during this period and is still used by literate individuals for 

writing notes and composing hymns.  

The consonant phonemes of Mawng are listed in this orthography in Table 1. 

Table 1 Mawng consonants 
 Bilabial Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar 
Nasal m n rn ny ng 
Stop p t rt j k 
Approximants w  r y  
laterals  l rl   
tap  rr    
Fricative     g 
 

The glottal stop occurs in Mawng but is not included in Table 1 because it is not a 

phoneme as it is in Bininj Gun-wok. It is transcribed using the symbol q and only 

occurs in the interjection qeqe 'yes' and its shorter form qe 'yeah'. Mawng has a basic 

three vowel system a, i, u with the additional vowels e and o being much less common 

and mainly found in loans from Gunwinyguan languages and at verb prefix-root 

boundaries where two vowels meet. See Appendix 1 for a discussion of the problems 

with the orthography system used in Capell and Hinch (1970) and some brief comments 

on features of Mawng phonology. 

                                                
11 Many had no prior familiarity with languages of Mawng's typological profile as they spoke only 
English or a Pama-Nyungan language. 
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1.4 Data used for this thesis  
This thesis utilises not only new data collected by myself during fieldwork at Goulburn 

Island but also data and analyses from linguistic work on Mawng from the 1950s 

onwards. The analyses in this thesis draw on a Toolbox database of texts linked to an 

electronic dictionary. The text collection comprises 90 texts varying in length from 

three to 30 minutes that include both transcriptions of elicitation sessions, narratives and 

discussions of various topics. The dictionary has around 3500 words. The texts come 

from a variety of sources. Many were recorded, transcribed, translated and analysed by 

myself in collaboration with Mawng speakers. Others were recorded and archived by 

earlier researchers and then transcribed, translated and analysed by myself with Mawng 

speakers. There are also many texts archived in written format by earlier researchers 

which were translated and analysed by myself together with Mawng speakers. The only 

published textual material drawn on for this thesis is the set of texts in Capell and Hinch 

(1970).  

1.4.1 Previous descriptive work on Mawng 
Much early work on Mawng covered the same ground: recording basic vocabulary and 

very simple texts. The most important body of work was done by Heather Hewett (nee 

Hinch) between 1965-1979. She worked as a missionary nurse and then undertook some 

linguistic training with the Summer Institute of linguistics. She developed fluency in 

Mawng, recorded complex and culturally important texts, elicited verb conjugations and 

wrote the first Mawng dictionary. This dictionary was used at Warruwi school but has 

not been formally published.  Her dictionary formed the basis for the electronic 

dictionary database Hewett  et. al. (1990) which I have developed further as part of the 

language documentation work carried out for this thesis12. Examples are also cited from 

Heather Hewett's two unpublished works: Maung clauses and Maung texts, with 

permission of the author.  

The only published source of new Mawng data is Capell and Hinch's (1970) Maung 

grammar which focuses on Mawng morphology and phonology rather than syntax. This 

thesis is complementary to that work as it focuses on syntax and semantics, although I 

do give revised analyses of some aspects of Mawng morphology. The descriptions of 

                                                
12 Heather Hewett's dictionary was converted to electronic format by Anne Dineen who also recorded 
Mawng material and wrote some unpublished papers as work towards an unfinished PhD. I added an 
additional 1000 during work on this thesis so that the dictinonary currently contains around 3500 entries. 
There are plans to publish this dictionary in print form in the near future. 
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some areas of Mawng syntax in this thesis cover areas not discussed in Capell and 

Hinch while others substantially extend or revise analyses presented in Capell and 

Hinch. The analyses in this thesis are in accord with those in more recent comparative 

work on the Iwaidjan language family by Nicholas Evans (Evans 1998; Evans 2000a; 

Evans 2000b; Evans 2004; Evans forthcoming-a). An annotated bibliography of 

unpublished Mawng material is given in Appendix 2.  

1.4.2 New fieldwork 
All new fieldwork reported in this thesis was carried out at Warruwi community with 

the exception of one week spent at Minjilang, Croker Island. Warruwi community 

council granted me permission to conduct research on Mawng on the condition that I 

develop the Mawng dictionary and eventually bring about its publication. As the body 

which represents Mawng interests, the support of Warruwi council was essential in 

satisfying requirements for ethical research at the University of Melbourne. The 

continued logistical and philosophical support of members of Warruwi council and the 

Mawng people greatly improved the quality of this work. 

Fifteen months were spent in the field over five trips ranging from three weeks to six 

months. I worked mainly with two sisters; Rosemary Urabadi and Nita Garidjalalug, 

who are fifty to sixty years old but I also worked with male speakers and younger 

speakers for shorter periods13. Most speakers I worked with identify themselves as part 

of the Mayinjinaj 'tribe' and speak or understand Bininj Gun-wok to some extent. Some 

understand Kunbarlang and all speak English. 

1.5 Anthropological notes 
The majority of anthropological work on Mawng people was carried out by Catherine 

and Ronald Berndt, who have written on Mawng songs (Berndt 1987), myths (Berndt 

and Berndt 1988) and sacred sites (Berndt 1969) among other topics. Berndt (1985) is a 

profile of Mondalmi, a Mawng woman. The Berndts compiled the autobiographical 

book Lamilami speaks by Lazarus Lamilami, an important Mawng man who was a 

minister and the sister of Mondalmi (Lamilami 1974). His autobiography is a history of 

the Mawng people from their own perspective and gives a great deal of historical and 

cultural information on Mawng people and the mission at Martpalk as well as some 

traditional myths in English.  
                                                
13 Other Mawng speakers who I worked with: Miriam Kris, David Narul, Leonie Narul, Nancy 
Ngalmindjalmag, Elijah Apurriyarnka, Samantha Bunug, Frank Nabalameiri, Margaret Marrangku and 
Maggie Margalgala Marawa. 
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Appendix 3 contains notes on Mawng kinship including basic kin terms, subsection 

(skin) groupings and totem groups. Kinship verbs are discussed in section 2.4.5.
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2 Parts of speech 
2.1 Introduction 
I view parts of speech as prototype categories defined around the functional notion of 

use. These prototypes are major intersections between the morphological properties, 

syntactic distribution and use of a large number of lexemes. The major parts of speech 

in Mawng are nominals, verbs and coverbs. There are also many smaller classes such as 

articles, particles and ideophones. In addition, nominals and verbs contain a number of 

subclasses. 

In defining Mawng parts of speech, I draw on functional, morphological and syntactic 

criteria. These criteria sometimes conflict - as they do in any language - creating 

problems for categorisation. When faced with words that present a problem I take into 

consideration which arrangement of parts of speech categories best suits my analysis of 

the language as a whole. It is most important that the model of Mawng constructed has 

internal consistency and its usefulness for the purposes of cross-linguistic comparison is 

a secondary consideration. In the following sections, the main criteria used to define 

each part of speech are given together with examples of the contexts in which they are 

used. 

2.2 Nominals 
The main criteria for the category 'nominal' in Mawng are listed in (2-1) below. 

(2-1) 
1. Every token has a gender 
2. Lacks characteristic verbal morphology such as prefixes, suffixes and K-

reduplication (see section 2.4) 
3. Typically functions as a referring expression in verbal clauses 
4. Can constitute an NP either with or without an article 

 
The criteria in (2-1) are listed roughly in order of importance. Since 'nominal' is a 

prototype category most nominals satisfy the first two criteria while more marginal ones 

may not satisfy some of the criteria. Demonstratives, free pronouns and nouns are more 

prototypical while quantifiers and adjectival nominals are more marginal as they 

function more often as modifiers than referring expressions. Nominal adverbs are even 

less prototypical as although they take an article they rarely function as referring 

expressions. I use the word 'token' in the first point in (2-1) to include nominals that 

agree in gender with their referent such as prefixed adjectival nominals, demonstratives 

and pronouns. These bound nominals lack inherent gender but are always inflected for a 
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particular gender. Point 4 in (2-1) above defines 'nominal' as a word which can function 

as an NP with or without an article to exclude nominalised clauses. The article is used to 

nominalise clauses so it is obligatory with nominalised clauses. 

Morphologically, the part of speech 'nominal' can only be defined in terms of what 

nominals lack, as most are monomorphemic. Positive morphological criteria can be 

used for distinguishing verbs from all other parts of speech. Examples of some of the 

difficult subclasses to categorise in Mawng are kinship verbs and the predicate nominal 

mungu 'not know'. Kinship verbs, discussed in section 2.4.5, pose a problem for 

categorisation because they are mainly used for reference rather than predication but 

inflect for agreement with participants like verbs. Similarly, the predicate nominal 

mungu 'not know', discussed in section 2.2.5.3, usually functions as a predicate but does 

not take any verbal morphology. 

2.2.1 Nominal affixes 
2.2.1.1 The form of nominal prefixes 
There are about fifty bound nominal roots in Mawng that cannot occur without a special 

prefix that encodes person, number and gender such as -lurtpuj 'short' and -lakpirij 

'mouth'. Mawng nominals that take prefixes include some but not all members of the 

subclasses: human nouns, adjectival nominals, body part nouns, numerals and 

quantifiers. So the property 'prefixing' does not define a subclass of nominals but cuts 

across a number of subclasses. Bound nominal roots differ from free nominals in that 

they lack an inherent gender - they can be any gender depending on their prefix1. The 

forms of the first person nominal prefixes are similar to the first person intransitive verb 

prefixes but the second person forms are quite different as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 First and second person nominal and intransitive verb prefixes 
 Nominal prefix Intransitive verb prefix 
1sg nga- nga- 
1pl.in arrk- arrk- 
1pl.ex ngarr- ngarrK- 
2sg nuK2- an(ng)- 
2pl nuwurr- kurr- 
 

The morphophonemes /K/ and /K2/ are underlying phonemes similar to 'big K' in 

Iwaidja (Evans 1998; Evans 2006; Pym and Larrimore 1979). The morphophoneme /K2/ 

is only found in the second person singular nominal prefix whereas /K/ is found in 

various nominal and verbal prefixes. The prefix nuK2- takes the form nuw- with a vowel 
                                                
1 Inherent gender is defined as the agreement class of a noun (see chapter 6). 
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initial root but causes hardening of some initial consonants. For example, -lirri 'cheeky' 

takes the form nu-kirri for second person singular referents while the second person 

singular form of -yigi 'tooth' is nu-jigi2. The morphophonemics of the prefix-root 

boundary of both nominals and verbs is discussed more in section 2.4.1. There are many 

lexeme-specific irregularities in the way nominal prefixes and roots combine - these are 

in addition to the variations in the form of the prefixes discussed in the following 

paragraph. 

Among the third person prefixes, we find far greater variation in the form of the 

prefixes. The majority of prefixed nominals take the prefixes listed as paradigm 1 in 

Table 3, only small numbers of roots take the other paradigms. 

Table 3 Paradigms for nominal agreement prefixes3 
 Full name of 

gender 
1 2a 2b 3 Intransitive 

verb 
prefixes 

root 
initials 

 w, y, g, l, 
ng, m, n 

l w, m a  

MA Masculine i- nu- nu- i- i- 
FE Feminine niny- niny- niny- niny- iny- 
LL Land gender wu- nung- nung- ø- ~ u- ang- 
VE Vegetation 

gender 
ma- ma- na- ma- ma- 

ED Edible gender aK- naK- naK- aK- aK- 
PL (Human) plural wi- anpu- tu - wi- awu- 
 

The type of paradigm used with a root is not completely predictable from the initial 

consonant of the root. Thus the root initial consonants listed under paradigms 2a and 2b 

in Table 3 are also found in paradigm 1. There are also some roots which do not fit 

within any of the paradigms given but take prefixes unpredictably from different 

columns. Gender contrasts are only made in the basic third person form which is used 

for singular humans and nonhumans of any number. The third person plural form is 

mainly used for humans and does not have gender distinctions. 

Bound nominal roots are defined on the basis of cross-classing. The same root must be 

attested with more than one prefix in order to be analysed as a bound root. There are 

                                                
2 Morphophonemic processes often result in a single phoneme being created from the final phoneme of a 
prefix and the initial phoneme of a root. This also occurs at the verb root-prefix boundary and in both 
contexts creates problems in deciding where to place the hyphen between prefix and root. The convention 
used in this thesis is to place the hyphen on the left of the new phoneme so that the root morpheme can be 
easily recognised.  
3 Capell and Hinch (1970:46) give separate prefix paradigms for nouns, adjectives and 'possessives' (i.e. 
body part nouns). However, there is no clear patterning of prefixes in Mawng along these lines. 
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many Mawng nouns which begin with a sequence of phonemes that resembles a 

nominal prefix. However, the sequence of phonemes is only analysed as a nominal 

prefix if the purported root can combine with more than one nominal prefix. For 

example, we find ngaralk 'tongue, language, word (LL)' and also mangaralk 'flame 

(VE)' which could be interpreted as ma-ngaralk 'tongue of fire' as yungku 'fire' is 

Vegetation gender. However, since it is only ever found with one nominal prefix, 

ngaralk is not analysed as a bound root and mangaralk is analysed as a 

monomorphemic nominal, albeit one which developed from a prefixed form at some 

point in the past. There are a few forms found both as bound root and free noun, with 

related meanings. For example the free noun lirri has two homonyms: 'trouble (LL)' and 

'enemy (MA, FE)' which are clearly related to the bound adjectival nominal -lirri 

'cheeky, dangerous' which combines with the full range of prefixes. 

2.2.1.2 The functions of nominal prefixes 
Nominal prefixes occur on three types of roots and have three different functions. In 

two out of the three functions, the prefix productively encodes agreement, while the 

other function is derivational. The nominal prefix of adjectival and quantifier nominals 

always functions productively as an agreement marker. Like -lijap 'small' whose third 

person forms are listed in (2-2), their meaning is constant and predictable. 

(2-2) 
MA i-lijap small male human, animal, or inanimate 
FE ninya-lijap4 small female human, animal, or inanimate 
LL wu-lijap small Land gender entity, e.g. a small creek 
VE ma-lijap small Vegetation gender entity, e.g. a small stick 
ED awu-lijap small Edible gender entity, e.g. a small house 
 
No adjectival nominals or quantifiers have an inherent gender. They always show 

agreement with their head, whether they are prefixed or free words.  

Body part nouns are different. Free body part nouns have an inherent gender while 

prefixed body part nouns lack an inherent gender and simply agree with their possessor. 

An example of a body part5 nominal showing agreement with its possessor is illustrated 

in (2-3). 

(2-3) 
MA i-ngurlaj his name 
FE niny-ngurlaj her name 

                                                
4 This form is irregular, the expected form is niny+lijap -> niny-jijap. 
5 Note that names, images and clothing are inalienably possessed in Mawng and most other Australian 
languages (see section 7.4.2). 
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LL wu-ngurlaj its name (e.g. a creek or place name) 
VE ma-ngurlaj

  
its name (e.g. a type of tree) 

ED a-kurlaj its name (e.g. a type of yam) 
 
However, when body part nouns are inflected for the inanimate genders (Land, 

Vegetation and Edible gender) their meaning may not be predictable simply from the 

combination of prefix and root. For example, the meanings of the last three forms in  

(2-4) are unpredictable. 

 (2-4) 
MA i-mawurr his arm, front flipper, front leg (of quadruped) 
FE niny-mawurr her arm, crab claw 
LL wu-mawurr creek, river, milky way 
VE ma-mawurr tree branch 
ED a-pawurr arm of yam tuber (which has grown in a branched shape) 
 
Although there is a clear metaphorical connection to the body part meaning, the prefix 

does not function to encode agreement in the inanimate gender forms in (2-4). The 

variation in meanings of the words based on the root -marrk 'belly' in (2-5) are even 

more substantial. 

(2-5) 
MA i-marrk his belly, stomach 
FE niny-marrk her belly, stomach 
LL wu-marrk (area) below, (area) under, low lying area, beyond the horizon 
VE ma-marrk bottom of canoe, middle part of canoe 
ED a-parrk penis 
 
The meaning of the words based on -marrk shift when it inflects for inanimate genders. 

For example, we might expect the Edible gender form to refer to the round part of an 

edible tuber, but instead it refers to a penis. The prefix of a-parrk does not agree with its 

possessor, as only male entities can have a penis, edible plants cannot. The prefix does 

not encode agreement and aparrk 'penis' is best synchronically analysed as a 

monomorphemic free body part noun with inherent gender like wun 'eye (VE)', for 

example.  

The meanings of the inanimate gender forms in  (2-4) and (2-5) are not predictable in 

the same way that the meanings of the animate gender forms are. We cannot say that 

wu-mawurr 'creek' agrees with some Land gender element in the way that i-mawurr 

'MA-arm' does. The referent of wu-mawurr 'creek' need not be interpreted as a part of 

some other whole. It is clear that the meaning of the form draws on the scope of Land 

gender and the meaning of the root in words such as i-mawurr 'MA-arm'. However the 
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meaning of the form is not predictable because while wu-mawurr 'creek' draws on the 

semantic focus 'liquid' within Land gender, the form wu-marrk 'low lying area' draws 

the semantic focus 'land' within Land gender (see section 6.3 for more discussion of the 

semantic foci of each gender).  

The function of the nominal prefixes of the inanimate gender forms in  (2-4) and (2-5) 

are better analysed as derivational than inflectional. Derivation frequently leads to 

narrowing of word meanings whereas inflection tends to be either very productive or 

completely lexicalised (Aronoff and Anshen 1998). Following Haspelmath (1996), I 

place greater emphasis on productivity in distinguishing inflection from derivation than 

whether a piece of morphology causes a change in the word class of the root.  

While I analyse the nominal prefix of wu-mawurr 'creek' as derivational, the form 

a-parrk 'penis' is clearly lexicalised, as the meaning of this form is not related to those 

of the other forms through some metaphor involving a semantic focus of Edible gender. 

It is no easy task to decide which of the inanimate gender forms in  (2-4) and (2-5) 

should be analysed as derivations and which as lexicalised forms. However, gradient 

boundaries are always a problem when dealing with lexicalisation as we shall see in 

later chapters. The many uses of nominal prefixes compare to the different uses of 

verbal agreement prefixes which are discussed in chapters 7 - 10.  

2.2.1.3 Prefixes of human nouns in derivational function 
There is a third set of nouns which take prefixes whose prefixes do not function to 

encode agreement inflection nor are they lexicalised. Nominal prefixes function 

derivationally on this set of nouns referring to types of human. The nominal prefix of 

these nouns functions primarily to restrict the reference of the lexical item rather than 

agree with another linguistic element. Some of these nouns draw on the prefix 

paradigms in Table 3. These are shown in Table 4 below. 

Table 4 Human nouns that take the usual prefixes 
Noun gloss 
-warlkparrakan old person 
-lawnut elder 
-lelel newborn baby 
 
The nouns in Table 4 have been recorded with Masculine, Feminine and plural prefixes. 

Another set of nouns referring to types of humans take the special prefixes na- for 

Masculine gender and ngal- for Feminine gender. There is no plural form in the 

paradigm. This group includes all the skin (subsection) names. Plurals of skin names are 
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made through partial reduplication of the initial root syllables while other nouns in this 

group simply lack a special plural form. The two prefixes are thought to have been 

borrowed along with the subsection system and terminology from Bininj Gun-wok 

(Evans 1997d)6. In addition to the skin names, many triangular kinship terms also take 

the na-/ngal- prefix set7. 

Nominal prefixes may have a derivational function, agree with the head of their NP, 

agree with their possessor or be lexicalised - in which case they are best not analysed as 

prefixes synchronically. There is never any difference in the gender encoded by a 

productive nominal prefix and the agreement class of the noun in Mawng as found in 

many Gunwinyguan languages and thus no need to postulate separate systems of head 

and agreement classes for nominals (Evans et al. 2002; Harvey 1997). Gender in 

Mawng is discussed in more detail in chapter 6 and compared to gender systems found 

in other Australian languages. Agreement within NPs is discussed in more detail in 

chapter 3 while lexicalised verbal agreement is discussed in chapters  8 and 9. 

2.2.1.4 The nominal suffix -ut 'PL' 
The only other piece of morphology unique to nominals is the nominal suffix -ut 'PL'. It 

is predominantly found on prefixed nominals which also bear one of the human plural 

prefixes wi-, tu- or anpu-  (see Table 3 above). The -ut 'PL' suffix is used in (2-16) with 

two adjectival nominals and in (2-71) with the human noun -warlkparrakan 'old person'. 

Like other plural morphology, the suffix -ut is much more commonly used with human 

reference. It is restricted to prefixed nominals but has been recorded with some 

nominals with nonhuman reference (see examples (3-9) and (3-25)).  

2.2.2 Nouns 
Nouns are nominals that are primarily used as referring expressions rather than 

modifiers or quantifiers. Types of Mawng nouns include common nouns, proper nouns 

and abstract nouns. Some nouns are prefixing nominals. These include some body part 

nouns and some nouns referring to types of people. Most nouns do not have separate 

plural and singular forms but plurality can be marked in human NPs with the plural 

article pata or the plural particle warra (which only combines with certain nouns). 

There are also a few human nouns that reduplicate to encode plurality. These include 

                                                
6 It is thought that the subsection system used by Mawng people was introduced fairly recently having 
originated in a Jaminjungan language inland, reaching the coast relatively late (McConvell 1985). 
7 See section 2.4.5 for more information on triangular kinship terms. See Appendix 3 for more 
information on subsections. 
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marryun 'boy' - marryunmarryun 'boys' and warrawurnji 'girl' - warrarrawurnji 'girls'8. 

Abstract nouns are a small set of nouns that function more like coverbs in that they 

mainly only occur in combination with particular verbs9. However, they all have at least 

one nominal property. Some clearly control a particular gender agreement in verbs 

while others can take an article. These nouns have abstract meanings and include 

wirrngak 'life force, breath (LL)', mayali 'knowledge, understanding (VE)' and lirri 

'anger, trouble (LL)'. 

2.2.3 Adjectival nominals 
The subclass 'adjectival nominals' is defined semantically and syntactically. Adjectival 

nominals denote properties rather than entities. They may be prefixed or free nominals10 

but all lack an inherent gender. They primarily function as modifiers rather than 

referring expressions and agree in gender with their semantic head. In addition to the 

adjectival nominals there are also many verbs that denote properties. Adjectival 

nominals can constitute an NP alone but when they do they usually take an article and 

are easily identifiable from context. For example, the reference of ja karrkpin 'a big one' 

in (2-6b) is clear from the preceding sentence (2-6a). 

(2-6) 
a. 
Waka-pa        iw-aya-wng       ja  kiyap. 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3pl/3MA-see-PP   MA  fish 
 
They saw a fish there. 

Atjak1 014 

b. 
Ja    karrkpin  i-langali-ng. 
MA    big       3MA-stand-PC 
 
A big one was there. 

Atjak1 015 

The use of the Masculine article in (2-6b) helps to link it to the referent kiyap 'fish' from 

the previous sentence.  

Adjectival nominals also function as modifiers in complex NPs as in (2-7). 

                                                
8 Note one speaker recorded used the reduplicated form as a general form. 
9 See section 10.8 on verb-noun idioms in which abstract nouns are discussed further. Green (1987) finds 
a similar set of abstract nouns in Burarra: : marn.gi 'knowledge', jal 'desire, love, liking' and jama 'work'. 
Note that the Macassan loan jama 'work' in Burarra is cognate with the Mawng verb -yama intr. 'work'. 
Hosokawa (1991) also identifies a set of Yawuru abstract nouns which are common in coverb 
constructions. 
10 c.f. Gaagudju which also has a set of adjectival nominals that are prefixed and a set that are free 
(Harvey 2002:148) 
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(2-7) 
Ngarrung-atpu-ng     [ta  murlil   ta  karrkpin]. 
1pl.ex/3LL-have-PP    LL  ceremony LL  big 
 
We had a big ceremony. 

Hammer 006 

Note that in (2-7) karrkpin 'big' takes the article ta which agrees with the Land gender 

head murlil 'ceremony'. Prefixed adjectival nominals behave in much the same way as 

free adjectival nominals. The prefixed adjectival nominal -lijap 'small/young' is part of a 

complex NP in (2-8). 

(2-8) 
La   angkat  i-wararrke-nang      [ja  warranyngiw ja  i-lijap]. 
CONJ keep.on 3MA-cry-PC            MA  child       MA  MA-small 
 
And the little boy kept crying. 

Ngayakutu 028 

In (2-9) -lijap 'small/young' occurs in its own NP. 

(2-9) 
Inga-ma-ny         [ja  i-lijap]. 
3GEN/3MA-take-PP    MA  MA-small 
 
She took the smallest (boy). 

Ngayakutu 055 

There is a set of intransitive verbs that all have inchoative meanings and end in the 

sequence /(ny)mi/. Many of these are transparently derived from a bound adjectival 

nominal root through the addition of an old suffix -(ny)mi that is no longer productive. 

This suffix takes the form -nymi with vowel-final roots and -mi with consonant-final 

roots. In some cases the ending has undergone morphophonemic changes. For example 

the verb -lurtpujpi 'become shorter' in (2-10) is clearly based on the prefixed adjectival 

nominal -lurtpuj 'short' through the addition of the suffix -mi followed by denasalisation 

of /m/ under the influence of the preceding /j/. 

(2-10)11 
Naka-pa         i-lurtpujpi-ny          ja  i-wiya. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  3MA-short.inchoative-PP MA  MA-hair 
 
His hair is shorter. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

Only bound adjectival and quantifier roots are found in these inchoative verbs. Some 

inchoative verbs have a corresponding transitive form with the suffix -(ny)ma12. The 

sets of corresponding intransitive verbs, transitive verbs and adjectival nominals 

collected so far are listed in Table 5. 

                                                
11 The part-whole construction in this example is discussed further in section 7.4.2. 
12 This i/a alternation corresponding to intransitive/transitive alternation is common. See Table 24 for 
more examples.  
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Table 5 Intransitive inchoative verbs with -mi and related words 
Intransitive 
verb 

Gloss Transitive 
verb 

Gloss Adjective/ 
quantifier 

Gloss 

-aranymi become different   -ara other 
-arkalanymi lighten -arkalanyma lighten -arkalu light 
-arnangkayi13 strengthen, harden -arnangkata strengthen, 

harden 
-arnangkat strong, hard, 

stuck 
-ingurlyakpi become important   -ngurlyak important 
-lakurunymi narrow, tighen -lakurunyma narrow, tighten, 

pull together 
-lakuru narrow, tight 

-lantanymikpi stiff     
-latparlilinymi become weak, be 

exhausted 
-latparlililma 
 

weaken -latparlilil weak, soft 

-lirrinymi angry, hot   -lirri dangerous, 
cheeky 

-lurtpujpi shorten -lurtpujpa shorten -lurtpuj short 
-murranymi grow, become big -murranyma rear, bring up 

(child) 
-murra14 many, much 

-ngunjanymi become dirty, black -ngunjanyma make dirty, 
blacken 

-ngunji black, dirty 

-wirkanymi senile, old     
 

The age of the verb forms in Table 6 is demonstrated by the fact that there are verbs 

which have clearly developed from the combination of other elements with these verb 

roots. For example, the verb -murntulmurranymi 'have distended stomach' appears to 

have developed through the compounding of the element /murntul/ with the verb 

-murranymi 'become big'. 

2.2.4 Quantifiers 
The most common quantifiers are bound nominal roots and are listed in Table 6. 

Table 6 Quantifiers 
Nominal root gloss 
-murra many, much, a lot of 
-garra many, much, a lot of  
-arawungut few 
-matpa other, one 
-ara some, other 
 

The nominal roots -murra and -garra have very similar meanings. An example of the 

use of -murra is shown in (2-11) and an example of the use of -garra is shown in 

(2-12). Noun phrase boundaries are indicated by square brackets. 

                                                
13 I have included these verbs even though they do not clearly involve the suffix -(ny)mi because it may 
be possible to derive their form from -(ny)mi in some way. 
14 Note that Capell and Hinch (1970) derive these two verbs from -wurraj 'fat, juicy' rather than -murra 
'many, much'. All four words are likely to be related historically. 
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(2-11) 
Na-wuyuk      ini-lalku-ny                [i-murra  ja  kujpagarri]. 
MA-skin.name  3MA/3MA-shovel.spear-PP      MA-many  MA  wallaby 
 
Nawuyuk speared a lot of wallabies. 

Information15 015 

(2-12) 
And  [wi-garra-pa    pata arrarrkpi] aw-ura-n,    kapa-pa. 
Eng  PL-many-EMPH1   PL   person     3pl-go1-PP   there-EMPH1 
 
And many people went there. 

Nawunawu 084 

Examples (2-11) and (2-12) illustrate one type of complex NP containing quantifiers: 

the quantifier precedes the head noun and a single article occurs between the quantifier 

and the head noun. Like pronouns and demonstratives, most quantifiers can also 

combine with another noun without the need for a linking article as in (2-13). This type 

of NP is a 'determiner NP' - these are discussed in more detail in section 3.2.  

The use of the nominal roots -matpa 'one, other' and -ara 'some, other' overlaps 

somewhat. There are also similarities between the contexts in which -matpa 'other' is 

used and the use of the contrastive pronouns (see section 2.2.7). The quantifier -matpa 

usually combines with a noun without a linking article as in (2-13). 

(2-13)  
"Ngana-pa           [nung-matpa wunak]." iny-mi-nang. 
1sg.F.go1.NP-EMPH1  LL-other    place    3FE-think-PC 
 
"I'll go to another place", she thought. 

Warramurungunji1 098 

The nominal root -ara 'other, some' on the other hand usually has a linking article when 

it combines with another noun as in (2-14). 

 

(2-14)  
I-wani-ngan15   i-mi-ny      [j-ara    ja  arrarrkpi]: "Agu; 
3MA-sit-PP     3MA-say-PP    MA-other MA  man          o.k. 
 
ngawu-pa    at-ja-nyji." 
come-EMPH1  1pl.in-go1-I2 
 
Then the other man said, "Allright. Come, we will go immediately!". 

C+H Text 2:6 

The nominal root -ara is unusual in that it has two Masculine forms: yara and jara16. 

Yara can be used as a general purpose form of -ara regardless of the features of its 

                                                
15 Note that this verb is being used as a converb - a type of adverbial clause linker -  (see section 4.5.2 for 
more on converbs) 
16 These two forms are not variants resulting from external sandhi as both can follow either vowel-final or 
consonant-final words (see Capell and Hinch 1970 for a discussion of external sandhi in Mawng). 
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referent, and is also used as a temporal adverb meaning 'sometimes'. In (2-15) both an 

inflected form wera 'PL-some' and the general form yara 'MA-some' are used to refer to 

nonsingular groups of humans17. 

(2-15) 
W-era   w-ernangkat la   y-ara    a-maju-ng. 
PL-some PL-alive    CONJ MA-some  3pl-die-PP 
 
Some of them were alive and some were dead. 

AD Text 16 038 

The root -ara is glossed 'some' in addition to 'other' in Table 6. It is not that this word 

has two senses but simply that it is used not only in contexts in which 'other' would be 

used in English but also in contexts in which 'some' would be used in English as in  

(2-16). 

 (2-16) 
Y-ara    tu-malal-ut,  y-ara    tu-murrunj-ut,   pata puk-awk        pata 
MA-some  PL-good-PL    MA-some  PL-bad-PL        PL   DEM.P.PL-COLL  PL 
 
yurnparrparr. 
giant 
 
All those giants, some are good but others are bad. 

Giant2 004 

The use of -matpa 'other' also differs from the use of other in English. This word is used 

to refer to two different participants in contexts in which one would be used to refer to 

the first in English and another or the other used to refer to the second as in (2-17) 

(2-17)  
Wemin      a-wani-ng     na-matpa  mawngku -  ngarri  na-matpa  mawngku. 
3pl.CONTR  3pl-sit-PC    VE-other  shade      1pl.ex  VE-other  shade    
 
They stayed in one patch of shade, we (stayed) in another patch of shade. 

Anjumu 024 

The use of the quantifier -ara to mean both 'other' and 'some' and the use of -matpa to 

mean both 'other' and 'one (contrastive)' has parallels among other Australian languages 

(Evans 1995a; McGregor unpublished). 

Mawng has two commonly used numerals: the bound nominal root -arakap 'one' and 

the free nominal ngarrkarrk 'two'. There is an additional complex term wurrkamaj 

yurnu 'five (literally: underside of hand)' which is not commonly used18. The numeral 

                                                
17 It is not at all clear why the first token of -ara 'some, other' is inflected while the other takes the general 
form yara. It is possible that the overt nominal agreement on the inflected nominal adjective w-ernangkat 
'PL-alive' is triggering agreement in the first clause as there is a strong tendency for agreement within the 
clause in Mawng (see chapter 6). 
18 This term may be little used because of the tendency to use English numerals, particularly for numbers 
larger than two. 
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ngarrkarrk typically combines with other nominals without a linking article as shown in 

(2-18). 

(2-18) 
Pata ngarrkarrk arrarrkpi awu-yama-ngung   kirrkju. 
PL   two        man       3pl-work-PC      both 
 
The two men were both working. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

Complex numerical terms are often constructed by using numerals in conjoined NPs as 

in (2-19) and (2-20). 

(2-19)  
Puka     pata arrarrkpi, [ngarrkarrk warramumpik] la   [ngarrkarrk la   
DEM.P.PL PL   person     two         woman        CONJ two         CONJ 
 
ngarrkarrk arrarrkpi] k-awuntu-wu-n        angkat   la   wemin. 
two        man        PR-3pl/3pl-HIT-NP    farewell CONJ 3pl.CONTR 
 
These people, two women and four men, are farewelling each other. 

Reciprocals7 013 

(2-20)  
Wurrkamaj yurnu la   ngarrkarrk la    ngarrkarrk ja  kurrana. 
palm      hand  CONJ two        CONJ  two        MA  moon 
 
Nine months. 

Warranyngiw1 061 

The numeral -arakap 'one' takes the human plural prefix wi- when part of a complex 

numeral referring to humans as in (2-21) although it still means 'one'. 

(2-21)  
Puka     pata ngarrkarrk la   w-erakap warramumpik aw-ura-n   ap. 
DEM.P.PL PL   two        CONJ PL-one   woman       3pl-go1-PP sit.down 
 
These three women come and sit down. 

Reciprocals7 015 

The agreement in the expression ngarrkarrk la w-erakap 'three' in (2-21) suggests that 

the expression has grammaticalised and is not a conjoined NP. It is better analysed as a 

multiword expression within which the prefix of -arakap 'one' shows agreement with 

the head of its NP. 

2.2.5 Nominals that present a problem for categorisation 
2.2.5.1 -wurnirri 'without' and -wurnnyak 'having' 
Like quantifiers and numerals, the nominal roots -wurnirri 'without' and -wurnnyak 

'having' can combine with another nominal without a linking article. In the example in 

(2-22), -wurnirri 'without' is not linked to the following nominal with an article. 

(2-22)  
"Arlarrarr, ngapi ta  nga-wurnirri  warranyngiw.". 
no          1sg   ART 1sg-without   child       
 
"No way, I'm not pregnant!". (lit: I'm lacking a child). 
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Warranyngiw1 021 

It is acceptable to use the having and without nominals without a nominal overtly 

referring to the thing possessed or lacking, as in (2-23). 

(2-23) 
Qeqe ngarrkarrk pata k-awu-ngartalku-ø      hat  la   ngarrkarrk tu-wurnirri. 
yes  two        PL   PR-3pl-wear.hat-NP     Eng  CONJ two        PL-without 
 
Yes, two are wearing hats and two are without (hats). 

Information12 013 

An example of -wurnnyak 'having' is shown in (2-24). Note that all nominals are 

separated by a linking article except for -wurnnyak 'having' and the following noun19. 

(2-24) 
Nuka     ja  marryun ja  nu-wurnnyak bike. 
DEM.P.MA MA  boy     MA  MA-having   Eng 
 
This boy has a bike. 

Information10 073 

Although they are morphologically prefixed nominals, the having and without nominals 

are unusual in that they are chiefly used as predicates. They are used as nominal 

predicates in nonverbal clauses like those in (2-22) - (2-24) above20. Like verbs, the 

having and without nominals also subcategorise for a complement - although this is also 

true of kinship nouns and the other nouns discussed in this section. In addition, the 

function of the nominal prefix is unlike that of other prefixed nominals. It agrees with 

subject of the nonverbal clause which suggests a parallel with intransitive verbs, that 

agree with their subject, rather than with adjectival or quantifier nominals, which agree 

with the head of an NP.  

The semantic categories 'having' and 'without' are typically expressed by special case 

suffixes in other Australian languages and the use of special nominals for this function 

is highly unusual (Saulwick 1996). Evans (2000a) discusses Mawng's having and 

without nominals together with their Iwaidja cognates, providing good arguments why 

they are not verbs. He suggests that they be classified as either prepositions or 

adjectives. Analysing the 'having' and 'without' words in Iwaidjan languages as 

prepositions would allow a clear parallel to be made between them and semantically 

similar case suffixes in other languages. However, the fact that having and without 

nominals can follow the article directly in Mawng distinguishes them from prepositions 

                                                
19 Note that (2-24) and the direct quote in (2-22) are nonverbal clauses. Nonverbal clauses are discussed 
in more detail in section 4.7. 
20 Compare this function - part of speech mismatch with the kinship verbs discussed in section 2.4.5 
which are morphologically verbs but usually have the function reference rather than predication. 
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and oblique pronouns - the parts of speech with the closest functional parallels to case 

markers in Mawng. Mawng having and without nominals are best categorised as a 

subclass of the part of speech nominal. 

2.2.5.2  -wuran 'belong to (land), come from (place)' 
There are semantic and syntactic similarities between the having and without nominals 

discussed above, and the nominal root -wuran 'come from' shown in (2-25). 

(2-25)  
Ngungpurrun nu-wuran      Wamarli. 
maybe       MA-come.from  place.name 
 
I think he came from Wamarli (a buffalo who swum from Wamarli to Warruwi). 

Nganaparru3 014 

Like the expression 'to come from' in English, -wuran may refer to a recent location of 

an entity as in (2-25), or its permanent origin as in (2-26). 

(2-26) 
Pata tu-wuran      Badu,            tu-wuran      Fiji  
PL   PL-belong.to  Thursday.Island  PL-belong.to  Eng.  
 
aw-a-ngkung-ka          kani-pa     first   mission. 
3pl-go1-PST.HAB-HITH    here-EMPH1  Eng.    Eng. 
 
Torres Strait islanders21 and Fijians came to the first mission. 

Missionary2 026 

When used to refer to a permanent origin, -wuran is better translated as 'belong to 

(land)' and can also refer to nonhumans such as the meat foods which are the subject of 

-wuran in (2-27) 

 (2-27) 
Inga-muy-ng-awk              ja  nu-wuran        mantanti. 
3GEN/3MA-not.know-PP-COLL    MA  MA-belong.to    mainland 
 
Our grandmother, she didn't know things from the mainland. 

Land1 052 

The nominal -wuran is quite common whereas -wurnirri 'without' and -wurnnyak 

'having' are fairly infrequently used. 

2.2.5.3  mungu 'ignorant (of), wrong one' 
The word mungu 'ignorant (of), wrong one' is categorised as a nominal because it lacks 

verbal morphology but it is used either attributively and or as a predicate. In (2-28) and 

(2-29), mungu is used in attributive nonverbal clauses as a nominal predicate and is best 

translated as 'ignorant' or 'wrong (one)'. 

                                                
21 Literally: 'those who belong to Badu' - Badu 'Thursday Island' is the main settlement in the Torres 
Strait. 
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(2-28)  
Ngapi ta   mungu. 
1sg   ART  ignorant 
 
I was ignorant of that (had nothing to do with it). 

Hewett et. al. 1990 

(2-29) 
Naka       ja   mungu. 
DEM.D.MA   MA   wrong 
 
That's the wrong one. 

Information7 056 

In (2-30) mungu is used quite differently. It also means 'ignorant' but rather than 

predicating on the nominal subject of a nonverbal clause it predicates ignorance of the 

referent of the oblique pronoun following it22. 

(2-30) 
Wularrut imina23   mamp-atp-a       kupuny       la   mungu     wu. 
before   NEG      3pl/3VE-have-I2  dugout.canoe CONJ ignorant  3pl.OBL 
 
Long ago (people) didn't have dugout canoes - they were ignorant. 

PM Text 3:1 

The occurrence of a nominal for 'ignorant, wrong (one)' that is mainly used 

predicatively is quite common among Australian languages and is often accompanied 

by a nominal meaning 'knowledgable (of)'. See for example the discussion of the 

'predicate adjectives' pamngongkom 'ignorant (of)' and walmeerem 'knowledgeable (of)' 

in Gaby (2006)24. It is possible mungu 'ignorant' has an antonym 'knowledgable' that has 

simply not been recorded as mungu is infrequently used in Mawng. 

2.2.6 Demonstratives 
The two common demonstratives inflect for gender and number as shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 Proximal and distal demonstratives and the article 
 Proximal Distal Article 
Root -uka -aka -a ~ -ata 
MA nuka naka ja 
FE juka jaka jita 
LL  tuka waka 

taka 
ta 

VE muka maka mata 
ED tuka taka ta 
PL puka paka pata 
 

Examples of each demonstrative are shown in (2-31) and (2-32) below. 

                                                
22 c.f. the use of oblique pronouns following the almost-preposition algaj (see section 2.8.3). 
23 The third person Masculine irrealis 2 form of the verb -mi 'do' is sometimes used as a negation marker 
as it is here. 
24 A similar pair in Kayardild are described in Evans (1995a). 
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(2-31)  
Juka     marrik iny-mi-ø    puluny  la   k-anga-la-ø            drink. 
DEM.P.FE NEG    3FE-DO-I1   smoke   CONJ PR-3GEN/3LL-drink-NP   Eng. 
 
This one isn't smoking, she's drinking a drink. 

Information1 117 

(2-32)  
Naka     k-i-mi-n        puluny. 
DEM.D.MA PR-3MA-DO-NP    smoke 
 
That one is smoking. 

Information1 116 

Like other nominals, demonstratives can also take the article and combine with other 

nominals in various ways (see section 3.2). The Land gender forms of demonstratives 

are used for first and second person referents. Thus it is the Land form of the 

demonstrative which is used with prefixed body part nouns possessed by first and 

second persons25 like -yigi 'tooth' in (2-33) and (2-34). 

(2-33)  
Tuka     ta  nga-yigi  nganng-arajpu-n. 
DEM.P.LL ART 1sg-tooth 3GEN/1sg-feel.pain-NP 
 
This tooth of mine is hurting. 

RS Elic1: 1 

(2-34)  
Tuka     ta   nuyi nu-jigi   k-an-maju-ø. 
DEM.P.LL ART  2sg  2sg-tooth PR-2sg-sick-NP 
 
This tooth of yours is aching. 

RS Elic1: 2 

The proximal and distal demonstratives are used not only with spatial reference but also 

with discourse reference to refer to given referents. For example nuka in (2-35) below 

refers back to a participant introduced in the previous sentence. 

(2-35)  
"Nuka-pa       ngan-arra-wi-pa          ngiwana-wu-n." 
DEM.P.MA-EMPH1 1sg.F-go2-TWDS-EMPH1     1sg/3MA.F-kill-NP 
 
"I'm going to try and kill him." 

Warranyngiw1 035 

In (2-36) the demonstrative naka refers to a participant which has already been 

mentioned in the previous sentence. 

(2-36) 
Naka-pa          iw-aka-ngung        nuyu    ini-la-ngung. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1   3pl/3MA-throw-PC    3MA.OBL 3MA/3MA-eat-PC 
 
They threw it to him and he ate it. 

Crow1 024 

                                                
25 Because of a part-whole relationship between possessor and tooth which is treated as identity in 
Mawng (see section 7.4.2). 
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The emphatic suffix -(a)pa is often found on the demonstratives when they are used as 

discourse deictics26 rather than spatial deictics because it marks topicality when it 

occurs on nominals (see section 2.5.4)27.  

The distal Masculine demonstrative naka has a special grammaticalised use in 

discourse. In this function, it occurs at the beginning of a clause and indicates that there 

is some type of logical relation between that clause and another clause. This function is 

clearest when there is no Masculine referent in the clause which the demonstrative 

could potentially refer to. In examples (2-37) a-b, the demonstrative naka-pa highlights 

a logical link between the clause it appears in and the previous clause, which is also 

given in the example. 

(2-37) 
a. 
La    kama-wu-n              itpalk.    
CONJ  PR.3VE-turn.into-NP    Acacia.sp  
 
And the Itpalk flowers.  

Seasons 004 

b. 
Naka-pa          k-arrunnga-langkatpa-ø. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1   PR-3GEN/1pl.in-tell-NP 
 
So we know (that it's cold season time). 

Seasons 005 

When demonstratives combine with the suffix -(a)pa the final consonant /k/ is 

sometimes elided before -(a)pa and the remaining two vowels combined. The resulting 

vowel may be long or short. Thus naka-pa becomes na:pa or napa which are both 

transcribe as napa because vowel length is not contrastive in Mawng. An example of 

this contracted form is shown in (2-38b).  

 

(2-38) 
a.  
Warranyngiw  k-i-maju-ø.     
child        PR-3MA-die-NP  
 
A child dies. 

Age_names 017 

b. 
Napa           k-arrk-pi-n      ngaw     alikornka. 
DEM.D.MA.EMPH1 PR-1pl.in-say-NP 3GEN.OBL bereaved.mother  
 
In that case we call her Alikornka, bereaved  mother (the mother of the 
child). 

Age_names 018 

                                                
26 See Himmelmann  (1996) for a discussion of the category 'discourse deictic'. 
27 Compare with the emphatic suffix -pu which has become incorporated into some cardinal pronouns, 
demonstratives and kin terms in Gurrgoni (Green 1995). 
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Proximal demonstratives combined with -(a)pa can also contract so for example, nuka-

pa becomes no:pa. Contraction of the suffixed forms only occurs in speech at natural 

speed and when repeating sentences for transcription purposes, speakers generally 

expand the contracted demonstratives back to the longer form. The contraction process 

does not occur when a member of any other word class such as a verb, noun or pronoun 

combines with -(a)pa. Although the contracted form is glossed DEM.D.MA.EMPH1 in 

(2-38) above it seems that the emphatic suffix -(a)pa has become absorbed into these 

forms as -(a)pa can be added to the contracted form as in (2-39). 

(2-39) 
Napa-pa               kani   wurrkara-ga 
DEM.D.MA.EMPH1-EMPH1  here   mainland-HITH 
 
k-i-w-ø         Wamarli. 
PR-3MA-lie-NP   place.name 
 
It's over here on the mainland at Wamarli. 

Crow1 045 

More work is needed on the contracted forms of the demonstratives to determine 

whether they are used differently to the longer forms.  

There is also a dedicated discourse demonstrative nungpaka which is never used with 

spatial reference. This demonstrative refers to previous events, speech or thought and is 

analysable as having the Land gender nominal prefix nung- (see Table 3). In (2-40) 

nungpaka is used to refer to an event in the story that the speaker would rather not relate 

directly (a rape). 

(2-40) 
Pa    nuwurri kurrung-purru-n    aw-arra-n   parak nungpaka a-mi-nang. 
P.SEQ 2pl     2pl/3LL-know-NP    3pl-go2-PP  AWAY  ABS.DEM  3pl-do-PC 
 
You know that after a while they did that. 

Arawirr 048 

In (2-41) nungpaka is used to refer to a section of speech, i.e. a story. 

(2-41) 
La   nungpaka-yu    wu-lurtpuj nga-mi-ny. 
so   ABS.DEM-just   LL-short   1sg-say-PP 
 
So that's just a short bit that I've told. 

Missionary3 052 

In addition, there are some other much less commonly recorded demonstratives with the 

root -paka. Capell and Hinch (1970) list a complete series of such demonstratives which 

they refer to as the 'aforesaid' series shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8 The 'aforesaid' demonstrative series as given in Capell and Hinch (1970: 63) 
MA napaka 
FE ningpaka28 
LL  nungpaka 
VE namaka 
ED napaka 
PL napaka 

 
There are no examples given of the use of most the 'aforementioned' forms listed by 

Capell and Hinch in their grammar or texts or in Hewett et. al. (1990). The only 

demonstratives with a root -paka for which examples have been recorded are those 

listed in the left hand column in Table 9 below.  

Table 9 Rare demonstrative forms 
root -paka -ipa 
MA napaka nipa 
FE japaka jipa 
LL  tapaka 

nungpaka 
tipa 

 

These -paka root forms are very rare and even so are found only in material by older 

speakers so it is likely that the -paka forms are dialectal variants which are no longer 

used, apart from nungpaka which has survived because of its distinct discourse-deictic 

function29.  The five series of demonstratives listed by Capell and Hinch (1970: 63) 

contrast with the two in Table 7. In addition to the -paka 'aforesaid' series they list a 

series of forms ending in -awk. These are clearly just the demonstratives listed in Table 

7 combined with the collective suffix -awk (see section 2.9.1) as illustrated in (2-42). 

(2-42) 
Miyulum, karwuluk,    taka-wk-apa           walij karra-pa-ø. 
yam.sp   hairy.yam.sp DEM.D.ED-COLL-EMPH1   food  1pl.in/3ED-get-NP 
 
Miyulum, Karwuluk, we get all those types of vegetable foods. 

Seasons 008 

The other series listed by Capell and Hinch are also compositional forms consisting of a 

demonstrative plus the emphatic suffix -(a)pa (see section 2.5.4). This suffix is very 

common on demonstratives, as it is on cardinal pronouns. The ending /pa/ is clearly not 

part of the demonstrative root as both the suffix -yu 'just/only' and the collective plural 

suffix -awk precede -(a)pa when they co-occur. An example in which the emphatic 

suffix follows -awk was shown in (2-42). An example in which the emphatic suffix 

follows -yu is shown in (2-43). 

                                                
28 This form is probably ninypaka mistranscribed. 
29 The existence of the two different Land gender forms in Table 9 suggests that nungpaka already had a 
special function and tapaka was the normal Land gender form. 
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(2-43)  
Kayirrk la  anga-wurru-ning,       "Makiny, tuka-yu-pa            ngana-mi-n 
[then     ] 3GEN/3LL-think-PC      no       DEM.P.LL-just-EMPH1   1sg.F-do-NP 
 
parak karrape,    ngana." 
AWAY  inland.bush 1sg.F.go1.NP 
 
Then she thought "No, I'll just do this, I'll go to the bush." 

Warramurungunji1 121 

In addition to the rare -paka root demonstratives there are also the rare -ipa forms 

shown in the rightmost column in Table 9. These are still in use but are simply very rare 

and their use is unclear. It is possible that they are only used when pointing or are 

special allative forms. An example is shown in (2-44). 

(2-44) 
A-wani-ngan   i-mi-ny      "Tipa           ta  wu-ngumpuli."      
3pl-sit-PP    3MA-say-PP    there.mid.dist LL  LL-point.of.land  
 
Then he said, "(What about going to) that point  over there". 

Missionary1 016 

Hewett et. al (1990) also lists some first and second person demonstrative forms. These 

are shown in Table 10.  

Table 10 First and second person demonstratives 
 Gloss Likely form of 

root 
nukuka 2sg, proximal -wuka 
nuwutpuka 
nuwutuka 

2pl, proximal -wuka 
-uka 

nuwutpaka 2pl, distal -waka 
ngatuka ngat-palu 1pl.ex 'us lot' 

?proximal 
-wuka  

ngatpaka  ngak-palu 1pl.ex 'us lot' ?distal -waka 
 

Note that some of the forms in Table 10 are only found together with the bound nominal 

root -walu 'likeness'. Not all possible forms have been recorded and it is not clear how 

some, such as ngatpaka - a distal form of a first person exclusive demonstrative - would 

be used. 

There is another rare demonstrative that has been recorded only recently. It is the third 

person dual demonstrative takayawu in (2-45). 

(2-45)  
Takayawu, k-a-mi-n     k-aw-ukunjili-n. 
DEM.dual  PR-3pl-do-NP PR-3pl-exchange-NP 

 
Those two, they exchanged (something). 

Reflexives1 093 

2.2.7 Pronouns 
The three types of pronoun found in Mawng are listed in Table 11. 
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Table 11 Free pronouns 
 Cardinal Contrastive Oblique 
gloss person, 

number and 
gender 

person, number 
and gender plus 
CONTR 

person, number 
and gender plus 
OBL 

1sg ngapi ngapimung ngartu(k) 
1pl.in ngarrurri ngarrurrimung ngarrurru 
1pl.ex ngarri ngarrimung ngarru 
2sg nuyi nuyimung nuwu 
2pl nuwurri nuwurrimung nuwurru 
3MA yanat yamin nuyu 
3FE inyanat inyamin 
3LL anyanat anyamin 
3VE manat mamin 
3ED atjanat atjamin 

ngaw 

3pl wenat wemin -wu ~ -pu 
 

Cardinal and contrastive pronouns can function as NPs on their own. These pronouns 

encode core arguments which are already indexed on the verb so they emphasise their 

referents. It is typical for free pronouns in languages with verbal cross-referencing of 

arguments to have an emphatic function (Schwartz 1986). Mawng has two series of free 

pronouns. The cardinal pronoun gives a 'light' emphasis whereas the contrastive 

pronoun is used for strong emphasis or contrast. Oblique pronouns never constitute an 

NP on their own but can only be used as part of NP with other nominals or as part of the 

verb complex. 

2.2.7.1 Cardinal pronouns 
Cardinal pronouns are the most common type of pronoun in discourse. In (2-47) and 

(2-46) the cardinal pronouns, shown in bold, are used to refer to subjects. 

(2-46) 
Inyanat  iny-uraka-ngung,     ngapi  warrwak  ng-arra-ngung 
3FE      3FE-go.first-PC      1sg    later    1sg-go2-PC 
 
She went in front and I went along behind. 

C+H Text 1:8 

 (2-47) 
Ngapi-pa30  ngap-iratpi-yang  la   yanat  wupaj       ani-lijpu-ning      
1sg-EMPH1  1sg/3ED-knead-PC  CONJ 3MA    freshwater  3MA/3LL-fetch.water-PC   

 
ngartu. 
1sg.OBL 
 
I made the damper while he fetched water for me. 

 
 HH Text 1:155 

                                                
30 Note that cardinal pronouns often take the emphatic suffix -(a)pa. Exactly how the use of a cardinal 
pronoun with an emphatic suffix differs from the use of a contrastive pronoun is not clear. 
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Cardinal pronouns are used to emphasise change of topic in (2-47) and (2-46). Cardinal 

pronouns can also refer to objects as in (2-48). 

(2-48) 
Ngapi   ngani-wu-ng. 
1sg     3MA/1sg-hit-PC 
 
He hit me. 

Hewett et. al. 1990 

Cardinal pronouns can be part of a complex NP such as the one indicated by bracketing 

in (2-49). 

(2-49) 
Malany ma-warlkanyi-ny-pi [mata manat-apa  mata warral]. 
then   3VE-fall-PP-TWDS    VE   3VE-EMPH1  VE   large.paperbark.tree 

 
Then it fell down, that Warral tree 

AD Text 1:32 

Cardinal pronouns are used as a part of possessive NPs too as in (2-50) (see section 3.4 

for more discussion of these). 

(2-50) 
[Mata ngapi mata wawaj]         ngungpa-yawu-n. 
VE    1sg   VE   digging.stick  1sg/3LL.F-dig-NP 

 
I will dig with my digging stick. 

(Hinch unpublished) 

In addition to the cardinal pronouns listed in Table 11 there are dual pronouns. These 

are listed separately in Table 12.  

Table 12 Dual cardinal pronouns 
Gloss Form Historically derived from... 
1dual.in nilangapi nuyi la ngapi 
1dual.ex(FE) ngapilinyanat ngapi la inyanat 
1dual.ex(MA) ngapilyanat ngapi la yanat 
2dual(FE) nulinyanat nuyi la inyanat 
2dual(MA) (not recorded as yet)  
3dual.MA yanatjanat yanat yanat 
3dual.FE inyanatinyanat inyanat inyanat 
3dual(MA+FE) yanatinyanat yanat inyanat 
 
The third person dual pronouns in Table 12 transparently consist of the relevant singular 

pronouns juxtaposed while the first and second person forms are derived from the 

singular pronouns conjoined by the conjunction la with some phonological changes. 

The conjunction la has changed to /li/ in most and the pronoun nuyi reduces to /ni/ in 

nilangapi '1dual.in'. Note that the use of these pronouns is optional and fairly infrequent 

as it is perfectly acceptable to use a plural pronoun for dual referents. An example of the 

use of ngapilinyanat '1du.ex(FE)' is shown in (2-51). 
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(2-51) 
Ngarri-pa    ngarrun-tarruwu-n           ngarrkarrk-ju  ngat-pani-ø 
1pl.ex-EMPH1 1pl.ex/3LL-share.land-NP    two-just       1pl.ex-sit-NP 
 
ngapilinyanat. 
1du.ex(FE) 
 
We share that land, just the two of us sitting (here), me and her. 

Land1 036 

2.2.7.2 Contrastive pronouns 
Contrastive pronouns encode core arguments, like cardinal pronouns. Their function is 

primarily to contrast one participant with another so they are often used for change of 

subject, particularly when the action of the new subject contrasts with that of the 

previous subject. Sentences (2-52) a-b are consecutive sentences from a story about a 

little boy and his grandmother in which the contrastive pronoun is used to indicate 

change of subject. 

(2-52) 
a. 
Awunnga-w-ng     kirrk-ju     aka-yarrkpu-ng. 
3GEN/3pl-give-PP COMPL-just   3GEN/3ED-finish-PP 
 
She gave away all (the food) until it was all gone. 

MS Text 1: 54 

b. 
Yamin     i-malkpa-ny     kayirrk la   y-arra-n     parak  y-arra-ngung 
3MA.CONTR 3MA-arrive-PP   [then     ]  3MA-go2-PP   AWAY   3MA-GO2-PC 

 
lintij. 
play 
 
He went off playing after they got home. 

MS Text 1: 55 

The verbal agreement already indicates a change of subject in (2-52) because the two 

participants differ in gender. However, the contrastive pronoun yamin 'MA.CONTR' is 

still used to emphasise the change in subject. Contrastive pronouns can also encode 

object arguments as in (2-55). 

(2-53) 
Kayirrk la yamin     inga-w-ning. 
[then    ] 3MA.CONTR 3GEN/3MA-give-PC 
 
(He gave it to her.) After that she gave it to him. 

Reciprocals3 073 

Contrastive pronouns are similar to cardinal pronouns but unlike cardinal pronouns, 

contrastive pronouns very rarely occur in complex NPs like that in (2-54).  

(2-54) 
[Pata wemin     pata wawurri] parang akutju  mankik      iwu-ngula-ngung. 
 PL   PL.CONTR  PL   inland   finish too     spear.type  3pl/3MA-made-PC 

 
The inland people made flint-headed spears, just the same. 
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(Hinch unpublished) 

The contrastive pronoun has a key role in the reciprocal and distributive constructions 

discussed in chapter 12.  The contrastive pronoun also forms a fixed phrase with a 

particle ali to express the 'turn construction'. An example is shown in (2-55). 

(2-55) 
I-miraw-ng   kirrk    kayirrk la   ngarrimung   ali.  Ngapimung  ali, 
3MA-sing-PP  COMPL    [then     ]  1pl.ex.CONTR turn  1sg.CONTR  turn 
 
nga-miraw-ning. 
1sg-sing-PC 
 
'He sang and after that it was our turn. It was my turn to sing.'  

HH Text 1: 106 

The turn construction has mainly been recorded with contrastive pronouns, although it 

has been recorded with an indefinite pronoun in (2-56)31. 

(2-56) 
Aw-ura-n   impiyung      ali. 
3pl-go1-PP MA.name.HESIT turn 
 
They went off and then it was somebody else's turn. 

Nawayati 016 

2.2.7.3 Oblique pronouns 
The oblique pronoun is quite different to the cardinal and contrastive pronouns. It is not 

able to form an NP on its own so it does not have many of the properties of nominals 

listed in (2-1). It has two distinct positions in the clause which are associated with two 

distinct functions. The oblique pronoun is either part of an NP (see section 3.4) or part 

of the verb complex (see section 2.5.5). Oblique pronouns that are part of the verb 

complex index an additional participant as in (2-57)32.  

(2-57) 
K-i-yama-ø-wu. 
PR-3MA-work-NP-3pl.OBL 
 
He works for them. 

 
The third person plural oblique pronoun -wu takes the form -pu after a consonant as in 

(2-58) and is usually unstressed. 

(2-58) 
I-yama-ngung-pu. 
3MA-work-PC-3pl.OBL 
 
He was working for them. 
 

                                                
31 The word wali in the neighbouring language Bininj Gun-wok has the same function as ali in Mawng 
(Evans 2003). 
32 This additional participant corresponds to that encoded as dative in other Australian languages. See 
Hosokawa (1991) for example. Note that the Burarra dative pronoun described by Green (1987) has a 
similar distribution and range of functions to the Mawng postverbal oblique pronoun. 
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The oblique pronoun may also follow nouns within NPs to encode a possessor as in 

(2-59). 

(2-59) 
Parang-apa    mani-ma-ny       [mata  nganangka        nuyu]NP. 
finish-EMPH1  3MA/3VE-get-PP   VE     clap.sticks(VE)  3MA.OBL 

 
So then he got his clapsticks. 

Nawayati 054 

Note that in (2-59) the oblique pronoun does not take its own article, as the cardinal 

pronoun does in the possessive NP in (2-50). The properties of oblique pronouns 

suggest that they were once free pronouns but are undergoing grammaticalisation and 

becoming clitics. The third person plural form -wu always cliticises to the preceding 

verb or pronoun while other forms often form a single phonological word with the verb 

for the purposes of stress assignment. Oblique pronouns also differ from the other two 

types of pronoun in that the distinction between the four non-masculine genders is 

collapsed, as shown in Table 11. This same syncretism occurs in the transitive subject 

agreement prefixes33. The oblique object pronoun is involved in the expression of 

accompaniment together with the particle algaj (see section 2.8.3). The Masculine form 

nuyu also functions as a purposive clause linker (see section 5.5). 

2.2.7.4 Indefinite and interrogative pronouns 
Indefinite and interrogative pronouns are quite similar in Mawng and both are types of 

nominals because they may function as NPs on their own. There are three types of 

indefinite pronouns as well as a way to form indefinite expressions using the particle 

yirrik 'perhaps'. The indefinite pronoun nukang shown in (2-60) is used for referents of 

any gender, despite the fact that its initial phonemes resemble the Masculine nominal 

prefix nu-. 

(2-60) 
Y-ura-n-apa       nukang ini-ma-ny-apa. 
3MA-go1-PP-EMPH1  indef  3MA/3MA-get-PP-EMPH1 
 
He went and got a what's-it (a fish). 

Giant2 047 

In example (2-61) nukang is used to refer to 'fruit' which is always Edible gender34. 

                                                
33 c.f. Gurrgoni which has a four gender system but some pronominal prefixes and pronouns only make a 
two-way distinction. However, in Gurrgoni the two-way distinction is between Feminine versus 
Nonfeminine (Green 1995). 
34 Note that the last verb -marlirrinymi 'shine' in the example has lexicalised Feminine subject agreement.  
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(2-61)  
Parang la   muj  ngarrart-aya-ntung ta aw-arnti-ng  
[then    ]  too  1pl.ex/3ED-see-PC  ED 3ED-hang.from-PC    
     
ta  a-parlkparra-ntung    nukang    iny-marlirrinymikpi-nang. 
ED  3ED-white-PC          indef     3FE-shine-PC 
 
However, we could also see (the wild plums) hanging there, white ones, which 
ones were shining (ie. the ripe ones). 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

There is a small set of indefinite pronouns used in place of names. The forms recorded 

so far are listed in Table 13. 

Table 13 Indefinite pronouns for names 
MA impiyung  
FE ninyimpiyung 
LL piyung 
 

An example of the Land gender form piyung is shown in (2-62)35. 

 (2-62) 
Y-urti-ny     piyung            Malirrgu. 
3MA-land-PP   place.name.HESIT  place.name 
 
He came ashore at what's-it-called Malirrgu. 

Karringitpalka 035 

Another type of indefinite pronoun is compositionally derived from three words: an 

interrogative and an article plus a demonstrative which together would otherwise form a 

short interrogative clause meaning 'What is that?' or 'Who is that'. The indefinite 

pronoun ngantijanaka in (2-63) is analysable as nganti-ja-naka 'who-MA-DEM.D.MA'. 

(2-63) 
Kani    marrik ngantijanaka    muj. 
here    NEG    person.indef    else 
 
There was nobody else (living) here. 

Land1 008 

The indefinite pronoun ngantijanukawk in (2-64) is formed using the proximal 

Masculine demonstrative nuka and it has the collective suffix -awk.  

(2-64) 
Ma   puka-pa        kutpun-aya-n      ngantijanuk-awk 
o.k. DEM.P.PL-EMPH1 2pl/3pl-know-NP   person.indef-COLL 
 
Gayurnbi, Namarrabuja, Warrardbin.  
pers.name pers.name    pers.name    
 
Them, you know those ones Gaiyurnbi, Namarrabuja and Warrardbin. 

Land1 038 

                                                
35 See also (2-56) above for an example of the use of impiyung. 
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It is clear that these indefinite pronoun forms are grammaticalised as only the Masculine 

form is used; there are no Feminine or Plural forms. We might expect a plural article 

and demonstrative to be used to form the indefinite pronoun in (2-64) but they are not36. 

The nonhuman form kunijanaka contains the element /kuni/ - derived from kunuka 

'what' - instead of nganti 'who' as shown in (2-65).  

(2-65)  
Waka-pa        ini-miyarma-ngung    ja  naka-pa 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3MA/3MA-want-PC      MA  DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  
 
ja  Mayinaj      kunijanaka       alapanja. 
MA  giant.name   nonhuman.indef   tree.sp 
 
Then that Mayinaj wanted that stuff, Alapanja. 

Mayinaj1 006 

Another way to refer to an unknown entity is to simply use an interrogative pronoun 

followed by the particle yirrik 'perhaps'. Yirrik is combined with the interrogative 

pronoun nganti 'who' in (2-66) and (2-67). 

(2-66) 
Ya,          naka     ngungpurrun nganti yirrik ta  nungpaka 
yeah         DEM.D.MA maybe       [whoever     ]LL  ABS.DEM 

 
angk-unma-ngung. 
3pl/3LL-tell.story-PC 
 
Well, I wonder who was telling you that (something untrue).  

Child 296 

(2-67) 
Nganti yirrik  nge-ya-wng       y-urlge-ny. 
[somebody   ]  1sg/3MA-see-PP   3MA-go.inside-PP 
 
I saw somebody going inside. 

Complement1 010 

In (2-68) and (2-69) yirrik is combined with kunuka 'what', shortened to kuna in (2-69) 

which also occurs elsewhere. 

(2-68) 
Kuwa-yalma-ø-wu                   karlurri walij 
2sg/3MA.F-look.for-NP-3pl.OBL     meat     food 
 
apana-ma-ø-wu                kunuka yirrik anpunpa-lakantaw-n 
2sg/3ED.F-get-NP-3pl.OBL     [whatever   ] 2sg/3pl.F-give.food-NP 
 
inyanatjanat. 
3.du(MA+FE) 
 
"Look for game, meat, get them whatever to feed them." (instructions to a 
unmarried man on what to do for his potential parents-in-law). 

Mawawiny 008 

 

                                                
36 The list begun in (2-64) goes on to include female siblings of those listed as well.  
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 (2-69)  
"La  kamu      inyi-wa-ny       kuna yirrik   ngarrurru  jita kamu?" 
CONJ mother    3MA/3FE-eat-PP   [whatever  ]  1pl.in.OBL FE   mother 
 
"What kind of thing could have eaten our Mum?" 

Ngayakutu 048 

The particle yirrik is combined with ngampi 'where' in (2-70). 

(2-70)  
Pata  k-a-maju-ø-awk      ngampi yirrik  la   k-awuni-ma-ø  
PL    PR-3pl-die-NP-COLL  [wherever    ] CONJ PR-3MA/3pl-get-NP  

 
waka-pa          k-awunny-utpa-ø           pata wi-yayik. 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1   PR-3MA/3pl-put.down-NP    PL   3pl-bone 
 
Wherever people die, he gets their bones and puts them there. 

Giant3 010 

The particle yirrik is combined with kiki 'what, how' to form an indefinite pronoun used 

to refer to events as shown in (2-71). 

 (2-71) 
A-wararrke-nang      la   kiki yirrik  a-mi-nang-awk       pata 
3pl-cry-PC           CONJ [whatever ]  3pl-do-PC-COLL      PL 
 
tu-warlkparrakan-ut. 
PL-old.person-PL 
 
The old people cried and did all those kind of things (that people do at 
funerals). 

Atjak1 064 

The combinations of indefinite pronouns with yirrik have similar meanings to English 

indefinite pronouns with -ever or some- such as whoever or someone. They are best 

analysed as complex expressions because when used alone yirrik 'perhaps' can appear in 

various positions within the clause, whereas in these expressions yirrik must follow the 

indefinite pronoun.  

All the indefinites discussed in the preceding section can be used as hesitation 

expressions. Three different types of indefinites are used in (2-72). 

(2-72) 
ja  impiyung       ngantijanuka Robert.  Nganti yirrik  ja 
MA  MA.name.HESIT  whoever     pers.name [whoever     ] MA 
 
arrarrkpi  i-ngurlaj? 
aboriginal MA-name  
 
.. what's his name, Robert. Whatever is his Aboriginal name? 

Land1 043 

The three interrogative pronouns nganti 'who', kunuka 'what' and ngampiwi 'where' are 

shown in (2-73) - (2-75). 
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(2-73)  
Nganti k-iny-arkpa-ø                  jita warrawurnji? 
who    PR-3MA/3FE-carry.on.back-NP.   FE   girl 
 
Who is carrying the girl? 

Information2 007 

(2-74)  
Kunuka k-inga-wu-n           jita warrawurnji? 
what   PR-3GEN/3MA-hit-NP    FE   girl 
 
What is the girl hitting? 

Information2 139 

(2-75)  
Ngampiwi mata warlk? 
where    VE   tree 
 
Where is the tree? 

Information2 020 

Note that the interrogative ngampiwi 'where' includes the suffix -wi 'towards' which is 

very occasionally omitted but seems to have largely lexicalised as part of the pronoun.  

The interrogative kiki 'what, how' has a wide range of functions. For example, in (2-76) 

it combines with the verb -mi 'do' to form an event interrogative and in (2-77) it 

combines with an NP to mean 'how much?'. 

(2-76)  
Kiki k-i-mi-n        ja  marryun? 
what PR-3MA-do-NP    MA  boy 
 
What is the boy doing? 

Information2 003 

(2-77) 
Kiki ja rrupiya? 
what MA money 
 
How much money (is it)? 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

Note that the interrogatives occur clause-initially in the questions in (2-73) - (2-77) 

above. The blurry line between interrogative pronouns and indefinite pronouns is shown 

by the fact that all these interrogative pronouns can also be used as indefinite pronouns. 

When they function as indefinite pronouns they need not occur clause-initially as in 

(2-78). 

(2-78)  
Anng-alyu-ngan nganti y-arra-ngung     parak tuka     alan? 
2sg-hear-PP    who    3MA-go2-PC       AWAY  DEM.P.LL track 
 
Did you hear somebody walking along the road? 

Complement1 016 
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There are no special negative indefinite pronouns in Mawng. Instead indefinite 

pronouns simply occur in negated clauses. The indefinite pronoun nganti 'who' can be 

inserted between the negative preverbal particle marrik and the verb as in (2-79)37. 

(2-79)  
Marrik nganti   nge-ya-nti         y-urlge-na. 
NEG    who      1sg/3MA-see-I2     3MA-go.inside-I2 
 
I didn't see anybody going inside. 

Complement1 011 

To overtly encode plurality nganti can be preceded by the human plural particle warra 

as in (2-80). 

(2-80)  
Warra  nganti   k-iw-atpi-ø            ja  karlurri? 
plural who      PR-3pl/3MA-hold-NP     MA  animal 
 
Who are holding animals? 

Information2 122 

To get a meaning similar to which in English, nganti is followed by an article agreeing 

with its referent as in (2-81) and (2-82)38.  

(2-81) 
Nganti [ja  y-ura-n-ka        warrwak]? 
who    MA  3MA-go1-PP-HITH    last 
 
Which one came in last? (lit: Who is the one who came in last?) 

Information9 007 

(2-82)  
[Nganti ja  warranyngiw] inga-ya-wng       Ngal-angila? 
who     MA  child        3GEN/3MA-see-PP   FE-skin.name 
 
Which child did Ngalangila see? 

Information15 025 

The clauses in (2-81) have slightly different structures.  In (2-81) nganti is the head of a 

nonverbal clause - the remainder of the clause is nominalised as a relative clause as 

indicated by the square brackets39. In (2-82) nganti forms a complex NP with 

warranyngiw 'child'.  

                                                
37 Mushin (1995) discusses a similar expression in Ngankikurrungkurr and notes that it is difficult to 
know whether the negative particle plus indefinite pronoun form a complex expression meaning for 
example nobody or whether such an example is just an unremarkable negated clause which contains a 
monomorphemic indefinite pronoun. The same problem exists in Mawng. I  analyse such examples as 
negated clauses which contain a monomorphemic indefinite pronoun but it is worth noting that nganti has 
an unusual position in such clauses - it is one of a small set of words which can occur between marrik 
'NEG' and the verb (see section 2.5.1).  
38 See also the use of the article between kiki 'how' and rupiya 'money' in (2-77). 
39 See section 4.7 for more on nonverbal clauses and chapter 5 for more on nominalisation. 
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For nonhuman referents kunuka 'what' is used. An example of kunuka used to mean 

'which' in a nonverbal clause is shown in (2-83). In this example, kunuka is part of an 

NP like that in (2-82), and the nonverbal clause is headed by the demonstrative maka. 

(2-83)  
Maka     [kunuka mata anjirla]? 
DEM.D.VE  what   VE   spear 
 
What type of spear is that? [lit: that is which spear?] 

Articles 032 

The two interrogative particles found in Mawng will be described in this section even 

though they are not pronouns in order to keep the discussion of interrogatives together. 

The interrogative particle kurlingka 'INT' usually occurs clause-initially as in (2-84). 

(2-84)  
Kurlingka warramumpik inga-kajpu-ng        ja  jurra? 
INT       woman       3GEN/3MA-read-PC     MA  book 
 
Is the woman reading a book? 

Information2 167 

Kurlingka may follow a preverbal topic NP as in (2-85) to make it clear that the other 

NP is the focus of the question. 

(2-85)  
Ja  arrarrkpi kurlingka k-inny-atpi-ø         warak jita warrawurnji? 
MA  man       INT       PR-3MA/3MA-hold-NP    AWAY  FE   girl 
 
Is the man carrying a girl? 

Information5 011 

The use of kurlingka is fairly rare in spontaneous speech. It is usually shortened to kula 

and in any case is optional, as interrogative clauses need not carry any overt marker of 

their function. The final interrogative to be mentioned is kunuka nuyu 'why, what for?' 

shown in (2-86).  

(2-86)  
La    kunuka nuyu inga-langaka-n      ja  warranyngiw? 
CONJ  [why     ]  3GEN/3MA-send-PP    MA  child 
 
Why does she send the child? 

Information2 159 

Transparently derived from kunuka 'what' and nuyu '3MA.OBL', there is a clear link 

between the use of nuyu in this word and its function in marking purposive clauses (see 

section 5.5)40.  

The interrogative kunuka nuyu is not a nominal but a multi-word particle. Asking about 

time also requires the use of more than one lexeme. Hewett et. al. (1990) list the multi-

                                                
40 Mushin (1995) notes that the equivalent of why is never monomorphemic in Australian languages and 
is usually formed by the word for what with the dative case suffix.  
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word particle ta kiki-ga (lit: LL what-HITH) 'when' and Hinch (unpub.) cites kiki la 

(what CONJ) 'when?'. However, in my data general interrogative structures are used to 

inquire about the timing of events. A time nominal is used if it is not clear from the 

context that time is what is being questioned as in (2-87). 

(2-87) 
Kiki      kampu-ma-ø         kit,   warntatarr? 
what/how  PR.3pl/3VE-GET-NP  carry  noon 
 
When are they carrying it, at noon? 

Information2 238 

2.2.8 Nominal adverbs 
2.2.8.1 Temporal adverbs 
All nouns referring to places and times are Land gender so they take the Land gender 

article as illustrated for ngurrij '24-hour period' in (2-88). 

 (2-88)  
Kiki yirrik  ta  ngurrij? 
[however   ] LL  24 hour period 
 
How many nights? 

Warramurungunji1 028 

Many temporal adverbs are also nominals so they may be preceded by the Land gender 

article ta as wularrut is in (2-89). 

(2-89)  
Waka-pa         a-wani-ng     pata arrarrkpi  la   warramumpik ta  wularrut. 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  3pl-sit-PC    PL   man        CONJ woman       LL  long.ago 
 
People lived there long ago. 

BLPC 2:1 

The use of ta with temporal adverbials and nominals is extended to English loans as 

shown in (2-90) 

(2-90)  
Pa    ngarr-ura-n-apa         ta  Saturday  ngarr-ura-n. 
P.SEQ 1pl.ex-go1-NP-EMPH1     LL  Eng       1pl.ex-go1-PP 
 
We went on Saturday. 

HH Text 1: 17 

However adverbs are never arguments and thus the use of the Land gender article ta is 

the main evidence that they are nominals41. The form ta functions as the article for two 

genders: Land gender and Edible gender, but the common semantic extension from 

space to time suggests that the article found with adverbs is more likely to be Land 

gender than Edible gender42. Further evidence that adverbs are nominals is provided by 

                                                
41 Verbal agreement provides additional evidence of the gender of nominals which can function as 
arguments. 
42 For example, in Swahili, time and place nouns are both part of the same gender. See Nordlinger (2003) 
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the fact that the form of temporal adverbial clauses mirrors that of relative clauses (see 

section 5.3.1). 

2.2.8.2 Locative adverbs 
The locative adverbs kani 'here' and kapa 'there' are also nominals. Like temporal 

adverbs they can take the article ta and participate in complex NPs. There are also 

adverbs which are formed by reduplication of a noun referring to a type of landscape 

such as ajputajput 'along the beaches' (lit 'beach-beach') in (2-91) or  kamungkamung 

'along the sandhills' (lit: sandhill-sandhill) in (2-92). 

(2-91) 
K-awu-latpa-ø           k-awarra-ø        lintij ajputajput        pata 
PR-3pl-go.twds.sea-NP   PR-3pl-GO2-NP     play   along.the.beaches PL 
 
warranyngiw. 
child 
 
The children went down to the sea and played along the beach. 

AD Text 16 015 

(2-92) 
Kamungkamung        y-arra-ngung. 
along.the.sandhills 3MA-go2-PC 
 
He was going along the sand dunes (i.e. walking behind the beach rather than 
on the beach). 

Nganaparru3 050 

The fact that a derivational process (reduplication) can derive an adverb from a 

locational noun suggests that nominal adverbs form a distinct subclass within the part of 

speech 'nominals'. There are also words with adverbial meanings which do not show 

any nominal properties. Those which form part of the verbal complex are discussed in 

section 2.5 while those with less restrictions on their position in the clause are described 

in section 2.9. 

2.2.9 Summary 
The part of speech 'nominal' has a number of different subclasses and the distinction 

between prefixing and free nominals cuts across a few subclasses of nominals. Only 

free nominals can have an 'inherent gender'. Pronouns and demonstratives are free but 

also lack an inherent gender as they always agree with their referent. There is also a 

distinction between those nominals which require a linking article to be combined with 

another nominal and those that do not. Pronouns, demonstratives and quantifiers do not 

require a linking article when combined with a single nominal of another category. The 

                                                                                                                                          
for examples of Australian languages in which temporal adverbial clauses are marked using the locative 
case marker on the verb. 
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various types of NPs are described in more detail in chapter 3. The differences between 

the different subclasses discusssed in this section are summarised in Table 14. 

Table 14 Properties of nominal subclasses 
 Has 

inherent 
gender 

Every 
token 
has a 
gender 

Can 
constitute 
an NP on 
its own 

Typically 
functions as 
a referring 
expression 

Needs 
linking 
article to 
combine 
with 
another 
nominal 

Overtly 
encodes 
agreement 
features 

Common and 
proper 
nominals 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Adjectival 
nominals 

No Yes Yes (but 
infrequent) 

No (modifier) Yes Yes if 
prefixed 

Body part 
nouns 

Yes if free, 
no if 
prefixed 

Yes if 
free, no 
if 
prefixed 

Yes Yes Yes Yes if 
prefixed 

Quanfiers and 
numerals 

No Yes Yes No 
(quantifiers) 
Yes 
(numerals) 

No Yes if 
prefixed 

Pronouns No Yes Yes Yes, but 
modification 
also common 

No Yes  

Demonstratives No Yes Yes Yes, but 
modification 
also common 

No Yes  

Nominal 
adverbs 

Yes (but no 
distinctions 
- all Land 
gender) 

Yes Yes No Yes No 

Abstract 
nominals 

Yes  Yes  Yes No Yes No 

 

2.3 The article 
The Mawng article is a small word that optionally occurs at the beginning of an NP and 

obligatorily occurs between nominals that are part of the same NP (except in determiner 

NPs - see section 3.2). Thus the one form has two quite separate functions: as a marker 

of information status and as a linking article. The use of the NP-initial article is clearly 

influenced by information status but its distribution cannot simply be explained with 

reference to the categories 'definiteness' or 'specificity' as is the case with articles in 

many other languages43. The article is clearly not a demonstrative as it cannot be used 

as a referring expression on its own and lacks spatial contrasts. Neither is the NP-initial 

article simply a gender marker as its distribution is related to information status. It 
                                                
43 Although it appears formally similar to Arabic and Hebrew definite articles at first glance, because they 
can also occur before all elements of an NP (Ferguson and Barlow 1988). 
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appears that the NP-initial article is somewhere between a gender marker and an article 

on the cline described by Greenberg (1978). In addition to information status, the 

humanness of the referent of the NP and the syntactic function of the NP are also 

important factors influencing the use of the article. In this section, I describe the 

distribution of the article and compare what is known about the Mawng article to words 

with a similar function in other Australian languages. 

The forms that the article can take are listed in Table 15. Note that the form ta is used in 

three parts of the paradigm. 

Table 15 The article 
1st and 2nd person ta 
MA ja 
FE jita 
LL ta 
VE mata 
ED ta 
PL pata 
 

The two functions of the article - as a linking article and NP-initial article - are quite 

separate. The complex NP in bold in (2-93) has an initial article and it also has linking 

articles between each nominal. 

(2-93) 
Y-utpi-ny-apa        y-alyu-ng-apa        ja nuka-pa 
3MA-sleep-PP-EMPH1   3MA-hear-PC-EMPH1    MA DEM.P.MA-EMPH1 

 
ja  arukin  ja  Karringitpalka   i-wararrke-nang. 
MA  serpent MA  serpent.name     3MA-cry-PC 

 
That serpent Karringitpalka was sleeping when he heard him crying. 

Karringitpalka 017 

The article is obligatory between nominals that form a complex NP but initial articles 

are not obligatory in either simple or complex NPs. For this reason it is argued that the 

linking article is a different syntactic category to the NP-initial article, although the 

forms are identical44. 

The distribution of the NP-initial article is not easily explained with reference simply to 

specificity or definiteness. Its use is governed by a complex set of factors involving 

definiteness, specificity, humanness, syntactic function and clause type. Work on how 

                                                
44 Himmelmann (2001) identifies linking articles and NP-articles as two distinct types of articles which 
develop completely independently but may both occur in one language as they do in Tagalog and 
Albanian. However, in Mawng the linking article and NP-article have not developed independently as 
they have the same form. 
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these factors interact is still ongoing and at this stage the distribution of the article has 

only been described with simple NPs - NPs which consist of a single common noun, 

with or without an article. Common nouns with generic reference lack the article as in 

examples (2-94) and (2-95).  

(2-94) 
Arrarrkpi a-wani-ng   ta waka     Kunpalanya. 
people    3pl-stay-PC LL DEM.D.LL place.name 
 
People were (already) living at Oenpelli (at that time). 

Missionary4 014 

(2-95) 
Marntingunyuny k-aw-arra-ø    tuka kurrula. 
dugong         PR-3pl-go2-NP  LOC  sea 

 
Dugongs live in the sea. 

Elicitation4 145 

In addition, the article is not used with predicate complements because they refer to a 

kind or a property (see section 4.2.5) as in (2-96). 

(2-96) 
Nuka     ngirntarrpuk la   kurrana naka-pa         a-mi-nang  arrarrkpi 
DEM.P.MA quoll        CONJ moon    DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  3pl-be-PC  human   
    
ta  wiyiniyirrk. 
LL long.time 

 
The quoll and the moon used to be human long ago. 

Kurrana 004 

There are differences in the use of the article depending on the animacy of the referent 

of the NP. The article functions as a definite article with common human nouns. An 

example of a definite NP with the article is shown in (2-97). 

(2-97) 
Iwu-lakajpu-ning ja nu-warlkparrakan. 
3pl/3MA-ask-PC   MA MA-old.person 
 
They were asking the old man. 

Hammer 009 

The article is also sometimes used with proper nouns - which is difficult to explain in 

terms of definiteness. In addition, the use of the article with nonhuman object NPs 

presents a number of problems for analysis45. Although the article is usually omitted 

with nonhuman generics and kind references as in (2-95), we still find the article 

relatively frequently with object nouns as in (2-98). 

 

                                                
45 There are few examples of nonhuman subjects in the data set so these comments apply to nonhuman 
objects only. 
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(2-98) 
Aw-ura-n     iwi-rrka-ka-ngung       parak   ja kiyap. 
3pl-go1-NP   3pl/3MA-spear-KRDP-PC   AWAY    MA fish 
 
They went and were spearing fish. 

Atjak1 007 

The article is obligatory on nonhuman object nouns in negated clauses as in (2-99). 

(2-99) 
Ngapi marrik nga-ta-nyi         ta  walij. 
1sg   NEG    1pl.ex/3ED-eat-I2  ED  food 

 
I didn't eat (any) food. 

Articles3 004 

The conventionalisation of either obligatory use of the article or obligatory absence of 

the article on negated objects is noted by Greenberg (1978) as a common property of 

articles that are developing into being gender markers. He explains this by stating that 

objects in negated clauses are always generic. However, the object of a Mawng negated 

clause may be generic, specific or definite - it must take the article regardless of its 

information status. 

The use of the NP-initial article with nonhuman objects is quite different to its use with 

human NPs. While other simple NPs may precede or follow the verb fairly freely, those 

referring to nonhuman objects typically follow the verb and only precede the verb when 

they are in focus. A nonhuman object may be in focus simply because it is new as in 

(2-100) or because it has contrastive focus.  

(2-100) 
Pa    mirwij    kamp-artpungki-n-ka           
P.SEQ seaweed   PR.3pl/3VE-lift.up-NP-H    
 
They bring up seaweed (from the beach). 

Warlk1 030 

Focussed nonhuman objects appear before the verb without an article so the use of word 

order and the use of the article interact to encode information status (word order is 

discussed more in section 4.6). There is also a general statistical tendency for NPs of 

any type to take the article when postverbal rather than preverbal. Thus it appears that 

the NP-initial article may also have a linking function - linking NPs to their preceding 

predicate. These two points go some way towards explaining the distribution of the 

article with nonhuman NPs but there are still many cases left unexplained. The majority 

of NPs in texts refer to nonhuman objects as human referents are typically topical and 

have high persistence in discourse so need not be referred to very often with an NP. 

This may be why the use of the article singles out nonhuman objects for special 
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treatment and encodes a more straightforward definiteness distinction with human 

referents. 

One reason why the use of the Mawng article continues to resist analysis is the fact that 

speakers are not very fussy about usage of the article. NP-intial articles are frequently 

omitted or added when speakers repeat sentences during transcription sessions. When 

provided with two sentences, identical apart from the use of the article, speakers 

frequently accept both. The only contexts in which speakers have strong grammaticality 

judgements about use of the article are negated clauses and clauses in which a 

nonhuman object NP is fronted to the verb. The lack of concern about usage of the 

article in pragmatically unmarked declarative clauses suggests that it use is controlled 

by factors operating over larger stretches of discourse than single sentences. 

There has been little work on articles and similar words in other Australian languages. 

There are formal similarities between the distribution of the Mawng article and the free 

classifiers of some Daly river languages which, like the Mawng article, can occur both 

NP-initially and between adjacent nominals in an NP (Green 1997; Reid 1997; Walsh 

1997). However, Daly river classifiers differ from Mawng articles in a number of ways. 

In particular, they are obligatory in NPs with certain syntactic functions so do not seem 

to encode discourse-pragmatic contrasts. However, Green (1997) notes that in relaxed 

speech Marrithiyel classifiers are often omitted. It would be interesting to find out if 

discourse-pragmatic factors underlie this optionality. Heath (1981) describes a part of 

speech ‘article’ in Marra, but does not uncover what motivates its distribution, although 

he observes that it occurs more frequently with nominative NPs than those in oblique 

case.  

It is likely that use of the Marra article is determined by a rather complex set of factors 

that interact in ways not known in other languages - as is the use of the Mawng article. 

We have seen that the use of the Mawng article is influenced by definiteness, 

humanness, syntactic function, information structure and clause polarity, among other 

factors. There are similarities in the way these features interact in Mawng and the way 

they influence the use of two contrasting sets of pronominal affixes in the south-east 

Arnhem land languages Nunggubuyu and Ngalakgan (Baker 2002). Baker finds that, as 

in Mawng, humanness is an important factor and that the form used with given referents 

is obligatory for the object of negated clauses. 
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Together with lexicalised agreement, the article is the most unusual and difficult feature 

of Mawng to analyse. It is not surprising that the article does not simply encode either 

definiteness or specificity as articles in European or Oceanic languages commonly do as 

definiteness and specificity are rarely obligatorily encoded in Australian languages46. In 

addition, although morphemes are sometimes listed as topic or focus markers in 

grammatical descriptions of Australian languages, the factors governing their use are 

rarely explored in detail47 (see Waters 1989 for example). This thesis presents a detailed 

description and analysis of the phenomenon of lexicalised agreement but only a brief 

summary of the results of research on the article because work is still in progress and 

information structure is not the focus of this thesis48. 

2.4 Verbs 
Verbs are defined morphologically: they always have pronominal prefixes and also take 

some other unique types of morphology. The morphology of simple verbs is relatively 

uncomplicated as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Simple verb template (obligatory elements shown in bold) 
 
A present tense prefix k- precedes vowel-initial pronominal prefixes in the present 

tense. Up to two core arguments are indexed by the pronominal prefixes. The 

pronominal prefixes have different future and nonfuture tense forms which have clearly 

developed through the merging of a future tense prefix %wana-% with the pronominal 

prefix. However, the combination of the old affix and the pronominal prefixes is no 

longer fully predictable in terms of either their ordering or morphophonemics so the 

future/nonfuture distinction is analysed as part of the pronominal prefixes. Mawng verb 

                                                
46 See Dixon (1972) and Donaldson (1980) for exceptions. 
47 Although more detailed work on the use of word order to encode pragmatic meaning is available. 
48 The results of ongoing work on information structure and intonation in Mawng will be published in a 
more detailed and complete form in the future. 
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roots range in size from a single vowel up to five syllables. It is clear that longer roots 

have developed through processes such as noun-verb compounding (see section 10.8 for 

some evidence). The final two elements in Figure 2 encode tense, aspect and mood 

distinctions. 

2.4.1 Pronominal prefix paradigms  
Mawng pronominal prefixes encode number, gender and person. However only person 

is encoded for all types of referent. The use of special plural forms for third persons is 

obligatory if the referent is human and these plural forms may also be used for larger 

animals, fish and birds. Nonhuman referents are typically encoded using a third person 

affix which encodes gender but is used for nonhuman participants of any number. These 

third person affixes that encode gender are used only for singular human referents.  

Gender is not distinguished by first and second person prefixes at all. The intransitive 

subject (S) and object (O) third person prefixes distinguish all five genders but the 

transitive subject (A) prefix only makes a two-way distinction between Masculine and 

all other genders (Nonmasculine - glossed GEN). There is no dual category in the 

Mawng verb prefixing paradigm. The intransitive prefix paradigm is given in Table 16.  

Table 16 Intransitive prefixes  
 nonfuture future 

1sg nga- ngana- 
1pl.in arrk- arrkpa(na)-49 
1pl.ex ngarrK- ngatpa(na)- 
2sg an(ng)- anpa(na)- 
2pl kurr- kutpa(na)- 
3MA i- iwa(na)- 
3FE iny- inypa(na)- 
3LL ang- angpa(na)- 
3VE (ka)ma- mana- 
3ED aK- apa(na)- 
3pl awu- awa(na)- 
 

The longer form of the future tense prefixes is found with monosyllabic stems and 

vowel-initial stems. The 2sg nonfuture prefix has the form an- before consonant-initial 

roots but anng- before vowel-initial roots50. The present tense prefix k- does not occur 

on consonant-initial pronominal prefixes apart from the 3rd person Vegetation gender 

                                                
49 An alternative form of the prefix, atpana- which has also been recorded is very rare in texts. The use of 
the form atpana- does not seem to be phonologically conditioned as all the verb roots which have been 
recorded with atpana- have also been recorded with arrkpana-.   
50 Both anng- and the 3LL prefix ang- become any- before y-initial roots. 
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prefix with which it forms the portmanteau prefix kama-51. The fact that the present 

tense prefix k- cannot occur on all prefixes does not lead to ambiguities as present tense 

is encoded through the combination of the past/nonpast distinction in the TAM suffixes 

and the future/nonfuture tense distinction in the pronominal prefixes. Most other 

morphophonemic changes found at the boundary of the verb prefix and verb root can be 

predicted using general rules which will be discussed after the form of the transitive 

verb prefixes are given. 

The transitive pronominal prefix paradigm is shown in Table 17. The cluster of subject, 

object and future tense prefix is treated as a portmanteau morpheme. Note that the basic 

non-past and future forms only are given. Further comments in footnotes to the table 

and on the following pages describe other variants. 

Table 17 Basic nonfuture and future forms of transitive verb prefixes 
When prefixes are combined with verb roots, a sequence of two labial consonants is 

avoided by a change to the form of the prefix. This process occurs even though the two 

labial consonants are separated by a vowel. For example, the combination of the prefix 

nganpu- '3pl/1sg' and the verb root ma- 'get' comes out as ngantu-ma. In third person 

plural subject nonfuture prefix forms we find the changes in (2-101) within verb 

prefixes when they combine with labial-initial verb roots.  

(2-101) 
/np/ → /nt/ ; /ngp/ → /ngk/ ; /nyp/ → /nyj/  
 

In third person Vegetation gender object nonfuture prefix forms we find the changes 

shown in (2-102) for labial-initial roots so for example ngatpa- '1pl.ex/3VE' plus -ma 

'get' are combined as ngata-ma. 

(2-102) 
/nym/ → /ny/ ; /nm/ → /nnga/ ; /rrp/ →/rrk/ ; /tp/ → /t/ 

 
The information presented in Table 17 is basically the same as in chart XIII in Capell 

and Hinch (1970) except they do not give the special forms of the prefixes that occur 

with vowel-initial verb roots, discussed below. In chart XIII they provide all variants as 

summarised in (2-101) - (2-102) above. Their charts have a few gaps, which have been 

filled in in Table 17. They also list a few forms not attested in my data such as anna- 

'2sg/3VE' which seems quite unlikely as the sequence /nn/ is not attested elsewhere. It is 

likely to be a mistranscription of annga-. In addition, they do not identify the 

                                                
51 It is not clear how the additional a should be analysed in this form. 



Table 17. Basic nonfuture and future forms of transitive verb prefixes 
  1sg 1pl. in 1pl.ex 2sg 2pl 3MA 3FE 3LL 3VE 3ED 3pl          O 

A             
1sg        kun- kurrun- ngi- nginy- ngung- ngany(m)a- ngaKa- ngawun- 

 fut       kunpa(na)- kurrunpa(na)- ngiwa(na)- nginypa(na)- ngungpa(na)- nganya(na)- ngapa(na)- ngawunpa(na)- 

1pl. in            arri- arriny- arrung- arrpa- arraKa- arr(k)pun- 

  fut           arriwa(na)- arrinypa(na)- arrungpa(na)- arrpa(na)- arrapa(na)- arr(k)punpa(na)- 

1pl.ex        kurrun- kurrun- ngarri- ngarriny- ngarrung- ngat(p)a- ngarraKa- ngatpun- 

  fut       kurrunpa(na)- kurrunpa(na)- ngarriwa(na)- ngarrinypa(na)- ngarrungpa(na)- ngata(na)- ngarrapa(na)- ngatpunpa(na)- 

2sg  ngan-   ngarrun-     ku- kuny- kunga- annga- 
~anma- 

kaKa- anpun- 

  fut nganpa(na)-   ngarrunpa(na)-     kuwa(na)- kunypa(na)- kungpa(na)- annga(na)- kapa(na)- anpunpa(na)- 

2pl  ngarrun-   ngarrun-     kurri- kurriny- kurrung- kut(p)a- kurraKa kutpan- 
~kutpun- 

  fut ngarrunpa(na)-   ngarrunpa(na)-     kurriwa(na)- kurrinypa(na)- kurrungpa(na)- kuta(na)- kurrapa(na) kutpunpa(na)- 

3MA  ngani- arruni- ngarruni- kuni- kurruni- ini- inyi- ani- mani1- ati- awuni- 

 fut nganpani- arrunpani- ngarrunpani- kunpani- kurrunpani- iwani- inypani- angpani- manani- apani- awunpani- 

3GEN  ngannga- arrunnga- ngarrunnga- kunnga- kurrunnga- inga- inynga- anga- (ma)manga2- aka- awunnga- 

 fut nganpanga- arrunpanga- ngarrunpanga- kunpanga- kurrunpanga- iwanga- inypanga- an(g)panga- mananga- apanga- awunpanga- 

3pl  nganpu- arrunpu- ngarrunpu- kunpu- kurrunpu- iwu- inypu- angpu- mampu-3 apu- awunpu- 

 fut nganpa(na)- arrunpa(na)- ngarrunpa(na)- kunpa(na)- kurrunpa(na)- iwana(na)- inyjana- angpa(na)- mampa(na)- apa(na)- awunpana- 

                                                
1 Present tense form is kamani- 
2 Present tense form is kamanga- 
3 Present tense form kampu- 
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morphophoneme K, instead giving various possible realisations of this morphophoneme 

in its place. They provide a second table of transitive verb prefixes in chart XIV for no 

apparent reason and this second chart has many gaps and errors. This chart gives special 

forms for imperatives but in fact, imperative forms of verbs simply use the usual 

nonfuture prefixes. Some of the forms listed as special imperative forms in chart XIV 

are unattested while others are drawn from the normal nonfuture paradigm. 

The morphophonemic changes that occur at the verb prefix - verb root boundary are 

fairly simple as consonant-initial verb roots can only begin with /w/, /m/, /ng/, /l/ or /y/ 

apart from four verb roots that begin with /n/. The changes or lack of a change that 

occurs at the prefix-root boundary for both nouns and verbs are summarised in Table 

18. 

Table 18 Prefix-root morphophonemics 
root-initial 
phoneme 

prefix 
-final 
phoneme(s) g l m n ng w y V 
n- - nk nm - nng np nj n (or nng if 2sg prefix) 
ng- ng nt ngm n ng ngp nj ng 
ny- nyk nyj nym ny nyng nyp nyj ny 
rr- (2pl nominals) - - tp rrk - - - rr 
rrk-  - rrk rrp - rrk rrp 

 
tj rr 

rrK-  - t tp - rrk tp tj rr 
K(a)- k t p t k p tj w 
K2-  (2sg nominals) - - kp - - - j  
V- g l m n ng w y V 
 

The transitive and intransitive verb prefixes behave much the same. The intransitive 2sg 

prefix an(ng)- behaves just like an /n/-final prefix when it combines with consonant-

initial roots - the final /ng/ only appears with vowel-initial roots. Only intransitive 

prefixes can have /rrk/, /rrK/ or K/ as their final phoneme. However K behaves in the 

same way in transitive prefixes which end in /Ka/ - the morphophonemic processes 

ignore the final /a/ of the prefix. Nominal roots behave similarly to verb roots. Less data 

has been collected for nominal roots and the hyphens among the data for /g/ and 

/n/-initial roots and K2-final prefixes in Table 18 indicate missing data for these 

categories - which are only found among nominal roots and prefixes. 

Verb prefixes found with vowel-initial verb stems vary from those given in Table 17. 

Instead of the sequence /ni/ found in third person Masculine subject forms we find 

/nny/. Other variations are specific to small groups of vowel-initial roots. Evans (2006) 
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provides an account of this variation for Iwaidja. He shows that some Iwaidja vowel-

initial roots can be shown to have developed through the loss of an initial consonant 

which still appears at the prefix-root boundary in certain contexts. This analysis applies 

equally well to Mawng. It is clear that the unusual behaviour of vowel-initial roots is 

due to the fact that most developed through loss of an initial consonant, although these 

varied in terms of exactly which consonant they were. 

The way I have depicted the prefixes involving speech act participants (SAPs) in Table 

17 requires the same form to be listed more than once.  This section of the table can be 

analysed much more succinctly as in Table 19. 

 
Table 19 Nonfuture transitive pronominal prefixes involving just SAPs 

A/O Both arguments singular One or both arguments plural 

1.subj/2.obj kun- kurrun- 

2.obj/1.subj ngan- ngarrun- 

 
 
The basic ordering of the underlying subject and object affixes within transitive prefixes 

is summarised in Table 20. 

Table 20 Pronominal prefix morphology 
 1/2 O 3 O 
1/2 A O A-O 
3 A O-A 
 

The three main forms taken by the pronominal prefixes as illustrated in Table 20 show a 

split between SAP and third person. If all participants are SAP the pronominal prefix 

consists only of the object affix and the subject affix is not expressed. The 

disappearance of agent affixes when both arguments are SAPs has been referred to as 

'pronominal disguise' by Heath (1991). Politeness considerations tend to encourage 

suppression of direct reference to the agent in contexts involving first and second 

persons, which can then lead to omission of the agent affix altogether. Many linguists 

have put forward hypotheses to explain the ordering of pronominal affixes within 

Mawng transitive verb prefixes (Curnow 1999; Donohue 1998; Hinch and Pike 1978; 

Noyer 1991; Wunderlich 2001). Due to their many irregularities, I treat the transitive 

pronominal prefixes as portmanteau morphemes in this thesis and do not develop any 

new analyses in this area. 
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2.4.2 K-reduplication 
K-reduplication involves the addition of an extra syllable to the end of the verb root, 

whose form is based on the last part of the verb root. It most commonly takes the form -

kV or -kpV. The vowel used is the final vowel of the verb root and whether the suffix 

takes the short or long form depends on the final consonants of the verb root. Some 

examples are given in Table 21. 

Table 21 Examples of K-reduplication 
Base form gloss K-reduplicated form gloss 
-lati put inside -lati-ki put inside (many things) 
-uke look (for) -uke-ke look (for) (durative) 
-warlunyja hide - warlunyja-ka hide (many things) 
-wirtpala unpack -wirtpali-ki unpack (many things) 
-wunya cook, burn -wunya-ka keep cooking, smoke (ritually) 
-wuta tie, bind -wuta-ka tie up, bind (prog) 
-wurulkpu clean up -wurulkpu-kpu clean up (many areas) 
-yarru follow -yarru-ku follow (durative) 
-ngula make, build -ngula-ka fix, heal 
-lakajpu ask -lakajpu-kpu instruct 
-uki show -uki-ki teach 
 

If the meaning of the base form and the K-reduplicated form are substantially different, 

then the K-reduplicated form has become lexicalised and is analysed as a separate root - 

which is the case for the last three verbs in Table 21. The aspectual meanings associated 

with K-reduplication include iterative, progressive, durative and habitual. When it has 

an iterative meaning, K-reduplication can also encode distributivity. This is particularly 

relevant when an argument is nonhuman as there is often no other indication of number. 

For example, in the second sentence in (2-103), K-reduplication encodes an iterative 

meaning, making it clear that the Vegetation gender object of the verb is coreferent with 

the grove of mangrove trees mentioned earlier in the same text.  

(2-103)  
Nganti ja  nuka     k-i-yama-ø?      Kamani-lalku-ku-ø? 
who    MA  DEM.P.MA PR-3MA-work-NP   PR.3MA/3VE-cut-KRDP-NP 
 
Who's doing the work? Who's cutting them all down (Mangrove trees)? 

Missionary3 049 

In (2-104), K-reduplication encodes an iterative and distributive meaning, emphasising 

that the third person plural group of humans who are the object of the verb were asked 

individually rather than simply as a group. 

(2-104) 
Awunnga-lakajpu-kpu-ning-apa.    Alaj ngartu-pa. 
3GEN/3pl-ask-KRDP-PC-EMPH1       with 1sg.OBL-EMPH1 
 
She asked them (individually, rather than as a group), and me too. 
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Heather 024 

The distributive quantifying meaning of K-reduplication is a consequence of its iterative 

aspectual meaning and can only have scope over arguments other than A. The same 

relation between quantifying and aspectual meaning is found for the postverbal particle 

yirrk 'COMP/all' (see section 2.5.2). When K-reduplication has a purely aspectual 

function, it does not relate to any argument in particular. For example, in (2-105), K-

reduplication has a durative meaning and modifies the predicate alone. 

(2-105)  
Pa    y-arra-ngung   parak-ju     taka-pa 
P.SEQ 3MA-go2-PC     AWAY-just    DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 
 
ani-yarru-ku-ning         alan. 
3MA/3LL-follow-KRDP-PC    road 
 
So he went straight along, following that road. 

Nganaparru3 052 

2.4.3 TAM suffixes 
2.4.3.1 Form 
Most verbs have TAM suffixes which distinguish five different categories. Together 

with the future/nonfuture distinction encoded in the verb prefix, this gives six major 

TAM categories as the future tense forms of the verb prefixes can only co-occur with 

the nonpast form of the TAM suffixes. Additional aspectual and modal meanings can be 

encoded by K-reduplication, particles and adverbs. Mawng verbs fall into around thirty 

conjugational classes defined according to the form of their TAM suffixes. There are 

also some irregular verb roots which have a unique set of TAM suffixes. The 18 

conjugation classes with more than five members are listed in Table 22. 
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Table 22 Mawng verb conjugation classes52 
Example verb/ 
name of class 

trans. Number 
in class 

NonPast Past 
Punctual 

Past 
Continuous 

Irrealis 1 Irrealis 2 

 -atpi trans. 6  -ø  -ung  -ang  -ng   -(y)a 
 -aya trans. 7  -n  -wng  -ntung  -nyjing  -nti 
 -ikpi intr. 10  -ø  -ung  -ang  -ng  -(y)a 
 -langali intr. 14  -ø  -ngan   -ng  -ng   -nga 
 -larkpungku trans. 7  -ø  -ny  -ang  -y   -a 
 -lartpa mixed 27  -n  -n(t)iny  -ntung  -nyjing  -nti 
 -lati mixed 6  -ø  -ny  -jang  -ng  -ja 
 -luntu mixed 37  -ø  -ny  -ngung  -y  -nyi 
 -ma mixed 43  -ø  -ny  -ngung   -y ~ -ng  -nyi 
 -maju intr. 8  -ø  -ngan   -ng  -ng  -nyi 
 -mi intr. 105  -n  -ny  -nang  -ø  -na 
 -uki mixed 16  -ø  -jiny ~ 

-ny 
 -ang  -ng  -(y)a 

 -utpa mixed 33  -ø  -n  -ngung  -y   -nyi 
 -wanpani mainly 

trans. 
18  -ø  -ny  -nyang   -ng  -nya 

 -wu mixed 
(more 
trans.) 

94  -n  -ng  -ning  -ø  -ni 

 -wuta mainly 
trans. 

22  -ø  -iny   -ngung  -y  -nyi 

 -yarlkanyi trans. 6  -ø  -ny  -ang  -ng  -a 
 

The classes listed in Table 22 are named after a commonly used member of that class 

following Capell and Hinch (1970). I have organised the conjugation classes slightly 

differently to Capell and Hinch, taking into account later unpublished work by Heather 

Hewett and Anne Dineen53. Note the conjugation classes vary in terms of whether all 

members have the same transitivity. The transitive and intransitive forms of labile verb 

roots (see section 2.4.4.1) may be conjugated differently. Note that ditransitive verbs are 

treated as transitive for the purpose of establishing conjugation classes so they are not 

mentioned separately in Table 22.  

The conjugation classes listed in Table 22 only categorise three quarters of the verbs in 

the dictionary database. There are many for whom not enough TAM forms have been 

                                                
52 Based on the conjugation classes listed in Capell and Hinch (1970) and shown in the entries in Hewett 
et. al. (1990). 
53A problem with Table 22 is that the final vowel of a verb root must be dropped before addition of a 
suffix for some verb roots. It appears that this final vowel is part of the nonpast paradigm, which is 
therefore less often ø than it may seem from Table 22. For example, this vowel often varies between 
intransitive and transitive forms of a verb root which are members of different conjugation classes (see 
section 2.4.4.1). 
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recorded to determine their conjugation class. There are also small classes of two to five 

verbs, irregular verbs with a unique set of TAM forms and defective verbs such as 

kinship verbs (see section 2.4.5) which do not inflect for all five TAM categories. There 

is a small set of verbs that includes -u (intr.) 'lie, be, sleep' which only have a four-way 

distinction in TAM suffixes as they only have a single past tense form. The verb -a 'go1' 

has suppletive roots for some TAM forms (-ura for past punctual, -i for irrealis 1). 

Instead of a past continuous form it has a past habitual form which takes the suffix 

-ngkung not found elsewhere54. Sample paradigms of five verbs in present, past 

continuous and future forms can be found in Capell and Hinch (1970: 74-76). 

2.4.3.2 Meaning 
The combination of the three realis TAM suffixes together with the future and nonfuture 

pronominal prefixes give four basic tense/aspect distinctions: future, present, past 

punctual, past continuous. The use of these four categories is relatively straightforward. 

In addition to being used to encode present tense itself, the present tense TAM form is 

also used for generic statements or as a narrative tense. The use of the two irrealis 

suffixes is more interesting. These suffixes both combine with the preverbal negative 

particle marrik to encode various categories as illustrated in Table 23. 

Table 23 Main categories encoded by the irrealis TAM suffixes 
 Alone with marrik 
Irrealis 1 Hypothetical Negative nonpast 
Irrealis 2 Imperative 

Counterfactual 
Negative past 

 

The use of irrealis 2 for imperative and irrealis 1 for hypothetical is shown in (2-106). 

(2-106) 
"An-kakujpi-na!  Karlapuk!  La    arukin arruni-ngartpanpu-ø!"     
2sg-be.silent-I2 shoosh!    CONJ  snake  3MA/1pl.in-attack-I1 
   
"Be quiet! Shoosh! Or else the serpent might attack us!." 

Inkarnarrk1:67 

The use of the irrealis suffixes together with marrik to encode negation is illustrated in 

the three examples below. Examples (2-107) and (2-108) show the use of the irrealis 1 

suffix together with marrik for nonpast negation. There is no overt indication of the 

present/future distinction in these negated clauses. Instead context is the basis for the 

interpretation of the negated clause as present tense in (2-107) and future tense in 

(2-108).  

                                                
54 The near-synonym -arra 'go2' is regular and has a past continuous form. 
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(2-107)  
"Marrik  arraw-atpi-ng       la   arrkpun-u-ng        kirrk." 
NEG      1pl.in/3ED-have.I1  CONJ 1pl.in/3pl-give-PP  all 
 
"We haven't got any because we gave it all away!" 

Yinkarnarrk : 61 

(2-108)  
"Ngawu ka-ta-nyi      wiwi  la    wirrngak marrik an-maju-ng" 
come  2sg/3ED-eat-I2  DC    CONJ  hunger   NEG    2sg-suffer-I1 
 
"Wiwi come and eat so you won't be hungry (later on)." 

Yinkarnarrk :37 

Example (2-109) shows the use of the irrealis 2 suffix combined with marrik to encode 

negation and past tense. There is no past punctual versus past continuous distinction in 

negated clauses. 

(2-109)  
Marrik  y-uraka-nyi     jinyngu       la    y-uruju-ngan. 
NEG     3MA-FIRST-I2    get.up.early  CONJ  3MA-sleep.in-PP 
 
He didn't get up early, he slept in. 

PM Text 1:32 

The irrealis 2 suffix is used alone for imperative and hortative uses. An imperative use 

was shown in (2-106). A hortative use is shown in (2-110). 

(2-110) 
"Met  arr-urtpi-na            arra-ya-nti       rtil mira." 
wait  1pl.in-move.quickly-I2  1pl.in/3MA-see-I2 TOG  EMPH2 
 
"Wait, Let's go quickly and look at it together." 

AD Text 16:24 

Negative imperatives are encoded using the preverbal particle yunyi ~ inyi discussed in 

more detail in section 2.5.1.  

Requests and suggestions are often framed using future tense. Irrealis 1 is used alone to 

encode hypotheticals as in (2-106) including conditionals. Counterfactuals are encoded 

using irrealis 2 as shown in (2-111). 

(2-111) 
Ja  karrkpin ja  jalakaraj      ing-errka-nyi. 
MA  big      MA  fishing.spear  3FE/3MA-spear-I2 
 
'She tried to spear it with a big spear' 

Capell and Hinch:80 

2.4.4 Transitivity 
2.4.4.1   Labile verbs 
Many Mawng verb roots are found with both transitive and intransitive prefixes. I 

categorise a verb root as labile if it combines with both intransitive and transitive verb 

prefixes and the two forms express similar meanings. The occurrence of labile verb 

roots is an unusual feature of Iwaidjan languages within the Australian context as 
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Australian verb roots are not usually labile (Dixon 1980). Some examples of labile verb 

roots which undergo S/O alternation are listed in Table 24. Note that the final vowel can 

vary between the transitive and intransitive form, in which case the variation is 

indicated in brackets; the ending /i/ is found with the intransitive form and the /a/ with 

the transitive form. 

Table 24 Labile verb roots with S/O alternation 
root gloss for intransitive form gloss for transitive form 
-murnangani return bring OBJ back (i.e. make return) 
-langali stand stand OBJ up 
-ukpa dry dry OBJ 
-warlunyj(i/a) hide hide OBJ 
-lakujp(i/a) be quiet kiss or comfort OBJ, stop OBJ 

crying (i.e. quieten OBJ) 
-lati be inside put OBJ inside something 
-mirtujpakpa be folded up, rolled up fold OBJ up, roll OBJ up 
-yirra give off light shine light on OBJ 
-yirrngu shake move OBJ 
 

The labile verb roots in Table 24 all undergo an alternation in which the same semantic 

role is associated with the subject of the intransitive form and the object of the transitive 

form. The inchoative verbs given earlier in Table 5 also undergo S/O alternation if 

labile. While S/O alternation is the most common type found with labile verbs, a few 

show S/A alternation. Two examples are given in Table 25. 

Table 25 Labile verb roots with S/A alternation 
root Gloss for intransitive form Gloss for transitive form 
-murtp(i/a) be afraid 

worry about (OBL) 
fear (O) 

-wularru finish (event come to an end) finish (doing something to O) 
 

Coverb constructions are rarely labile but the same coverb is often found in intransitive 

and transitive constructions with similar meanings55. The change in transitivity is due to 

the combination of the coverb with a different inflecting verb. Some examples are 

shown in Table 25. 

                                                
55 McGregor (2002) finds that coverb constructions are labile in a number of Australian languages. The 
alternations in transitivity do not always correspond to differences in the inflecting verb as they do in 
Mawng. 
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Table 26 Transitive/intranitive coverb constructions 
Intransitive 
coverb 
construction 

Coverb 
construction 
gloss 

Usual 
meaning of 
inflecting 
verb 

Transitive 
coverb 
construction 

Coverb 
construction 
gloss 

Usual 
meaning of 
inflecting 
verb 

-laji parrwarr have hole 
through, be 
hollow 

have hole, be 
hollow 

-e parrwarr pierce OBJ right 
through to the 
other side 

pierce 

-u parrparr lie down, be 
long, be 
straight 

lie -utpa parrparr stretch out OBJ, 
straighten out 
OBJ 

put (down) 

-arra arlarl get lost go2 -aka arlarl take OBJ the 
wrong way (i.e. 
make OBJ get 
lost) 

throw 

-u yarrk lie open lie -wu yarrk split OBJ (e.g. 
wood) 

hit 

 

In addition to those verb roots which are labile, there are pairs of transitive and 

intransitive verbs which have the same root but different meanings. I refer to these as 

root homonyms and some examples are listed in Table 27. 

Table 27 Root homonym pairs 
root Gloss for intransitive form Gloss for transitive form 
-la burn, cook eat, drink 
-lalke be in pain ask 
-wu turn into hit, harm, kill, impact upon, change to be 
-wut(i/a) be tense (i.e. mentally tied up) tie up 
-yartpirra be relieved (i.e. mentally untied) untie 
 

It is likely that root homonym pairs developed from a single labile root when the 

meanings associated with the transitive and intransitive forms developed in different 

directions. The reflexive derivation, discussed in section 4.4.1, is formally similar to the 

alternations discussed here. However, reflexivisation is a completely productive process 

whereas the S/O alternation illustrated in this section is only semi-productive as only a 

small proportion of verb roots are labile (around 6%). 

2.4.4.2 Semitransitive and ditransitive verbs 
In addition to transitive and intransitive verbs, there are also semitransitive and 

ditransitive verbs in Mawng. Some examples of these types of verbs are given in this 

section but their argument structure is discussed in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4.1. 

Semitransitive verbs show agreement with subject only but subcategorise for a second 

oblique argument which is not obligatorily expressed. An example is -alyu 'hear (OBL)' 
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which is used without an overt oblique object in (2-112) and with an overt oblique 

object in (2-113). 

(2-112) 
Ngan-alyu-ø      mira. 
1sg.F-listen-NP  EMPH2 
 
(say it again and) I'll listen carefully. 

NB 5:71 

(2-113)  
Anp-alyu-ø        ngarru. 
2sg.F-listen-NP   1pl.ex.OBL 
 
You listen to us (future form used as imperative). 

C+H Text 4:13 

Some common semitransitive verbs are listed in Table 39 in section 4.2.2.  

Ditransitive verbs subcategorise for three arguments but only show agreement with their 

subject and first object (recipient). The ditransitive verbs are listed in Table 28. 

Table 28 Ditransitive verbs 
Verb root gloss 
-arlikpi feed 
-artaw give drink 
-lakajpu ask for 
-lakantaw hunt for 
-lakunyi not give 
-lanta feed 
-u give 
-uki show 
-warlku promise 
-wukpaw hand over 
-yirtpa lend from 
-yirtuta leave for 
-yiwaka snatch from 
 

2.4.5 Kinship verbs 
Kinship verbs pose an interesting problem for analysing parts of speech because they 

are used more often to refer than predicate but they show greater morphological 

similarities to verbs than nominals (Evans 2000b). Mawng kinship verbs are listed in 

Table 29 below56. 

                                                
56 I have excluded verbs such as -ngiti intr. 'be namesakes', -larruwu tr. 'have same mother's clan' and 
-lartparrki 'be countrymen' although they behave somewhat similarly. 
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Table 29 Mawng kinship verbs 
Verb Type of 

verb 
Basic kinship 
meaning 

Morphologically related forms 

-li-ngan intr. be siblings -li 'stand, be (archaic)'57 
-alkpa-ny stv be M, MB or 

MMM (to 
OBL) 

-alkpa 'bear young', probably historically related 
to -malkpa (intr.) 'come out' 

-ma-ny tr. be F to -ma 'take' 
-malkpa-ny tr. be F to -malkpa (tr.) 'take out' 
-lakpami-ny tr. be FF to  
-manyirri tr. (LL O) be MM (to 

OBL) 
 

-mungkutpinyu-ng tr. be MF to  
-maka-n tr. be husband to -maka 'be in sexual relationship with'58 
-wani-ø intr. be married -wani 'sit, be' 
-uraw-ng tr. be father-in-law 

to 
 

-e-ny yirulk tr. be mother-in-
law to 

-e 'pierce' 
Coverb yirulk may be related to irruk 'cold' 

-u-ny mawawiny tr. be mother-in-
law to 

-u 'give' 
-u mawawiny 'arrange marriage, give potential 
spouse in marriage' 
mawawiny 'cousin, suitable marriage partner, 
mother-in-law' 

 

Note that there is a gap in the set of kinship verbs: there is no form for father's mother. 

Evans (2000b) explains the same gap among the set of kinship verbs in Iwaidja as being 

due to the fact that the father's mother's line is of the least importance in land-

ownership. The only multi-word expressions in Table 29 are both terms for mother-in-

law. The fact that mother-in-law is an avoidance category may mean that terms for 

mother-in-law turn over more frequently and thus are more likely to be multi-word 

expressions. 

Kinship verbs take the usual pronominal prefixes. However they tend to only occur with 

a single TAM suffix. The verbs are listed with their usual TAM suffix in Table 29. The 

typical TAM form is the past punctual form59. The verb -wani 'be married' has been 

                                                
57 Rarely used as simple verb but found in some coverb constructions and used with the past punctual 
suffix and hither suffix to mean 'come from (place)'. 
58 Can also refer to same-sex relationships. Recorded frequently in older texts but now considered a little 
rude so -wani is preferred. 
59 Without the whole TAM paradigm is it not always clear what category the usual TAM suffix is. The 
kinship verb -maka-n could either be a past punctual or present tense form as the suffix -n can occurs as 
the exponent of either in different conjugational classes and the formally similar root -aka 'throw' has -n 
for its past punctual TAM suffix. The verb -manyirri 'be mother's mother to' is a bare root which may be 
the nonpast form or may simply lack a TAM suffix. 
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recorded in three different TAM forms. In example (2-114), the past punctual form is 

used because the speaker and referent are no longer married.  

(2-114) 
Nuka-pa        ja  nu-warlkparrakan ngat-pani-ngan        ngani-munti-ny. 
DEM.P.MA-EMPH1 MA  MA-old.person    1pl.ex-married-PP     3MA/1sg-leave-PP 

 
That old man and I were married, then he left me (i.e. died). 

Land1 011 

However, a few lines later in the same text the speaker uses the past continuous form in 

(2-115).  

(2-115) 
Inny-aya-wng-apa       nuka-pa        ja  ngapi ngat-pani-ng 
3MA/3MA-see-PP-EMPH1   DEM.P.MA-EMPH1 MA  1sg   1pl.ex-married-PC 

 
i-ngurru-kpi-nang.           
3MA-run-KRDP-PC 

 
He saw that the one who was my husband was already running around (i.e. was a 
toddler). 

Land1 015 

Although the events in (2-115) take place when the speaker's husband was a toddler and 

they were not married, the past continuous form of the kinship verbs is used to refer to 

the fact that the speaker and the husband were married for a period of time between the 

events in (2-115) and the time of speaking. 

In example (2-116), the verb -malkpa appears in past continuous form - possibly to 

emphasise the plurality of the object argument. 

(2-116) 
Pa      kurri-wurru-n     la   pata awuni-malkpa-ngung 
P.SEQ   2pl/MA-know-NP    CONJ PL   3MA/3pl-father.to-PC 

 
la   pata awu-li-ngan-ut         ngarrkarrk. 
CONJ PL   3pl-be.siblings-PP-PL  two         

 
Well you know him, his children and two sisters. 

Land1 023 

Although it is possible to make some TAM distinctions with kinship verbs the 

expression of these distinctions is not obligatory as it is for other verbs. Another way 

that kinship verbs are less verb-like is the fact that at least one can take the nominal 

plural suffix -ut. This has been recorded on the verb -li-ngan 'be siblings' as shown in 

(2-116) but has not been recorded on any other verbs. 

Kinship verbs are most often used as referring expressions within relative clauses as in 

(2-115). These relative clauses are NPs (see section 5.2) and can combine with 

demonstratives as in (2-115) or numerals as in (2-116).  Relative clauses headed by 
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kinship verbs are unusual in that they often contain a cardinal pronoun between the 

article and the verb. This cardinal pronoun may encode either the subject (2-117) or 

object  (2-118) of the kinship verb. 

(2-117)  
pata  ngapi  ngung-manyirri-wu 
PL    1sg    1sg/3LL-MM.to-3pl.OBL 
 
my sister's daughter's children 

Child 259 

 (2-118) 
Nuka       ja  ngapi   ngani-malkpa-ny. 
DEM.P.MA   MA  1sg     3MA/1sg-be.father.to-PP 
 
This is my father. 

Hewett et. al. 1990 

Cardinal pronouns are never found in this position in relative clauses headed by verbs 

which are not kinship verbs because relative clauses otherwise have the order: article 

first, then verb and nothing can intervene between the article and verb60 (see section 

5.2). The cardinal pronoun found in kinship verb relative clauses encodes the referent 

which would be the possessor in an NP possessive construction. NP possessive 

constructions take the form: article^pronoun^article^possessed.noun (see section 3.4) 

but no article intercedes between the cardinal pronoun and the kinship verb in kinship 

verb relative clauses so it is clear that the cardinal pronoun encodes an argument of the 

kinship verb rather than a possessor. 

 Kinship verbs are best classified as verbs based on morphology. However, they have a 

number of unusual properties, not shared with other verbs. Most do not have the full set 

of TAM contrasts, one can take the nominal plural suffix -ut and they can form relative 

clauses with a cardinal pronoun between the article and verb. They are used primarily 

for reference but have the part of speech (verb) typically used for predication. In this 

way they form a type of opposite to the nominals discussed in section 2.2.5 which are 

primarily used for predication but have the part of speech (nominal) that is typically 

used for reference. Kinship verbs in Iwaidjan languages are discussed in more detail in 

Evans (2000b).  

In addition to kinship verbs, around seventy triangular kinship terms have been recorded 

in Mawng and although all are nominal, some are transparently historically derived 

                                                
60 Cardinal pronouns may also occur in relative clauses headed by verbs which are not special kinship 
verbs but are used to predicate kinship relations - such as the verb -mi 'say' in the relative clause ja ngapi 
nga-mi-n marnmarn 'the one I call Marnmarn (father's mother)'. 
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from verbs61. Kunteypi is the Mawng name given to triangular kinship terms and 

defined as 'polite ways of talking (about other people)' it can also be used to include 

kinship verbs. Triangular kinship terms have three points of reference: speaker, hearer 

and a third person. For example, the term kunuwurri means 'your opposite sex sibling 

who is my mother or mother's brother'. This term can only be used by ego when 

speaking to his/her mother or mother's brother about their mother or mother's brother. 

Triangular kinship terms are found in many Top End languages (Garde 2003; Heath et 

al. 1982). While kinship verbs are still commonly used in Mawng, only a subset of 

Kunteypi terms are still in daily use. 

2.5 The verb complex 
A simple verb is the smallest unit which can constitute a verbal predicate. However, 

there are many other elements which may be part of the predicate. These elements are 

semantically and phonologically associated with the verb. Together with the verb these 

constitute the verb complex62 - a fixed word order unit within the clause. Figure 3 

shows the template for the verb complex. 
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Figure 3 The verb complex63 
 

                                                
61 There is also at least one word sitting somewhere on the boundary between kinship verbs and Kunteypi 
terms. The term -muyunmuyu-ng tr. 'be M to' is only used by a man or his siblings to refer to his wife and 
children. 
62 This term is used by linguists to describe a similar fixed word order unit in Oceanic languages (Lynch 
et al. 2002). Note that some descriptions of other Top End languages use the term 'verb complex' to refer 
only to a simple inflected verb (e.g. Eather 1990; Harvey 2002). 
63 Note that the present tense prefix k- shown in Figure 2 has been omitted from this figure for reasons of 
space. 
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The only obligatory elements of the verb complex are those shown in bold in Figure 264. 

The strict ordering of elements within the verb complex contrasts with the relatively 

free ordering of noun phrases with respect to the verb (see section 4.6). The verb and 

coverb form a particularly tight unit as nothing can intervene between them. The 

negative particles immediately precede the verb but some interrogative pronouns such 

as nganti 'who' can intercede between the negative particle marrik and the verb (see 

section 2.2.7.4). The postverbal particles and suffixes follow the coverb when one 

occurs. These morphemes include the quantifer/aspectual particle yirrk  'all/COMPL', 

the directionals  -ga 'HITHER', -wi 'towards' and warak 'AWAY', and the 

emphatic/backgrounding suffix -(a)pa. The ordering of these elements is more variable 

than the ordering of other elements of the verb complex. The use of each of these 

morphemes is discussed in sections 2.5.1 - 2.5.5. 

There are a number of morphophonemic processes that operate within the domain of the 

verb complex.  For example, in (2-119) the hither directional suffix takes the form -ga 

rather than -ka because it follows the retroflex approximant /rl/. The final phoneme of 

the verb /ng/ undergoes denasalisation to become /k/ under the influence of the initial 

plosive /p/ of the coverb pirl65. 

(2-119)  
Pa    ani-wu-k         pirl-ga-pa               ja  nganaparru. 
P.SEQ 3MA/3LL-HIT-PP   cross(water)-HITH-EMPH1  MA  buffalo 

 
So the buffalo crossed over (a body of water). 

Nganaparru3 010 

Note also the ordering of elements in (2-119): both the suffix -ga and -(a)pa 'EMPH1' 

follow the coverb, rather than the verb.  

In (2-120), the postverbal particle yirrk 'all' precedes the directional particle warak 

'AWAY' which itself precedes the backgrounding suffix -(a)pa. The postverbal particle 

yirrk 'all' has the form kirrk because it follows a consonant-final word. The particle 

warak 'AWAY' has the form parak for the same reason. 

                                                
64 The inflecting verb itself is always obligatory which is not the case in all Australian languages with 
coverb constructions. For example, in Jingulu the inflecting verb can be dropped in certain contexts 
(Pensalfini 2003). 
65 The external sandhi that operate between verb and coverb are not discussed by Capell and Hinch 
(1970). More details are given in section 2.6.1 below. 
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(2-120) 
Pa    qe     aw-arra-n    kirrk parak-apa   pata arrarrkpi. 
P.SEQ yeah   3pl-go2-PP   all   AWAY-EMPH1  PL   person 
 
So, yes, all the people went. 

AD Text 16 029 

In the following sections the uses of the particles and suffixes of the verb complex are 

briefly described. The preverbal negative particles marrik 'NEG' and yunyi 'NEG.IMP' 

are discussed in section 2.5.1. The aspectual and quantifier uses of the postverbal 

particle yirrk 'COMPL/all' are discussed in section 2.5.2. The directional particles and 

suffixes -ga 'HITH', -wi 'TWDS' and warak 'AWAY' are discussed in section 2.5.3. The 

function of the suffix -(a)pa 'EMPH1' is discussed in section 2.5.4. Oblique pronouns 

were introduced in section 2.2.7 and the various functions of the postverbal oblique 

pronoun are explored in chapter 4, so only their ordering restrictions within the verb 

complex are discussed here - in section 2.5.5. Coverbs are discussed in section 2.6 

2.5.1 The preverbal negative particles marrik 'NEG' and yunyi 'NEG.IMP' 
The preverbal negators marrik and yunyi directly precede the verb. The preverbal 

negator marrik co-occurs with verbs with the irrealis 1 or irrealis 2 TAM suffix as 

described in section 2.4.3.2. In relaxed speech, some speakers reduce the preverbal 

particle marrik 'NEG' to the prefix ma- as in (2-121). 

(2-121)  
Ma-ngarraw-atpi-ng     ta  kurrampalk. 
NEG-1pl.ex/3ED-have-I1 ED  house 
 
We don't have a house. 

Articles 096 

Verbs following the negative imperative particle yunyi are always in present tense 

TAM. Note that in (2-122), yunyi occurs with a present tense verb although the 

following verb is in irrealis 1 TAM.  

(2-122) 
Yunyi     kuny-atpi-ø      la     kuny-miyukpa-y. 
NEG.IMP   2sg/3FE-hold-NP  CONJ   2sg/3FE-hurt-I1 
 
Don't hold her (there) or you might hurt her. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

The negative imperative particle yunyi may alternatively take the form inyi66. 

                                                
66 The variation between yunyi and inyi is between speakers rather than conditioned by syntactic or 
phonological factors. Note that Capell  and Hinch (1970:79) record the form yuwunyi rather than yunyi or 
inyi. They have examples of yuwunyi with verbs in past tense forms as well as present tense forms. These 
have the meaning 'should not have X' or 'should not have been Xing'. Such examples are not attested in 
my data. 
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2.5.2 The aspectual/quantifier particle yirrk 'COMPL/all' 
The aspectual/quantifer particle yirrk takes the form kirrk when it follows a consonant-

final word. It precedes the directional particles and suffixes and -(a)pa 'EMPH1'. The 

basic function of yirrk is aspectual: it indicates that an event reaches completion. 

However it has a quantificational implicature that can be interpreted as having scope 

over any nonsingular arguments except transitive subjects67. The aspectual meaning of 

yirrk is primary so the particle may be interpreted as only having an aspectual meaning, 

or having both an aspectual and quantifier meaning, but never just a quantifier meaning. 

Examples (2-123) and (2-124) show yirrk having quantifier scope over intransitive 

subjects. 

(2-123) 
Aw-alyu-ngan    kirrk ta  kap-awk. 
3pl-hear-PP     COMPL LL  there-COLL 
 
They heard it all over (lit: they all heard it, everywhere). 

Mayinaj1 034 

(2-124) 
A-malkpa-ny       yirrk parak. 
3pl-arrive-PP     COMPL AWAY 
 
They all got there. 

Arawirr 020 

In (2-125) and (2-126), yirrk has quantifier scope over the object of the verb. 

(2-125) 
Awuni-wa-ny      kirrk. 
3MA/3pl-eat-PP   all 
 
He ate them all. 

Karringitpalka 032 

(2-126) 
Awuni-many        kirrk parak pata warranyngiw. 
3MA/3pl-take-PP   COMPL AWAY  PL   child 
 
He took all the children away. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

In (2-127), yirrk has quantificational scope over the covert second object of a 

ditransitive verb. 

(2-127)  
Ngarry-u-ng          kirrk Na-ngila. 
1pl.ex/3MA-give-PP   COMPL MA-skin.name 
 
I gave it all to Nangila (dugong meat). 

NVidioms2 023 

Like K-reduplication, yirrk interacts in complex ways with discourse context and verbal 

semantics. Its quantificational meaning results from its aspectual meaning rather than 
                                                
67 Note that the scope of quantification by K-reduplication also excludes transitive subjects (see section 
2.4.2). 
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vice versa. It is possible to combine the use of K-reduplication and yirrk as illustrated in 

(2-128). 

(2-128) 
La   iwu-ma-ngung        ja  kiyap iwu-warlunyja-ka-ntung    kirrk. 
CONJ 3pl/3MA-get-PC      MA  fish  3pl/3MA-hide-KRDP-PC      all 
 
Then they would get the fish and hide them all. 

Crow1 017 

The use of yirrk differs from K-reduplication because it is not as tightly bound to the 

verb morphologically. It may also follow body part nouns as in (2-129)68 below, in 

which case it has scope over the body part . 

(2-129) 
Ngarri-wuti-ny           i-mawurr           yirrk. 
1pl.ex/3MA-tie.up-PP     MA-front.flipper   COMPL  
 
We tied the rope to both his front flippers. 

Ingeny 065 

2.5.3 The directional particles and suffixes: -ga 'HITH', warak 'AWAY' and -wi 
'TWDS' 
The three directionals normally follow yirrk but precede -(a)pa. The suffix -ga 'HITH' 

and particle warak 'AWAY' are extremely common and form a contrast pair while the 

suffix -wi 'TWDS' is less common. The suffix -ga 'HITH' encodes motion towards the 

primary deictic centre69. The particle warak 'AWAY' encodes motion away from the 

primary deictic centre. The less common suffix -wi 'TWDS' encodes motion towards a 

secondary deictic centre which is often interpreted as the hearer. For example, the 

expression ngana-wi '1sg.F-go-TWDS' is usually interpreted as 'I'll come to you' in 

conversation. In narrative texts, -wi 'TWDS' is commonly used to indicate that motion is 

towards a secondary protagonist as in (2-130). 

(2-130) 
Kayirrk  la  aw-arra-n-ju      wanyji pa     aw-uke-ny-pi. 
[then      ] 3pl-go2-PP-JUST   close  P.SEQ  3pl-look-PP-TWDS 
 
They went close and looked at it (a rainbow serpent). 

Karringitpalka 045 

In the absence of any other contextual cues the primary deictic centre is assumed to be 

the speaker and the second the hearer. The directional -wi is best described as indicating 

direction towards some deictic centre that is not the speaker.  

                                                
68 The part nominal here is part of an Indexed Whole construction (see section 7.4.2). 
69 This primary deictic centre is the speaker in normal conversation. In narrative the speaker and hearer 
may still be the deictic centre or the centre may be shifted to a protagonist or location in the narrative. 
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The directionals usually encode a spatial deictic meaning but may be used with 

predicates that do not encode motion. For example, in (2-131) the second verb has the 

'hither' suffix which seems to emphasise the bidirectionality of the relation of ignorance. 

(2-131)  
Ngarri arrk-puran            but  ngarrurri k-arrpun-muy             la 
1pl.ex 1pl.in-belong.to.land Eng  1pl.in    PR-1pl.in/3pl-not.know   CONJ 
 
wenat k-arruntu-muy-ga. 
3pl   PR-3pl/1pl.in-not.know-HITH 
 
We're all countrymen but we don't know them and they don't know us.  
 

AD Text 2:62 

In (2-132), warak 'AWAY' is used with -wurru 'know' to extend a spatial metaphor to 

knowledge. 

(2-132) 
La   tuka-yu        ngung-purru-n   parak  ta angp-unma-ngung       ngarru. 
CONJ DEM.P.LL-ONLY  1sg/3LL-know-NP AWAY   LL 3pl/3LL-tell.story-PC 1pl.ex.OBL 
 
And that's all that I know, what they told us. 

AD Text 16:36 

There are non-spatial uses of -wi that are not metaphorically related to its spatial uses. 

These are analysed as the use of a homophonous suffix -wi 'only/alone' which is not a 

postverbal suffix and is discussed in section 2.9.1.  

2.5.4 The emphatic/backgrounding suffix -(a)pa 'EMPH1' 
The suffix -(a)pa is one of the more frequently occurring morphemes in Mawng 

discourse and has many different functions as is clear from its apparently contradictory 

name 'the emphatic/backgrounding suffix'. It is similar in form to the sequential clause 

linking particle pa which is always a free lexeme and often starts a new clause (see 

section 2.9.3). The suffix -(a)pa has the form /apa/ after consonant-final words and /pa/ 

after vowel-final words. Its frequent use on pronouns and demonstratives suggests a 

topic-marking function. In narratives, the suffix is often used to mark contrastive topic 

on nominals. For example, (2-133) a - b are consecutive lines from a narrative. The 

suffix -a(pa) is used on the first nominals in both lines - on a lexical noun in (2-133a) 

and a pronoun in (2-133b).  

(2-133) 
a. 
"Larla-pa           inyi-wu-ng        waka-pa         k-iny-u-ø." 
elder.sister-EMPH1  3MA/3FE-kill-PP   DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  PR-3FE-lie-NP 
 
"He killed big sister and she's still lying there." 

Muwani 099 

b. 
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"Ngapi-pa   nga-ngurri-ny      kili." 
1sg-EMPH1   1sg-MOVE.FAST-PP   flee 
 
"Me, I fled." 

Muwani 100 

A far more frequent use of -(a)pa is as a backgrounding suffix on verbs. This use of 

-(a)pa is discussed in section 4.5.2. However, the use of -(a)pa on nouns and verbs is 

not completely separate as the suffix can also give verbs contrastive focus (see example 

(3-26). In both its verbal and nominal uses -apa marks given information and a special 

contrastive intonation on the same word distinguishes the emphatic use of -(a)pa from 

its backgrounding use. 

Similar morphemes to -(a)pa are found in other Arnhem land languages. Green (1987) 

notes a number of likely cognates which either emphasise or background nouns and 

verbs in Burarra, Nakkara, Ndjébbana and Nunggubuyu. Gurrgoni also has a possible 

cognate suffix -pu found on both verbs and nominals (Green 1995). Gaagudju has three 

homophonous morphemes with similar functions to -(a)pa: a 'prominence suffix' -ma on 

pronouns, prominence prefix ma- on demonstratives and subordinating clitic =ma 

(Harvey 2002:162). To the east, Waters (1989) reconstructs a prominence marking 

suffix *-ma for Djinba and a number of other Yolngu languages.  

2.5.5 Postverbal oblique pronouns 
The postverbal oblique pronoun can have three different functions when it is part of the 

verb complex: oblique object, benefactive adjunct or oblique whole. These three 

functions are discussed in chapter 4. The postverbal oblique pronoun is not shown in 

Figure 3 because the rules governing its ordering within the verb complex are still 

unclear. It typically precedes all other postverbal elements including yirrk as in (2-134). 

(2-134) 
Ngapa-lulkanyi-ø       nuwu    yirrk. 
1sg/3ED.F-pay-NP       2sg.OBL COMPL 
 
I'll pay you back completely. 

NVidioms2 008 

However once an NP related to the referent of the oblique pronoun is used, the oblique 

pronoun seems to be attracted to the NP and other postverbal elements move between 

the verb and the oblique pronoun as in (2-135) in which yirrk precedes the oblique 

pronoun. 

(2-135) 
Ngapa-lulkanyi-ø   yirrk nuwu    ja  rrupiya. 
1sg/3ED.F-pay-NP   COMPL 2sg.OBL MA  money 
 
I'll pay back all your money. 
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NVidioms2 010 

This 'attraction' between the oblique pronoun and the NP is likely to be due to 

ambiguity between the three functions of the postverbal oblique pronoun once the NP is 

overt. The oblique pronoun juxtaposed with the NP ja rrupiya 'the money' in (2-135) 

can be interpreted as a complex NP 'your money'. It seems likely that the postverbal 

oblique pronoun will have different ordering constraints depending on which of the 

three functions it has but the necessary data on the postverbal oblique pronoun in all 

three functions in combination with other postverbal elements and with NPs is lacking. 

2.6 Coverbs 
Coverbs are uninflecting words which combine with inflecting verbs to form complex 

predicates (McGregor 2002; Schultze-Berndt 2000). Mawng coverbs are easily 

distinguished from verbs by their lack of person, number and gender prefixes and TAM 

suffixes. However, they can be difficult to distinguish from ideophones, adverbs and 

certain abstract nominals. Mawng differs from most Australian languages with coverb 

constructions in that it has a large open class of verbs as well as a large open class of 

coverbs70. 

2.6.1 Properties of coverb constructions 
Unlike coverbs in many other Australian languages, Mawng coverbs do not have any 

unique morphology (Hosokawa 1991; McGregor 2002; Schultze-Berndt 2000; Wilson 

1999)71. However, Mawng coverbs are easily identified by their restricted position 

within the verbal complex72. No elements can intercede between the verb and coverb73 

and intonation and morphophonemic processes often lead to the verb plus coverb being 

indistinguishable from a single phonological word. 

Phonological processes that are associated with the verb-coverb boundary are indicative 

of the tight link between verb and coverb. The initial consonant of certain coverbs that 

begin with the phonemes /y/ or /w/ hardens after a consonant-final verb (see discussion 

                                                
70 Around 700 verbs and 300 coverbs have been recorded out of 3500 words in total. Note that Ungarinjin 
also has a large class of both verbs and coverbs (Rumsey 1982). 
71 The Yawuru preverbs (=coverbs) can take so much nominal morphology that Hosokawa (1991) argues 
that they are a subclass of nominals rather than a separate part of speech. 
72 It is acceptable for some Mawng coverbs to precede rather than follow the verb but this ordering is 
extremely rare in spontaneous speech. Prompts in which larger coverbs were fronted to the verb were 
often acceptable to speakers but such orderings were rarely recorded in texts. Larger coverbs are at least 
two syllables long and not simply composed of the same unit reduplicated. These longer coverbs also 
tend to be less phonologically integrated with the verb and are more often recognised by speakers when 
uttered without a compatible verb. 
73 c.f. Jaminjung in which clitics and argument NPs may occasionally intervene between verb and coverb 
(Schultze-Berndt 2000). 
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of (2-119) above). Such variation is similar to the external sandhi that affect a small set 

of Mawng nouns (Capell and Hinch 1970). This suggests that coverbs have been 

protected from historical lenition processes whose affects on most other words are fully 

complete (Evans 1997d). However, it is not clear how far back coverbs should be 

reconstructed in the Iwaidjan language family as they are not an important category in 

Iwaidja.  

In addition to the hardening of initial consonants of some coverbs, there is a second 

process that affects final nasal phonemes of verbs. As we saw in (2-119) above, the final 

nasal of the verb denasalises if the following coverb begins with a plosive. Geminate 

reduction is a further phonological process that operates across the verb-coverb 

boundary. The application of these three morphophonemic processes in the order just 

described can result in the verb and coverb sharing a consonant as is the case for amijap  

%a-mi-ny yap% in (2-136) below. 

(2-136) 
A-mi-j-ap                 nung-matpa kunak  awu-langali-ng. 
3pl-DO-PP-move.location   LL-other   camp   3pl-stay-PC 
 
They shifted and stayed in another camp. 

 C+H Text 2:52 

The underlying verb and coverb undergo hardening, denasalisation and then geminate 

reduction following the steps: %aminy yap%  %aminy jap%  %amij jap%  

%amijap% to give the form found in (2-136) above. 

The verb plus coverb behave much like a simple verb. However, K-reduplication is not 

possible in coverb constructions. Instead, exactly the same meanings that are encoded 

by K-reduplication in simple verbs are encoded by complete reduplication of the coverb 

in coverb constructions.  

Table 30 Reduplication of coverbs 
Coverb Inflecting 

verb 
Meaning of basic form Reduplicated 

coverb 
Meaning of coverb 
construction when coverb 
reduplicated 

arirrij -mi 'look behind, look around' arirrijarirrij 'keep looking behind' 
pirr -mi 'uncover, lift back' wirrpirr 'flap,  

(hen) scratch about' 
lagarr -ma (MA O) lie lagarrlagarr keep telling lies 
jil -wani be cool, at peace iljil live in peace (for some time) 
 

Reduplication of the coverb in a coverb construction exactly parallels K-reduplication 

because K-reduplication involves reduplication of the last part of the verb root and by 

analogy a coverb could be understood as the last section of the verb root.  
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2.6.2 Combinatorics 
Forty-four inflecting verbs have been recorded as participating in coverb constructions 

out of a total of 693 simple verbs recorded in the current Mawng database. Table 31 

lists the most common inflecting verbs found in coverb constructions.  

Table 31 Verbs common in coverb constructions (CCs) 
Transitive  Intransitive 
Inflecting verb Number 

of CCs 
Gloss for simple 
verb 

 Inflecting 
verb 

Number 
of CCs 

Gloss for simple 
verb 

-arra 45 'go2'  -ma 39 'get, take' 
-mi 45 'do, say, be'  -wu 35 'hit, kill' 
-wani 18 'sit, be'  -aka 18 'throw, push' 
-w 16 'lie, be'  -e 17 'pierce, spear' 
-li 13  'stand' (archaic)  -atpi 7 'hold, have' 
-langali 12 'stand, be'  -aya 6 'see' 
-ngurri 9 'move quickly'     
-a ~ -ura 5 'go1'     
 

Only one quarter of the coverbs recorded have been found in combination with more 

than one verb. This proportion is similar to the proportions in Gooniyandi (McGregor 

(2002) and Yawuru (Hosokawa 1991). Jaminjung is quite different as all coverbs can 

combine with at least a few different verbs (Schultze-Berndt 2000). In order to test 

whether the apparent low combinability of Mawng coverbs was simply due to lack of 

data, I took the twenty-eight coverbs known to combine with at least three different 

verbs and tested whether they could combine with the four most common verbs found 

in coverb constructions: -arra 'go2', -mi 'be', -ma 'get' and -wu 'hit'. None of the twenty-

eight coverbs could combine all four verbs and most were only able to combine with 

one or two. Only a few new coverb constructions were recorded through this test which 

suggests that the current data gives a fairly accurate picture of the combinatorics of 

Mawng coverbs.  

English verbs are usually loaned as coverbs and combined with one of the more 

common inflecting verbs such as -mi 'be, do' in (2-137). 

(2-137)  
Arrpana-mi-n-apa     start. 
1pl.inF-DO-NP-EMPH1  Eng. 
 
We're going to start. 

Songs2 079 

2.6.3 The semantics of coverb constructions 
In other Australian languages it is possible to attribute a meaning to each coverb (see for 

example, Schultze-Berndt 2000). The apparently predictable meanings of coverb 
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constructions involving the Mawng coverbs punim and parrwarr shown in Table 32 and 

Table 33 suggest that this is also possible for Mawng coverbs.  

Table 32 punim 'bend/turn (?)' 
verb Agreement verb gloss coverb construction gloss 
-mi canonical (intr.) do, be, say bend over 
-aka canonical (tr.) throw, push turn over 
 

Table 33 parrwarr 'right through (?)'  
verb Agreement verb gloss coverb construction gloss 
-laji LL S be hollow have hole all the way through to the other side 
-uke canonical (intr.) look (for) look far away 
-aya MA O look (tr.) look through, look far away 
-e canonical (tr.) pierce pierce right through 
 

However the low level of productivity in Mawng verb-coverb combinations and the fact 

that coverbs cannot function as predicates on their own means that there are only a 

small number of coverbs to which we can attribute a general meaning such as punim 

and parrwarr. We find that coverbs such as tirr and rtalk illustrated in Table 34 and 

Table 35 have no identifiable meaning independent of the coverb constructions that they 

are found in. 

Table 34 tirr 
verb agreement verb gloss coverb construction gloss 
-arra canonical (intr.) go2 look for something 
-wani canonical (intr.) sit alive, awake 
 

Table 35 rtalk 
verb agreement verb gloss coverb construction gloss 
-u canonical lie, be be large 
-ma MA O get, take start 
 

Mawng coverbs contrast with those in Jaminjung, because it is possible to identify a 

core meaning for all Jaminjung coverbs. An example of a Jaminjung coverb and a list of 

the coverb constructions it participates in is given in Table 36. 

Table 36 Jaminjung coverb wirrij 'aggressive, violent, angry' (Schultze-Berndt 2000:520) 
verb verb gloss coverb construction gloss 
-yu be behave violently, be angry 
-ma hit fight someone 
-ngawu see scold someone 
-manka 'get angry (?)' get angry 
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Mawng coverb constructions are best understood as an outcome of various historical 

processes which are largely inaccessible that have left us with a set of conventional 

meaning-form associations. An identifiable meaning can be attributed to a minority of 

coverbs but it cannot be said that in general Mawng coverbs have an identifiable 

meaning74. Meaning is generally associated with coverb constructions rather than 

coverbs on their own. In addition, there is no evidence that Mawng coverbs are 

syntactic predicates and instead both the semantic and syntactic properties of coverb 

constructions belong to the construction as a whole rather than its component parts. 

2.7 Ideophones 
There is evidence that some Mawng coverbs are derived from ideophones - a 

developmental pathway which has also been proposed for other Australian languages 

with coverbs (McGregor 2001; Schultze-Berndt 2001). To start with, there are clear 

phonological similarities between ideophones and coverbs in Mawng. In addition, the 

meanings of many coverb constructions are similar to the meaning of a verb plus an 

ideophone. The phonotactics of coverbs and ideophones are similar. One syllable forms 

are more frequent than in other parts of speech. There are also many words with a CVC 

or CVCVC structure in which all consonants are stops and others with the structure 

CVCC in which the second consonant is /rr/ or an approximant. Some ideophones are 

listed in Table 37. 

Table 37 Ideophones 
jirrk clapsticks hitting each other (musical instrument) 
kup spear hitting target 
pirrukukuku short object flying through the air after being thrown 
rtep short object hitting target 
kurrurruk touch of a warmed hand on a body (part of a warming ceremony) 
kordong person gulping water 
mirruk light flash 
rtorlng nut being cracked open 
rtartaj thunder crack 
rtum thunder rumble 
 

Ideophones are easily distinguished from coverbs by their distribution. They can 

precede or follow predicates and are often repeated as in example (2-138).  

(2-138) 
Iwu-wunya-ntung       ja  warranyngiw kurrurruk kurrurruk  
3pl/3MA-smoke-PC      MA  child       warming   warming  
   

                                                
74 c.f. Hosokawa 's (1991) findings that the degree of semantic compositionality among coverb 
constructions varies not only between languages but also within each language. 
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kurrurruk kurrurruk kurrurruk a-mi-nang. 
warming   warming   warming   3pl-do-PC 
 
They warmed the baby (ideophone), that's what they did. 

Warranyngiw1 172 

Ideophones are not part of the verb complex so the backgrounding marker -(a)pa 

intercedes between the ideophone rtep and the verb in (2-139) whereas it would follow 

a coverb. 

(2-139) 
Inyi-wu-ng-apa         -  rtep. 
3MA/3FE-hit-PP-EMPH1      sound 
 
He hit her - "Rtep!". 

Muwani 050 

Coverbs and ideophones may be similar in form. For example, the coverb pirrukuku is 

almost identical in form and meaning to the ideophone pirrukukuku. In example 

(2-140), a coverb construction involving the coverb pirrukuku is followed by the 

ideophone pirrukukuku. 

(2-140) 
Awuni-wu-k     pirrukuku,       pirrukukuku! 
3MA/3pl-HIT-PP throw.short.obj  ideophone 
 
He threw it at them. "Pirrukukuku!" (short object being thrown). 

Muwani 047 

Ideophones crucially differ from coverbs in that they do not need to be combined with a 

verb to predicate an event. The ideophone pirrukukuku is used alone as a predicate in 

(2-141) - which is not possible for coverbs.  

(2-141 ) 
Arakap     pirrukukuku. 
LL.one     ideophone 
 
One more time, he threw it. 

Muwani 049 

The meanings of some coverb constructions are suggestive of ideophone origins. The 

coverb constructions in Table 38 are similar to ideophones in that they denote an event 

via its characteristic sound. 
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Table 38 Coverbs showing similarities to ideophones  
Coverb Verb Verb gloss Coverb construction gloss 
wu -mi do blow 
wu -wu hit light fire with firestick 
wituwitu -wani sit play digeridoo 
kup -wu (LL O) hit smash together, e.g. two clubs being smashed 

together 
rtap -la   cook  explode 
rtap -mi do pop out 
rtap -wu hit break 
rtap -ma get get and break 
rtap -arlukpa (LL O) kick slip 
rtungkut -u (MA S) lie ear throb 
takan -mi do ear throb 
yakjak -mi do winnow, shake 
tawktawk -wu hit shake (e.g. blanket) 
 

2.8 Prepositions 
Mawng has two prepositions: tuka 'LOC' and kapin 'like'75. 

2.8.1 tuka 'locative' 
The main preposition in Mawng is the locative preposition tuka which is used in the 

same contexts in which locative, allative and elative case affixes would be used in other 

Australian languages. Directionality is either implied by the verb itself, made explicit 

through the use of postverbal directionals or left implicit. The preposition tuka is 

homophonous with the proximal Land gender demonstrative from which it is clearly 

historically derived. However, there is rarely ambiguity between the two functions of 

the word. The preposition tuka is used with both simple NPs and nominalised clauses 

(see section 5.3.2). Such expressions would usually take an article but the article never 

occurs between the preposition tuka and the following word. In this way, the preposition 

tuka differs from the demonstrative tuka which like all demonstratives may be linked to 

a nominal by an article. Examples of the preposition tuka being used for locations at 

which a participant is stationary are shown in (2-142) and (2-143). 

(2-142) 
Y-utpi-ny            tuka wurl. 
3MA-sleep.night-PP   LOC  billabong 
 
He slept at the billabong. 

Nganaparru3 017 

                                                
75 These have similar meanings and uses to the two main prepositions in Bininj Gun-wok: yiman 'like' and 
gure ~ kore ~ kure 'LOC' (Evans 2003: 252-256). 
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(2-143)  
Aw-arnti-ng         tuka warlk. 
3pl-be.high-PC      LOC  tree 
 
They were up in a tree. 

Kortaweli 006 

In examples (2-144) and (2-145). the place marked by tuka is a destination to which 

something is transferred. 

(2-144) 
Iwu-lati-ny             tuka kapala. 
3pl/3MA-put.inside-PP   LOC  boat 
 
They put it (MA)in the boat. 

Hewett et. al. 1990 

 (2-145) 
Pa    iwu-ma-ny        parak tuka kunak. 
P.SEQ 3pl/3MA-get-PP   AWAY  LOC  home 
 
 
Then they brought it home. 

Manpiri 017 

Locatives need not be the start or end point of motion as shown by  (2-146). 

 (2-146) 
Ng-arra-n  parak tuka kurrampalk. 
1sg-go2-PP AWAY  LOC  house 
 
We went past the house. 

Articles 081 

A simple NP marked by tuka like those in the examples above will be referred to as a 

locative phrase (see section 4.3.3). A locative phrase is often used to refer to the 

destination of movement as in examples (2-147) - (2-149) but locative phrases are not 

used to refer to the origin of movement76. 

(2-147)  
K-i-murnangani-ø       tuka kunak. 
PR-3MA-return-NP       LOC  camp 
 
He returns to camp. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(2-148 
I-latpa-n        parak tuka ajput. 
3MA-go.down-PP   AWAY  LOC  beach 
 
He went down to the beach. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

                                                
76 There are various ways of referring to the source of movement. In texts. journeys are often described 
using head-tail linkage. The source is mentioned followed by akutju 'again' which is used to mean 'then' in 
this construction. In addition, the verb -li 'stand (archaic)' is used in past punctual form to mean 'come 
from' in both senses: to refer to source of movement or to refer to a person's homeland. The predicate 
nominal -wuran 'come from' can also be used in this way. 
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(2-149) 
Ngani-langaka-n      tuka yanat nuyu    kunak. 
3MA/1sg-send-PP      LOC  3MA   3MA.OBL land 
 
He sent me to his land. 

Lexicalised1 003 

Locative phrases can be quite complex. It is possible for them to include adverbs such 

as wanyji as in (2-150). 

(2-150) 
Arrkpa-wani-ø      rtil nuyi la   ngapi tuka wanyji paki. 
1pl.in.F-sit-NP    TOG  2sg  CONJ 1sg   LOC  near   tobacco 
 
"We'll stay together, you and me, near the tobacco (supplies)." 

Land1 016 

Locative phrases need not refer strictly to a place but can refer to a person as in (2-151). 

(2-151) 
Aw-a-ngkung-ka-pa             tuka ngarri. 
3pl-go1-PST.HAB-HITH-EMPH1    LOC  1pl.ex 
 
They were slowly floating towards us. 

Ingeny 015 

A few verbs subcategorise for a location argument which can also be marked by tuka 

(see section 4.2.3). The usual function of locative phrases is as locative adjuncts and 

these may occasionally lack the preposition tuka as discussed in section 4.3.3.  Locative 

adverbial clauses, which are marked with tuka, are discussed in section 5.3.2. The 

preposition tuka may also mark body parts in part-whole constructions as discussed in 

section 7.4.2. 

2.8.2 kapin 'like' 
The preposition kapin frequently marks NPs as in (2-152) and (2-153). 

(2-152) 
Naka     ngarr-aya-wng       najartawu  il-angali-ng    kapin yungku. 
DEM.D.MA 1pl.ex/3MA-see-PP   whirlwind  3MA-stand-PC    like  fire 
 
We saw a whirlwind standing up like fire (ie. a spiral of smoke). 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(2-153) 
Malany  ati-lalke-ny       kapin kakurl. 
because 3MA/3ED-taste-PP   like  wild.honey 
 
Because he had tasted the (yam) (which tasted) like wild honey. 

Karringitpalka 010 

Kapin can also occur in nonverbal attributive clauses as in (2-154). 

(2-154) 
Ja  nganypam  ja  kapin ngarnji. 
MA  cockle.sp MA  like  cockle.type 
 
Nganypam are like ngarnji cockles. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 
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Kapin can also mark entire clauses as in (2-155). 

(2-155) 
Mata   nganykarrarr ma-murnangani-ny    kapin ta    wularrut  ang-mi-nang. 
VE     mangrove     3VE-return-PP       like  LL    before    3LL-be-PC 
 
The mangroves have come back like how how things were before. 

Missionary3 048 

However, kapin is also used in contexts in which it does not seem to add much meaning 

or be necessary syntactically. It is commonly used with the verb -wu (intr.) 'turn into' as 

in (2-156), although often omitted with no difference in meaning77. 

(2-156) 
I-wu-ng           kapin  wurakak. 
3MA-turn.into-PP  like   crow 
 
He changed into a crow. 

NB 2:11 

Similarly, the verb -yarru 'be like, follow' does not require kapin but it may occur as in 

(2-157). 

(2-157) 
K-i-mi-n,       "Kutpa-maju-ø     ta  arrarrkpi ngarrunpa-yarru-n 
PR-3MA-say-NP    2pl.F-die-NP     ART human     2pl/1sg.F-follow-NP 

 
kapin ngapi." 
like  1sg 
 
He said, "You'll die, you humans will be like me." 

Kurrana 046  

Sometimes kapin functions as a preposition, adding an additional participant to the 

clause as in examples (2-152) and (2-153) but in other contexts kapin is optional and 

does not introduce an adjunct but simply marks an existing argument of the verb as in 

(2-156) - (2-157). 

2.8.3 Almost a preposition: algaj 'with' 
There is an intriguing word in Mawng that surfaces as algaj, alaj or ilij. Exactly what 

motivates these different forms is unclear as although the word has different functions, 

there are no correlations between the different forms and functions. The word will be 

referred to as algaj 'with'. This word does not seem to have an important syntactic 

function as it is not obligatory in any of its uses. Mawng is typologically unusual in that 

lacks a formally distinctive comitative construction (Stassen 2000)78. Inclusory 

constructions are used instead of comitatives for human referents. Algaj plus an oblique 

                                                
77 See section 4.2.5 for more discussion of the use of this verb. 
78 Most Australian languages have a comitative case suffix or applicative. For example, Gurrgoni (1995) 
which like Mawng also lacks case marking for core arguments, has comitative and ablative cases which 
are both lacking in Mawng. 
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pronoun is an optional way of overtly marking the subset of an inclusory construction 

(see section 7.4.1).  Nonhumans functioning as comitatives are included in clauses as 

unmarked NPs just like instruments or materials (see section 4.3.4). Algaj can optionally 

precede such nominals as in (2-158). 

(2-158) 
Ma-warlkanyi  alaj  waliman. 
3VE-fall      with  axe 
 
She fell over with an axe (i.e. while holding an axe). 

Replacives1 017 

A very frequent use of algaj is as an optional element in any type of nominalised 

subordinate clause. Algaj occurs between the nominalising article and the remainder of 

the subordinate clause in these contexts as in (2-159). 

(2-159) 
I-maju-ngan   ja  arrarrkpi  [ja  algaj ini-wu-ng        ja  nganaparru]. 
3MA-die-PP    MA  man         MA  with  3MA/3MA-hit-PP   MA  buffalo 
 
The man who had been attacked by the buffalo died. 

C+H text 2:51 

The use of algaj and kapin 'like' in nominalised clauses is very similar; both occur as the 

first element of the nominalised clause, after the nominalising element (i.e. the article or 

tuka). Kapin appears mainly in temporal adverbial clauses while algaj is found mainly 

in relative clauses. Both are optional in these nominalised clause types and they do not 

seem to alter the meaning of the nominalisations greatly. Exactly what the function of 

algaj is is very unclear. It has been glossed 'with' because of its use in inclusory 

constructions and comitatives and because in nominalised clauses it seems to be used to 

emphasise that 'something has something to do with something else' in a fairly vague 

way79. 

2.9 Other particles 
Some particles have already been described, together with semantically related parts of 

speech. For example, the use of the particle ali in the turn construction was discussed in 

section 2.2.7 and the interrogative particle kurlingka was discussed in section 2.2.7. 

2.9.1 Mainly postverbal particles 
There are a number of particles which often have a postverbal position but which do not 

have the tightly restricted position of the postverbal particles described in section 2.5. 

                                                
79 The demonstrative naka similarly indicates that the clause it occurs in has a logical link with some 
other clause (see section 2.2.6). 
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For others, such as the particle rtil 'together' and the suffix -yu 'only, just', there is not 

yet enough data with to be sure whether they are postverbal particles or not.  

2.9.1.1 rtil 'TOG' 
The particle rtil 'together' seems like a postverbal particle because it follows the verb 

and has external sandhi. In (2-160), the final consonant of the preceding verb undergoes 

denasalisation from /ng/ to surface as /k/. 

(2-160) 
Marrik nganti a-wani-k         rtil.  
NEG    who    3pl-stay-PC      TOG    
 
Nobody stayed with him (i.e. he lived on his own). 

Nawayati 038 

The use of rtil may coincide with an inclusory construction80 as in (2-160) and (2-161) 

but need not as in (2-162). 

(2-161) 
Makiny k-a-wani-ø      rtil warrawurnji. 
no     PR-3pl-sit-NP   TOG  girl 
 
No, he's sitting together with the girl. 

Information11 042 

(2-162) 
Ngat-jama-ny          rtil. 
1sg-1pl.in-work-PP    TOG  
 
We worked together. 

Missionary3 063 

The particle rtil probably is a postverbal particle which is part of the verb complex but 

more data in which rtil is combined with other postverbal particles is needed to be sure 

and to describe its ordering within the verb complex.  

2.9.1.2 -yu 'just, only' 
The suffix -yu  'just, only' takes the form -ju after a consonant. It is found on verbs as 

well as nouns, pronouns, demonstratives, numerals and adverbs. For example in 

(2-163), -yu only occurs on a verb.  

(2-163)  
Kamani-yurlka-ø-yu         warrga   ja  Na-ngila       la   marrik 
PR.3MA/3VE-plant-NP-just   flower   MA  MA-skin.name   CONJ NEG 
 
ati-miratpi-ng       ta  walij. 
3MA/3ED-knead-I1     ED  vegetable.food 
 
Nangila is just planting a flower and isn't making damper. 

Information15 116 

In (2-164), -yu occurs on two nouns: both the subject pronoun yanat 'he' and the object 

noun warrga 'flower'. 
                                                
80 See section 7.4.1 for more on inclusory constructions. 
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(2-164)  
Yanat-ju    kamani-yurlka-ø       warrga-yu    la    marrik   ati-miratpi-ng  
3MA-just    PR.3MA/3VE-plant-NP   flower-just  CONJ  NEG      3MA/3ED-knead-I1 

 
ta   walij. 
ED   vegetable.food 
 
He, by himself, is just planting flowers and isn't making damper. 

Information15 115 

The data collected so far suggests that -yu has scope over just the nominal it suffixes to 

when that word is fronted to the verb like the pronoun yanat '3MA' in (2-164) or the 

numeral ngarrkarrk 'two' in (2-165) below.  

(2-165) 
Arlarrarr ngarrkarrk-yu     aw-urlge-ny. 
no        two-only          3pl-enter-PP 
 
No, only two were inside. 

Information13 095 

When attached to either a verb or a nominal that follows the verb, -yu seems to have 

scope over the whole clause. So the use of -yu on the noun warrga in (2-164) has 

exactly the same effect as the -yu suffixed to the verb in (2-163). 

When followed by -(a)pa on nominals, the suffix -yu seems to just add emphasis as in 

(2-166). 

(2-166) 
La     inyanat-ju-pa    angkat   inga-murtpa-ngung. 
CONJ   3FE-only-EMPH1   still    3FE/3MA-fear-PC 
 
But she was still frightened of him. 

Warramurungunji1 095 

2.9.1.3 -wi 'only, alone' 
The suffix -wi 'ONLY' is used in a similar way to -yu 'just, only' as in (2-166) above in 

that it can have a specfic meaning such as 'only' or 'acting alone' but is also used for 

general emphasis. It is homophonous with the directional suffix -wi 'TWDS' discussed 

in section 2.5.3. The suffix -wi 'only, alone' can attach to either nouns or verbs. In 

(2-167) the suffix -wi is used to emphasise that the subject of the verb -langali 'stand, 

stay' is on his own. 

(2-167) 
Yamin      i-langali-ngan-pi   ini-mirlaju-ng. 
3MA.CONTR  3MA-stand-PP-ONLY   3MA/3MA-wait-PP 
 
He stayed behind and waited for him (on his own). 

C+H Text 2:21 

The suffix -wi 'ONLY' also occurs on a contrastive pronoun which is part of the multi-

word distributive adverb (see section 12.9.2). In this role, it emphasises that participants 

act separately rather than collectively.   
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The following two particles to be discussed are clearly not postverbal particles as they 

have a much more flexible position within the clause.  

2.9.1.4  mira 'EMPH2' 
The meaning of the particle mira 'EMPH2' depends on the predicate it combines with. It 

can be translated as 'very' as in (2-168), or 'properly' as in (2-169). 

(2-168)  
Yanat k-i-maju-ø       mira. 
3MA   PR-3MA-sick-NP   EMPH2 
 
He is very sick.  

Hewett et al. 1990 

(2-169) 
Marrik ngapi ngung-purru-ø     mira  ta  tuka     la    arlarrarr. 
NEG    1sg   1sg/3LL-know-I1   EMPH2 LL  DEM.P.LL CONJ  nothing 
 
I don't know that (story) properly, no. 

Missionary3 002 

Unlike postverbal particles, mira is not restricted to the verb complex but can also 

follow adverbial nominals such as wiyiniyirrk 'long ago' in (2-170). 

(2-170)  
Ta  wiyiniyirrk mira  k-inga-ma-ø           warranyngiw.  Nungpaka-pa 
LL  long.time   EMPH2 PR-3GEN/3MA-get-NP    child         ABS.DEM-EMPH1 
 
k-ang-mi-n      parak the story. 
PR-3LL-be-NP    AWAY  Eng Eng 
 
Long time ago when women were expecting. That's how it always was. 

Child 042 

The particle mira also often follows the adjectival nominal -malal  'good' as in (2-171). 

(2-171) 
Nung-malal mira  ta  murlil. 
LL-good    EMPH2 LL  ceremony 
 
It's a very good ceremony.  

NB 3:17 

2.9.1.5  awk 'COLL' 
The particle/suffix awk 'COLL' emphasises plurality and can also follow both verbs and 

nominals. It does not occur on common nouns but only demonstratives (2-42), 

indefinite pronouns (2-64) and locative adverbials (2-123). It also commonly occurs on 

verbs in which case it usually has scope over an argument of verb as in (2-27) and 

(2-70). In (2-71), the verb a-mi-nang-awk '3pl-do-PC-COLL' means 'they did all those 

things (we would expect them to do at funerals)' so the collective suffix has scope over 

the event. 
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2.9.2 Other adverbial particles 
Nominal adverbs were discussed in section 2.2.8 and adverbial particles that are part of 

the verb complex or closely associated with it were discussed in sections 2.5 and 2.9.1. 

Remaining adverbial particles include ora 'as far as, all the way to', orka 'partway', 

wanyji 'close', warak 'far'81, werrk 'first', warrwak 'later, last', pirr 'keep going', akut 

'again, still', akutju 'again', muj 'again, too', angkat 'always, forever', marlakan 

'carefully, slowly' and palat 'alone'. In addition, many other words such as adjectival 

nominals can be interpreted as having an adverbial function in the right context.  

The adverbial particles listed above vary in their properties. For example, palat 'alone' 

can be reduplicated as in (2-172) or act as the head of a nominalised temporal adverbial 

clause as in  (2-173) while others cannot. 

(2-172)  
Walatpalat     yamin      i-wani-ng. 
alone-RDP      3MA.CONTR  3MA-stay-PC 
 
He's always on his own. 

Nawayati 040 

 (2-173) 
Ta  palat ta  marrik nganti inny-aya-nyjing   la   k-awuni-wu-n 
LL  alone LL  NEG    who    3MA/3MA-see-I1    CONJ PR-3MA/3pl-kill-NP 
 
When he is by himself and no one can see him, he kills them. 

HH Text 2 : 83 

2.9.3 Clause linking particles 
The most common clause-linking particle is la 'CONJ' which is also used to conjoin 

NPs (see section 3.5). La can be used to link clauses related in various ways such as 

those which depict simultaneous events as in (2-174), sequential events as in (2-175), 

concessives as in (2-176) and also pairs of events in which one is a reason as in (2-177). 

(2-174) 
Juka-pa        k-iny-pani-ø   la   k-aka-ka-ø           yaw     yurnu. 
DEM.P.FE-EMPH1 PR-3FE-sit-NP  CONJ PR-3GEN/3ED-THROW-NP immerse foot 
 
This one's sitting and paddling her feet. 

Information1 006 

(2-175)  
Ini-ma-ngung     la   inny-utpa-ngung        tuka wanyji. 
3MA/3MA-get-PC   CONJ 3MA/3MA-put.down-PC    LOC  near 
 
He got them and put them down nearby.  

Articles6 007 

                                                
81 Note that this word is unusual in that it can function as a postverbal directional 'away'  in paradigmatic 
opposition to -ga 'hither' and it can also be an adverbial particle outside of the verbal complex meaning 
'far, far away'. 
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(2-176) 
Aw-ura-n   la   marrik   iwu-man-yi      ja  kiyap. 
3pl-go1-PP CONJ NEG      3pl/3MA-get-I2  MA  fish 
 
They went but they didn't get any fish.  

Articles4 065 

(2-177) 
Ngapi marrik nga-lakpalwarrk-a    la   y-arrikpa-n. 
1sg   NEG    1sg-buy-I1           CONJ 3MA-spoil-NP 
 
I didn't buy (the car) because it was wrecked. 

Articles3 009 

The clause linking particles pa, kayirrk la (lit: now CONJ) and parang la (lit: finish 

CONJ) link clauses that describe sequential events. The clause linkers malany 'then', 

malany la 'so', makiny la (lit: no CONJ) 'so' and murnin 'because' all implicate a causal 

relation between clauses. Note that multi-word clause linkers such as kayirrk la are 

glossed as a single unit because their meanings are not compositional. Brackets are used 

in the gloss line to indicate that a single English word provides the gloss for two Mawng 

words.
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3 Noun phrases 
3.1 Introduction 
There are a number of reasons to analyse juxtaposed nominals that refer to the same 

participant as a noun phrase in Mawng. Firstly, linking articles that link all nominals 

within an NP show agreement with the head of the NP. Secondly, the obligatory 

occurrence of the linking article between adjacent elements indicates they form some 

type of unit. Thirdly, separate NPs within a single clause are generally only interpreted 

as referring to the same participant in a limited range of contexts. Word ordering within 

Mawng NPs is very flexible as has been reported for many Australian languages (Blake 

2001). Mawng NPs have a fairly flat structure - adjacent nominals are best analysed as 

syntactically apposed1. Semantic relations between the apposed elements are not 

formally indicated in any way as is common within NPs in Australian languages (Sadler 

and Nordlinger 2006). In addition, Mawng NPs appear indistinguishable from 

nonverbal clauses due to the lack of a copula, but intonation sets the two structures apart 

(see section 4.7).  

Various aspects of NP structure have already been introduced in chapter 2 as they were 

necessary to describe the properties of different types of nominals and the use of the 

article (see sections 2.2.3 - 2.2.7 and 2.3). I discuss determiner NPs in more detail in 

section 3.2 and argue that they are a type of simple NP rather than a complex NP. In the 

remainder of this chapter I cover some areas of NP syntax not discussed in chapter 2. I 

outline the possible forms of complex NPs in section 3.3 and describe how possession 

can be expressed within NPs in section 3.4. I describe conjoined NPs in section 3.5 and 

show how agreement is resolved when the conjuncts differ in gender. Then in section 

3.6 I give some examples illustrating how more than one NP in a clause can be 

interpreted as referring to the same participant. 

3.2 Determiner NPs 
In general, consecutive nominals in NPs must be linked by the article. However, 

determiner NPs are unusual in that they consist of two nominals without a linking 

article between them. The first word is always a free pronoun, demonstrative or 

quantifier and the second a coreferent proper or common noun. An example is the NP in 

(3-1) indicated by square brackets. 
                                                
1 The flattish structure of Mawng NPs is like that of the 'nominal group' found in other Arnhem land 
languages (see the argument that Nunggubuyu has a nominal group rather than an NP in Himmelmann 
1997). The similarities suggest that the Mawng NP is a recently grammaticalised construction. 
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(3-1) 
Malany  [naka-pa        wurakak]  awunny-arrikpa-n. 
so      DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  crow      3MA/3pl-ruin-PP 
 
Well that Crow ruined them. 

Crow1 056 

An example of a determiner NP with the quantifier -matpa 'other' is shown in (3-2) and 

with a numeral in (3-3). 

 (3-2) 
Wemin     a-wani-ng        [na-matpa  mawngku]. 
3pl.CONTR 3pl-stay-PC      VE-other   shade 
 
They stayed in the other patch of shade. 

HH Text 1: 27 

 (3-3) 
[M-arakap  anjirla]  inny-aka-n-pi          i-maju-ngan. 
VE-one     spear     3MA/3MA-throw-NP-TWDS  3MA-die-PP 
 
He threw one spear at him and he died. 

C+H Text 2:19 

It is possible for two-word NPs to be very similar to determiner NPs but have a linking 

article as in (3-4), an initial article as in (3-5) or both as in (3-6). 

(3-4) 
[Yanat-apa    ja  Piwupiwuk]  y-ura-n. 
3MA-EMPH1     MA  pers.name   3MA-go1-NP 
 
Piwupiwuk had gone. 

Arawirr 021 

(3-5) 
la   [pata  ngarrkarrk  warranyngiw] aw-ura-n     tuka  waryat. 
CONJ  PL    two         child        3pl-go1-PP   LOC   rock   

 
And the two children went to the rock. 

Information14 061 

(3-6) 
Ngiw-aka-ø              warak  [ja  naka     ja  luluj]. 
1sg/3MA.F-throw.out-NP  AWAY   MA   DEM.D.MA MA  dog 
 
I shall take that dog away. 

(Capell and Hinch 1970:98) 

The fact that pronouns, demonstratives and quantifiers can modify a noun without a 

linking article suggests that there are functional parallels between these types of 

nominals and the article. Like the NP-initial article, pronouns, demonstratives and 

quantifiers can provide information about the information status of the following 

nominal. Demonstratives and pronouns only ever refer to definite participants while the 

quantifiers -ara 'other, some', -matpa 'other' and -arakap 'one' always refer to specific 

participants. In addition, it is likely that the article developed from a demonstrative or 
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pronoun so historically they were members of a single subclass2. It is almost as if 

pronouns, demonstratives and quantifiers can replace the NP-initial article in determiner 

NPs but the NP-initial article does occasionally occur as in (3-5). Determiner NPs are 

best analysed as a type of simple NP because they lack the linking article which is 

obligatory in complex NPs. The initial pronoun, demonstrative or quantifier of a 

determiner NP corresponds to the article in a simple NP with an initial article. 

3.3 Complex NPs 
Complex NPs consist of a chain of nominals linked by articles. Examples are shown in 

(3-7) and (3-8). 

(3-7) 
"Arta"       i-mi-ny-pu          [pata  w-era     pata warranyngiw] 
Oh           3MA-say-PP-3pl.OBL   PL    PL-other  PL   child 
 
"Eh?", he said to the other children. 

 AD Text 16:18 

(3-8) 
"Ma-pa,     annga-ma-nyi     [mata ma-lijap   mata ma-rntulyak  mata warlk]." 
o.k.-EMPH1  2sg/3VE-get-I2    VE   VE-small   VE   VE-long      VE   stick 
 
"Go and get a small long stick." 

PM Text 3:28 

Nominals with a modifying function may precede the head nominal as in (3-7) - (3-8) or 

follow the head as in (3-9).  

(3-9) 
"[Warlk   mata ma-lurtpuj-ut]    anngana-ma-ø-ga!" 
  stick   VE   VE-short-PL       2sg/3VE.F-get-NP-HITH 
 
"Get some short sticks!" 

PM Text 3:36 

Tendencies rather than strict rules best describe the order of words within complex NPs. 

It is possible to describe these tendencies with reference to both word class and function 

as in (3-10) (c.f.  McGregor 1992:253).  

(3-10) 
(art)^(pronoun)^(art^demonstrative)^(art^quantifier)^(art^MODIFIER)^(art^HEAD) 
 
The articles, demonstratives, pronouns and quantifiers always precede other word 

classes. The remaining words are ordered with respect to their function rather than their 

word class - function is indicated by the use of capitals. 

                                                
2 These possible developmental pathways are hypothesised based on what is known about the 
development of articles elsewhere (Greenberg 1978; Himmelmann 2001) and the common pattern of 
juxtaposing demonstratives or pronouns to nominals in Australian languages (Blake 2001).  
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Complex NPs can contain a wide range of types of NPs such as possessive modifers and 

nominalised clauses. The expression of possession within NPs is discussed in the 

following section. Complex NPs which contain conjoined NPs are covered in section 

3.5 and those which contain nominalisations such as relative clauses are discussed in 

chapter 5. 

3.4 Expression of possession within NPs 
There are two different ways to express possession within NPs. The first way involves 

constructing a complex NP in which a cardinal pronoun encodes the possessor as in 

(3-11) or (3-12)3. 

(3-11) 
"La  [ngarri ja  warranyngiw]  ngampiwi?" I-mi-ny. 
CONJ 1pl.ex  MA child          where      3MA-say-PP 
 
"So where's our child?" he said. 
 

Giant2 101 

(3-12) 
Nganp-u-ng       [jita  ngapi jita warramumpik]. 
3pl/1sg-give-PP   FE    1sg   FE   woman 

 
They gave me a woman of my own. 

Warramurungunji1 062 

The other way to express possession within NPs is to use an oblique pronoun to encode 

the possessor . The pronoun follows the possessed noun and is not connected to it by a 

linking article as shown in (3-13). 

(3-13) 
Waka-pa         ma-w-ng      [mata  murlu  nuyu]. 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  3VE-lie-PP    VE    nose   3MA.OBL 
 
Where Yinkarnarrk's nose was lying. 

AM Text 1:57 

Possessive NPs containing an oblique pronoun are simple NPs and may be part of a 

complex NP as in (3-14) and (3-15).  

(3-14) 
Pay     la   ngapimung  [[ja  Na-wurlany    nuyu]    [ja  naputjanputjan]]  
indeed  CONJ 1sg.CONTR     MA  MA-skin.name  3MA.OBL   MA  deceased's.clothing  
 
ng-eya-wng. 
1sg/3MA-see-PP 
 
Then I noticed Nawurlany's things. 

HH Text 4:199 

                                                
3 In both these examples the pronoun encoding the possessor precedes the possessed noun but the reverse 
order may also occur. 
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(3-15)  
La    kurr-urlge-ø  [ta kurrampalk  ta wenat-pu]. 
CONJ  2pl-enter-I1   ED house       ED 3pl-3pl.OBL 

 
Or you might enter their houses. 

(Hinch unpublished:30) 

The noun which precedes the oblique pronoun may refer to either the possessee as in 

(3-13) or the possessor as in (3-14) and (3-15). 

3.5 Conjunction of nominals 
Nominals are conjoined with the conjunction la, which can also conjoin clauses (see 

section 2.9.3). Nominals that are conjoined may or may not carry articles. It is possible 

for each conjunct to carry its own article as in (3-16) and (3-17). 

(3-16) 
Jita nigi   la   ja  mayakpu aw-ura-n   awunpu-yalma-ny-awk. 
FE   mother CONJ MA  father  3pl-go1-PP 3pl/3pl-look.for-PP-COLL 
 
The mother and the father went searching for them. 

Atjak1 040 

(3-17)  
Jita warramumpik la   ja  arrarrkpi aw-ura-n-ka       tuka mawngku 
FE   woman       CONJ MA  man       3pl-go1-PP-HITH   LOC  shade 
 
A man and a woman went to a patch of shade. 

Information14 001 

It is also possible for the entire NP to be preceded by a plural article as in (3-18)4. 

(3-18) 
Pata arrarrkpi la   warramumpik awunpu-yalma-ngung. 
PL   man       CONJ woman       3pl/3pl-look.for-PC 
 
The men and women looked for them. 

Atjak1 033 

The use of the plural article for the whole NP does not imply that both conjuncts are 

nonsingular. For example, the conjoined NP in (3-19) only refers to one man and one 

woman. 

(3-19) 
Pata arrarrkpi la   warramumpik awu-langali-ng. 
PL   man       CONJ woman       3pl-stand-PC  
 
The man and woman were standing. 

Information13 116 

Conjoined NPs with human referents are indexed by plural agreement on the verb which 

is not sensitive to gender. However, when referents are nonhuman the verb only agrees 

in gender with the first conjunct as in (3-20). 

                                                
4 The expression pata arrarrkpi la warramumpik in (3-18) is commonly used to refer to a mixed group of 
more than two because arrarrkpi 'man/person' with plural agreement is ambiguous between meaning 
'men' and 'people'. 
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(3-20) 
Manny-utpa-n          kirrk   mata yungku       la   waryat. 
3MA/3VE-put.down-PP   COMPL   VE   firewood(VE) CONJ rock(LL) 
 
He put down all the wood and stones (for cooking). 

Muwani 064 

Note that in (3-20) the verb has Vegetation gender object agreement although the 

conjoined NP contains yungku 'fire (VE)' and waryat 'stone (LL)'. There is no default 

agreement that can occur when the gender of two nonhuman conjuncts differs. Instead, 

the verb simply agrees with the nearest noun as in (3-20). This is also the case in (3-21). 

The verb agrees only with the first conjunct warlk 'tree (VE)' and not the second 

conjunct panikin 'billy (MA)' despite the overt Masculine agreement of the numeral 

y-arakap 'MA-one' with panikin. 

(3-21)  
Ngapi nganym-aya-n      ngarrkarrk warlk      la   ngarrkarrk la   y-arakap  
1sg   1sg/3VE-see-NP    two        stick(VE)  CONJ two        CONJ MA-one   
 
panikin. 
container(MA) 
 
I can see two sticks and three buckets. 

Information12 068 

Verbs also agree in gender with the nearest conjunct if both are third person in the 

nearby language Gurrgoni (Green 1995). Preliminary work suggests this is also the case 

in Wambaya (Nordlinger and Sadler 2005). 

Nearest conjunct agreement is not very commonly used in Mawng as the verb is often 

repeated as in (3-22) which avoids the need to resolve conflicting agreement features. 

(3-22) 
Tuka-pa         ta  warntatarr   muka      warlk      kama-langali-ø  
DEM.P.LL-EMPH1  LL  daytime      DEM.P.VE  tree(VE)   PR.3VE-stand-NP   
 
la    k-awu-langali-ø    ngarrkarrk  la    w-erakap  pata marryun. 
CONJ  PR-3pl-stand-NP    two         CONJ  PL-one    PL   boy(MA) 
 
During the daytime, there's a tree standing and three boys standing. 

Information1 148 

It is also possible to ellipse the verb in the second clause as in (3-23). 

(3-23)5 
Tuka-pa         ta   wupurrk, kurrana   k-i-wani-ø    la    wirlamurrk. 
DEM.P.LL-EMPH1  LL   night    moon(MA)  PR-3MA-sit-NP CONJ  stars(FE) 
 
At nightime, the moon and stars are there. 

Information1 150 

                                                
5 This and the previous two examples are elicited descriptions of scenes in pictures.  
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It is possible for a conjoined NP to contain nouns interpreted as coreferent with 

different arguments of the verb as in (3-24) in which jarrang 'horse' and zebra 'zebra' 

are subject and object of the verb. 

(3-24) 
Jarrang  la    zebra  k-inny-ayatjayatpi-ø. 
horse    CONJ  Eng.   PR-3MA/3MA-next.to-NP 
 
Horse and Zebra are next to each other. 

Information6 026 

In Mawng, an NP need not correspond to a single argument of the verb but can include 

both subject and object arguments (see also section 12.5). It is also possible for more 

than one NP to correspond to a single argument (see 3.6). 

An example of a relatively complex NP is shown in (3-25). 

(3-25)6 
Pa    ang-utpa-n              parrparr  warak [[ta  wu-linjiny-ut       la 
P.SEQ 3GEN/3LL-PUT.DOWN-PP    straight  AWAY    LL  LL-small.things-PL  CONJ 
 
 ta  wu-mun]  ta  ngaralk]]. 
 LL  LL-big   LL language 
 
She correctly put down the easy parts and the hard parts of the language. 

Heather 027 

It is perfectly acceptable for pronouns to be conjoined in Mawng as in (3-26), unlike in 

some Australian languages (Wilkins 1989). 

(3-26) 
"Arrkpa-nginka-ø-pa       nuyi la   ngapi." 
1pl.in.F-fight-NP-EMPH1   2sg  CONJ 1sg 
 
"Let's fight, you and me." 

Mayinaj1 020 

Note that the dual cardinal pronouns are transparently derived from two conjoined 

pronouns (see section 2.2.7.1). 

3.6 More than one NP expressing a single argument 
It is possible for two NPs to refer to a single argument. Typically one of the NPs is 

interpreted as a modifier and the other as the head nominal, as in (3-27) and (3-28).  

(3-27) 
Yungku       marrik manga-niki-ng      mata ma-lakpi. 
firewood(VE) NEG    3GEN/3VE-carry-I1  VE   VE-heavy 
 
She shouldn't carry heavy firewood. 

HH Text 4:48 

                                                
6 From a narrative about Heather Hewett's work on Mawng and Iwaidja. 
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(3-28) 
Malany  warranyngiw ing-atpa-ng         ja  ilijap. 
because child       3GEN/3MA-have-PC    MA  MA-young 
 
She had a little boy. 

MS Text 1:12 

Note that in both (3-27) and (3-28) the first of the coreferent NPs is a focussed object7. 

To give a nonhuman object focus it must be fronted to the verb as a single bare noun, 

thus any other material must follow the verb (see section 4.6). In (3-29) it is a 

demonstrative which is fronted rather than a bare noun. 

(3-29) 
Maka-pa         ngata-wunya-n    mata  nganangka. 
DEM.D.VE-EMPH1  1sg/3VE-heat-PP  VE    clap.sticks 
 
Those are the clapsticks that we burned. 

HH Text 1:112 

However, there are other examples of two coreferent NPs in the one clause which 

cannot be explained with reference to word order constraints. Separate coreferent NPs 

do not always involve a focused object. In (3-30) both coreferent NPs refer to an 

intransitive subject argument and the second NP may function as a secondary 

predicate8. 

(3-30)  
Mangili   y-u-ng      ja   yurrurt. 
tortoise  3MA-lie-PP  MA   cooked 
 
The tortoises were lying there cooked. 

HH Text 1: 60 

Pairs of NPs referring to the same participant are sometimes described as 'discontinuous 

NPs' or 'split NPs' (see Evans 1995a for example). There is no reason to view the 

Mawng coreferent nominals such as those in examples (3-27) - (3-30) as a single NP. It 

is clearly acceptable for more than one NP in a clause to express the same argument in 

other contexts. Indexed Whole constructions and inclusory constructions both involve 

participants which are interpreted as a single argument but can be expressed as separate 

NPs (see section 7.4). In addition, a single NP of nonsingular number can refer to a set 

of participants which include both subject and object as indexed by the verb as in 

(3-24). If a single NP can refer to two arguments there is no reason that two NPs should 

not be able to refer to a single argument.
                                                
7 The use of separate NPs to refer to the same participant in these two Mawng examples is similar to the 
use of what McGregor (1997) describes as 'Type A noun phrase discontinuity' in Gooniyandi. One noun 
occurs clause-initially while the second occurs postverbally and acts like a modifier. 
8 Secondary predication does not appear to take a special form in Mawng. For this reason, it is still poorly 
understood. At this stage, it seems that it is a rarely used strategy.  
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4 Simple clauses 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the argument structure of clauses whose main verb has canonical 

agreement. The analytic framework developed in this chapter will be extended to 

clauses whose main verb has lexicalised agreement in chapters 8 - 9. Core arguments 

are defined as those indexed by verb agreement. There are various types of arguments in 

Mawng but only core arguments can be identified by their unique form. Other types of 

arguments take a form that can be used for a number of different grammatical functions. 

Consequently, the only reliable way to distinguish noncore arguments from adjuncts is 

by the fact that they are subcategorised for by their predicate. As we shall see in 

chapters 8 - 9, even verb agreement is not always an available means of identifying 

arguments as the agreement patterns found with lexicalised agreement verbs fail to 

accurately reflect their argument structure. 

I begin in section 4.2 by outlining the different types of syntactic arguments found in 

Mawng which include core arguments, oblique arguments and frame arguments. These 

types of arguments differ in the form in which they are expressed. They also differ in 

whether their overt expression is obligatory with certain predicates. Core arguments are 

encoded through verbal agreement which is an obligatory element of a canonical verbal 

clause1. However, other types of arguments need not be overtly expressed every time a 

particular verb is used. In addition to these three types of arguments, I identify two less 

common types of arguments: location arguments (in section 4.2.3) and predicate 

complements (in section 4.2.5). In section 4.3, the various types of adjuncts that occur 

in Mawng are described. The means of encoding reflexives is described in section 4.4. 

Reciprocals are briefly introduced in section 4.4.2 as they are the subject of a detailed 

description in chapter 12.  

Mawng simple clauses can contain two verbs. In such clauses, the first verb is either 

used primarily to encode aspectual information or to provide a link with the preceding 

clause. These two types of clauses are discussed in section 4.5. In section 4.6, some 

observations on the ordering of NPs with respect to the verb are summarised and I 

briefly describe nonverbal clauses in section 4.7. Having discussed the primary 

evidence for argument structure at the beginning of the chapter (verb agreement and 

                                                
1 I do not intend to claim here that the agreement affixes are the arguments, to the exclusion of coreferent 
NPs. 
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subcategorisation), I then draw together some threads from throughout the chapter to 

show what kinds of secondary evidence for argument structure exist in section 4.8. I 

discuss control in complementation constructions, coreference in converbal 

constructions and the use of free pronouns. Secondary evidence for argument structure 

allows us to determine the argument structure of clauses whose main verb has 

lexicalised agreement. 

4.2 Types of syntactic arguments in Mawng 
4.2.1 Core arguments 
In this section, some examples of canonical intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verbs 

are given to illustrate how verbal agreement operates2. Example (4-1) is a simple 

intransitive clause in which the third person plural subject arrarrkpi 'man/men' is 

indexed on the verb. 

(4-1) 
Arrarrkpi a-wani-ngan. 
man       3pl-stay-PP 
 
Men stayed there. 

Mayinaj1 050 

In the transitive clause in (4-2), the demonstrative puka is coreferent with the third 

plural object agreement in the verb, while the noun wurnkurrk 'jellyfish' is coreferent 

with the third person Masculine subject agreement. 

(4-2) 
"[Puka]OBJ    [wurnkurrk]SUBJ    awuni-wunya-n.". 
DEM.P.PL     jellyfish         3MA/3pl-burn-PP 
 
"A jellyfish stung them." 

Ingeny 113 

The terms 'transitive' and 'intransitive' are used to refer to verbs which take particular 

types of pronominal prefixes. However, ditransitive verbs take the same prefixes as 

transitive verbs. Verbal agreement in ditransitive verbs encodes the agent as subject and 

the recipient as object. The second object (theme) is not indexed on the verb but is 

optionally expressed as an NP with no special marking. Note that the theme warraka 

'lily root type' is expressed only as an NP in (4-3). 

(4-3) 
Iw-u-ng           ta  warraka. 
3pl/3MA-give-PP   ED  lily.root.type (ED) 
 
They gave him some sweet lily root. 

Karringitpalka 005 

                                                
2 The nature of verbal agreement is discussed in more detail in chapter 7 'Agreement'. 
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The second object of ditransitives is a type of frame argument rather than a core 

argument so is discussed further in section 4.2.3. Ditransitive verbs are distinguished 

from transitive verbs by the fact that their second indexed argument is a recipient and 

they subcategorise for a theme frame argument (see section 4.2.4.1). Since the recipient 

of ditransitive verbs is encoded in a similar way to the patient of transitive verbs, 

Mawng is a primary/secondary object language rather than a direct/indirect language 

(Dryer 1986). Neither the referentiality of the two objects or their place on a Silverstein 

hierarchy (Silverstein 1976) has any affect on which participant is cross-referenced in 

the object slot3. Core arguments are defined as those indexed by the verb when there is 

canonical verb agreement so verbal agreement distinguishes core arguments from all 

other types of participants. Apart from core arguments, there are four other types of 

syntactic arguments in Mawng: oblique objects, location arguments, frame arguments 

and predicate complements - which are the topics of the following sections. 

4.2.2 Oblique objects 
Mawng semitransitive verbs subcategorise for an oblique object like semitransitive 

verbs found in other Australian languages4. Oblique objects generally encode less 

affected participants than the patient of a prototypical transitive verb. Table 39 lists 

some common semitransitive verbs and the semantic role encoded by their oblique 

object. 

                                                
3 c.f. Bininj Gun-wok (Evans 2003) in which either the recipient or theme of a ditransitive verb is indexed 
on the verb, depending on which is higher on the Silverstein hierarchy. 
4 In addition to their formal similarities, semitransitive verbs in other Australian languages encode similar 
types of events to those in Mawng. For example, in Wambaya semitransitive verbs include the meanings: 
'look (for X)', 'wait (for X)', 'talk (to X)', 'call out (to X)' and 'be frightened (of X)' (Nordlinger 1998a). 
The second argument of semitransitive verbs is not always optional in other Australian languages though. 
For example, the second argument of Yawuru semitransitive verbs is obligatorily expressed with the 
dative object enclitic (Hosokawa 1991). 
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Table 39 Some common semitransitive verbs 
Verb root Example of use 

of verb alone 
Example of use of verb with oblique object  Semantic role 

encoded by 
oblique object 

-alyu Kelyu. 
He listens 

Kelyu ngaw. 
He hears her. 

Stimulus 

-mi Kimin. 
He says 

Kimin ngaw. 
He says to her 

Goal 

-laja Kilaja. 
He screams, calls 
out 

Kilaja ngaw. 
He calls out to her. 

Goal 

-miraw Kimirawn. 
He sings. 

Kimirawn ngaw. 
He sings to her. 

Goal 
 

-wararrke Kiwararrken. 
He cries. 

Kiwararrken ngaw. 
He cries for her (e.g. child who wants mother) 

Goal 
 

-uke Kiwken. 
He looks. 

Kiwken ngaw. 
He looks for her. 

Goal 

-malkpa Kimalkpa. 
He arrives, comes 
out. 

Kimalkpa ngaw. 
He reaches her, meets up with her, comes 
across her, finds her. 

Goal 

-arra 
pularnngalk 

Yarran 
pularnngalk. 
He forgot. 

Yarran pularnngalk ngaw. 
He forgot her. 

Stimulus 

 

The oblique object pronoun is part of the verb complex (see section 2.5) and the third 

person plural oblique object pronoun even cliticises to the verb as shown in (4-4).  

(4-4) 
Makiny la nga-mi-ny-pu          "Arrpa-li-ø             iwarruj". 
[so      ]1sg-say-PP-3pl.OBL    1pl.in/3VE-STAND-NP     prayer 
 
So I said to them, "Let's pray". 

HH Text 1:68 

There are a number of similarities between the oblique object pronoun and verbal 

agreement. For example, the same referent may be expressed by both the oblique object 

pronoun and an NP. In (4-5), the oblique pronoun nuyu '3MA.OBL' is coreferent with 

the NP ja warranyngiw 'the child'. 

(4-5) 
Y-arra-n    pularnngalk nuyu    ja  warranyngiw. 
3MA-GO2-PP  forget      3MA.OBL MA  child 
 
He forgot the child. 

HH notes for D. Stainsby 

The oblique object pronoun differs from the verbal agreement prefixes in that it is not 

an obligatory part of the verb complex. Semitransitive verbs can occur in an intransitive 

frame without any oblique object as in (4-6) or in a semitransitive frame with an oblique 

object as in (4-7). 
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(4-6)  
Punyi      i-malkpa-ny. 
father     3MA-arrive-PP 
 
Father has arrived. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(4-7)  
Waka-pa         a-malkpa-ny      nuyu    ja  yumparrparr. 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  3pl-reach-PP     3MA.OBL MA  giant 
 
They got to the giant. 

Mayinaj1 062 

Note that the meaning of a predicate may vary a little depending on whether it has an 

oblique object or not. This variation is similar to the variation in meaning found with 

labile verb roots, between when they have an intransitive or a transitive prefix.  

The way an oblique object is expressed varies with the animacy of its referent. If the 

oblique object of a semitransitive verb is human, it can be expressed by an oblique 

object pronoun alone as in (4-4) or by both an oblique object pronoun and a coreferent 

NP as in (4-7)5. Human oblique objects cannot be expressed by just an NP. Thus the NP 

ja warranyngiw 'the child' in (4-8) can only be interpreted as expressing the subject 

because there is no oblique pronoun as in (4-5). 

(4-8) 
Y-arra-n    pularnngalk ja  warranyngiw. 
3MA-GO2-PP  forget      MA  child 
 
The child forgot (*He forgot the child). 

NB 3:82 

It is acceptable and in fact typical to encode nonhuman obliques with an NP alone as in 

(4-9) 6. 

(4-9)  
La   ng-arra-t   pularngalk   peg. 
CONJ 1sg-GO2-PP  forget       Eng. 
 
I forgot the peg. 

Missionary1:26 

Nonhuman oblique object arguments can be referred to with an oblique object pronoun 

plus NP as in the elicited example in (4-10) but never by an oblique object pronoun 

alone. 

                                                
5 Note that mythological beings, like the giant in this story, are treated as human for most purposes. 
6 Burarra has a 'dative' pronoun which encodes similar participants as the oblique object and benefactive 
oblique in Mawng (Green 1987). Like the Mawng oblique pronoun, the Burarra dative pronoun tends not 
to be used with nonhuman referents. However, unlike the Mawng oblique pronoun, the Burarra dative 
pronoun does not encode possessors so there is no chance of benefactive-possessive ambiguity as in 
Mawng (see section 4.3.2.1). 
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(4-10) 
Ng-arra-t    pularnngalk   ngaw       mata  peg. 
1sg-GO2-PP   forget        3GEN.OBL   VE    Eng. 
 
I forgot the peg. 

NB 3:82 

Note that (4-10) was elicited and is acceptable but the use of an NP only is preferred for 

a nonhuman oblique. Table 40 summarises the different ways of expressing human and 

nonhuman oblique objects. 

Table 40 Ways of expressing human and nonhuman oblique objects 
 Oblique object pronoun 

alone 
Oblique object pronoun and 
coreferent NP 

NP alone 

Human Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable 
Nonhuman Unacceptable Acceptable (rare) Acceptable (common) 
 

The difference in the form that human versus nonhuman oblique objects take is just one 

of many areas of Mawng syntax in which animacy considerations are important (see for 

example section 4.6 on word order). 

4.2.2.1 Oblique objects versus objects 
The oblique object is referred to as an 'object' to distinguish it from other functions of 

the oblique pronoun. However, it is not equivalent to the object of a transitive verb. This 

is shown by the fact that verb roots which can occur with both objects and oblique 

objects subcategorise for quite different semantic roles in each of these functions. For 

example, the root -malkpa means 'meet, find' or 'reach' in a semitransitive frame as in 

the second sentence in (4-11)7. 

(4-11) 
Mantanti inny-alima-ny      parak-apa.  Waka-pa        i-malkpa-ny     nuyu. 
mainland 3MA/3MA-seek-PP    AWAY-EMPH1  DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3MA-reach-PP    3MA.OBL 
 
He went off to the mainland looking for him. He came across him there. 

Nginji1 013 - 014 

As a transitive verb, -malkpa means 'take out' as shown in (4-12). 

(4-12) 
Parang, ati-malkpa-ny-apa           ta  karwuluk. 
finish  3MA/3ED-take.out-PP-EMPH1   ED  hairy.yam.sp 
 
So he got the Karwuluk yams out (of his bag). 

Muwani 044 

The oblique object of -malkpa is a goal whereas its object is a patient. The various 

meanings of some labile verb roots which can be semitransitive are compared in Table 

40. 

                                                
7 see also example (4-7). 
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Table 41 Contrast between the role of objects and oblique objects 
 Gloss in 

intransitive frame 
Gloss in semitransitive frame Gloss in 

transitive frame 
-malkpa  arrive, come out, 

appear 
reach OBL, find OBL, meet OBL 
(lit: appear to OBL) 

Take OBJ out 

-murtp(i/a) Be afraid Worry about something happening to 
OBL (lit: be afraid for OBL) 

Fear OBJ 

-warlunj(i/a) Hide Hide from OBL Hide OBJ 
-murnangani Return Come back to OBL (human) Return OBJ 
 

4.2.3 Location arguments 
A small number of Mawng verbs subcategorise for a location argument. Both oblique 

objects and location arguments are optional but location arguments are less frequently 

expressed than oblique objects. Human location arguments are expressed by a 

postverbal oblique pronoun as in (4-13) while nonhuman location arguments may be 

expressed simply by an NP as in (4-14) or by an NP marked by tuka as in (4-15)8.  

(4-13) 
Naka-pa         kalmaya     y-aruki-ny     nuwu. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  green.ant   3MA-climb-PP   2sg.OBL 
 
That green ant's climbed up on you. 

RS Elic1:3 

(4-14) 
Iny-aruki-ny    mata    warlk. 
3FE-climb-PP    VE      tree 
 
She climbed up into a tree 

C+H Text 1:12 

(4-15) 
Y-aruki-nang   parak   tuka   warlk. 
3MA-climb-PC   AWAY    LOC    tree 
 
He was climbing a tree. 

Hewett et. al. 1990 

The verb -utpa 'put' also subcategorises for a location argument. It's meaning is quite 

different to the English verb put and is better translated as 'put down, in sitting or lying 

position' as it rarely has an overt location argument and is in a paradigmatic relation 

with  -langani 'put in standing position' which does not subcategorise for a location 

argument at all. Inanimate location arguments of -utpa 'put (down)' can be expressed as 

an NP alone as in (4-16) or an NP with tuka as in (4-17) while human locations are 

expressed as postverbal obliques as in (4-18). 

                                                
8 The translations of (4-14) and (4-15) suggest that there may be a semantic difference in the relation of 
verb to location when tuka is used compared to when it is lacking. However, it is not yet clear whether 
this is the case. 
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(4-16)  
Jalakaraj   la    pukijuku     ngy-utpa-n      ta  kurrampalk. 
spear.type  CONJ  spear.type   1sg/3MA-put-PP  ED  house 
 
I put the pronged fishing spear and two-pronged spear down in the house. 

Articles 064 

(4-17) 
Makiny, jita warramumpik inyng-utpa-n           tuka table. 
no      FE   woman       3GEN/3FE-put.down-PP   LOC  Eng. 
 
No, a woman put it down on the table 

Information9 023 

(4-18) 
Iw-utpa-n-pu            wuk. 
3pl/3MA-put-PP-3pl.OBL  ant 
 
They put ants on them. 

Benefactives1 039 

Locative adjuncts, in contrast, are never expressed using oblique pronouns no matter 

what their animacy, but only as NPs marked by tuka (see section 4.3.3). Some examples 

of human locative adjuncts are shown in (4-19) - (4-21) for comparison. 

(4-19) 
Aw-a-ngkung-ka-pa             tuka ngarri. 
3pl-go1-PST.HAB-HITH-EMPH1    LOC  1pl.ex 
 
They were slowly coming (floating) towards us. 

Ingeny 015 

(4-20) 
Inga-lutpa-n        kani    tuka ngapi. 
3GEN/3MA-leave-PP   here    LOC  1sg 
 
She left it here with me. 

Lexicalised2 134 

(4-21) 
Kurrinypa-lutpa-ø       tuka manjat!" 
2pl/3FE.F-put.down-NP   LOC  proper 
 
"Take her to (her) proper (husband)!" 

Mawawiny 030 

The locative preposition tuka is mainly used to mark location adjuncts as above. 

However, in addition to nonhuman location arguments, tuka is also used to mark 

argument NPs in the Indexed Whole construction (see section 7.4.2). The coding 

differences between oblique objects and location arguments are that nonhuman location 

arguments may be marked by tuka and cannot be encoded as an oblique pronoun. The 

coding difference between location arguments and locative adjuncts is that only human 

location arguments can be expressed using oblique pronouns. Another difference 

between oblique objects and location arguments is that the semantic roles encoded by 

oblique objects are typically associated with humans whereas location arguments 
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encode the semantic role 'location' which is typically associated with inanimates. 

Location arguments may be subcategorised for by either intransitive or transitive verbs, 

unlike oblique objects which are only subcategorised for by intransitive verbs.  

4.2.4 Frame arguments 
To summarise the preceding discussion, core arguments are those indexed by verbal 

agreement which are subcategorised for by the verb and obligatorily expressed. 

Noncore arguments are subcategorised for by the verb but are not obligatorily 

expressed. Oblique arguments and location arguments are two types of noncore 

arguments.  

All other arguments can only appear as loose NPs. Loose NPs are NPs which are not 

indexed by either a verbal agreement prefix or oblique pronoun and lack any other 

markers of their syntactic status such as the preposition tuka9. Loose NPs within a 

clause may express either arguments or adjuncts (see section 4.3.4 for discussion of 

some adjuncts expressed as loose NPs). Two types of arguments are expressed by loose 

NPs: frame arguments and predicate complements  - both are clearly subcategorised for 

by verbs as their semantic role is highly restricted. Most types of frame arguments and 

predicate complements can only occur with a small set of verbs10. Frame arguments11 

include the themes of ditransitive verbs and 'cognate objects' of communication 

predicates. These participants are often identifiable whereas predicate complements are 

always nonrefererential as they express qualities or kinds. The following sections 

describe some different types of frame arguments. Predicate complements are discussed 

in section 4.2.5. Many verbs which have lexicalised agreement subcategorise for frame 

arguments. These are discussed in chapter 8.  

4.2.4.1 Theme of ditransitive verbs 
The theme of ditransitive verbs is a frame argument and as such can never be 

interpreted as coreferent with verb agreement. In (4-22), the theme walij 'food (ED)' is 

only encoded by an NP and cannot be interpreted as coreferent with either verb 

agreement index because both are third person human plural. 

                                                
9 Inanimate oblique object arguments and location arguments may appear as loose NPs but can take other 
forms. 
10 Bresnan (1982) also uses semantic restrictions on participants as a criteria for complement/adjunct 
distinctions. This criteria is used to distinguish oblique objects and beneficiaries in section 4.3.1. 
11 The term 'frame argument' is used because these arguments are part of the frame of a verb from a frame 
semantics perspective (1982). Mawng frame arguments are similar to Johnson and Fillmore (2000)'s 
'frame elements' except that their category is a semantic category whereas mine is a syntactic category 
that includes a few different semantic categories. 
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(4-22) 
K-awunp-u-n            walij. 
PR-3pl/3pl-give-NP     food (ED) 

 
They give them food. 

Child 263 

Frame arguments are not obligatorily expressed but are usually an inherent part of the 

event denoted by the verb so they are 'implicit arguments' of the verb. It is common to 

omit an NP referring to a theme when it is unimportant or clear from the context. For 

example, in example (4-23) it is clear that the covert theme of -u 'give' is 

munungkurtpiny 'red water lily (roots)' as these were mentioned just before.  

(4-23) 
La   marrik  inga-w-ni         jita   anga-manyirri    wiyu   nuyu. 
CONJ NEG     3GEN/3MA-give-I2  FE     3GEN/3LL-MM.to   self   3MA.OBL 
 
And his own grandmother didn't give him any either. 

Giant2 012 

The agreement with recipient rather than theme is fixed for ditransitive verb roots and is 

unaffected by the animacy of the theme. The sentence in (4-24) has a human theme but 

the verb still only shows agreement with the agent and recipient. 

(4-24) 
K-arry-u-n              jita   niny-ngalalk. 
PR-1pl.in/3MA-give-NP   FE     FE-child 
 
We give him our daughter (in marriage). 

Marnkitarr 004 

An unusual property of theme frame arguments is that they can be incorporated into 

reciprocal constructions as bare nouns. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 12. 

The verb -lakpalwarrki 'buy/sell' also subcategorises for a theme frame argument 

although it is not ditransitive because it does not index its recipient through agreement. 

The verb may occur with just the theme as in (4-27) or with a theme and a benefactive 

adjunct as in (4-26). 

(4-25) 
Nga-lakpalwarrkji-ny  walij. 
1sg-buy-PP            food 
 
I bought food. 

Coverbs1 036 

(4-26) 
Iny-jakpalwarrkji-ny  ngaw     kakurl. 
3FE-buy-PP            3GEN.OBL sugar 
 
She1 bought her2 sugar. 

Coverbs1 044 
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4.2.4.2 Types of frame arguments subcategorised for by communication predicates 
The term 'cognate object verb' is used in the Australianist tradition to describe verbs 

with semantic and syntactic similarities to English cognate object verbs (Austin 1982; 

Simpson 1991). However, the Australian verbs are not morphologically cognate with 

their object nouns. I use the term 'cognate object verb' to refer to a class of verbs that 

can occur with an NP which expresses the event predicated by the verb. I refer to the 

NP as a 'cognate object'12. There are two syntactic classes of cognate object verb in 

Mawng - the canonical predicates discussed in this section and the restricted argument 

verbs discussed in chapter 10. Canonical cognate object verbs include the intransitive 

verbs -mi 'say', -nginka 'speak', -miraw 'sing', and -lakijpi 'ask for story'. These verb can 

all take an argument which refers to a performance or utterance predicated by the verb. 

For example, the noun ja Inyjalarrku in (4-27)  refers to the name of the song sung. 

(4-27) 
K-i-miraw-n        ja  Inyjalarrku. 
PR-3MA-sing-NP     MA  song.name 
 
They're singing Inyjalarrku. 

Benefactives1 122 

Songs are all Masculine gender in Mawng but stories and speech are part of the abstract 

domain of speech and thought so are Land gender (see section 6.6). The Land gender 

demonstrative tuka 'DEM.P.LL' in (4-28) and the adjectival modifier wu-lurtpuj 'LL-

short' in (4-29) both encode 'story/speech' frame arguments. 

(4-28) 
Ma    tuka-pa        iny-jakijpi-ny         ngartu  Ngal-ngarrij.  
o.k.  DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 3FE-ask.for.story-PP   1sg.OBL FE-skin.name 
 
O.k. well Ngalngarrij asked me for this (story).  

Nawayati 001 

(4-29) 
Pa    awu-nginka-n    wu-lurtpuj pata ngakngak. 
P.SEQ 3pl-speak-NP    LL-short   PL   bird.type 
 
Then the ngakngaks spoke for a short while. (wu-lurtpuj means 'a short amount 
of speech' - it is not a temporal adverbial as it is in the English 
translation). 

AM Text 1 

In (4-30), two separate NPs refer to the frame argument of -nginka 'speak'.  

(4-30)  
Ngaralk-apa     awu-nginka-ngung   ta  wenat-pu. 
language-EMPH1  3pl-speak-PC       LL  3pl-3pl.OBL 
 
They were speaking in their own language. 

                                                
12 Austin (1982) uses the term more broadly to refer to a verb which subcategorises for an argument like a 
frame argument that is not indexed on the verb or marked with a case marker. See sections 10.3 - 10.4 for 
more discussion of problems with this approach. 
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Experiencers1 057 

The two NPs in (4-30) are related to one another like those discussed in section 3.6; an 

NP preceding the verb is interpreted as coreferent with an NP following the verb that 

has a modifying function.   

Frame arguments can be interpreted in various ways. For example, the frame argument 

Mawng 'Mawng (language)' in  (4-31) can be interpreted as an adverb modifying the 

predicate or its implicit cognate object. These two options are indicated by the 

alternative translations given.  

 (4-31) 
Iny-alyu-ng-pu         Mawng         akutju  awu-nginka-ngung. 
3FE-hear-PP-3pl.OBL    language.name too     3pl-speak-PC 
 
She heard them speaking in Mawng too (predicate modifier) / She heard them 
speak some Mawng (words) too (cognate object modifier). 

Heather 021 

The fact that frame arguments of communication predicates can be interpreted as having 

different functions means that more than one may occur in the one clause. For example, 

in (4-32) the language name Mawng is used as a modifier while the citation Muwani 

'name of giant' functions as the cognate object itself.  

(4-32) 
Mawng      iwu-warnangajpu-ning       Muwani. 
name       3pl/3MA-call.by.name-PC    pers.name 
 
In Mawng he is called (lit:they call him) Muwani. 

Muwani 002 

Mawng communication predicates subcategorise for a wide range of optionally 

expressed frame arguments. They are similar to communication predicates in English in 

this respect (Johnson and Fillmore 2000). The frame arguments of communication 

predicates are discussed more in section 8.8 when some communication predicates with 

lexicalised object agreement are described. Some restricted argument verbs with 

cognate objects are discussed in section 10.3. 

4.2.4.3 Some unexpected frame arguments 
A few other intransitive verbs subcategorise for a frame argument NP which is not a 

cognate object as it does not express the event predicated by the verb13. For example, 

the verb -arntakpu 'chop (tree)' can only index a single subject argument but often co-

occurs with loose NPs expressing a patient such as mata warlk 'the tree' in (4-33). 

                                                
13 These arguments are similar to those referred to as incorporated arguments or implicit arguments in 
accounts of English argument structure (Jackendoff 1990; Levin 1993). However the term incorporated 
argument is associated with a different type of analysis to the one given here. Van Valin and La Polla 
(1997) use the term inherent argument to refer to similar participants. 
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(4-33) 
Nuyimung  anng-arntakpu-ni    mata warlk. 
2sg.CONTR 2sg-chop.down-I2    VE   tree 
 
Now you chop the tree. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

Like ditransitive verbs and communication predicates these verbs have an implicit 

argument. The frame argument of this type of implicit argument verb has a default 

referent. In the case of -arntakpu 'chop down', the default frame argument is 'tree' so if 

there is no evidence to the contrary it will be assumed a tree is involved when the frame 

argument is not overt. However, the default can be overridden and other types of 

referents can be the frame argument of these verbs. For example, in (4-34) -arntakpu 

'chop down' has a giant as its patient. 

(4-34) 
"Ngi-wu-ø        ng-arntakpu-ng." 
1sg/3MA-hit-I1   1sg-chop.down-I1 
 
"I can't hit him and knock him over." (a giant) 

Mayinaj1 025 

Another intransitive verb with an additional implicit argument is -ngartpirru 'throw 

(spear)'. This verb has 'spear' as its default frame argument. In (4-35), the generic 

anjirla 'spear' overtly expresses the frame argument of the verb.  

(4-35) 
Awu-ngartpirru-ki-nang         anjirla. 
3pl-throw.spear-KRDP-PC        spear 
 
They were throwing spears. 

Karringitpalka 041 

In (4-36), the frame argument is not a spear but rather a log used as a missile like a 

spear. 

(4-36) 
Pa    i-ngartpirru-ng      mata warlk. 
P.SEQ 3MA-throw.spear-PP   VE   log 
 
Then he threw the log (at two girls). 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

The two verbs -arntakpu 'chop down (tree)' and -ngartpirru 'throw (spear)' are similar to 

restricted argument verbs as they have very narrow selectional restrictions for one 

argument which thus need not be overt if it similar to the default (see chapter 10). Both 

the semantic role of their frame argument and the fact that it has a default referent 

distinguishes these verbs from -lakpalwarrki 'buy, sell' described above (4.2.4.1) which 

can take a wide range of referents as its frame argument.  
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4.2.4.4 The 'desire goal' frame argument of -a 'go1' 
The common verb -a 'go1' has two different argument frames. In the less common 

argument frame it occurs with a bare noun that refers to something, the desire for which 

motivates the motion as in (4-37). 

(4-37) 
Ngana         kiyap. 
1sgF.go1.NP   fish 

 
I'm going fishing. 

RSElic6 001 

The desire goal cannot take an article or be a complex NP but is always only a bare 

noun. The goal noun typically follows the verb but can also precede it as in (4-38). 

(4-38) 
Nganaparru aw-ura-n. 
buffalo    3pl-go1-PP 
 
They were going after buffalo. 

Marlu 007 

The desire goal noun is always bare and positioned close to the predicate but it is not as 

closely bound to the verb as a coverb because when an oblique pronoun expresses a 

beneficiary as in (4-39), it intercedes between the verb and the desire goal noun. 

(4-39) 
Marryun aw-ura-n-pu         kiyap pata tu-warlkparrakan-ut. 
boy     3pl-go1-PP-3pl.OBL  fish  PL   PL-old.person-PL 
 
The boys went after fish for the old people. 

(Hinch unpublished:75) 

The fact that the desire goal noun can only occur as a single bare noun might suggest it 

is a different syntactic category to other frame arguments. However, the syntactic object 

of the transitive predicate -yalma 'search for' also usually occurs as a bare noun. Both 

the desire goal of -a and the object of -yalma are arguments of intensional verbs which 

tend to appear as bare nouns in Mawng due to their information status - they are 

nonreferential. 

4.2.4.5 Summary: types of frame arguments 
Frame arguments can encode a range of semantic roles. The semantic role of the frame 

argument may be specific to a particular class of verbs - for example, ditransitive verbs 

subcategorise for a theme frame argument while communication predicates take a 

cognate object frame argument. In other cases, the availability of a particular frame 

argument is specific to an individual verb such as the desire goal of -a 'go1' or the frame 

arguments of -ngartpirru 'throw (spear)' and -arntakpu 'chop (tree)'. Frame arguments 

may be implicit in the meaning of the verb and this property often goes hand in hand 
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with narrow selectional restrictions and a default argument type14. Frame arguments 

also differ in how they can be expressed; whether they can be any type of NP like theme 

frame arguments or just as a bare noun like the frame argument of -a 'go1'. This 

difference correlates with whether the frame argument can refer to a specific participant 

or only refers to a quality or kind. The properties of the different types of frame 

arguments are compared in Table 42 below. 

Table 42 Frame arguments 
 Theme of 

ditransitive 
verbs 

Frame arguments of 
communication 
predicates 

Unexpected frame 
arguments 
(section 4.2.4.3) 

Desire 
goals 

Frame argument may 
be a specific participant 

Yes Yes Yes No 

May be expressed as 
any type of NP 

Yes Yes Yes No (bare 
noun NP 
only) 

Narrow selectional 
restrictions for frame 
argument 

No Yes (relatively narrow) Yes No 

Argument implicit in 
the meaning of the verb 
even when unexpressed 

Yes Yes Yes No 

 

4.2.5 Predicate complements 
Three verbs subcategorise for a predicate complement: -mi (intr.) 'be', -wu (intr.) 'turn 

into' and -wu (tr.) 'change to be'. The verb -mi 'be, do, say' may take a noun expressing a 

predicate complement15 and be used much like a copula. In this use I gloss it 'be' rather 

than 'do' or 'say'. The predicate complement may be a modifier as in (4-40) or an entity 

as in (4-41). 

(4-40)  
K-i-mi-n        nu-malal. 
PR-3MA-be-NP    MA-good 
 
He is good. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(4-41) 
Nga-mi-nang    warranyngiw. 
1sg-be-PC      child 
 
I was a child. 

HH notes to D. Stainsby 

The verb -wu (intr.) 'turn.into' can take an entity complement as in (4-42). 

                                                
14 See chapter 10 for more discussion of the link between narrow selectional restrictions and an argument 
being implicit. 
15 My use of the term 'predicate complement' follows Kroeger (2005). 
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(4-42) 
A-wu-ng               karlurri. 
3pl-turn.into-PP      bird 
 
They became birds. 

PM Text 1:54 

The transitive form of -wu usually means 'hit, kill' but with the meaning 'change to be' it 

subcategorises for a modifier predicate complement as in (4-43).  

(4-43) 
Ini-wu-ning                  i-lurtpuj. 
3MA/3MA-change.to.be-PC      MA-short 
 
He was making it short. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

Predicate complements always appear as bare nouns as in (4-40) - (4-43). This is as we 

would expect because they refer either to a kind or to a property.  

Predicate complements are unlike frame arguments in that they are obligatorily 

expressed. Although the verb roots -mi and -wu (tr.) can occur without predicate 

complements as the verbs -mi 'say, think, do' and -wu (tr.) 'hit, kill, damage', they have 

very different meanings. Thus the use of these verbs with predicate complements is best 

described as a separate lexical item similar to a light verb.  

4.2.6 Summary: argument types in Mawng 
The main types of arguments that have been introduced in this section differ in their 

syntactic encoding. These differences are compared in Table 43. 

Table 43 Types of arguments and their possible syntactic encoding in canonical clauses 
 Encoded through 

verbal prefixes 
Encoded as 
oblique object pro 

Form of argument NP 

Core arguments Yes No unmarked 
Oblique object arguments No Yes (if human) unmarked 
Location arguments No Yes (if human) May have preposition 

tuka if inanimate 
Frame arguments and 
predicate complements 

No No unmarked 

 

To summarise, core arguments are distinguished from other participants by 

morphosyntactic criteria but the broader category 'argument' is defined as a participant 

subcategorised for by a verb. Core arguments are obligatorily expressed every time a 

particular verb is used while oblique objects and frame arguments are only optionally 

expressed, although they may be implicit in the meaning of the verb.  In this section,  I 

have introduced primary evidence for argument structure. In the next section, I discuss 

some common types of adjuncts found in Mawng. I return to arguments in section 4.8; 

summarising some forms of secondary evidence for argument structure. 
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4.3 Adjuncts 
Adjuncts are participants not subcategorised for by the verb so their semantic role is 

fixed rather than specified by the verb. The means of expressing adjuncts and arguments 

overlap to some extent in Mawng so form alone is not enough to distinguish between 

them. Verbal agreement is never used to encode adjuncts but postverbal oblique 

pronouns and loose NPs can be used to encode both arguments and adjuncts. Oblique 

wholes and benefactives are expressed as postverbal oblique pronouns while 

instruments are expressed as loose NPs. Locative adjuncts are marked by the 

preposition tuka which is also used to mark human location arguments as well as part 

NPs in the Indexed Whole construction (see section 7.4.2). In this section, I describe 

how oblique wholes and benefactives are expressed using the oblique object pronoun, 

briefly mention locative adjuncts and then illustrate how nonhuman instruments, 

materials and comitatives are encoded as loose NPs. Nominalised clauses that are 

adjuncts, such as temporal adverbial clauses and locative adverbial clauses, are 

described in chapter 5 along with other types of nominalised clauses. 

4.3.1 Oblique wholes 
When a body part is indexed on the verb the whole may be specified through the use of 

a postverbal oblique pronoun as in (4-44). 

(4-44) 
Ak-e-ny              ngartu  yurnu     warlk. 
3GEN/3ED-pierce-PP   1sg.OBL foot(ED)  stick(VE) 
 
A stick pierced my foot. 

Articles5 023 

In (4-44) the Edible gender body part yurnu 'foot' is indexed as the object of the verb, 

the possessor is referred to by the oblique pronoun ngartu and the subject is warlk 'stick 

(VE)'. This construction, whereby a part is encoded through verbal agreement and the 

whole as an oblique adjunct, will be called the Oblique Whole construction as it 

constrasts with the Indexed Whole construction discussed in section 7.4.2 in which the 

whole is encoded through verbal agreement. Only free body part nouns can participate 

in the Oblique Whole construction because prefixed body part nouns do not have an 

inherent gender so they cannot be indexed independently on the verb. 

In (4-44), the body part is an object - it can also be an intransitive subject as shown in 

(4-45) but cannot be a transitive subject. 
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(4-45) 
Ap-ujpikpi-ø     nuwu    yurnu. 
3.ED-swell.up-I1 2sg.OBL hand(ED) 

 
Your hand might swell up. 

AD Tape 1991:1B 

When both part and whole are expressed as overt NPs the part NP always precedes the 

whole NP as illustrated by (4-46). 

(4-46) 
Ngart-aya-wng    nuyu    yurnu      nganaparru. 
1sg/3ED-see-PP   3MA.OBL tracks(ED) buffalo(MA) 
 
I saw a buffalo's tracks. 

Nganaparru3 040 

The Oblique Whole construction involves parts typically treated as inalienable in 

Australian languages including foot tracks, lice, language, and clothing as well as 

personal names and land (Hosokawa 1995). Possession of alienable entities is expressed 

within the NP (see section 3.4). 

A group of clansmen as in (4-47) or kin as in (4-48) may also play the role of the part. 

(4-47)  
"Awuni-wa-ny        ngarrurru    arrarrkpi   kapa." 
3MA/3pl-eat-PP      1pl.in.OBL   person      over.there  

 
"He must have eaten some of our people over there". 

AD Text 16. 032 

(4-48)  
"Kunyp-aya-n      kirrk  nuwu     jita  warramumpik." 
2sg/3FE.F-see-NP  COMPL  2sg.OBL  FE    woman 
 
"Look after your woman (i.e. wife)." 

Child 040 

I have analysed the Oblique Whole pronoun as an adjunct because although it adds an 

additional participant to the clause, the role of the participant is not subcategorised for 

by the verb. The removal of the oblique pronoun and any coreferent noun does not alter 

the meaning of a sentence but simply leaves the possessor of the part unspecified. The 

part noun must follow the oblique pronoun - no other nouns can intervene and it cannot 

be fronted to the verb16. This suggests that the oblique whole pronoun and the body part 

noun form some type of unit or that they form a unit together with the verb complex. 

                                                
16 c.f. Gaagadju in which the equivalent to the Mawng oblique pronoun and body part noun form a single 
phonological word with the preceding verb (Harvey 2002). 
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4.3.2 Beneficiaries 
Beneficiaries are expressed by postverbal oblique pronouns and may occur with both 

transitive and intransitive verbs. A beneficiary is expressed with an intransitive verb in 

(4-49) and with a transitive verb in (4-50). 

(4-49) 
Yanat i-yama-ngung     ngartu. 
3MA   3MA-work-PC      1sg.OBL 
 
He was working for me. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(4-50) 
Anga-ma-ny        ngaw     wupaj 
3GEN/3LL-get-PP   3GEN.OBL freshwater 
 
She brought her water. 

NB 2:74 

Just like oblique objects (see section 4.2.2), benefactives can be expressed by an NP in 

addition to an oblique pronoun. A coreferent oblique pronoun and NP encoding a 

beneficiary are shown in bold in (4-51). 

(4-51) 
Aw-ura-n     ngaw     miyulum jita niny-parlkparrakan pata warrarrawurnji. 
3pl-go1-PP   3GEN.OBL yam.sp  FE   FE-old.person      PL   girls 
 
The girls went after yams for the old lady. 

(Hinch unpublished:75) 

Although encoded in the same way as an oblique object, the beneficiary is clearly an 

adjunct because the semantic role associated with it is always constant rather than being 

specified by the verb. For example, if we add a beneficiary to the transitive verb -utpa 

'put down' as in (4-52), we add an extra participant that was not present in the frame of 

the verb. 

(4-52) 
La   marrik muj  ak-utpa-nyi             nuyu    ja  warranyngiw  
CONJ NEG    else 3GEN/3ED-put.down-I2    3MA.OBL MA  child       
 
And she did not put away any (yams) for the boy. 

Yinkarnarrk1 053 

There is a close link between the use of postverbal oblique pronouns to encode 

beneficiary adjuncts and oblique wholes. When the addition of a beneficiary adjunct 

creates a three participant transfer predicate as in (4-50) and (4-52)17, the object 

transferred must be brought into the possession of the beneficiary. For example, if I take 

some of my clothes to somebody so that they can look after them while I am away, it is 

                                                
17 i.e. when a beneficiary is used with a transitive predicate. 
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not possible to use the sentence in (4-53); it is only possible to use the sentence in 

(4-54) which has a directional rather than an oblique pronoun18. 

(4-53) 
Ngi-ma-ny        ngaw     ja  irrkpalakaj. 
1sg/3MA-get-PP   3GEN.OBL MA  clothes.of.living.person 
 
I brought clothes for her (only grammatical if transfer of ownership also 
occurs). 

Lexicalised2 139 

(4-54) 
Ngi-ma-ny        parak ja  irrkpalakaj. 
1sg/3MA-get-PP   AWAY  MA  clothes.of.living.person 
 
I took clothes away. 

Lexicalised2 139 

The use of the sentence in (4-53) is only possible if the clothes are interpreted as the 

recipient's possessions or as being transferred into the recipients possession. The close 

link between the way that beneficiaries and possessors are encoded in Mawng is 

discussed further in the following section. 

4.3.2.1 Beneficiaries compared to oblique wholes and oblique objects 
There are three main grammatical functions that can be encoded as postverbal oblique 

pronouns: oblique object arguments, beneficiary adjuncts and oblique wholes. Since all 

three functions take the same form, it may be unclear how a participant encoded as an 

oblique should be interpreted. The main way to distinguish them is via their semantic 

roles. Oblique wholes encode possessors, beneficiary obliques encode beneficiaries 

while the semantic role of an oblique object is specified by the verb. The oblique object 

of most semitransitive verbs encodes a goal (see section 4.2.2) but beneficiaries do not 

encode goals, even when they appear to as in (4-53) because the beneficiary must 

possess the object of the predicate.   

There are few syntactic tests for distinguishing oblique objects and beneficiaries. Like 

oblique objects (see chapter 12), beneficiaries can feed reciprocals by adding a second 

human participant to the clause. In (4-55), the intransitive coverb construction -langali 

iwarruj 'pray' is able to participate in a reciprocal construction because an additional 

participant is added to the clause as a beneficiary19. 

(4-55) 
K-i-langali-ø     iwarruj nuyu    la   yamin. 
PR-3MA-STAND-NP   prayer  3MA.OBL CONJ 3MA.CONTR 
 
They pray for each other. 

                                                
18 This shows that the verb -ma 'take, get' does not subcategorise for a location argument. 
19 See chapter 12 for a full discussion of reciprocal constructions. 
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Benefactives1 016 

Example (4-56) is another reciprocal construction with a beneficiary adjunct in which 

the beneficiary is one of the two reciprocating participants. 

(4-56) 
Inga-mirrawu-ning    nuyu      la     yamin       jurra. 
3GEN/3MA-write-PC    3MA.OBL   CONJ   3MA.CONTR   book 
 
They wrote books for each other. 

Benefactives1 026 

We can distinguish between oblique wholes and other obliques by the type of 

participant they refer to. The range of participants that can be the part in the Oblique 

Whole construction is much narrower than the range of participants that can be oblique 

objects or beneficiaries. Thus the oblique in (4-55) cannot be interpreted as an oblique 

whole because kurlajuk 'eggs' are not closely possessed by humans20. 

(4-57) 
Ngana-pa            ngiwa-lati-ø             ngarrurru    kurlajuk." 
1sg.F.go1.NP-EMPH1  1sg/3MA.F-put.away-NP    1pl.in.OBL   egg 
 
" I'll go and collect eggs for us (*I'll go and collect our eggs)." 

Arawirr 040 

Not all three functions of obliques can participate in reflexivisation. It is not possible 

for the same participant to be both the subject of a predicate and an oblique object or 

beneficiary in the same clause as shown by (4-58) and (4-59). 

(4-58) 
*Ng-alyu-ø   ngartu. 
1sg-hear-NP  1sg.OBL 
 
Intended: I heard myself (i.e. my voice on the tape) 

Reflexives1 012 

(4-59) 
*Nga-yama-ø  ngartu 
1sg-work-NP  1sg.OBL 
 
Intended: I'm working for myself. 

Reflexives1 063 

Oblique objects and beneficiaries cannot participate in reflexives. To express the 

reflexive meaning intended in (4-58) and (4-59) it is necessary to use a special NP with 

a cardinal pronoun followed by the emphatic wiyu 'self' as in (4-60). 

(4-60) 
Nga-yama-ø    ta  ngapi wiyu. 
1sg-work-NP   ART 1sg   self 
 
I'm working for myself. 

Reflexives1 064 

                                                
20 It is not an oblique object because the verb is transitive. 
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The oblique whole contrasts with oblique objects and beneficiaries in that it can 

participate in reflexivisation as in (4-61).  

(4-61)  
Ati-lalku-ny     nuyu     yurnu. 
3MA/3ED-cut-PP   3MA.OBL  hand(ED) 
 
He cut his own hand. 

(Hinch unpublished: 55) 

The oblique whole may be able to reflexive because although part and whole are 

encoded separately syntactically (as argument and adjunct), semantically they are 

different views of a single entity and for this reason we find they are a single argument 

in the alternative part-whole construction - the Indexed Whole construction (see section 

7.4.2). 

Some marginal examples show differences between the syntax of beneficiaries on the 

one hand, and oblique objects and oblique wholes on the other. These examples have 

been recorded in texts but when repeated back to speakers were judged ungrammatical. 

They suggest greater flexibility in the encoding of beneficiaries compared to oblique 

objects and oblique wholes. In (4-62), the oblique pronoun and its coreferent NP wu 

warranyngiw 'for the children' is fronted to the predicate and the oblique pronoun 

encodes a beneficiary. 

(4-62) 
Ya           wu       warranyngiw inga-mirrawu-ning. 
yeah         3pl.OBL  child       3GEN/3MA-write-PC 
 
Yes, for the children, she wrote it down. 

Heather 011 

The fronting of postverbal obliques has not been recorded for oblique objects or oblique 

wholes. The development of a benefactive construction from a possessive construction 

is widely attested among Oceanic languages (Lichtenberk 2002; Margetts 2004; 

Thieberger 2006). The difference between the two constructions comes down to word 

order in many languages. In Mokilese for example, there are two possible word orders 

for the benefactive but only one for the possessive (Margetts 2004).  The use of the 

oblique pronoun to encode possession but not benefaction within Mawng NPs (see 

section 3.4) suggests that the benefactive has developed from the Oblique Whole 

construction as in Oceanic languages21. It is likely that the oblique pronoun moved from 

within the NP to become part of the verbal complex and encode oblique wholes. Then 

later the oblique whole developed a new function encoding beneficiaries and within the 

                                                
21 Grammaticalisation in the opposite direction is attested in other languages (Heine 1997). 
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benefactive construction new ordering possibilities for the oblique pronoun are 

developing.   

A small number of examples have been recorded of a single clause which contains both 

an oblique whole and a beneficiary. In these examples, the oblique whole is encoded as 

usual but the beneficiary is encoded by a cardinal pronoun as in (4-63).  

(4-63) 
M-ura-t    jurr   nuyu    maningul ngarrurri. 
3VE-go1-PP fall   3MA.OBL blood    1pl.in 
 
He bled for us. (Lit: his blood fell for us) 

Ngungayan 054 

In example (4-63), the oblique pronoun encodes the oblique whole and the beneficiary 

appears as a cardinal pronoun after the body part noun maningul 'blood (VE)'. This is a 

highly unusual use of a cardinal pronoun. Cardinal pronouns usually encode the subject 

and precede the verb. They occasionally follow the verb but then they usually take an 

article. Example (4-63) was judged ungrammatical when presented to a speaker as was 

the expression in (4-62) but since both types of expression have been recorded more 

than once they are clearly possible in Mawng. Both the possibility of fronting the 

beneficiary oblique and the use of a cardinal pronoun to encode a beneficiary suggest 

that the encoding of beneficiaries is more flexible than the encoding of either oblique 

objects or oblique wholes. 

4.3.3 Locative adjuncts 
Most locations are expressed as adjuncts, as very few verbs subcategorise for a location 

argument (see section 4.2.3). Locative adjuncts may be locative phrases or locative 

adverbial clauses (discussed in chapter 5). Both these structures are usually marked by 

the preposition tuka. Many examples of locative phrases with tuka were given in section 

2.8.1. However, single noun NPs that express location adjuncts may lack tuka. This 

absence of tuka is most common when the noun usually refers to a location and is used 

with a motion verb as in (4-64) and (4-65). 

(4-64)  
Y-ura-n      Wiyarla. 
3MA-go1-PP   place.name 
 
He has gone to Wiyarla. 

Hewett et. al. 1990 
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(4-65) 22  
Makiny, arrarrkpi ta   aw-a-ngkung      parak ajput. 
no      people    NOMZ 3pl-go1-PST.HAB  AWAY  beach 
 
No, people go down to the beach. 

Rhotics1 044 

However, tuka is also sometimes dropped before other types of nouns when they are 

interpreted as referring to locations such as waryat 'rock' as in (4-66). 

(4-66) 
Y-arra-ngung-ka   waryat. 
3MA-go2-PC-HITH   rock 
 
He was coming towards the rock. 

C+H Text 1:25 

The preposition tuka is also dropped when the meaning of the combination of a verb 

and noun is partly conventionalised such as the use of the noun kunak 'home, land' and 

verb -uraka 'go home, go first' to mean 'go home' as in (4-67) 

(4-67)  
"Ngawu-pa     ngarr-uraka-ø      kunak." 
come!-EMPH1   1pl.ex-go.home-NP  home 
 
"Come on let's go home." 

Ingeny 097 

Another example is the combination of the verb -wani 'stay, sit' and noun kunak 'home, 

land' to mean 'stay home' as in (4-68). 

(4-68)  
Ngapi   nga-wani-ng-ju     kunak. 
1sg     1sg-stay-PC-JUST   home 
 
I just stayed at home. 

Nawunawu 088 

4.3.4 Instruments, materials and nonhuman comitatives 
Instruments, materials and nonhuman comitatives are encoded by loose NPs. The 

instrument warlk 'stick' occurs in a basic transitive clause in (4-69). 

(4-69) 
Kurlingka ini-wu-ng        warlk ay      kiki yirrik? 
INT       3MA/3MA-hit-PP   stick HESIT   [whatever ] 
 
Did he hit him with a stick or what? 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

In  (4-70), two different materials are listed. It is clear that neither are indexed by the 

verb as they both have different genders to the arguments indexed by the verb. 

 

                                                
22 This clause is nominalised although it is not clear why. See section 4.7 for a discussion of the use of 
nominalised clauses for stylistic reasons. 
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 (4-70) 
K-inyju-winypu-n     kirrk mirwij,      kurrula        la   kunuka yirrik. 
PR-3pl/3FE-wash-NP   COMPL seaweed(VE)  saltwater(LL)  CONJ [whatever ] 
 
They wash her with seaweed and seawater and all that.  

Warlk4 032 

In (4-71), an instrument occurs in a reciprocal clause. 

(4-71) 
A-mija-ntung-pu         la     wemin       ja  miri. 
3pl-paddle-PC-3pl.OBL   CONJ   3pl.CONTR   MA  oar 
 
They paddled for each other with the oar. 

Hinch 1972: 130 

Instruments and materials are most common in transitive clauses. However, they can 

also occur in clauses with reflexive derivations of transitive verbs as in (4-72) or in 

clauses with underived intransitive verbs as in  (4-73) 23. 

(4-72)  
Nga-lartpa-ø   kujurn. 
1sg-paint-NP   white.clay 
 
I'm painting myself with clay. 

Reflexives1 053 

 (4-73) 
Kartungkun    k-iny-ja-ø. 
ironwood.tree PR-3FE-heat-NP 
 
She is smoked with Ironwood / She smokes herself with Ironwood. 

Warlk1 028 

Body parts used as instruments are analysed as the transitive subject in an Indexed 

Whole construction (see section 7.4.2).  

There is no comitative construction for humans as simple nominal conjunction or the 

inclusory construction are used instead (see section 7.4.1). Nonhuman participants may 

be interpreted as having an accompanying function when occurring as loose NPs as in 

(4-74). 

(4-74) 
Wurluj-apa           i-murnangani-ny-ka. 
piece.of.news-EMPH1  3MA-return-PP-HITH 
 
He came back with the news. 

Marlu 083 

Nonhuman comitatives NPs like that in (4-74) are optionally preceded by the particle 

algaj (see section 2.8.3). 

                                                
23 Although this event can only be expressed using a passive or a reflexive in English there is nothing 
passive-like or reflexive about its syntactic encoding in Mawng. 
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4.3.5 Summary: types of arguments and adjuncts 
The main types of arguments and adjuncts in Mawng and their forms are listed in Table 

44. 

Table 44 Encoding of arguments and adjuncts 
 Verb 

agreement 
Postverbal oblique 
pronoun for humans 

NP type 

Argument types 

Core argument Yes No unmarked 

Oblique object No Yes unmarked 

Location argument No Yes Optionally tuka-marked 
if inanimate 

Frame argument / predicate 
complement 

No No unmarked 

Adjunct types 

Oblique whole No Yes unmarked 

Beneficiary No Yes unmarked 

Instrument, material and 
nonhuman comitative 

No No unmarked 

Locative No No tuka-marked 

 
There is overlap in the form of expression of noncore arguments and adjuncts. Both 

adjuncts and arguments can be encoded using a postverbal oblique pronoun. Loose NPs 

can encode frame arguments, predicate complements or instrument adjuncts. While 

canonical verb agreement is the primary evidence for core arguments and verb 

subcategorisation the primary evidence for arguments in general, there are also forms of 

secondary evidence which are useful for determining argument structure when verb 

agreement is lexicalised. I outline the types of secondary evidence for argument 

structure in section 4.8. 

4.4 Reflexives and reciprocals 
4.4.1 Reflexives 
The two main argument structure changing operations in Mawng are the reflexive 

derivation and the reciprocal construction24. Reciprocals are the topic of chapter 12 so 

are not discussed in detail in this chapter. Reflexive forms of transitive verbs are derived 

by replacing the transitive pronominal prefix with an intransitive prefix. The two core 

                                                
24 I do not intend to suggest by my use of terminology that the reflexive cannot be analysed as a 
construction. However, the reciprocal is clearly a classic syntactic construction in the sense that it 
involves a number of separate words whereas the reflexive involves changes within a single word. I 
define the reflexive as a derivation because it changes the word class of the verb from transitive to 
intransitive, even though it is very productive. 
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arguments of the transitive verb both become the single argument of the derived 

intransitive verb. Examples of the meanings of reflexive verbs and their transitive 

counterparts are given in Table 45. 

Table 45 Some transitive verbs and their reflexives 
root gloss for transitive form gloss for reflexive form 
-aya see see self 
-wurlkpungku feel sorry for feel sad, feel sorry for oneself 
-ngalkpu pound, crack hit own head, e.g. in mourning 
-lalku cut cut self 
-lartp(i/a) paint paint on self 
-mirrawu draw on draw on self (also: be marked) 
-arajpu roast (food), warm (person) with hot 

sand 
warm self with hot sand 

-yirra illuminate/shine  shine light on self (also: give off light) 
 

The reflexive form is indistinguishable from the ordinary intransitive form of a labile 

verb root. The glosses given in brackets for the verbs in Table 45 are for the normal (i.e. 

nonderived) intransitive verb forms. This ambiguity between the derived reflexive and 

the normal intransitive is only found with labile verbs. For example, the verb root -aya 

'see' is a dedicated transitive root with no corresponding intransitive form. The ordinary 

transitive use of -aya is shown in (4-75), the reflexive in (4-76) and (4-77) shows -uke 

'look' - which is the intransitive synonym of -aya 'see'. 

(4-75) 
Inny-aya-wng. 
3MA/3MA-see-PP 
 
He saw him. 

 
(4-76) 
Y-aya-wng. 
3MA-see-PP 
 
He saw him himself. 
 

 (4-77) 
Y-uke-ny. 
3MA-look-PP 
 
He looked. 

 
The reflexive is clearly derived from the transitive form, rather than being a special 

sense of an intransitive form produced by a normal transitivity alternation. This is clear 

firstly because the meaning of the reflexive is based on the meaning otherwise found 

with the transitive form of the verb, not the meaning found with the normal intransitive 

form of the verb for labile verbs. Secondly, the formation of reflexives is completely 

productive whereas the transitive/intransitive alternations discussed in section 2.4.4 are 
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only semi-productive as they are only possible for the small set of verb roots that are 

labile. 

The way that reflexives of coverb constructions are formed provides further evidence of 

structural differences between the reflexive derivation and the transitivity alternations of 

labile verbs. Coverb constructions participate in transitive/intransitive alternations quite 

differently to simple verbs. Their inflecting verb root is substituted with a different 

inflecting verb root of lower transitivity (see section 2.6.2). However, the reflexive form 

of a coverb construction is formed in exactly the same way as the reflexive of a simple 

verb; the transitive verb prefix is simply replaced with an intransitive prefix with no 

change of inflecting verb. Some examples of transitive coverb constructions and their 

reflexive derivations are listed in Table 46. 

Table 46 Some transitive coverb constructions and their reflexive derivations 
root gloss for transitive form gloss for reflexive form 
-inyji karrk scratch scratch self 
-inyji pirl pinch pinch self 
 

4.4.1.1 Reflexives and ditransitives 
The formation of reflexives from transitive verbs is a productive process. However, it is 

not possible to form reflexives of either ditransitives or semitransitives in a similar way. 

There are two verb roots that can be both ditransitive and intransitive but it is not clear 

in either case that the intransitive forms are productively derived from the ditransitive 

forms. One of the verb roots is usually found as the ditransitive verb -uki25 'show' 

illustrated in (4-78). Note that the theme is the relative clause ja jurra ja innyatpang 'the 

photo that he was holding'.  

(4-78) 
Pa    awunny-uji-ny      ja  jurra ja  inny-atpa-ng. 
P.SEQ 3MA/3pl-show-PP    MA  paper MA  3MA/3MA-hold-PP 
 
And he showed them the photo that he was holding. 

Missionary1 021 

The same root -uki also occurs as a semitransitive verb -uki 'appear to (OBL)' as shown 

in (4-79). 

 

 

                                                
25 Note that this verb root has some suppletion. Its past punctual form is -uji as seen in these two 
examples. 
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 (4-79) 
Aw-ura-n-ka     aw-uji-ki-ny      nuyu    pa    k-i-wararrke-n    ja 
3pl-go1-PP-HITH 3pl-show-KRDP-PP  3MA.OBL P.SEQ PR-3MA-cry-NP     MA 
 
warranyngiw. 
child 
 
They came over and showed themselves to the child, so he is crying (because 
they left). 

NB 2:40 

The oblique object of the verb in (4-79) is obligatory which is unusual. The use of the 

verb root -uki in (4-79) suggests that a reflexive derivation of ditransitives exists in 

which the A and second object (theme) map to the S of the derived intransitive while 

the O maps to an oblique object. However, no other ditransitive verbs can undergo this 

'derivation' so there is no evidence for a productive reflexive derivation of ditransitives. 

For the majority of ditransitive verbs such as -yirtpa  'lend from' or -wukpaw 'feed' there 

is no natural pragmatic context for a reflexive meaning.  

The only other ditransitive that has a corresponding intransitive form26 is -warlku 

'promise to'. This corresponds to the intransitive form -warlku 'choose for oneself' or 

'bags'. The meaning of the ditransitive verb -warlku 'promise', shown in (4-80), is that 

the subject commits future possession of the theme to the recipient. 

(4-80) 
Jita nigi   inga-warlku-ng      Kurrakak. 
FE   mother 3GEN/3MA-promise-PP Crow 
 
The mother promised Crow (her daughter, in marriage). 

Warramurungunji1 003 

The meaning of the intransitive verb in (4-81) is that the subject commits or arranges for 

future posssession of the frame argument ja luluj 'the dog' to him or herself. 

(4-81) 
K-i-warlku-n     ja  luluj. 
PR-3MA-choose-PP MA  dog 
 
He chose the puppy. 

Reflexives1 010 

The mapping of participants from ditransitive to intransitive are quite different for 

-warlku and -uki as summarised in Table 47. Note that the semantic roles given under 

the semitransitive and intransitive verbs are those prototypically associated with 

ditransitive verbs, rather than the actual semantic roles of the semitransitive and 

intransitive verbs. 

                                                
26 i.e. a form that has both phonological and semantic correspondence. 
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Table 47 Mapping of arguments from ditransitive to intransitive/semitransitive form 
Verb form Gloss (dtr 

form - intr. 
form) 

A O Oblique 
object 

Frame 
argument 

ditransitive show Agent 'Recipient'  Theme -uki  
semitransitive show self to 

OBL 
Agent/Theme  'Recipient'  

ditransitive promise  Agent Recipient  Theme -warlku  
intransitive choose Agent/Recipient   Theme 

 

Table 47 shows that the two ditransitive predicates which could have provided evidence 

for a productive reflexive derivation for ditransitives both show different mapping of 

participants from ditransitive to intransitive form. Thus there does not seem to be a 

productive reflexive derivation for ditransitives. 

4.4.2 Reciprocals 
The main reciprocal construction is formed quite differently to the reflexive. It involves 

the use of a transitive verb and a contrastive pronoun linked to the verb by the 

conjunction la. The normal transitive use of -lartpa 'paint' in (4-82) is contrasted with 

the reflexive use in (4-83) and the reciprocal in (4-84). 

(4-82) 
Warranyngiw kurriwa-lartpa-n      ja  picture. 
child       2pl/3MA.F-paint-NP    MA  Eng 
 
Children, colour in the picture. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(4-83) 
Nuyi la   ngapi arrkpa-lartpi-n. 
2sg  CONJ 1sg   1pl.in.F-paint-NP 
 
We will paint ourselves. 

HH Maung vocabulary :25 

(4-84) 
Nuyi la   ngapi nganpa-lartpi-n     la   ngapimung. 
2sg  CONJ 1sg   2sg/1sg.F-pain-NP   CONJ 1sg.CONTR 
 
We will paint each other. 

HH Maung vocabulary :25 

The different ways of encoding reciprocals, including the construction in (4-84) are 

discussed in detail in chapter 12.  

4.5 Simple clauses with two verbs 
4.5.1 Serial verbs 
When there is more than one verb in a clause, one immediately follows the other. The 

first verb either encodes aspectual meaning or is a converb that links two clauses. Verbs 

encoding aspectual meanings are best analysed as part of a serial verb construction 
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whereas those linking clauses are better analysed as converbs. Both have been analysed 

as serial verb constructions in some nearby languages27. I will discuss serial verbs 

before moving on to converbs in the following section. The verbs that have 

grammaticalised into aspectual markers and converbs are drawn from the five basic 

stance and motion verbs shown in Table 48. 

Table 48 The five basic stance and motion verbs 
Verb gloss 
-a go1 
-arra go2 
-wani sit 
-langali stand 
-u lie 
 

The most common use of the basic stance and motion verbs to encode aspect is the use 

of -wani 'sit' in its present tense form to encode progressive meaning, as in  (4-85). 

 (4-85) 
Waka-pa         k-i-wani-ø       k-ani-mirlaju-n        ja  y-ara    ja 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  PR-3MA-sit-NP    PR-3MA/3LL-wait.for-NP MA  MA-other MA 
 
single. 
Eng. 
 
During that time he keeps on waiting (for a wife), the single man. 

Child 224 

In its function as an aspectual marker -wani only appears in the present tense form so it 

is effectively nonfinite, although it retains the usual present tense prefix. For example, 

in (4-86), the main verb is in past continuous TAM but -wani 'sit' still appears in the 

present tense form28. 

(4-86) 
K-a-wani-ø      apu-la-ngung      walij. 
PR-3pl-sit-NP   3pl/3ED-eat-PC    food 
 
They were eating food. 

Information11 018 

Evidence that these serial verb constructions are only a single clause is shown by the 

fact that the two verbs form a single nominalised clause as shown in (4-87) rather than 

                                                
27 See discussions of serial verb constructions in the Maningrida languages Burarra and Gurrgoni (Green 
1987; Green 1995). These serial verb constructions also involve a small set of motion and stance verbs 
that add aspectual meaning. Constructions combining a basic posture or motion verb with another verb in 
a single clause are also found in the Daly River area (see for example Reid 1990).  
28 Note that present tense is often used in narrative but it is usual for either present tense or past tense to 
be used for a stretch of discourse. 
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two separate nominalised clauses. The use of nominalised clauses as nominal predicates 

as in (4-87) is discussed in detail in section 4.729. 

(4-87)  
Nuka     [ja  k-i-wani-ø      k-ani-wurru-n]. 
DEM.P.MA MA   PR-3MA-sit-NP   PR-3MA/3LL-know-NP 
 
He's the one who knows. 

Articles2 057 

In addition to the five stance and motion verbs, the verb -uraka 'be first' can take part in 

serial verb constructions; adding the meaning 'be/do first'. Both -uraka 'first' and -ma 

'get' form a single nominalised clause in (4-88). 

(4-88)  
K-angp-unma-ø-pa               pata   w-era     k-inyp-aya-n         
PR-3pl/3LL-measure-NP-EMPH1    PL     PL-other  PR-3pl/3FE-see-NP  
 
[pata k-aw-uraka-ø       k-iwu-ma-ø          warranyngiw].  
 PL   PR-3pl-go.first-NP PR-3pl/3MA-get-NP   child 
 
The other's see her and can tell (if a woman's pregnant), those (women) who've 
had children already. 

Child 038 

Another example of -uraka 'first' in a serial verb construction is shown in (4-89). 

(4-89) 
Waka-pa        a-wuraka-n      a-wani-ng     ta  kani. 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3pl-go.first-NP 3pl-sit-PC    LL  here  
 
They were (staying) here first. 

Missionary1 017 

4.5.2 Converbal constructions 
The other type of clause containing two verbs in Mawng involves a verb whose role is 

similar to that of an adverb or a clause linker. The term converb is usually used to refer 

to special nonfinite verb forms which are used like adverbials or clause linkers30. For 

example, Haspelmath (1995) defines a converb as "a nonfinite verb form whose main 

function is to mark adverbial subordination" (p.3). However, Mawng converbs vary in 

their finiteness. There are no formally nonfinite verb forms in Mawng, as Mawng verbs 

must always occur in a particular TAM form but some verbs only ever occur in one 

TAM form (see section 2.4.5) while others only occur in one TAM form in certain 

contexts31. Rather than grapple with definitions of finiteness32, I follow König's (1995) 

                                                
29 Each nominalised clause requires an article so if two verbs are preceded by a single article they must 
form a single clause. See chapter 5 for more on nominalised clauses. 
30 Converbs have been described for languages in Europe, South Asia, Central Asia, Far East Asia, 
Ethiopia and South America (Coupe forthcoming). 
31 c.f. the use of present tense verb forms in Bininj gun-wok perception verb complement clauses - which 
is really a type of nonfiniteness (Evans 2003). 
32 See Nikolaeva (2007) for some discussions of the problems in defining 'finiteness'. 
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approach, defining converbs by function and meaning rather than form. Mawng 

converbs are verbs used as adverbial clause-linkers. 

4.5.2.1 Grammaticalised converbs 
The subject of a converb is controlled by the following verb. However, converbs 

function to link both their preceding verb and their following verb. For example, the 

verb -arra- 'go2'  in (4-90) functions as a converb; meaning 'then (after some time)' and 

linking the clauses before and after it. 

(4-90) 
Iw-u-ning. Y-arra-n-apa i-latparlilinmi-ny 
3pl/3MA-give-PC 3MA-go2-PP-EMPH1 3MA-become.tired-PP 
 
They were giving him (rubbish to eat) and after a while he got tired of it 

Crow1 025 

The tense of the converb and its following verb must be the same but they may vary in 

aspect. There are a number of verb forms which have become grammaticalised as 

converbs such that they no longer predicate an event but simply function as adverbial 

clause-linkers. The verb -arra 'go2' in (4-90) is one of these special converbal verb 

forms. It has become grammaticalised in its simple past form -arra-n to mean 'then 

(after some time)'. Semantic bleaching is clearly evident when -arra-n is used to link 

clauses that do not involve any motion events as in (4-90). The verb -arra 'go2' is also 

used as a converb to link the two sentences shown in (4-91) a and b. 

(4-91) 
a. 
Naka-pa inny-atpa-ng la yamin. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 3MA/3MA-have-PC SEQ 3MA.CONTR 

 
He was looking after him (lit: they were looking after each other). 
 

b. 
Aw-arra-n-apa iw-u-ng ta warraka. 
3pl-go2-PP-EMPH1 3pl/3MA-give-PP ED lily.root.sp 

 
Then (after some time) they gave him some sweet lily root. 

Karringitpalka 005 

Converbs often have the suffix -(a)pa as in both (4-90) and (4-91b).  This suffix 

functions as a backgrounder of the verb that plays the role of a converb and is common 

on converbs but not obligatory33. 

The verb -wani 'sit' has also become grammaticalised as a converb when used with its 

past punctual suffix -ngan to mean 'then (immediately)'. This converb is used in (4-92).  
                                                
33 The suffix -apa is also used as an emphatic suffix on nouns and the same gloss EMPH1 is used for both 
functions. It can occasionally be used for emphasis with verbs too, but this use is accompanied by special 
intonation (see section 2.5.4). 
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(4-92) 
A-wani-ngan i-mi-ny "Tipa ta wung-umpuli." 
3pl-sit-PP 3MA-say-PP there.mid.dist LL LL-point.of.land 
 
Then he said, "(What about) that point of land over there.". 

Missionary1 016 

While -arra-n 'then (after some time)' is used to link clauses and indicate that some time 

has passed between the events denoted by each clause, -wani-ngan 'then (immediately)' 

is used to indicate immediacy between two events. The converb -wani-ngan can also be 

used to begin the action in a narrative as in (4-93). 

(4-93) 
I-wani-ngan-apa yuran. 
3MA-sit-PP-EMPH1 3MA-go1-PP 

 
Once upon a time he went off. 

Muwani 004 

4.5.2.2 Contextual converbs 
Grammaticalised converbs are few in number and are all derived from intransitive verbs 

but any verb can function as a contextual converb34. Contextual converbs are defined by 

being the tail in a head-tail structure. A contextual converb is always the first verb of its 

sentence and identical to the last verb of the previous sentence. Unlike the 

grammaticalised converbs which lose the usual meaning they have as main verbs, 

contextual converbs retain their verbal meaning. Thus verbs which encode motion retain 

this meaning when they function as contextual converbs. For example, the verb -urti 'go 

ashore' is a main verb in (4-94a) and but functions as converb in (4-94b). 

(4-94) 
a. 
Waka-pa y-arra-n-pi pa y-urti-ny. 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3MA-go2-PP-TWDS P.SEQ 3MA-land-PP 
 
He got there and then went ashore. 

Karringitpalka 038 

b. 
Y-urti-ny-apa iw-u-ng.  
3MA-land-PP-EMPH1 3MA-lie-PP  
 
After going ashore, he lay down. 

Karringitpalka 039 

As a converb in (4-94b), the verb -urti 'land' retains its full meaning as a motion verb. 

The semantic link between an event denoted by a contextual converb and the event 

denoted by the main verb is vague whereas grammaticalised converbs such as -wani-

ngan 'then (immediately)' have a specific clause-linking meaning. Events linked by 

                                                
34 I have taken the name for this category from König (1995) because the Mawng category shares some 
properties with his category 'contextual converbs'. 
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contextual converbs may be either sequential or simultaneous. For example, in (4-95b) 

the event denoted by the converb -lati 'put away' is interpreted as simultaneous with the 

event denoted by the main verb35. 

(4-95) 
a. 
Pa y-ura-n-apa ini-latja-ng kurlajuk. 
P.SEQ 3MA-go1-PP-EMPH1 3MA/3MA-put.away-PC egg 
 
So he went off collecting eggs. 

Arawirr 042 

b. 
Ini-lati-ny-apa aw-alyu-ng ja nukang Mirrinyak. 
3MA/3MA-put.away-PP-
EMPH1 

3pl-hear-PC MA MA-indef brolga 

 
While collecting eggs he heard the Brolgas. 

Arawirr 043 

Mawng converbs differ from those found elsewhere in that their form is identical to that 

of finite main clause verbs. Cross-linguistically, converbs usually lack argument 

agreement, so the encoding of the arguments of the converb is implicit as are any 

control relations. However, Mawng converbs retain their usual verbal agreement and 

their TAM suffix so they do not fit formally-based definitions of converbs such as 

Haspelmath's (1995).  Neither do Mawng converbs have a specialised derivational affix 

that unambiguously marks them as converbs. The suffix -(a)pa is optional on converbs, 

and in any case can attach to other words. The two grammaticalised converbs -arra-n 

and -wani-ngan are clearly less finite than other verbs though because their TAM 

inflection does not vary. 

Haspelmath (1995) defines converbs as subordinate but Mawng converbs are not clearly 

structurally subordinate. The marker -(a)pa functions to 'background' the verb it 

attaches to. Suffixes with this 'backgrounding' function are also found in other 

languages of Arnhem Land such as Ngandi (Heath 1985) and Burarra (Green 1987). 

Backgrounding, as explained by Heath (1985), is a pragmatic category rather than a 

structural-syntactic category. In a set of linked verbs or clauses, certain verbs may be 

backgrounded while others are left unmarked. There are strong similarities between 

Mawng converbal constructions and what Heath (1985) describes as 'gerundial' uses of 

the verbal suffix -ga in Ngandi. Like the suffix -(a)pa, the suffix -ga is optional in head-

                                                
35 Despite the fact that the converb -lati has the past punctual TAM suffix rather than the past continuous 
TAM suffix as we might expect. 
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tail descriptions of sequences of events36. The constructions which allow two verbs to 

occur in a single clause in Arnhem land languages have similarities to both serial verb 

constructions and converbal constructions found elsewhere. 

4.6 Ordering of core argument NPs with respect to the verb 
Mawng shares properties with other languages described as 'free word order' or 'non-

configurational' languages (Austin and Bresnan 1996; Hale 1983). However, as we have 

seen there are strict word order rules within the verb complex (see section 2.5) and there 

are strong word order tendencies within complex NPs (see section 3.3). Mawng does 

not have anything that could be called a basic syntactic word order because it is not 

possible to explain the ordering of NPs with reference to syntactic function alone - 

pragmatic considerations are of greater importance.  

NPs which consist of a lone pronoun or demonstrative, as well as short NPs containing 

pronouns and demonstrative such as determiner NPs (see section 3.2), usually precede 

the verb. Such NPs will be referred to as 'pronominal NPs' and all others as 'lexical 

NPs'. For example in (4-96), two pronominal NPs precede the verb: the first is a 

determiner NP while the second is a single pronoun NP. 

 (4-96) 
La     [nuka-pa        ngirntarrpuk]OBJ  [ngarrurri]SUBJ  arri-yarru-ng. 
CONJ   DEM.P.MA-EMPH1  quoll            1pl.in          1pl.in/3MA-follow-PP 
 
And we follow the quoll (in being mortal). 

Kurrana 045 

In (4-97), the contrastive pronoun yamin precedes the verb and in (4-98), the cardinal 

pronoun precedes the verb. 

(4-97)  
La   yamin     k-e-rra-ø      pap-ju. 
CONJ 3MA.CONTR PR-3MA-GO2-NP  live-just 
 
He was just living on his own. 

Nawayati 036 

(4-98)  
"Makiny, ngapi ngung-arnama-ø."      i-mi-ny. 
no       1sg   1sg/3LL-dislike-NP    3MA-say-PP 
 
"No, I don't want to." he said. 

Nawayati 048 

Not only determiner NPs but any short NP containing a demonstrative or pronoun tends 

to precede the verb as in (4-99). 

                                                
36 See for example Heath (1985:99) example (15). 
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(4-99)  
La   [nuka-pa        ja  j-ara]    y-arra-n      parak   Wunguk 
CONJ DEM.P.MA-EMPH1  MA  MA-other  3MA-go2-PP    AWAY    place.name 
 
The other one travelled to Wunguk. 

Karringitpalka 037 

One reason it is difficult to postulate a basic word order for Mawng it that it is quite rare 

for more than one lexical NP to occur in a sentence. Lexical NPs usually follow the 

verb.  A typical, pragmatically unmarked clause has a single argument NP following the 

verb as in (4-100) and  (4-101). 

(4-100) 
Parang    mampu-ma-ny        mata  yungku. 
finish    3pl/3VE-get-PP     VE   firewood 
 
Then they collected firewood. 

Mayinaj1 063 

 (4-101) 
La     k-i-wani-ø      ja   arrarrkpi   tuka warlk. 
CONJ   PR-3MA-sit-NP   MA   man         LOC  tree 
 
And the man's sitting near the tree. 

Information1 008 

Detailed study of the interaction between the ordering of lexical argument NPs, 

intonation and the use of the article is still in progress (see Singer 2006 for some 

preliminary results). One of the initial findings is that there is a strong tendency for any 

type of NP that follows the verb to have an NP-initial article as in (4-100) and (4-101) 

above37, while those before the verb usually lack an NP-initial article. We also find that 

'humanness' influences both the ordering of lexical NPs and the use of the NP-initial 

article (see section 2.3). Lexical argument NPs referring to humans occur equally often 

before the verb as after while lexical argument NPs referring to nonhumans 

predominantly follow the verb. Nonhuman argument NPs are usually the objects of the 

verb and their pragmatically unmarked position is after the verb.  

The clearest word order tendency in Mawng is for lexical nonhuman object NPs to be 

preposed to the verb and to lack an NP-initial article when in focus. An example of such 

fronting of a nonhuman object NP is shown in the sentences in (4-102) which are 

consecutive lines from a text. The speaker makes a mistake in (4-102a) which she 

corrects in (4-102b); fronting the original nonhuman object noun and then its correction.  

                                                
37 A survey of 20 texts found that around 75% of postverbal simple lexical NPs had an NP-initial article. 
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(4-102) 
a. 
La   k-anga-la-ø             ta  wupaj. 
CONJ PR-3GEN/3LL-drink-NP    LL freshwater 
 
Then she drinks freshwater. 

Warlk1 032 

b. 
Wupaj,       wupaj        marrik   anga-la-ng,  
freshwater   freshwater   NEG      3GEN/3LL-drink-I1  
 
kurrula    k-angala-ø. 
saltwater  PR-3GEN/3LL-drink–NP 
 
Freshwater?! She doesn't drink freshwater, she drinks saltwater. 

Warlk1 033 

Note that the noun wupaj 'freshwater' follows the verb in (4-102a) and has an article, 

whereas in (4-102b) both wupaj  'freshwater' and kurrula 'saltwater' precede the 

predicate and lack an article38. Fronted object NPs can receive a special highly 

prominent pitch accent when they have contrastive focus as kurrula does in (4-102b) 

(Singer 2006).  

A similar example in which the speaker corrects herself is shown in (4-103) below. In 

(4-103a), the object NP mata nganangka nuyu 'his clapsticks' follows the verb while in 

(4-103b), the correction arawirr 'didgeridoo' precedes the verb as a bare noun NP. 

(4-103)  
a. 
Parang-apa    mani-ma-ny       mata nganangka   nuyu. 
finish-EMPH1  3MA/3VE-get-PP   VE   clap.sticks 3MA.OBL 

 
So then he got his clapsticks. 

Nawayati 054 

b. 
Ay    makiny, ngi-ma-ø         lagarr.  
Oh!   no      1sg/3MA-GET-NP   make.mistake   
 
Arawirr      mani-ma-ny. 
didgeridoo   3MA/3VE-get-PP 
 
Oh, no I made a mistake, he got his didjeridoo. 

Nawayati 055 

The fronting of lexical nonhuman object NPs illustrated in (4-102b) and (4-103b) is not 

just used for corrections as in the examples but for any type of focus on nonhuman 

objects. 

                                                
38 Note that the rule that negated nonhuman objects must have an article is overidden by the rule that 
fronted nonhuman objects must be bare (see section 2.3). 
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Although usually no more than one argument NP occurs per clause in Mawng, 

sentences such as (4-104) and (4-105), in which all arguments are expressed by lexical 

NPs, are found more often among elicited data. 

(4-104) 
Aw-ura-n     ngaw       [miyulum]GOAL  [jita niny-parlkparrakan]OBL.OBJ  
3pl-go1-PP   3GEN.OBL   yam.sp         FE   FE-old.person       
 
[pata warrarrawurnji]SUBJ. 
 PL   girls 
 
The girls went after yams for the old lady. 

(Hinch unpublished:75) 

In (4-104), three participants are expressed by NPs: pata warrarrawurnji 'the girls' is 

the subject of the verb, miyulum 'yams species' is a desire goal frame argument while 

jita ninyparlkparrakan 'the old lady' is a beneficiary adjunct.  

Example (4-105) is quite English-like in having both core arguments expressed as NPs 

in SVO order.  

(4-105) 
Jita   warramumpik  k-inga-marlkujpa-ø    ja arrarrkpi. 
FE     woman        PR-3GEN/3MA-punch-NP  MA  man 
 
The woman punches the man. 

Information1 048 

Not only are two core arguments expressed as NPs in (4-105) but the preverbal NP has 

an article - which is rare, even with human NPs. Apart from the influence of English, 

another reason why elicited examples often have more NPs is that all referents are new. 

Mithun (2005) observes a similar difference between elicited and natural data in 

Mohawk. Clauses in which all arguments are expressed by separate NPs, although 

grammatical, are only common among elicited Mohawk data. As in Mawng, naturally 

occurring Mohawk sentences rarely have more than one argument NP. What makes the 

use of multiple argument NPs unnatural in Mohawk is that given referents are usually 

expressed by incorporated nouns rather than NPs. In Mawng, given referents are usually 

expressed through verbal agreement alone. 

4.7 Nonverbal clauses 
Predication of attribution or identification is usually achieved with a nonverbal clause39. 

The form of nonverbal clauses can be very simple, like the clause in (4-106). 

                                                
39 See also the use of -mi 'be, do, say' with a predicate complement described in section 4.2.5. 
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(4-106) 
Naka       kiyap.  
DEM.D.MA   fish    
 
That is a fish. 

Maung Clauses: 106 

An example of a nonverbal clause with identificational function like that in (4-106) but 

a pronominal subject is the direct quote in (4-107). 

(4-107)  
Kayirrk la  i-mi-ny,        "Ngapi   Inkarnarrk." 
[then     ] 3MA-say-PP       1sg     serpent.name 
 
After that he said, "I'm Inkarnarrk" 

AM Text 1: 55 

An article often occurs between the first nominal and the remainder of the clause as in 

(4-108) and  (4-109).  

(4-108) 
Naka-pa         ja  kilyakut. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  MA  big.specimen 
 
It was a big one (a turtle). 

Ingeny 074 

 (4-109) 
Naka-pa         ja  karrkpin. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  MA  big 
 
It was a big one. 

Ingeny 075 

Although nonverbal clauses have the same form as NPs, intonation sets them apart. For 

example the nonverbal clause indicated by brackets in  (4-110) could be interpreted as a 

subject NP of the verb -nginka 'fight' but intonation sets it apart as a separate clause40.  

 (4-110) 
"Arr-kinka-nyi   jita nigi    la    ja   mayakpu.  [Ngapi ta  nga-malal]." 
1pl.in-fight-I2  FE   mother  CONJ  MA   father     1sg   ART 1sg-good 
 
"I didn't fight with (her) mother and father. I'm a good person." 

Warramurungunji1 160 

Nominal predicates can be complex, like the complex NP ja ilinjinyutju ja kiyap 'small 

fish' that functions as the predicate in (4-111) and the similar complex NP that is the 

predicate in (4-112). 

                                                
40 Note that jita nigi la ja mayakpu '(her) mother and father' is a subset in an inclusory construction with 
the first person inclusive verb agreement of -nginka 'fight' and theoretically ngapi ta ngamalal could be 
another subset. Then the example would be a single clause meaning something like 'I, the good one, didn't 
fight with (her) father and mother'. 
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(4-111)  
"Ara  nuka      [ja   i-linjinyut-ju        ja  kiyap].  
 oh   DEM.P.MA   MA   MA-small.things-ONLY  MA  fish 

 
"Oh dear! These are only small fish."  

PM Text 1:19 

(4-112) 
Nuka      [ja  karrkpin ja  marryun]. 
DEM.P.MA   MA  big      MA  boy 
 
This is a big boy. 

Information10 012 

The form of nonverbal clauses parallels the form of NPs, despite the fact that they are 

quite different in function and underlying structure.  Just as determiner NPs lack a 

linking article (see section 3.2), we find that if a demonstrative, pronoun or quantifier is 

the first element of a two-word nonverbal clause as in (4-106) and (4-107), then there is 

no need for an article to occur between the subject and predicate. However, the article 

that occurs between the subject and predicate of a nonverbal clause is functionally 

different to the linking article of NPs, as it links a subject and predicate rather than head 

and modifier.   

The having and lacking nominals can also participate in nonverbal clauses without an 

article as in (4-113). These nominals do not need an article to link them with their 

complement within NPs either (see section 2.2.5.1). 

(4-113) 
Ngat-purnirri       warranyngiw muj. 
1pl.ex-lacking      child       too 
 
We don't have any children's (dreaming sites) either41. 

RU Text 2:33 

Similarities in form between NPs and clauses are also found in Central Alaskan Yupik. 

However, as Woodbury (1985) notes the similarity between Yupik NPs and 'nominals 

sentences' is purely 'surface convergence' as in Mawng and the use, meaning and 

structure of the two constituents are quite different.  

Nonverbal clauses can theoretically contain any number of nominals and NPs linked by 

articles. Nominalised clauses can be part of the chain like the last nominal in (4-114). 

                                                
41 This sentence could mean 'We don't have any children, either' but I have given the translation that the 
example has in the context of the text from it was taken. 
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(4-114) 
Muka     mata warlk mata nganyma-yurlji-ny. 
DEM.P.VE VE   tree  VE   1sg/3VE-plant-PP 
 
This is the tree that I planted / This tree, is the one that I planted 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

Where more than two nominals occur, there is ambiguity as to how to divide up the 

sentence into subject and predicate. For example, there are two possible interpretations 

of (4-114) above as indicated in the translation.  

Some of the particles found in the verb complex of verbal clauses can also occur with 

nominal predicates in nonverbal clauses. The particles marrik 'NEG', yirrk 'COMP', and 

warak 'AWAY'  occur in the nonverbal clause in (4-115). 

(4-115) 
Muka     mata warlk marrik manjat   kirrk parak. 
DEM.P.VE VE   stick NEG    straight COMPL AWAY    
 
That wood is not straight all along. 

(Capell and Hinch 1970:98) 

Note that marrik occurs where we would otherwise expect an article in (4-115). The fact 

that marrik and the article are in a complementary distribution suggests that the article 

which links subject and predicate in nonverbal clauses has a construction-specific 

function quite different to the linking article found in complex NPs. 

The examples given so far all have the order: subject, then predicate. It is also possible 

for the predicate to be first. In example (4-116) there are two nonverbal clauses - the 

second a paraphrase of the first - which illustrate the two different possible word orders.  

(4-116) 
[Naka-pa          nung-malal]clause1.  [Ya    nung-malal-apa  ta  nungpaka]clause2.  
 DEM.D.MA-EMPH1   LL-good             yeah  LL-good-EMPH1   LL  abs.dem 
 
It's good, yes it's a good thing (that happened). 

HH Text 4:95 

In clause one in (4-116), the demonstrative naka is used as a discourse deictic to refer to 

a previously mentioned event (the birth of a boy). The subject nominal is followed 

directly by predicate nominal with no article in between. In clause two, the predicate 

nominal is first, followed by an article and then the subject nominal. Despite the 

differences in form between these two clauses they have the same meaning. 
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The word arlarrarr which can be used to mean 'nothing' or 'no' is used as a negative 

existential predicate in nonverbal clauses42 and always precedes the subject as in 

(4-117). 

(4-117) 
Arlarrarr   ta   kantijawa 
NEG.EXIST   ED   flour 
 
There's no flour. 

HH Text 1: 142 

Since nonverbal predicates can contain nominalised clauses as in (4-114), any situation 

that can be expressed by a verbal clause can alternatively be expressed by a nonverbal 

clause. In fact nonverbal clauses containing nominalised clauses as predicates are used 

for particular discourse functions. For example, (4-118) could alternatively be expressed 

as a verbal clause. 

(4-118) 
"A  nuka     [ja  ini-wu-ng       [ja  nuka     ja manya]]"  
ah  DEM.P.MA  MA  3MA/3MA-kill-PP  MA  DEM.P.MA MA dead.person  
 
"Ah, this is the one who killed the dead man"  

HH Text 2:74  

The use of a nonverbal clause structure in (4-118) gives focus to the subject of the main 

predicate -wu 'kill, hit'. In other cases, the motivations for using a nonverbal clause 

structure are unclear but likely to be stylistic. For example, the reason why the first 

clause indicated in brackets in (4-119) is expressed using a nonverbal clause is unclear. 

(4-119) 
[Nuka     ja  i-ngurru-kpi-nang]         makiny  la  nga-lakujpi-n   
DEM.P.MA  MA  3MA-move.quickly-KRDP-PC   [so       ] 1sg-quiet-NP  
 
arka. 
part.way 
 
This thing was going along so I stopped talking midway (said after the speaker 
paused while a loud truck passed).  

Muwani 019 

Because they are nominalised, nominalised clauses can be added to a chain of NPs 

without much specification of the semantic relation between them and it is up to the 

hearer to arrive at an interpretation of how the different NPs are related. In (4-120), the 

sentence begins with a nominal predicate -malal 'good' but then a further comment is 

added - ta marrik nginypuni 'I didn't hurt her' - and it is not clear exactly how this 

should be related to the initial nominal predicate. 

                                                
42 Positive existentials are verbal as the basic stance and motion verbs (see section 4.5) are used as the 
predicate. 
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(4-120) 
"[Ngapi] [ta   nga-malal] [ta   marrik   nginy-pu-ni]    
  1sg     ART  1sg-good    ART  NEG      1sg/3FE-hit-I1 
 
la    kiki   yirrik nga-mi-na." 
CONJ  how    maybe  1sg-do-I2   
 
"I'm good, having not hurt her - I didn't do anything (bad)." 

Warramurungunji1 159 

Should the predicates in (4-120) be interpreted separately, as in the translation given, or 

is the disgruntled promised husband contrasting himself to his promised wife who has 

behaved badly? If the latter, this sentence should be translated as 'I'm the one who is 

good, having not hurt her or anything'. The lack of overt encoding of the semantic 

relations between juxtaposed nonverbal clauses parallels the lack of overt coding of the 

relations between elements of NPs. 

4.8 Secondary evidence for argument structure 
Secondary evidence for grammatical relations is useful in analysing the argument 

structure of clauses with lexicalised agreement verbs because information about 

argument structure usually provided by verbal agreement may be lacking. In this 

section, I look at some alternative ways of determining the argument structure of the 

clause. The use of lone free pronouns provides evidence for the argument/adjunct 

distinction as free pronouns are only used to encode arguments, never adjuncts43. The 

operation of control relations in complementation constructions and the impact-result 

construction also provide secondary evidence for argument structure. Coreference in 

converbal constructions provides further evidence for the validity of a broad category 

subject in Mawng, encompassing both transitive and intransitive subject.  

4.8.1 Sole pronoun NPs 
NPs that consist of a single pronoun and precede the verb always refer to a core 

argument. For simplicity, only cardinal pronouns are discussed in this section but 

contrastive pronouns behave similarly. Cardinal pronouns are mainly used to refer to 

subjects44. They are usually used in mildly contrastive contexts to emphasise the 

subject, as in (4-121). 

                                                
43 Except in the unusual example in which a cardinal pronoun is used to encode a benefactive, discussed 
in section 4.3.2.1. 
44 A survey of narrative texts found that out of eighty solitary cardinal pronoun NPs, 88% referred to 
subjects while the remainder referrred to objects. 
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(4-121) 
Ngapi    ngiwa-mirtpa-ø      la   nuyi kani-pa    anpa-langali-ø. 
1sg      1sg/3MA.F-stalk-NP  CONJ 2sg  here-EMPH1 2sg.F-stand-NP 
 
I'll stalk him and you'll stay here. 

C+H Text 2 012 

Free pronouns are also sometimes used to refer to objects as in (4-122) and (4-123) 

(4-122) 
Naka-pa        kutpa-maju-ø    pa    naka     ngapi ngarrunpa-yarru-n. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 2pl.F-die-NP    P.SEQ DEM.D.MA 1sg   2pl/1sg.F-follow-NP 
 
You'll all die because you'll follow me (in being mortal). 

Kurrana 022 

(4-123) 
Ngapi    ngani-wu-ng. 
1sg      3MA/1sg-hit-PC 
 
He hit me. 

Hewett et. al. 1990 

Solitary pronouns are also used to refer to the first object of ditransitives as in (4-124). 

(4-124) 
Ngarri-pa     kuna   ngarrunp-u-ng? 
1pl.ex-EMPH1  what   3pl/1pl.ex-give-PP 
 
And us, what did they give us? 

Nganaparru3 088 

Solitary pronoun NPs that precede the verb are not used to encode oblique objects, the 

second object of ditransitives or any other type of participant.  Verb agreement provides 

primary evidence for argument structure but since the use of solitary pronouns is 

restricted to core arguments, they can be used to provide evidence for the argument 

structure of clauses with lexicalised verb agreement. 

4.8.2 Control 
4.8.2.1 Control in complementation constructions 
The existence of control phenomena provides evidence for core grammatical relations. 

Complement-taking predicates show different types of control. The intransitive verb 

-unme ‘try’ shows subject control as illustrated in (4-125). 

(4-125)  
Ngan-unme-n     [ngiw-arnake-n]. 
1sg.F-try-NP     1sg/3MA.F-weave-NP 
 
I'll try to make a basket. 

Control1 034 

Perception verbs such as the transitive verb –aya ‘see’ and the semitransitive verb –alyu 

‘hear’ also show control. The perception verb -aya 'see' has object control. Example 
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(4-126) illustrates O/S coreference while  (4-127) shows that O/A coreference is also 

possible45. 

(4-126) 
Wularrut arr-aya-wng         [y-urlge-ny         parak]. 
before   1pl.in/3MA-see-PP   3MA-go.inside-PP    AWAY 
 
We saw him going inside. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

 (4-127) 
Ng-eya-wng       [ini-ma-ny        kiyap]. 
1sg/3MA-see-PP   3MA/3MA-get-PP    fish 
 
I saw him catching a fish. 

Elicitation4 001 

Attempts to elicit examples of -aya 'see' with O/O control only got responses with O/S 

or O/A control so either O/O control is ungrammatical or is associated with a particular 

pragmatic function so is dispreferred in isolated sentences.  

The semitransitive verb -alyu shows OBL/A control in (4-128). 

(4-128)  
Y-alyu-ngan-pu          [apu-manpu-ning     pata warrarrawurnji. 
3MA-hear-PP-3pl.OBL      3pl/3ED-bite-PC    PL   girls 
 
He heard the girls biting (cracking nuts open with their teeth). 

Complement1 080 

The existence of control relations involving oblique objects supports the analysis that 

they are arguments rather than adjuncts (see section 4.2.2). 

Control in Mawng is usually explicit because the coreferential argument is indexed as a 

core argument in both the controlling and controlled clauses. However when the oblique 

object of a semitransitive verb is not overtly expressed with an oblique pronoun the 

control relation is implicit as in (4-129). 

(4-129) 
Kurr-alyu-nyi   [k-awu-nginka-ø         karlurri]. 
2pl-hear-I2     PR-3pl-make.noise-NP    bird 
 
Listen to the birds singing. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

The control relation may also be implicit because there is lexicalised agreement in one 

of the two clauses as in (4-130) in which the controlled verb -warlkanyi 'fall' has 

lexicalised Vegetation gender subject agreement. 

                                                
45 The same patterns of control are observed with non-nominalised and nominalised complement clauses 
but I use examples with non-nominalised clauses only in this section. 
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(4-130) 
Nginy-aya-wng    [ma-warlkanyi-ø    tuka warlk]. 
1sg/3FE-see-PP    3VE-fall-NP       LOC  tree 
 
I saw her fall out of a tree. 

Complement2 054 

The control relation between the two verbs in (4-130) provides evidence for 

grammatical relations in the controlled clause. The verb -aya has object control so we 

know that the second clause has a third person Feminine subject from the verb 

agreement in the main clause even though -warlkanyi 'fall' does not index its subject as 

we might expect.  

The control verbs discussed above are mostly perception predicates apart from -unme 

'try'. Mawng lacks transitive control predicates that are used to express a situation in 

which one participant is trying to mentally or physically manipulate another. Those with 

meanings such as 'persuade', 'let' and 'make do' can only occur alone in a simple clause. 

For example, the verb –manma ‘persuade to go’ cannot appear in control constructions 

but instead occurs in clauses that are simply sequential as in (4-131). 

(4-131) 
K-inga-manma-ø                      pa    k-aw-a-ø. 
PR-3GEN/3MA-persuade.to.go-NP       P.SEQ PR-3pl-go1-NP 
 
She persuades him (to come with her) and so they go. 

Control1 027 

Similarly –e kirrkirrk (LL O) ‘push (OBL) to do something’ does not participate in 

complex sentences. The logical relation between sequential clauses such as those in 

(4-132) and (4-133) below is simply implicated. 

(4-132) 
K-anny-e-n              kirrkirrk       ngaw.    K-iny-a-ø 
PR-3MA/3LL-PIERCE-NP    push.into.doing 3GEN.OBL PR-3FE-go1-NP 
 
k-inga-ma-ø. 
PR-3GEN/3MA-get-NP 
 
He makes her go and get something (for him) (Lit: He pushes her. She goes and 
gets something). 

Control1 030 

(4-133) 
Anny-en-y           kirrkirrk                 ngartu. Nga-yama-ny. 
3MA/3LL-PIERCE-PP   push.into.doing.something 1sg.OBL 1sg-work-PP 
 
He pushed me to work (Lit: He pushed me. I worked.). 

Benefactives1 070 

The intonation of the examples in (4-132) and (4-133) is the same as in any other pair of 

sequential clauses linked by temporal or logical relations whereas the intonation found 
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with complex sentences such as those in (4-126) and (4-127) shows a higher degree of 

integration. 

4.8.2.2 Control in the impact-result construction 
Control relations may be associated with a specific lexical item such as a complement-

taking verb, or they may be associated with a construction46. The impact-result 

construction is a construction involving two linked clauses in which the verb of the first 

clause has object control. A range of verbs can participate in this construction; the only 

restriction is that the first must denote an impact-causing event while the second denotes 

its effect47. For example in (4-134) the verb -aka 'throw' refers to a type of impact, while 

the controlled verb -maju 'die' refers to the result of this impact. 

(4-134) 
M-arakap    anjirla  inny-aka-n-pi            i-maju-ngan. 
VE-one      spear    3MA/3MA-throw-PP-TWDS    3MA-die-PP 
 
He knocked him down and killed him with only one spear (i.e. on his first 
attempt). 

C+H Text 2:19 

The first verb in the impact-control construction is usually -wu 'hit/kill/impact' or -aka 

'throw/push' but other verbs can occur such as -lalku 'spear with shovel spear' in 

(4-135). 

(4-135) 
Iwu-lalku-ngung            i-maju-ngan. 
3pl/3MA-shovel.spear-PC    3MA-die-PP 
 
They speared him such that he died. 

 C+H Text 2:34 

When the impact-result construction is used with a lexicalised agreement verb, the 

predictable control relation provides evidence for the argument structure in the second 

clause. We expect O/S control between the verbs in the impact-result construction in 

(4-136) so we can infer that the verb -warlkanyi 'fall' has a second person singular 

subject, even though this participant is not indexed on the verb. 

(4-136) 
Kun-pu-ni         ma-warlka-nya. 
1sg/2sg-hit-I2    3VE-fall-I2 
 
I would have knocked you down (if I was a little younger). 

 (Hewett et al. 1990) 

                                                
46 This distinction is described by Bresnan (1982) as the difference between lexically induced and 
constructionally induced control. 
47 c.f. Evans (2003) discussion of 'resultative and causative complements' in Bininj Gun-wok. 
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4.8.3 Coreference in converbal constructions 
Since converb and main verb have a same-subject relation in converbal constructions, 

coreference between converb and main verb can provide secondary evidence for the 

argument structure of clauses with lexicalised agreement verbs. The fact that the 

lexicalised agreement verb in (4-137) is preceded by the converb -wani-ngan 'then 

(immediately)' shows that a third person Masculine participant is actually the subject of 

the clause, although not encoded as such by -warlkanyi 'fall' because it has lexicalised 

agreement. 

(4-137) 
I-wani-ngan ma-warlkanyi-ø. 
3MA-sit-PP  3VE-fall-NP 
 
He suddenly fell. 

Replacives1 015 

4.9 Conclusions 
The identity of core arguments is relatively clear in clauses with canonical main verbs 

because of the operation of verbal agreement. However, there are a number of types of 

noncore arguments in Mawng which share their form with types of adjuncts. These 

include oblique objects, location arguments and frame arguments. Loose NPs, which 

lack any marking either of the NP or through coreferential pronominal morphology in 

the verb complex, are used for a range of purposes in Mawng. They may be arguments 

or adjuncts of various types. Thus there is much ambiguity in the encoding of argument 

structure in Mawng. Even core arguments are not always unambiguously identified by 

verb agreement as more than one potential participant may share the agreement features 

of a verbal agreement affix. 

The purpose of this chapter is to build a strong framework for the analysis of argument 

structure in canonical clauses. In chapters 8 - 9, clauses with lexicalised agreement 

verbs are discussed. In these clauses, verbal agreement no longer provides a reliable 

guide to argument structure. Secondary evidence for argument structure must be used 

instead and reveals that in fact the argument structure of clauses with lexicalised 

agreement does not differ greatly from that in canonical clauses. Although the types of 

secondary evidence are useful for determining the argument status of human 

participants, they are difficult to apply to nonhuman participants which are generally not 

expressed using free pronouns and are usually not the shared argument of control 

constructions or converbal constructions. Thus there are still some cases in which the 

argument status of a participant cannot be resolved, as we shall see in chapters 8 - 9. 
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5 Complex sentences 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter gives a brief overview of the different types of complex sentences in 

Mawng. Complex sentences are constructions in which two clauses are linked together 

in a particular way. One way of linking clauses in Mawng is to nominalise one clause 

and embed it into the other clause as an NP. Nominalised clauses are nominalised by an 

article or the locative preposition tuka and have restrictions on their word order. The 

article or preposition must be the first element of the nominalised clause, followed 

immediately by the verb which is fully finite. I categorise Mawng nominalised clauses 

as nominalised because they are used as an NP1. There are three common types of 

subordinate clauses in Mawng: relative clauses, temporal adverbial clauses and locative 

adverbial clauses. Each of these nominalised clause types takes a different form.  

In addition, Mawng complement-taking predicates may take up to three different types 

of complement clause, two of which are nominalised. The nonnominalised complement 

clauses are linked together more loosely, similarly to sequential clauses. While there are 

few restrictions on coreference relations between main clauses and relative clauses, 

coreference is restricted within complementation constructions. The control relations 

that operate within complementation constructions can provide useful secondary 

evidence for grammatical relations when primary evidence is not available because a 

verb in one of the two clauses has lexicalised agreement (see section 4.8).  

I begin the discussion with relative clauses in section 5.2 and then discuss adverbial 

clauses in section 5.3. The temporal adverbial clauses discussed in section 5.3.1 behave 

just like simple temporal adverbial nominals while locative adverbial clauses, discussed 

in section 5.3.2, behave just like simple locative phrases. I discuss the three types of 

complement clauses in section 5.4. One further type of nominalised subordinate clause 

is discussed in section 5.5 - purposive clauses. I conclude the chapter with an overview 

of the types of subordinate clauses in Mawng and how they are marked in section 5.6. 

Particles used to link coordinated or sequential clauses were discussed in section 2.9.3. 

                                                
1 While the term 'nominalisation' is usually defined with reference to 'finiteness' (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 
1993), others such as Barron (2000) claim 'finiteness' is not a useful morphosyntactic category for cross-
linguistic comparison. She argues that it is impossible to define 'finiteness' as a purely morphosyntactic 
category as it can only be defined cross-linguistically with reference to semantic properties such as 
referentiality (see also Nikoleava 2007). 
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5.2 Relative clauses 
Mawng relative clauses are NPs derived from clauses2 that behave like adjectival 

nominals. The relative clause in (5-1) is indicated by square brackets. It is part of a 

complex NP together with the head noun jurra 'paper (MA)'.  

(5-1) 
Pa    awunny-uji-ny       ja  jurra       [ja  inny-atpa-ng]REL. 
P.SEQ 3MA/3pl-show-PP     MA  paper(MA)    MA  3MA/3MA-hold-PC 
 
And he showed them the poster he was holding. 

AD Text 7:21 

Note that the verb in the relative clause is fully finite: it retains its pronominal prefix 

and TAM suffix. Note also that the NP-initial article before the head noun jurra 'paper 

(MA)' and the article of the relative clause both agree in gender with the head jurra 

'paper (MA)'. Just like adjectival nominals, relative clauses usually function as 

modifiers in complex NPs as in (5-1) above. Like adjectival nominals, relative clauses 

may also be the sole element of an NP as in (5-2)3. 

(5-2) 
Awunp-u-ng        [pata aw-u-ng     ngurrij]. 
3pl/3pl-give-PP    PL   3pl-lie-PP  sleep 
 
They gave (it) to those who had stayed home (lit: those who had slept (at 
home)). 

 C+H Text 2 :27 

Relative clauses differ from simple adjectival nominals in their ordering within the NP. 

Relative clauses usually follow the head noun whereas other modifiers tend to precede 

the head in complex NPs (see section 3.3). There is a strong tendency for relative 

clauses to be the last element of their NP and for the NP they are part of to be the last 

element of the sentence. Other types of nominalised subordinate clauses also tend to be 

the last element of the sentence.  

Mawng relative clauses can be quite complex. They may include nominals as in (5-3) 

although they never contain a nominal referring to their head.  

(5-3) 
Ngarri ngatpun-eya-wng    pata ngarrkarrk [pata kurrunp-u-ng    ja  kiyap]. 
1pl.ex 1pl.ex/3pl-see-PP  PL   two         PL   3pl/2pl-give-PP MA  fish 
 
We saw the two who gave you the fish. 

(Hinch unpublished) 

                                                
2 Nominalisation in Mawng is not nominalisation as defined by Comrie and Thompson (1985) which 
derives a noun from a verb. Nominalisation in Mawng allows a clause to be used as an NP. 
3 This type of expression is often referred to as a headless relative clause. However, in Mawng it is not a 
special type of relative clause but a type of NP which consists only of a modifier (see section 5.2). 
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Note that in (5-3), the noun kiyap 'fish' has its own article but this article is clearly 

inside the nominalised clause as it does not agree with the gender of the head of the 

relative clause.  

The order within nominalised clauses is always article first, then verb. However, free 

pronouns may appear between the article and the verb in relative clauses with kinship 

verbs as in (5-4) (see section 2.4.5).  

(5-4) 
Nge-ya-wng       [ja  nuyi4 ku-tingan]. 
1sg/3MA-see-PP    MA  2sg   2pl-be.siblings 
 
I saw your brother (lit: I saw him such that you and him are siblings). 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

There appear to be few limitations on either the syntactic roles that can be relativised or 

the function of the relative clause in the main clause. It is possible for the relative clause 

to have a syntactic role in the main clause that is not indexed by the main verb. For 

example in (5-5) the relative clause is a frame argument of the communication predicate 

-mi 'say'5. 

(5-5) 
Kayirrk ngana-mi-n     nuwurru  [ta  a-mi-ny       ngartu]. 
now     1sg.F-say-NP   2pl.OBL   LL  3pl-say-PP    1sg.OBL 
 
Now I will tell you what they said to me. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

5.3 Adverbial clauses 
5.3.1 Temporal adverbial clauses 
Temporal adverbial clauses are nominalised clauses which have Land gender. They take 

the Land gender article ta as shown in (5-6) just like simple temporal adverbial 

nominals (see section 2.2.8.1). 
(5-6) 
Kayirrk la [ta y-urrurtpi-ny] Nganarru a-miraw-ng. 
[then   ] LL  3MA-cooked-PP song.name 3pl-sing-PP 
 
Then when it was cooked, they sang Nganarru. 

HH Text 1: 43 

The expressions used for 'sunset' and 'sunrise' are lexicalised temporal adverbial clauses. 

Example (5-7) shows the expression for sunset (literally: the sun goes into the sea).  

                                                
4 This pronoun is a subset in an inclusory relation with the second person plural subject of the verb, as is 
the head of the relative clause 'him' (see section 7.4.1 for a discussion of inclusory relations). 
5 See discussion of frame arguments of communication predicates in section 8.8. Note that the relative 
clause in (5-5) has Land gender agreement as this is the gender for the semantic domain of speech and 
thought (see section 6.6). 
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(5-7) 
Ja  marryun ngungpurrun iwa-murnangani-ø-ga 
MA  boy     probably    3MA.F-return-NP-HITH   

 
[ta  inypan-uryi-ø         muwarn]. 
 LL  3FE.F-go.in.water-NP  sun 

 
The young man will probably return at sunset. 

PMS 811: 38 

Temporal adverbial clauses can modify simple temporal adverbs in the same way that 

relative clauses modify their head nominal. In (5-8), the simple adverb wularrut 'before' 

is the head of a complex adverb that also contains the adverbial clause in brackets6. 

(5-8) 
A-mi-nang     ta wularrut [ta  aw-a-ngkung      walij-apa]  apu-ma-ngung       
3pl-doy-PC    LL  before   LL  3pl-go1-PST.HAB  food-EMPH1  3pl/3ED-get-PC   
 
irratat aw-ukunjili-ny-awk   wemin-pi        la   wemin. 
meat    3pl-share-PP-COLL    3pl.CONTR-TWDS  CONJ 3pl.CONTR 
 
Long ago when they went hunting they used to get meat and share it with each 
other.  

MS Text 1:52 

The similarity in form between complex adverbs like that in (5-8) and complex NPs 

containing relative clauses such as those in (5-1) and (5-3) provides further evidence 

that temporal adverbs are nominals as claimed in section 2.2.8.  

Temporal adverbial clauses are used to express conditionals as in (5-9) and (5-10). 

(5-9) 
"[Ta  ngana]     la   anpunp-ayataya-n". 
  LL  1sg.F.go1  CONJ 2sg/3pl.F-look.after-NP 
 
If I go away then you'll look after them. 

HH Text 4:101 

(5-10) 
"Marrik nganti nganny-aya-nyjing  [ta  awan-uruju-ø]." 
NEG     who    3MA/1sg-see-I1      LL  3pl.F-sleep.in-NP 
 
"Nobody will see me if they sleep in." 

Warramurungunji1 102 

In both these examples, the conditional clauses are in future tense. Note that temporal 

adverbial clauses are used to express conditionals in many other languages such as the 

Gunwinyguan language Jawoyn (Merlan 1981). 

5.3.2 Locative adverbial clauses 
Locative adverbial clauses like the one in (5-11) are marked by the locative preposition 

tuka and behave just like locative phrases (see sections 2.8.1 and 4.3.3). 

                                                
6 c.f. Huallaga Quechua temporal adverbial clauses which are like relative clauses with time nouns as 
heads (Weber 1983). 
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(5-11) 
I-lakurunymi-ny         tuka [i-lalku-ny]. 
3MA-come.together-PP    LOC  3MA-cut-PP 
 
He (i.e. his skin) has come together where he cut himself. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

Locative phrases typically comprise a noun plus tuka while locative adverbial clauses 

consist of tuka plus a nominalised clause. Just as the NP-initial article is not used with 

locative phrases, an article is not used to nominalise locative clauses.  

Locative clauses can be long and contain both verbs and nouns as in (5-12) and even 

relative clauses as in (5-13). 

(5-12) 
Arruntu-mirlaju-ning    tuka [ang-mi-n   rlaw alan]. 
3pl/1pl.in-wait-PC      LOC   3LL-be-NP  bent track 
 
They were waiting for us where the track bends. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(5-13) 
La   kani    marrik nga-wani-ng    tuka  i-maju-ngan  [ja  nga-tingan]." 
so   here    NEG    1sg-stay-I1    LOC   3MA-die-PP    MA  1pl.ex-be.siblings 
 
I won't stay here where my brother died. 

 C+H Text 2:66 

The development of demonstratives into markers of subordinate clauses is fairly 

common cross-linguistically (Diessel 1999) and found among other Australian 

languages (McConvell 2006; Merlan 1981). The Mawng preposition tuka has developed 

from a demonstrative to be used not only to mark locative adverbial clauses but also 

locative phrases. Since the development of demonstratives into markers of subordinate 

clauses is very common but their development into prepositions less common (no cases 

among the 85 languages surveyed by Diessel (1999)), it is possible that tuka developed 

into a marker of locative adverbial clauses first and then into a marker of locative 

phrases7. 

5.4 Complement clauses 
There are three different constructions used to encode complementation in Mawng: two 

involve nominalised complement clauses and the other an unmarked clause. The 

unmarked complement clause is by far the most common and can occur with any 

complement-taking predicate (CTP). The CTP and complement clause follow one 

another just like a pair of clauses expressing sequential events as in (5-14), (5-15) and 

(5-16). 
                                                
7 Bill McGregor (pers. comm.) notes that there is evidence of demonstratives developing into case 
marking postpositions in Nyulnyulan languages. It is possible that Diessel's sample does not reflect 
grammaticalisation patterns among Australian languages. 
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(5-14) 
Parang-apa    la   ini-ma-j         rtalk  [i-wararrke-ny]. 
finish-EMPH1  CONJ 3MA/3MA-GET-PP   begin   3MA-cry-PP 
 
Then he began to cry. 

MS Text 1:62 

(5-15) 
Nganny-aya-wng   [nga-yama-ngung]. 
3MA/1sg-see-PP    1sg-work-PC 
 
He saw me working. 

Benefactives1 071 

(5-16) 
Ng-alyu-ng           [y-urlke-nang    parak]. 
1sg/3MA-hear-PC       3MA-enter-PC    AWAY 
 
I heard him going inside 

Elicitation4 005 

An NP referring to the shared argument may intervene between the two verbs as in 

(5-17) and (5-18). 

(5-17) 
Ngapi nganym-aya-n     warlk kama-langali-ø. 
1sg   1sg/3VE-see-NP   tree  PR.3VE-stand-NP 
 
I see a tree there. 

Information10 092 

(5-18) 
Y-alyu-ngan-pu        pata warrawurnji apu-manpu-ning. 
3MA-hear-PP-3pl.OBL   PL   girl        3pl/3ED-bite-PC 
 
He heard the girls biting them (cracking the nuts open with their teeth). 

Complement1 079 

When an NP expressing the shared argument intervenes between the main and 

complement clauses it is not clear which clause it belongs to. For this reason brackets 

have not been used to indicate the complement clause in (5-17) and (5-18) above.  

The most common type of nominalised complement clause uses the article ta as in 

(5-19) - (5-21). 

(5-19) 
Ng-alyun-gan  [ta    iny-arra-ngung   parak]. 
1sg-hear-PP    NOMZ  3FE-go2-PC       AWAY 
 
I heard her going along. 

Complement1 021 

(5-20) 
Ja  marryun kani-miyarma-ø    [ta    k-erra          juju]. 
MA  boy     3MA/3LL-like-NP    NOMZ  PR-3MA.GO2.NP   walk 
 
The boy likes walking. 

Information8 055 

(5-21) 
Malany k-awunmin-ju         [ta    k-awu-langali-ø]. 
so     PR-3pl-same-NP-just   NOMZ  PR-3pl-stand-NP 
 
So they're standing just the same. 
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Information7 110 

Note that the argument shared by main clause and complement clause need not be overt 

in both clauses. For example, the shared Feminine argument in (5-19) is not indexed by 

the CTP -alyu 'hear'. In contrast, the shared human plural argument in (5-18) is indexed 

by an oblique pronoun. The article ta is glossed simply NOMZ in ta complement 

clauses because there is no evidence that these complement clauses have Edible or Land 

gender. 

The third type of complement clause found in Mawng is the pseudorelative. This 

complement clause has only been found with a small set of perception verbs. 

Pseudorelative complement clauses resemble relative clauses because their article 

agrees with the shared argument and a nominal referring to that argument can occur in 

the same position as the head noun of a complex NP containing a relative clause. 

Examples of pseudorelatives are shown with  -alyu 'hear' in (5-22) and -wurru 'think, 

know' in (5-23).  

(5-22) 
Naka        y-alyu-ngan-pu         [pata  arrarrkpi  
DEM.D.MA    3MA-hear-PP-3pl.OBL     PL    person     

 
pata    angku-mulu-ning           kiyap]. 
PL      3pl/3LL-want.to.go-PC     fish 
 
He heard some people were planning on going fishing 

Complement1 037 

(5-23) 
Ngarrung-purru-n    [ja  naka     ja  k-i-maju-ø]. 
1pl.ex/3LL-know-NP   MA  DEM.D.MA MA  PR-3MA-die-NP 
 
We know that man is dead. 

Complement1 054 

The form of the pseudorelative complement clauses in (5-22) and (5-23) seems identical 

to the relative clauses with overt head nouns in section 5.28. However, pseudorelatives 

denote events rather than entities. This is clear from the fact that the verb -wurru 'know' 

in (5-23) does not show Masculine object agreement, as it would if the pseudorelative 

was an NP containing a relative clause. Instead it has lexicalised Land gender 

agreement, as it always does when it takes an event complement (see section 8.9). In 

Singer (forthcoming-a), I develop a structural analysis of pseudorelative clauses as a 

type of nonverbal clause and argue that they function as complement clauses which give 

                                                
8 See Comrie  and Horie (1995) for the presentation of some reasons why we should distinguish relative 
clauses and complement clauses even when they are formally similar. 
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special focus to their subject. The reader is referred to that publication for more 

information as the argumentation is rather complex. 

Complementation can be expressed in Mawng using structures with a wide range of 

complexity, from unmarked sequential clauses to complex nominalised clauses like 

pseudorelatives. The forms of the two nominalised complement clause types mirror 

those of other nominalised clause types. The form of the ta complement clause mirrors 

that of temporal adverbial clauses. In some contexts such as (5-24) it is difficult to 

disambiguate the function of a nominalised clause with the article ta giving rise to two 

possible analyses depending on whether the ta nominalised clause is analysed as a 

temporal adverbial clause or a ta complement clause. 

(5-24) 
Iny-aya-ntung       [ta       iny-arra-ngung   parak]. 
3MA/3FE-see-PC       LL/NOMZ  3FE-go2-PC       AWAY 
 
He was looking at her while she walked away / He was seeing her walking away. 

Reciprocals3 047 

Thus although Mawng lacks a general purpose subordinate clause type like some 

Australian languages (Hale 1976; Nordlinger 2006), there are strong parallels between 

the forms taken by various subordinate clause types that results in occasional ambiguity.  

The morphology of CTPs is quite varied. Only a minority of CTPs index two arguments 

such as -aya 'see' shown in examples (5-15), (5-17) and (5-24). The verb -alyu 'hear' in 

(5-19) and (5-22) is semitransitive - it only optionally indexes a second argument. Many 

CTPs are intransitive such as -mi marrmarr 'be happy (about)'. Others are transitive but 

have lexicalised object agreement such as -ma rtalk (MA O) 'start'. CTPs form a 

relatively large group within lexicalised agreement verbs so they are discussed in more 

detail in section 8.9. 

5.5 Purposive clauses 
A relation between two clauses such that one denotes an event that is the cause, reason 

or purpose of the event denoted by the other will be referred to as 'purposive'. Such 

relations are often implicit in Mawng and two clauses related in this way may be linked 

by the general conjunction la or the sequential clause linker pa. Future tense is often 

used in the second clause as in (5-25). 

(5-25) 
Kun-jirra-nti           pa      arrungp-aya-n        ta alan. 
2sg/3FE-illuminate-I2   P.SEQ   1pl.in/3LL.F-see-NP  LL  path 
 
Turn the torch on so we can see the path. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 
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It is also possible to use specific subordinate constructions to encode purposive 

relations. The purposive subordinate clause can be nominalised with the article ja 'MA' 

and then linked to the preceding clause with nuyu as shown in (5-26) and  (5-27). 

(5-26) 
Ngana-pa         ngan-arntakpu-n      mata warral               nuyu [ja 
1sg.F.go1-EMPH1  1sg.F-chop.down-NP   VE   large.paperbark.tree PURP  MA 
 
angpa-ngurri-n      wumawurr ta  karrkpin]. 
3LL.F-flow-NP       creek    LL  big 
 
I will go and cut down that Warral tree so that the creek will become really 
big. 

MS Text 1:29 

 (5-27) 
"Kiki ja    ngan-unme-n     ngan-uraka-ø        jinyngu 
[HORT9   ]  1sg.F-try-NP    2sg.F-IN.FRONT-NP   get.up.early 
 
nuyu   [ja  ngiwana-ma-ø       ja  kiyap]." 
PURP    MA  1sg/3MA.F-get-NP   MA  fish 
 
"Why don't I try and get up early so that I can get some fish." 

PM Text 1:40 

It is also common for the word nuyu alone to link the two clauses without the article ja 

as in (5-28). 

(5-28)  
Ngana-mi-n    ngaw      nuyu   anpanga-wurru-n. 
1sg.F-say-NP  3GEN.OBL  PURP   3FE/3LL.F-know-NP 
 
I'm going to tell her, so she will know. 

AD Tape 1991:6B 

There is no other difference between sentences in which the article ja occurs and those 

in which it does not occur. It is clear that the purposive subordinate clause is still 

nominalised when ja is missing because the verb must still be the first word of the 

purposive clause.  

The word nuyu functions elsewhere as the Masculine oblique pronoun (see section 

2.2.7.3) and it is not clear how it developed into a purposive marker or why Masculine 

forms are used to mark purposive subordinate clauses. There is clearly a relation 

between the use of nuyu to mark purposive clauses and the multi-word interrogative 

particle kunuka nuyu 'why?' which combines nuyu with the interrogative kunuka 'what' 

(see section 2.2.7.4). It is possible that the use of nuyu 'MA.OBL' to mark possessors 

and beneficiaries provided a bridge for it to develop into a purposive marker. The 

purposive marker nuyu may alternatively have developed independently - perhaps via 

the little-used preposition numuyi ~ numuyu 'about'.  
                                                
9 kiki ja is a multi-word hortative particle. The word ja does not function as an article here but is simply 
part of the multi-word expression. 
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5.6 Overview 
Mawng has a large number of different types of subordinate clauses. The formal 

markers of these clauses and their gender associations are compared in Table 49. 

Table 49 Types of subordinate clauses in Mawng 
Subordinate clause 
type 

Marker Gender associations of marker 

Relative clause Article Agrees with head 
Temporal adverbial 
clause 

ta (Land gender article) Land gender 

Locative clause tuka (Land gender proximal 
demonstrative) 

Land gender 

Unmarked complement 
clause 

None N/A 

ta complement clause ta Genderless - similar to the genderless use of 
ta with first and second person NPs 

Pseudorelative 
complement clause 

Article Agrees with shared argument 

Purposive clause nuyu (ja) Masculine 
 

This is a good point at which to give an overview of the functions of ta - an article with 

a very wide range of functions. These functions are summarised in Table 50. 

Table 50 Functions of ta 
Constituent Function Gloss 

Normal NPs Land gender 
Edible gender 
First and second person agreement 
Temporal adverbs (simple nominals) 

LL 
ED 
ART 
LL 

Nominalised 
clauses 
 

Relative clauses with Land gender heads 
Relative clauses with Edible gender heads 
Relative clauses with first or second person heads 
Temporal adverbial clauses 
ta complement clauses 

LL 
ED 
ART 
LL 
NOMZ 

 

As has been observed in other languages, there is a close association between the 

expression of space and time in Mawng. Notably, Land gender is associated with both 

temporal adverbial clauses and locative adverbial clauses in Mawng. The development 

of locative markers into markers of temporal adverbial clauses is relatively common 

cross-linguistically (Thompson and Longacre 1985) and is found in other Australian 

languages (Dench 2006; McConvell 2006). However, in Mawng one Land gender 

morpheme has independently developed into a marker of temporal adverbial clauses 

while the other has developed into a marker of locative adverbial clauses. 

Since Hale's groundbreaking work on the Warlpiri adjoined relative clause (Hale 1976) 

many linguists have been keen to claim that all Australian languages use exactly the 
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same structure to encode both relative clauses and temporal adverbial clauses. However, 

Nordlinger (2006) argues that this analysis has often been erroneously extended to other 

Australian languages. She shows that subordinate clauses in a language may appear 

similar but can be shown to have a different structure because they have different 

syntactic behaviour. The Mawng relative clause and temporal adverbial clause appear 

very similar. This is due to the fact that many temporal adverbs are nominals and thus 

can participate in a complex NP type structure. However, in use the two clause types are 

quite different. The relative clause is only very rarely headless while the temporal 

adverbial clause is only very rarely complex (i.e. headed). We also find differences in 

the ordering of the two clause types. While relative clauses are usually the final element 

of a complex sentence, temporal adverbial clauses are often the first element. 

Mawng nominalised clauses are unlike nominalisations in other Australian languages 

but are are similar to nominalisations in Sino-Tibetan languages (Bickel 1999; Genetti 

forthcoming; Li and Thompson 1981; Noonan 1997). These typically allow whole 

clauses to be nominalised and these nominalisations have a wide range of uses. 

However, Sino-Tibetan languages typically use particles or suffixes rather than articles 

to nominalise clauses.  

The involvement of gender and articles in subordination constructions are treated as 

intriguing oddities in typological overviews such as Keenan (1985), Thompson and 

Longacre (1985) and Givón (1990) but in fact the use of articles and gender agreement 

markers in subordinate clause constructions occurs in a number of unrelated language 

families. Articles are used to mark Lakhota relative clauses (Williamson 1987) and 

Fijian complement clauses (Dixon 1988) while gender markers are used in subordinate 

clause constructions in the Australian language Ngan'gityemerri (Reid 1990) and the 

Papuan language Yimas (Foley 1991).  

Ngan'gityemerri relative clauses are marked by a noun class enclitic that agrees with the 

head of the relative clause while in Yimas finite relative clauses the verb takes a suffix 

that agrees in noun class with the head of the relative clause. In Yimas temporal 

adverbial clauses, the verb takes a suffix that agrees with the noun class of the noun 

pucm 'time'. In both Mawng and Yimas, relative clauses show agreement with the noun 

class or gender of their head while temporal adverbial clauses have a fixed noun class or 

gender which is that associated with the semantic domain 'time'.  
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Subordinate clauses of Australian languages often have properties of nouns or NPs. For 

example, subordinate clauses may be nominalised or the subordinate clause verb may 

take case markers (Dench 2006). An alternative way for subordinate clauses to show 

nominal properties is by taking articles and gender agreement as they do in Mawng.
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6 Gender 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of the semantic bases of Mawng's five genders and 

explores the gender associations of lexical items, referents and semantic domains. The 

complexity of gender agreement in Mawng is related to the strong semantic basis of the 

genders and the interaction between formal noun-gender associations and the semantic 

bases of the genders. I define gender with respect to agreement (following Corbett 

1991; Greenberg 1978 and others). The basic model of gender1, as described by Corbett 

(1991) is that it is the agreement class of a noun. This approach is useful but can take us 

only so far as gender is not just a property of nouns but can also be associated directly 

with referents and semantic domains in Mawng. The idea that gender is not just a 

property of nouns but also referents and semantic domains is developed further in 

chapter 10 in which restricted argument verbs are discussed. Gender agreement 

expressed by nominal prefixes was discussed earlier in section 2.2.1.2. Resolution of 

verbal gender agreement with conjoined NPs was discussed in section 3.5. 

I begin this chapter with a summary of how gender is expressed in Mawng (section 6.2). 

Then I describe the membership of the five Mawng genders in section 6.3 - detailing the 

semantic foci of the genders and listing some typical and exceptional members of each 

gender. In section 6.4, I discuss various ways in which a single phonological word can 

be associated with more than one gender. I also introduce the importance of construal in 

gender agreement by looking in detail at the noun kurrula 'sea, seawater' which can 

have either Masculine or Land gender agreement. Then I discuss two contexts in which 

referents undergo physical transformation resulting in variation in their gender 

agreement in section 6.5. These transformations and the importance of construal in 

determining gender agreement present problems for a model of gender as a purely 

formal property of nouns. The association between Land gender and the semantic 

domains of knowledge, thought, speech and events is introduced in section 6.6 - a topic 

                                                
1 Gender is sometimes distinguished from noun class. Following Corbett (1991), I make no distinction 
between the two and use the term 'gender' only, although Capell and Hinch (1970) and many other 
descriptions of neighbouring languages use the term 'noun class'. Evans (2003) uses the term 'noun class' 
to distinguish the categories encoded by nominal prefixes from those encoded by agreement in Bininj 
Gun-wok. In section 2.2.1.2, I argue that a such an analysis is not appropriate for Mawng because 
nominal prefixes are either lexicalised or else encode agreement in the same way as other elements of the 
NP and verb. 
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which will be expanded upon in chapters 8 and 10. In section 6.7, I compare the use of 

gender in Mawng to gender systems in other Australian languages. 

6.2 Ways in which gender is expressed 
In the verb complex, pronominal prefixes and the oblique object pronoun express 

gender and various elements of the noun phrase also show gender agreement. The 

different types of words that express gender are listed in Table 51 together with the 

distinctions they encode and whether lexicalisation of agreement can occur. 

Table 51 Elements showing gender agreement in Mawng 
 Agrees with Gender 

distinctions 
Lexicalisation? 

Demonstratives Referent/head of NP all No 
Free pronouns Referent/head of NP all No 
Prefixed body part 
nouns 

Possessor of body 
part 

all A few Land, Vegetation and Edible 
gender forms of body part noun roots                                            
have lexicalised (see section 2.2.1.2) 

Prefixed adjectival, 
quantifier nominals 
and numerals 

Head of NP all Ambient use of Land gender agreement 
with -malal 'good' and -murrunti 'bad' 
(see section 6.6) 

Article Head of NP all No 
Oblique pronoun Possessor (when NP-

internal) 
Argument or adjunct 
(when postverbal) 

Masculine vs. 
Nonmasculine 

No 

all (S and O) 
 

Verbal pronominal 
prefixes 

Core arguments 

Masculine vs. 
Nonmasculine  
(A) 

Yes 

 

Two different elements in Table 51 only have a two-way contrast between Masculine 

and Nonmasculine agreement: the oblique pronoun and transitive subject pronominal 

prefixes. Both tend to have human referents which supports Harvey's (2002:126) 

explanation of a similar two-way contrast in Gaagudju: that a distinction that separates 

Masculine and Feminine is all that is necessary for forms that usually refer to humans. 

6.3 Genders 
The five genders all have a strong semantic basis. Masculine and Feminine have clear 

primary semantic foci: maleness and femaleness. The Vegetation gender similarly has a 

clear semantic focus: plants, whereas the other two genders: Land gender and Edible 

gender have broader semantic foci. Land gender includes anything associated with the 

land such as geographical features, types of earth, liquids and bodies of water as well as 

the more abstract domain of culture, custom, knowledge and stories. However, from an 

emic perspective these could be viewed as a single semantic focus as knowledge of 
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culture and custom is always associated with a particular area of land. Edible gender has 

two main foci: (i) Edible parts of food plants and (ii) the household - which includes 

both housing structures and household possessions. The main semantic foci of each 

gender are listed in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 Semantic bases of the Mawng genders2 
Masculine (MA) 
Male humans 
Large animals such as dugong and kangaroo 
Generic terms for snakes, fish, birds, meat, animals 
Most birds (others Feminine) 
Most snakes 
Fish 
Honey, sugar 
Song 
Most European artefacts 
Some spears (others Vegetation) 
Generic term for woven artefacts and some specific 
terms 
Moon 
Rain, lightning 
Some body parts 
 

Land (LL) 
Kinds of ground: earth, rocks, sand, mud 
Landforms such as mountains, valleys 
Place names and words for kinds of places 
Liquids: water, milk, bodies of freshwater  
Knowledge, thought, culture 
Speech, language 
Events 
Time: seasons, temporal adverbials 
Some body parts 
 

Feminine (FE) 
Female humans 
Some birds 
Most crabs and other crustaceans 
A few small animals 
Sun and stars 
(no body parts) 

Vegetation (VE) 
Plants: trees, grasses, vines 
Many wooden artefacts: generic term for spears 
and many specific terms (others Masculine) 
String, most specific terms for woven artefacts 
Fire, firewood 
Some body parts 
 

Edible (ED) 
Vegetable foods, food (generic) 
Housing, general household possessions 
Wind 
Some terms for clouds and sky 
Some body parts 

 

 

Although the semantic foci in Figure 4 account for the gender assignments of the vast 

majority of nouns, there are also many exceptions. The general principles developed by 

Dixon (1982) to account for noun categorisation in Dyirbal are useful in explaining 

gender assignment in Mawng. Mythological associations account for the categorisations 

of some animals and celestial bodies - which are often gendered even in Australian 

languages that lack grammatical gender because of personification in myth. Everyday 

associations also account for some exceptional gender assignments. Thus we find that 

while most wooden and woven artefacts are Vegetation gender, as we would expect 

                                                
2 Compare Figure 4 with the diagram Evans (2003:202) gives for Bininj Gun-wok. The semantic foci are 
very similar but the way they are distributed between the inanimate genders is quite different. 
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because they are made of plants, some are Masculine, perhaps due to the fact that they 

are primarily used and owned by men.  We also find that entities which are exceptional 

members of their class have exceptional gender assignment such as wulminkaykay 'file 

snake' which is Feminine unlike the other snakes which are Masculine. The file snake is 

the only snake that was traditionally a regular source of food. Examples of the types of 

nouns in each of the genders are given in the following section3. 

6.3.1 Masculine gender (MA) 
The Masculine gender is by far the largest gender in Mawng. It includes words for male 

humans such as marryun 'boy' and arrarrkpi 'man'. Masculine gender includes all 

specific fish terms and the generics kiyap 'fish (generic)' and karlurri 'game'4. The word 

karlurri has a second sense that is Feminine - used as the generic term for birds (only 

three-quarters of birds are Masculine). Most large prey animals are Masculine such as 

manpiri 'turtle (generic), green-back turtle', marntingunyuny 'dugong' and ayang 

'kangaroo (generic)'. The generic word for snakes, arukin, is Masculine and most snakes 

are Masculine. A number of body parts are inherently Masculine, such as nangartam 

'cheek/jaw', murlirrk 'shoulder', arlamun 'kidney' and arlkinyarlkiny 'gland'. Many skin 

conditions are Masculine such as warryak 'groin rash',  rluj 'boil', jilimin 'ringworm', 

imururrk 'scar' and mun 'wart'. Some other body-related Masculine nominals are 

kurrpung 'head lice', larnit 'hiccup' and milarng 'tears/crying'. Kurrana 'moon' and 

marrarawk 'lightning' are both Masculine and were male beings in the dreamtime. 

Masculine includes most recently introduced artefacts that are not readily assignable to 

another gender on a semantic basis such as manpurrwa 'clothing, cloth', jampakang 

'sheet iron, corrugated iron' and mutika 'car'5. There are many artefacts we might expect 

to be Vegetation gender because they are made of plant materials but which are 

Masculine. These include yumparljumparl 'walking stick' and yangali 'basket/bag 

                                                
3 See Capell and Hinch (1970:48-49) for a similar description of each gender. Their account is basically 
similar to that given here but a few words used as examples have been assigned the wrong gender on the 
basis of an erroneous interpretation of agreement patterns. For example, the they cite wungany(~kungany) 
'smoke' as Vegetation gender when it is Land gender. In addition, Murnpurri 'bundle of' is not Vegetation 
gender as they claim but is a quantifier so it lacks inherent gender. They list -wartpalmili as Vegetation 
gender but it is a bound body part noun so lacks an inherent gender too. Finally, they mistakenly give a 
number of words as examples of Edible gender which are not. In the examples they give these nouns take 
the article ta because they are part of NPs which have first or second person heads not because they are 
Edible gender. 
4 Note there is also a distinct word for 'meat' irratat (MA) which is not used to refer to game animals 
themselves. 
5 Jampakang and manpurrwa are Macassan loanwords while mutika is from the English motor car. See 
Evans (1992) and Evans (1997d) for more discussion of Macassan terminology in Mawng and other Top 
End languages. 
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(generic)'. Similarly, wilam 'bark canoe' is Masculine while kupuny6 'dugout canoe' is 

Vegetation gender. An exceptional member of Masculine gender is walmurtja 'jungle 

(MA)' which we would expect to be Land gender because it is a type of place, or at least 

Vegetation gender because it is comprises a thick growth of plants. 

6.3.2 Feminine gender (FE) 
Feminine gender includes female humans such as nigi 'mother'. Most crabs are 

Feminine as is the term karnjawarra 'mud crab, crab (generic)'7. The remaining crabs 

are Masculine. Some birds and snakes are Feminine. Feminine animals include itpiyitpi 

'grasshopper', jitpuruluk 'magpie lark', kalawitpit 'seagull type', marlajak 'prawn', 

mularrik 'frog', wititpak 'crayfish' and wulminkaykay 'file snake'. The nouns muwarn 

'sun' and wirlamurrk 'stars' are also Feminine as they are in most Australian languages 

because of mythological associations. Feminine is the only gender which does not 

include any body part nouns8. 

6.3.3 Land gender (LL) 
Land gender includes the noun kunak 'ground, dirt, camp, home, land, country, place' 

and words for types of ground, dirt, rocks, landforms and tracks such as yirnkirr 'mud', 

alan 'track, road, path' and waryat 'stone, boulder, mountain, stone country'. Most 

liquids are also Land gender such as: wupaj 'fluid, water', mawuruwuj 'freshwater', 

wuwuj 'urine',  yanyjuk 'milk, breast' and yirri  'oil, fat, fuel'. The only exceptions are 

maningul 'blood (VE)', walmat 'rain, rainwater (MA)' and kurrula 'sea, saltwater 

(MA/LL)'. For this reason the abbreviation LL - short for 'Land and liquids - is used. 

Bodies of water are also Land gender such as wurl 'billabong' and wumawurr 'creek'. 

Land gender includes some body parts such as any 'armpit', wanji 'head' and 

kungkampupu 'skull'. It also includes kungany 'smoke' which is unexpected as most 

words associated with wood or fire are Vegetation gender. Land gender includes 

temporal nominals such as warntatarr 'noon' and  kinjapurr 'hot, dry, season'. Land 
                                                
6 Probably borrowed from Bininj Gun-wok which has the same word gubunj 'canoe' (Nick Evans pers. 
comm.). 
7 Harvey (1997a) gives an extensive list of Feminine and Masculine nouns in Hewett et. al. (1990) that he 
judges exceptional in their gender categorisation. His category 'exceptional' is based on putative cross-
linguistic tendencies in gender categorisation across a number of Top End languages but in this 
discussion I judge whether something is exceptional or not based on the semantic bases of gender in 
Mawng alone. So for example, I do not consider crustaceans exceptional as the majority are Feminine 
whereas Harvey claims that large animals are usually Masculine in Australian languages so the 
categorisation of crustaceans as Feminine in Mawng is exceptional. 
8 Body part nouns with inherent gender are distributed among all genders except for Feminine - c.f. 
Gurrgoni (Green 1995) and Gaagudju (Harvey 2002) in which most body parts are assigned to a single 
inanimate gender. 
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gender forms are also used to encode locative phrases, temporal adverbial clauses and 

other abstract functions (see section 5.6). The use of Land gender to refer to an abstract 

semantic domain that includes knowledge, thought, speech and events is discussed in 

section 6.6. 

6.3.4 Vegetation gender (VE) 
Vegetation gender includes most trees and plants, artefacts made from plants and things 

associated with fire. It includes the generics warlk 'tree, stick, log', warrga 'flower', 

anjirla 'spear', yungku 'fire, firewood' and mirlak 'grass, bush'. Vegetation gender 

wooden artefacts include arawirr 'didjeridoo', kupuny 'dugout canoe' and words for 

different types of sticks such as karligarli 'throwing stick'. However there are some 

weapons and tools which are Masculine. Those trees which are not Vegetation gender 

are all Masculine gender and these seem to be trees which are not used as firewood but 

whose fibre or fruit are important resources. Alguru 'string' is Vegetation gender as are 

most artefacts made of string such as nets. Vegetation gender body parts include winti  

'wrist, bamboo vine', karlagarla 'tail', larnngalk 'ear', maralngkiny 'spittle' and minyngu 

'dirt and sweat from body'. Some exceptional Vegetation gender nominals are mirnkul 

'promised spouse' and mayirrkpirrk 'grinding stone'. 

6.3.5 Edible gender (ED) 
This gender is the smallest gender with slightly fewer nouns than Feminine gender. 

Edible gender includes the generic term for Vegetable foods walij which is also used as 

a generic for any type of food9. Edible gender includes most of the root vegetables 

which were traditionally eaten by Mawng people as well as the contemporary staple 

kantijawa 'flour, bread'. Built structures such as mawngku 'shelter' and kurrampalk 

'house' are Edible gender. Edible gender is also extended to other areas associated with 

construction, the household and personal possessions. All cicatrices (decorative body 

scars) and body bands are Edible gender. A few body parts are Edible gender such as 

marurturt 'heart', pijalk 'toe, fingernail, yurnu 'hand, foot' and atimputput 'thumb/big 

toe'. Edible gender also includes marlu 'wind (generic)', kuynu 'cloud, sky' and kalalk 

'clear sky'.  

                                                
9 This pattern of hyponymy in a generic can seem quite confusing. Heath (1978) describes similar uses of 
the same term as both specific and generic in Nunggubuyu. 
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6.4 Deviations from the 'one word - one gender' pattern 
The description of the genders in section 6.3 implies that all words are associated with a 

single gender but in fact there are various relations between words and genders. Some 

nouns lack an inherent gender entirely. This is clearly the case for bound nominals but 

there are also free nominals which lack an inherent gender such as free adjectival and 

quantifier nominals. There are also many free nouns referring to humans which are 

found with both Masculine and Feminine agreement such as warranyngiw 'child' and 

punyikarlu 'old person, blind person'. In addition, a single phonological word may have 

two separate senses with different genders. These gender homonym-pairs are discussed 

in section 6.4.1. Other nouns may have different formal and semantic genders. Two of 

these nouns, named 'hybrid nouns' by Corbett (1991), are discussed in section 6.4.2. 

Section 6.4.3 describes the properties of kurrula 'sea, seawater' which has either 

Masculine or Land gender, depending on its construal.  

6.4.1 Gender homonym pairs 
Gender homonym pairs are homonyms that differ only in gender such as alangunta 

which has the meanings 'Cheesefruit tree (VE)' and 'yellow dye (MA)' - which refers to 

the dye made from the tree. A plant and its product are often referred to with the same 

word but different genders in Mawng. Some other gender homonym pairs in which one 

member is a plant species are listed in Table 52. 

Table 52 Tree names and their gender homonyms 
Noun Meaning and gender 1 Meaning and gender 2 Link 
alangunta Cheesefruit tree (VE) yellow dye (MA) plant-product 
kapaja Wild cotton tree (VE) wild cotton (MA) plant-product 
kartungkun Ironwood tree (VE) shin (MA) ?hardness 
kunkarlk tree sp. (VE) upright firestick (FE) ?plant-product 
marriwi tree sp. used to make 

string (VE) 
string belt (MA) plant-product 

marruny Cabbage palm (VE) 
- has large flat leaves 

fish sp. large and flat (MA) shape 

wukpuk tree with edible fruit 
(VE) 

brain (MA) ?shape 

 

Homonym pairs for which the same word is used to refer both to a plant and its edible 

part are extremely common in Mawng so I have not listed these in Table 52. Each 

member of such a homonym pair usually has their expected gender: the tree is 

Vegetation gender and the fruit is Edible gender. Evans (1997a) notes that this type of 

gender homonym-pair is very common among Arnhem Land and Cape York languages. 

However, in other Australian languages this type of homonym does not occur as all 
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plants including their edible parts are part of a single gender (see for example, Dixon 

1982; Evans 2003). It is very common for one member of a gender homonym-pair to be 

a plant name even if the other member of the pair does not refer to an edible part or a 

product of the plant10. An example is karlngirr which means 'Pandanus nut (ED)'11 or 

'cicatrice type (MA)'. Pandanus nuts are round and the karlngirr cicatrice is a circular 

design. The semantic link between gender homonym-pairs is still transparent in most 

cases. For example, the word wulurn  'back end of canoe (VE)' also means  'captain 

(MA)' and the captain sits at the back of the canoe.  

Some other gender homonym pairs which do not have a plant name as one member of 

the pair are listed in Table 53. 

Table 53 Other gender homonym pairs 
Noun Meaning and gender 1 Meaning and gender 2 Link 
arnakuj fish sp. (MA) fish trap type (VE) ?use association 
irtulul wood chips (VE) fingers of coral (MA) ?shape 
karlngirr pandanus nut (ED) small circular cicatrice type 

(MA) 
shape 

lorrkon burial pole/coffin (VE) lorrkon ceremony (MA) use association - ceremony 
named after important 
artefact used in it 

marlya crocodile nest (VE) hole dug in the ground to take 
upright sticks to make a 
shelter (LL) 

?shape 

marrapirnta wood plug in nose (VE) hole in nose (MA) use association 
marrawaj waterproof clothing 

made of leaves (VE) 
turtle breast meat (MA) ? 

mawngku shade (VE) shelter (ED) mawngku shelter provides 
shade 

minyngu dirt and sweat on the 
body (VE) 

ceremony (MA) minyngu (VE) is washed off 
the body during a minyngu 
(MA) ceremony 

mirrinyak brolga (FE) mosquito type (MA) shape - long legs 
murnta clothing (MA) toy spear (VE) ? 
ngalkuruk song assoc with 

Wuwarr (MA) 
stick assoc with Wuwarr (VE) ?use association 

ngalyapanta forked piece of wood 
(VE) 

buffalo horn (VE) shape 

ngulmarr Wuwarr ceremony 
ground (LL) 

inedible fruit sp. (VE) ? 

wulurn back end of canoe (VE) captain (MA) use association - captain sits 
at the back of the canoe 

 

Similar examples of gender-homonym pairs are listed by Green (1995) for Gurrgoni and 

Reid (1997: 199) for Ngan'gityemerri. 

                                                
10 See Heath (1978) for a very similar list of plant-object polysemies in Nunggubuyu. 
11 There is a separate term murwala for the Pandanus tree. 
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6.4.2 Hybrid nouns 
There are two Mawng nouns that refer to humans but have Vegetation gender: 

kamarriyuwun 'widow, widower' and mirnkul 'promised spouse'. Only a few examples 

have been recorded of the use of these terms. An example of the use of mirnkul is 

shown in (6-1)a. 

(6-1) 
a. 
Ngat-pi-n      "Aku,  maka      mata   mirnkul-apa             mata  wenat."  
1pl.ex-say-NP   o.k.  DEM.D.VE  VE     promised.spouse-EMPH1   VE    3pl 
 
We say "O.k. he's the promised one for them." 
 

b. 
Pata mawawiny-apa        ngatpun-u-n. 
PL   child.in.law.EMPH1  1pl.ex/3pl-give-NP 
 
We give them children-in-law (the parents)." 

Wiwi 005 

Note that there is Vegetation agreement with mirnkul 'promised spouse' in (6-1a) but the 

noun mirnkul in the first sentence is interpreted as coreferent with the third person 

human plural expression pata mawawiny 'the two cousins' in (6-1b)12. Vegetation 

gender referents are not usually coreferent with human plural agreement as they are 

inanimate. Thus we find a similar pattern to that found with the German word mädchen 

which has Neuter agreement most of the time but can be interpreted as coreferent with 

either a Feminine or Neuter pronoun (Corbett 1991). Within a clause we find 

Vegetation gender agreement with mirnkul but coreference relations may reflect the 

semantic gender of the referent of the noun which is Masculine or Feminine. 

Phonologically the two hybrid gender nouns in Mawng resemble Vegetation gender 

forms so there is probably a historical explanation for their unexpected gender. The 

noun kamarriyuwun resembles an intransitive verb with the prefix kama- 'PR.3VE' and 

the ending -n 'NP' while the noun mirnkul could have an old Vegetation gender nominal 

prefix ma- in which the vowel has been lost due to morphophonemic changes at the 

prefix-root boundary.  

Corbett (1991) defines hybrid nouns as those which are associated with two different 

agreement patterns as they have different 'syntactic' gender and 'semantic' genders. 

Since the gender of the noun and the referent clash, speakers must choose which gender 

to use for agreement. The option of using the gender of the referent rather than that of 

                                                
12 Coreferent in the sense that one is included by the set denoted by the other. This type of inclusion is 
treated as identity in Mawng (see section 7.4.1). 
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its noun is only available with nouns referring to humans in Mawng, in other cases, such 

as for Masculine trees it is not possible for the semantic gender of the referent to 

determine Vegetation agreement. 

6.4.3 The case of kurrula 'sea, seawater' (MA, LL) 
An interesting case concerns the word kurrula which has Masculine gender when used 

to refer to the sea as a body of water or 'force of nature' but Land gender when used to 

refer to seawater. Examples (6-2) - (6-4) show the use of kurrula with Land gender 

agreement to refer to seawater.  

(6-2) 
"Tuka    ta  kurrula.  Inyi kurrun-ta-ø." 
DEM.P.LL LL  saltwater NEG  2pl/3LL-drink-NP 
 
"This is seawater. Don't drink it." 

Coverbs1 068 

(6-3) 
Wu-ngunji   ta  kurrula. 
LL-dark     LL  saltwater 
 
The seawater is brown. 

NB 3:66 

(6-4) 
Kurrula   k-an-tati-n          tuka kapala la   ku-winypu-n     mira  ja 
saltwater PR-3LL-be.inside-NP  LOC  boat   CONJ 2sg/3MA-wash-NP EMPH2 MA 
 
kapala la     kungp-aka-ø         ta  kurrula. 
boat   CONJ   2sg/3LL.F-throw-NP  LL  saltwater 
 
There's seawater in the boat, so wash the boat and throw out the seawater. 

NB 3:91 

Examples (6-5) - (6-7) show the use of kurrula with Masculine agreement to refer to the 

sea as a body of water or force of nature. 

(6-5) 
Pa     ngat-pi-n-pu              "Inyi    ku-ti-ø       wurlupurlup  
P.SEQ  1pl.ex-say-NP-3pl.OBL      NEG.IMP 2pl-STAND-NP  swim         
 
nu-latparlangkat ja  kurrula." 
MA-strong        MA  sea 
 
So we say to them "Don't swim the sea's rough (lit: strong)." 

Coverbs1 074 

(6-6) 
K-ini-majpungku-n,      marnti kurruni-wu-n. 
PR-3MA/3MA-lift.up-NP   lest   3MA/2pl-kill-NP 
 
The sea is rough and it might kill you. 

Coverbs1 075 

(6-7) 
Kurrunny-aka-y.    Waryat   kurrunnga-wu-n. 
3MA/2pl-throw-I1   rock     3GEN/2pl-kill-NP 
 
It might throw you and you'll be killed by rocks. 

Coverbs1 076 
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The examples above might suggest that kurrula should be analysed as a gender 

homonym pair in which the two senses are very closely related. However, the relation 

between the two senses is not one of homonymy but one of construal. Thus both senses 

can be used in similar contexts. Sentences such as (6-8) and (6-9), which differ only in 

the agreement pattern found with kurrula, can be used in the same situation. 

(6-8) 
Ngung-aya-n    ta kurrula. 
1sg/3LL-see-NP LL sea 
 
I see the sea. 

NB 3:66 

(6-9) 
Ng-eya-n        ja   kurrula. 
1sg/3MA-see-NP  MA   sea 
 
I see the sea. 

NB 3:90 

Sentence (6-8) would tend to be used when the speaker is closer to the sea and (6-9) 

when the speaker is further inland but there are many situations in which either could be 

used. The variation between Masculine and Land gender found with kurrula 'sea, 

seawater' is related to how the sea is construed: whether as a body of water or as a liquid 

- rather than due to the existence of two distinct senses13. 

6.4.4 Summary: deviations from the 'one noun - one gender' pattern 
The ways that nouns may deviate from the 'one noun - one gender pattern' are 

summarised in Table 54 below. 

                                                
13 Two significant parallels in nearby languages: Evans (1997c:133) shows that the Bininj Gun-wok term 
kukku '(fresh)water' has class III agreement when construed as a drink but either III or IV agreement when 
construed as a 'body of water'. Although kukku refers to freshwater, Bininj Gun-wok people are 
traditionally 'freshwater' or inland people whereas Mawng people are 'saltwater' or coastal people thus the 
agreement patterns of kukku and kurrula directly parallel one another because while large bodies of 
freshwater are an important part of the landscape of Bininj Gun-wok speakers (for at least part of the year 
when floodwaters stand), the sea, a large body of salt water, is an important part of the landscape of 
Mawng speakers. The Gurrgoni noun djalawarritj 'sea' is also associated with unusual agreement 
patterns. Green  (1995) notes it usually has class IV agreement like other liquids. However, when it has a 
local case prefix (equivalent to use of the locative preposition tuka in Mawng) the prefix has class III 
agreement. This suggests that class III agreement is associated with the construal 'body of water' and thus 
found with the noun when it is in locative case. 
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Table 54 Groups of nouns not strictly associated with a single gender 
Group Gender properties Example 
Bound nominal roots No inherent gender -larri 'leg, lap' 
Free adjectival and 
quantifier nominals 

No inherent gender karrkpin 'big' 
murnpurri 'bundle of' 

Free human nouns used to 
refer to both males and 
females 

Masculine, Feminine or plural agreement  warranyngiw 'child' 

Gender homonym pairs More than one gender associated with a 
form, although these are separate 
lexemes 

alangunta 
1. Cheesefruit tree (VE) 
2. Yellow dye (MA) made 
from Cheesefruit tree  

kurrula Masculine or Land gender depending on 
construal 

kurrula 

Hybrid noun Different formal and semantic gender, 
either may be reflected by agreement in 
a clause 

mirnkul 'promised spouse 
(VE)'  
kamarriyuwun 'widow(er) 
(VE)' 

 
6.5 Transformation and gender variation 
Materials that are in the process of being transformed into something else frequently 

show agreement with the gender of their intended final state. In a text describing the 

manufacture of a wilam 'bark canoe (MA)' we find parts of trees (usually Vegetation 

gender) being treated as Masculine even at the very start of the transformation process - 

such as bark which is still on the tree14. We also find variation in the agreement patterns 

found with mythological entities that have undergone a transformation. After the 

transformation, they may be treated as having the gender of either their original or final 

state. 

6.5.1 Material-product agreement 
The occurrence of actual-potential polysemy in Australian languages was first noted by 

O'Grady (1960). Examples of Mawng nouns with this type of polysemy are yungku 'fire, 

firewood (VE)' and walmat 'rain, rain-bearing clouds (MA)'. Descriptions of the 

manufacture of traditional artefacts in Mawng often treat the basic material as the 

gender of their intended product which seems to build on an actual-potential metaphor. 

In the description of making ikpin 'bark torch (MA)' in (6-10) Masculine gender rather 

than the expected Vegetation gender is used to refer to walurru 'stringybark (VE)'. 
                                                
14 This type of agreement with the final state is not obligatory. During the text being referred to, there are 
three switches between Vegetation gender agreement and Masculine gender agreement. However, 
consistency within each clause is maintained. Compare this variation in gender with the variation in 
gender of the Bininj Gun-wok word dolobbo 'piece of stringybark'  (Evans 2003:203) which is treated as 
Vegetable (tree) gender when it is a piece of bark being cut off a tree but Masculine when it refers to a 
painting on stringybark bark. There is no wavering in the case of dolobbo but simply fixed contexts or 
construals associated which each gender. 
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(6-10) 
K-iwu-ma-ø          i-murra.   Malany k-i15-wuta-ø           munmunka. 
PR-3pl/3MA-get-NP   MA-many    then   PR-3pl/3MA-tie.up-NP  Beach.vine 
 
They get a lot of it (Stringybark bark) and then tie it up with Ipomoea vine. 

NVidioms1 021 

The Masculine object agreement of the first verb -ma  'get' refers to the Stringybark 

bark as does the Masculine object agreement of the quantifier -murra 'much'16.  

However, Stringybark bark is Vegetation gender. The construal of entities as potentially 

something else affects both verb and NP gender agreement.  

Example (6-11) is also a case of material-product agreement. In (6-11), the noun 

jampakang 'sheet iron (MA)' is used with Edible gender verb agreement and has the 

Edible gender article also, in agreement with its potential product mawngku 'shelter 

(ED)'. 

(6-11) 
Apu-warlkarri-ny-apa          ta  jampakang. 
3pl/3ED-put.high.up-PP-EMPH1  ED  sheet.iron 
 
They put corrugated iron on top. 

Coverbs1 050 

In (6-12) the noun jampakang 'sheet iron (MA)' has its usual Masculine agreement. 

(6-12) 
Marrik   iw-atpi-ya        ja    jampakang. 
NEG      3pl/3MA-have-I2   MA    sheet.iron 
 
They didn't have any sheet iron. 

(Hinch unpublished:30) 

Another example of material-product agreement is shown in (6-13). The Vegetation 

gender noun muru 'grass sp.' has Edible gender agreement because it is being used to 

make a house although it is usually Vegetation gender like other grasses. 

(6-13) 
Piwupiwuk naka-pa         ati-nguli-ny      ta  muru. 
pers.name DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  3MA/3ED-make-PP   ED  grass.sp 
 
Piwupiwuk made it (a house) with Muru grass. 

Arawirr 006 

6.5.2 Transformation in myth 
There is a large growth of coral under the sea just offshore from Warruwi which is said 

to be the stump of a tree cut down by Wurakak, the crow, in the dreamtime. In one 

retelling of this myth17, the coral is construed variously as ma-nimi 'tree stump (lit: VE-

                                                
15 The prefix is iwu- but when two /wu/ sequences are juxtaposed, one is elided (see Appendix 1). 
16 Note that Munmunka vine is also Vegetation gender but there is no agreement with Munmunka in this 
sentence because as an instrument it is not cross-referenced by the verb -wuta 'tie up'. 
17 Given in full in Appendix 4: Texts. 
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lower.back)' or waryat 'rock (LL)'. After an initial mention of mata ma-nimi 'the tree 

trunk (VE)', the speaker uses -aya 'see' with Vegetation gender object agreement to refer 

to the tree stump in (6-14). 

(6-14) 
Arrp-aya-nyjing     ta   kang-parlkparra-n  kirrk. 
1pl.in/3VE-see-I1   LL   PR-3LL-clear-NP    COMPL 
 
We might see it (VE) if it (the water) is clear. 

Crow1 033 

In the following sentence (6-15), the speaker begins to pronounce the verb prefix with 

the Vegetation object form again but then stops mid-word and uses Land gender object 

agreement instead. 

(6-15) 
La     muj   ta  marlu,  marrik  arrp-          arrung-aya-nyjing   mira. 
CONJ   again ED  wind    NEG     1pl.in/3VE-    1pl.in/3LL-see-I1   EMPH2 
 
But when the wind comes back we can't really see it (LL). 

Crow1 034 

The speaker maintains this Land gender object agreement in the following line in 

(6-16). 

(6-16) 
La   ta  mapularr ta  k-arrung-aya-nyjing-ju       clear. 
CONJ LL  calm     LL  PR-1pl.in/3LL-see-I1-just    Eng  

 
And if it's calm we might see it (LL) when it's clear, 

Crow1 035a 

But in (6-17), the speaker uses the noun ma-nimi 'tree trunk (VE-lower.back)' again and 

goes back to using Vegetation NP and verb agreement. 

(6-17) 
Like kapin  ma-nimi        mata warlk mata kama-langali-ø   ay     tuka ilij 
Eng  like   VE-lower.back  VE   tree  VE   PR.3VE-stand-NP  HESIT  LOC  with 
 
y-arntakpu-ng. 
3MA-chop.down-PP 
 
Like the trunk of the tree where he chopped (it) down. 

Crow1 035b 

Finally the speaker refers to the tree trunk as waliwali 'coral (MA)' but uses Land 

gender agreement throughout the last sentence in (6-18) - perhaps because the coral is 

large like a rock (waryat (LL)). 

(6-18) 
Ta  waliwali   ta  k-any-u-ø     ta  kapa       la     kani    ta karrkpin. 
LL  coral      LL  PR-3LL-lie-NP LL  over.there CONJ   here    LL big 
 
The coral is as big as from here to there. 

Crow1 036 
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In contrast, human characters which turn into rock are still treated as having their 

original gender. In a different myth, the first woman, Warramurungunji, turns into a 

rock. In (6-19) her transformation occurs and but in (6-20) she is still treated as 

Feminine gender, even though the sentence has present tense reference. 

(6-19) 
La   iny-pu-ng           kapin waryat, waka-pa        k-iny-pani-ø. 
CONJ 3FE-change.to.be-PP like  rock    DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 PR-3FE-sit-NP 
 
She changed into rock and she's there now.  

Warramurungunji1 131 

 (6-20) 
Kayirrk at-jing       ngarriny-aya-nyjing  jita inyanat-apa  Warramurungunji. 
now     1pl.in-go1.I1 1pl.ex/3FE-see-I1    FE   3FE-EMPH1    pers.name 
 
We can go and see her now, Warramurungunji (i.e. the rock that she turned 
into). 

Warramurungunji1 132 

The noun-gender variations discussed earlier in section 6.4 were lexically specified. 

There are also two discourse contexts that allow for variation in gender agreement. In 

the context of a material undergoing transformation it can be treated as the gender of its 

intended product. In addition, referents that undergo mythological transformation may 

be treated variously as different genders because they can be construed as different 

things - such as tree, rock or coral as in the example discussed. 

6.6 Land gender and the abstract semantic domain of knowledge and events 
Land gender is associated with a large abstract semantic domain that forms a family 

resemblance type network which includes thought, speech, knowledge, culture, events 

and time18. For example, there is no basic noun for 'story'. Instead, we find Land gender 

forms are used to refer to a story being told. In (6-21), the numeral a-rakap 'LL-one' 

refers to part of a story. 

(6-21) 
Ya     nungpaka-pa    ta  ng-arra-t   pularnngalk  arka       a-rakap 
yeah   ABS.DEM-EMPH1  LL  1sg-GO2-PP  forget       part.way   LL-one 
 
Yes, also there's one bit (of the story) which I forgot along the way. 

Land1 058 

Any reified parcel of knowledge known, thought or spoken can be expressed using 

Land gender forms. In (6-22), the demonstrative tuka refers to a story or parcel of 

knowledge, as does the relative clause indicated in brackets19. 

                                                
18 Green (1987) notes that the gun noun class in Burarra which is used for the concrete domains of land 
and liquid is also used for the abstract domains of thought, language, speech, law and time. Walsh (1997) 
notes that Murrinh-patha noun class 10 covers both time and space, including seasons and places. 
19 The Land gender object agreement in both verbs is also relevant but is discussed in later chapters on 
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(6-22) 
Tuka-yu       ngung-purru-n     parak [ta  angp-unma-ngung       ngarru]. 
DEM.P.LL-only 1sg/3LL-know-NP   AWAY   LL  3pl/3LL-tell.story-PC 1pl.ex.obl 
 
I only know that much (story/knowledge) that they told us. 

AD Text 16 035 

The English noun 'story' always has Land gender when borrowed as is clear from the 

use of the article ta in (6-23) and (6-24). 

(6-23) 
Yaa,         nungpak-apa     ta  story. 
agreement    abs.dem-EMPH1   LL  Eng. 
 
So that is the story. 

Missionary1 033 

(6-24) 
Ya  nungpak-apa    ta   manjat   mira    ta   story. 
yes dem-abs-EMPH1  LL   straight EMPH2   LL   Eng. 
 
Yes, I'm telling the full story. 

Child 065 

There are a number of Land gender nominals which refer to parcels of knowledge or 

speech such as ngaralk 'word, stretch of speech or writing (e.g. sentence, story), 

language', wurluj 'news', wulatpiyi 'meaning, culture' and wularri 'meaning, law' and 

two Vegetation gender nouns: mali 'mind, thoughts' and mayali 'knowledge'. However 

these nouns are much less frequently used to refer speech and thought than Land gender 

nominalised clauses or demonstratives such as those illustrated above.  

Time is also treated as Land gender. The Land gender form arakap 'LL-one' can be used 

to mean 'one time' as in 'once' or 'one more time'. Temporal adverbial nominals and 

adverbial clauses always take the Land gender article ta and Land gender forms of the 

demonstratives can be used to refer to points in time. 

There is also an association between Land gender and events. The discourse deictic 

nungpaka (see section 2.2.6) used to refer to events is clearly historically derived from 

the Land gender nominal prefix nung- plus some root. In addition, the verb -mi 'do, say, 

be' has Land gender subject agreement when used to mean 'happen' as in (6-25) in 

which the discourse demonstrative nungpaka-pa refers to the traditional marriage 

arrangement practices discussed earlier. 

(6-25) 
Ya,   nungpak-apa     ang-mi-nang   ta  wularrut. 
yes   abs.dem-EMPH1   3LL-be-PC     LL  before 
 
Yes, that's how it has been for a long time. 

AD Text 12:20 

                                                                                                                                          
lexicalised and restricted agreement.  
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Uses of verbs like that of -mi 'do' in (6-25) are sometimes described as 'ambient' (Chafe 

1970). Adjectival nominals can also have Land gender agreement when referring to 

events. These Land gender forms may be ambient or refer to more specific events as in 

(6-26) in which the Land gender form of -murrunti 'bad' refers to 'bad things'.  

(6-26) 
K-i-mi-n        nuyu     nung-murrunti. 
PR-3MA-do-NP    3MA.OBL  LL-bad 
 
He is doing bad things to him. 

HH notes for D. Stainsby 

The Land gender form of -malal 'good' is used in a wide range of contexts that could be 

described as 'ambient'. For example, the common Mawng greeting kiki k-an-mi-n 'How 

are you doing (what PR-2sg-do-NP)?" is answered by Nung-malal 'LL-good' which 

means 'Everything's fine' rather than 'I'm good'20. This ambient use of  -malal 'good' is 

illustrated in (6-27) and (6-28).  

(6-27) 
Kapala iw-urtju-ku-ng         la     kayirrk   nung-malal. 
boat   3pl/3MA-stick-KRDP-PP  CONJ   now       LL-good 
 
They soldered the (crack in the) boat and now everything's o.k. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

(6-28) 
Iny-mi-ny "Parang, nung-malal. Ma-y-u-ng       wurrkurr ngani-manpu-n. 
3FE-say-PP finish  LL-good     NEG-3MA-LIE-PP  hurt     3MA/1sg-bother-NP 
 
She says "Don't worry everything's ok. It's not hurting or bothering me." 

Replacives1 008 

6.7 Comparison with other Australian gender systems 
In Mawng, each gender has a number of semantic foci and exceptions are largely 

motivated as has been found for other Australian languages (Dixon 1982; Evans 2003; 

Harvey and Reid 1997b). Exceptions may be motivated by mythological associations or 

the fact that a referent is actually an anomaly in its class. The most unusual distribution 

of gender assignment in Mawng involves birds because they are divided up between 

two genders - one quarter are Feminine and the rest are Masculine. This split seems to 

have a mythological motivation. Birds are said to have been human once and feature in 

many Mawng myths. Tellings of the key Mawng myth Wurakak 'crow' always involve 

listings of bird names. Each species of bird was a human-like being in the dreamtime 

and these beings lived together in a group just as people do nowadays so it would be 

strange if they were all male.  

                                                
20 The Gurrgoni adjective -marrman 'good' is used with noun class IV agreement in exactly the same way 
as -malal 'good' in Mawng (Green 1995). 
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The treatment of materials undergoing transformation as having the gender of their 

intended final state may also have influenced gender categorisation in Mawng. For 

example, around twenty trees are Masculine rather than Vegetation gender. These 

include irrkari 'banyan fig, rock fig' and murwala 'pandanus' - both important sources of 

fibre. The generic term for baskets - yangali - is Masculine as are a number of bags, 

baskets and net types. It is possible that murwala 'pandanus' and irrkari 'fig' received 

frequent Masculine agreement due to material-product agreement and were reanalysed 

as Masculine terms21. 

Bininj Gun-wok is the most well studied language spoken near to Mawng that has a 

gender system which includes inanimate genders22. Although the inventory of semantic 

foci is similar in both Mawng and Bininj Gun-wok, the distribution of these semantic 

foci among the inanimate genders is quite different. The fact that Mawng has five 

genders while Bininj Gun-wok has four genders is one reason why categorisation differs 

between the two languages. All plants and vegetable foods are Vegetable gender in 

Bininj Gun-wok while plants are Vegetation gender and their edible parts are Edible 

gender in Mawng. All entities associated with fire and land are also Vegetable gender in 

Bininj Gun-wok while in Mawng fire is grouped with plants in Vegetation gender and 

land is in Land gender. In Mawng, Land gender is the largest of the inanimate genders 

while in Bininj Gun-wok, Vegetable gender has a larger range of semantic foci than the 

other inanimate gender - neuter gender - which functions as a miscellaneous class. 

There is a great difference between the syntax of gender agreement in Mawng and 

Bininj Gun-wok. Bininj Gun-wok and also Gaagadju are best analysed as having 

separate head and agreement classes because nominal prefixes do not encode the same 

categories as other elements which express gender (Evans 1997c; Harvey 1997; Harvey 

2002). However, in Mawng productive nominal prefixes always inflect as predicted 

from their gender (see section 2.2.1.2). Although agreement patterns may vary in 

Mawng as we have seen, there is never any consistent difference between productive 

verb agreement and NP-internal agreement, or either of these types of agreement and 

the form of the nominal prefix. In fact, even when a given referent varies in gender in a 

text there is a strong preference for agreement between all productive agreement 
                                                
21 Although alguru 'rope, string' is Vegetation gender so perhaps these are in Masculine gender simply 
because they are not good firewood, and thus not associated with the Vegetation gender noun yungku 
'fire, firewood'. 
22 Kunbarlang also has an extensive gender system but is not well documented (see for example Kinslow 
Harris 1969). 
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morphology within each clause, as we saw in the discussion of material-product 

agreement in section 6.5.1. 

The variations from expected gender agreement patterns that we find in Mawng are also 

quite different to those found elsewhere. The 'concordial superclassing' (Evans 1997c) 

found in many other Australian languages is lacking (Green 1995; Pensalfini 2000). 

Superclassing is a hierarchical arrangement of genders such that one can be used as a 

superclass for two or more others. In Mawng this type of hierarchical structure is only 

found in the collapse of the five gender system to a two-way system in the transitive 

subject pronominal prefixes and the oblique pronoun. In Gaagudju, Jingulu and some 

Gunwinyguan languages, nouns may optionally take superclass agreement, rather than 

agreement for their actual gender (Evans 1997c; Harvey 2002; Pensalfini 2000).  For 

example in some dialects of Bininj Gun-wok, Vegetable and Neuter nouns always have 

different agreement patterns while in others there exists the option of using the 

Vegetable gender agreement pattern for both Vegetable and Neuter nouns instead 

(Evans 2003). The Mawng noun kurrula has two different gender agreement patterns as 

we saw in section 6.4.3. One agreement pattern places it within Land gender along with 

other liquids while the other gender, Masculine, is exceptional for a liquid. However, 

this is different to concordial superclassing which is not lexeme-specific but a general 

property of the gender and agreement system of a language.  

There are clear parallels between the type of variation in gender agreement we find in 

Mawng and in other Arnhem Land languages, even if they are not directly comparable. 

Baker (2002) notes that nouns in the Gunwinyguan language Ngalakgan show some 

variation in gender agreement according to their use23. Thus the noun mu-jukgul 'VEG-

Acacia.holoserica' is the name of a plant and usually Vegetation gender as indicated by 

its nominal prefix, but verb agreement with this noun may be Neuter gender if the plant 

is construed as a spear (i.e. a spear made form Acacia holoserica). The gender 

agreement variation that Baker reports is similar but not identical to any gender 

phenomena in Mawng. It has parallels to plant-product gender homonymy (see section 

6.4.1), variation in gender related to construal (see section 6.4.3) and material-product 

agreement in Mawng (see section 6.5.1). Thus while there are many parallels between 

the use of gender in Mawng and other Australian languages there are also many 

differences even with nearby Gunwinyguan languages. 
                                                
23 Reid (1997: 201-202) reports similar use-oriented variation in Ngan'gityemerri. 
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6.8 Conclusions 
For most of this thesis I discuss the gender of free nouns as if each noun is only ever 

associated with a single gender. However, as we have seen in this chapter, the semantic 

basis of Mawng genders allows gender agreement to be used to express different 

construals of an entity so that for example, materials can be treated as the gender of 

what they will be transformed into. Referents can be construed as different types of 

entities and thus treated variably as different genders as illustrated by the use of both 

Vegetation, Masculine and Land genders to refer to the mythological tree stump/coral in 

section 6.5.2. This variation is best described as movement along the chain: noun  

referent  semantic domain. For example, agreement with the mythological tree stump 

in the text discussed in section 6.5.2 varies depending on how the tree stump is 

construed because the nouns used for different construals have different genders. In this 

case, the referent remains fixed but the noun used varies. Alternatively, movement may 

go the other way as when a hybrid noun such as mirnkul 'promised spouse' has 

agreement that reflects the gender of the referent rather than the noun. We also saw how 

reference to very abstract concepts which are not prototypical entity-type referents can 

be achieved by using forms agreeing with the semantic domain of the referent - such as 

Land gender forms for knowledge, thought, speech, time and events. This end of the 

chain will be explored in more depth in the following chapters.  

Definitions of gender usually refer to 'nouns' or at least 'words'24. For the most part 

gender can simply be analysed as lexical - a formal property of nouns - even when the 

noun is not overt, as is common in Mawng clauses. However, an adequate account of 

gender in Mawng also needs to describe the association between gender and both 

referents and semantic domains. There has been much work on the problem of hybrid 

nouns in European languages - and thus the distinction between the formal or semantic 

gender of a noun, which in Mawng is better described as the distinction between the 

gender of a noun and its referent. The semantic foci of genders are more numerous and 

more important in determining gender assignment in Mawng so the genders themselves 

are more meaningful. It makes sense to talk about the 'meaning' of a gender rather than 

the 'residual meaning' of a gender25 (c.f.  Corbett 1991). The strong semantic basis of 

                                                
24 c.f. the definition of Hockett's used by Corbett (1991:1) "Genders are classes of nouns reflected in the 
behaviour of associated words." - although Corbett does refer to this definition simply as "a good starting 
point". 
25 Contini-Morava (1996) argues similarly that gender in Swahili has semantic as well as syntactic 
functions. 
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Mawng genders means that we need to shift our perspective somewhat - away from a 

noun-centred approach to gender - in order to adequately describe all aspects of gender 

in Mawng. It is more useful to construct a model of gender that allows gender to be 

associated not only with nouns but also with referents and semantic domains. The 

association between gender and semantic domains will become more apparent in the 

discussion of verbs with restricted arguments in chapter 10. In that chapter, we will see 

how the use of verbal agreement for an inanimate gender, combined with the semantics 

of a predicate can be enough to convey a simple proposition without a clear discourse 

referent.
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7 Agreement 
7.1 Introduction 
The account of canonical verbal agreement in this chapter sets a baseline for the 

description of noncanonical verbal agreement in chapters 8 - 10. I begin by defining 

agreement and then consider three separate topics that illustrate aspects of Mawng verb 

agreement: anaphora, identity and the information status of pronominal affixes. I start 

with a general definition of agreement and then move on to more specific definitions of 

NP-internal agreement and verb agreement (section 7.2). The remainder of this chapter 

is primarily concerned with verb agreement as there is little more to say about NP-

internal agreement because it is always perfect and asymmetrical. It is 'perfect' in that 

there are no meaningful mismatches and asymmetrical in that all agreement is with the 

head of the NP. Agreement in nominal prefixes was discussed in section 2.2.1.2 and 

agreement between adjectives, quantifiers, numerals and articles within the NP was 

discussed in chapter 2 and section 3.3. In addition, I discussed resolution rules in 

conjoined NPs in section 3.5. 

Verbal agreement is part of the general system of anaphoric relations in Mawng so I 

situate canonical verbal agreement in the broader context of reference and anaphora in 

section 7.3. The possibilities for anaphoric relations in Mawng are similar to those in 

Bininj Gun-wok which have been described in some detail by Garde (2003). There is a 

general tendency to underspecify referents and place the onus on the hearer to resolve 

reference. 

Coreference in general relies on our understanding of 'identity' - what is the same. In 

Mawng, identity is understood in a similar way as in many other Australian languages 

(Wilkins 1988). Identity in these Australian languages is quite different to identity in 

English but there are parallels with other languages outside of Australia, such as Tibeto-

Burman languages (Bickel 2000). In addition to the type of identity we are familiar with 

in English, there are two types of part-whole relations that elements may enter into and 

still be treated as identical for the purposes of coreference in Mawng1. The first is that 

between body part and possessor: an NP referring to a body part and a pronominal 

prefix construed as the whole can be understood as part of the same argument. Inclusory 

                                                
1 My approach, which sees both inclusory constructions and part-whole constructions involving body 
parts as types of part-whole constructions, follows the Evans' (2003) description of Bininj gun-wok 
inclusory constructions and part-whole constructions. 
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relations are similar - the pronominal prefix encodes a group and an NP referring to a 

member of that group can be interpreted as coreferent with the pronominal prefix. Both 

types of part-whole relations are described in section 7.4. They are treated as identity 

for the purposes of verb agreement and also for cross-clausal coreference in Mawng. 

The last topic related to verb agreement that I discuss is the information status of 

pronominal affixes, in section 7.5. Languages in which verbal agreement alone can 

express an argument such as Mawng differ in terms of the information status of the lone 

pronominal affix. I provide examples in section 7.5 to illustrate the range of uses of 

pronominal affixes in Mawng. The possibilities of Mawng verbal agreement are very 

similar to verbal agreement in Bininj Gun-wok despite that fact that Bininj Gun-wok 

lacks verbal gender agreement, distinguishes more number categories than Mawng and 

has the option of noun-incorporation as a way of expressing arguments (Evans 2002).  

7.2 Agreement: some definitions 
Agreement has been defined in many different ways. For this reason it is necessary to 

define what is meant by agreement in some detail so that the reader can understand the 

use of the term agreement in this thesis. Following Corbett (2006), I admit a wide range 

of phenomena to my definition of agreement2. Corbett (2006) illustrates the diversity of 

agreement cross-linguistically and shows how a typical agreement system is a formal 

system with a constrained and meaningful set of exceptions. I take Corbett's general 

approach and transfer it from the typological realm to the study of a single language. 

Following Corbett (1991; 2006), I use Susan Steele's definition of agreement in (7-1) as 

a starting point. 

(7-1) Agreement 
The term agreement commonly refers to some systematic covariance between a 

semantic or formal property of one element and a formal property of another. 

(Steele 1978: 610) 

This definition is useful because it is vague where others are too specific. The use of the 

term 'element' rather than 'word' is significant as only one of the 'elements' mentioned in 

(7-1) need be overt in Mawng - the other may be an unexpressed discourse referent. In 

addition, the linguistic elements may encode agreement features overtly or covertly in 

Mawng and there is no need for agreement to be unidirectional. There are two main 

                                                
2 Like Corbett (2006), I make no distinction between 'agreement'  and 'concord' - a term I will avoid. 
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types of agreement discussed in this thesis. In order to define each type, the definition in 

(7-1) needs to be refined. The definition of NP-internal agreement in (7-2) adds 

information about constituency, the directionality of agreement and the features 

involved. 

(7-2) Mawng NP-internal agreement 
The expressions of features (gender, number, person) of the semantic head of the NP by 

other elements of an NP. 

The features obligatorily expressed by words such as articles, demonstratives, pronouns, 

numerals, quantifiers and prefixed adjectival nominals must match those of the head of 

their NP in Mawng. As we saw in chapter 6, agreement is usually determined by 

features of the head noun of an NP but it is possible for other elements to control 

agreement such as the features of the intended product (see materials-product 

agreement, section 6.5.1). Although the head of the NP may vary in gender, there is 

never disagreement within the NP.  

Verb agreement on the other hand is a relationship that tolerates particular types of 

disagreement, or mismatches between features of the two agreeing elements. Canonical 

verb agreement is defined in (7-3). 

(7-3) Mawng verb agreement (canonical) 
A relation between a pronominal verb prefix and another linguistic element which are 

interpreted as coreferent either (a) because they share one or more formal or semantic 

features (gender, number, person) or (b) because they are construed as being in a part-

whole relation. 

NP agreement operates within the confines of the NP - a syntactic constituent - whereas 

verb agreement is part of the general phenomenon of anaphora which is a discourse-

level phenomenon. It is not possible to draw a clean line between verb agreement and 

cross-clausal anaphora (Barlow 1999; Corbett 2006). I explore the nature of anaphora 

and reference in Mawng in section 7.3. Verb agreement is concerned with reference and 

identity so the same language-specific rules of identity apply to Mawng verb agreement 

and coreference relations across clauses. Mawng rules of identity include part-whole 

and inclusory relations which are discussed in section 7.4. While verb agreement in 

Mawng is a type of anaphora, it has a specific morphological expression - pronominal 

prefixes. These pronominal prefixes have their own range of possibilities which are 
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different to those of other anaphoric elements in Mawng such as free pronouns and 

demonstratives. I explore the range of uses of pronominal prefixes in section 7.5. 

The lexicalisation of verbal agreement is discussed in chapters 8 - 9. Agreement may 

also be conventionalised within syntactic constructions. Chapter 12 of this thesis 

discusses the grammaticalisation of agreement in verbs and free pronouns within 

reciprocal constructions.  

7.3 Reference and anaphora in Mawng 
In order to build up a model of verbal agreement it is necessary to locate it within 

approaches to reference and anaphora. I will start with a semantically-oriented 

definition of reference that compares it to denotation following Lyons (1995).  The 

denotation of a referring expression is the meaning it has independent of individual 

usages. The denotation of a referring expression is often thought of as a class of 

possible referents while reference is variable and usage-dependent. An expression picks 

out different members of the class delimited by its denotation on different occasions of 

utterance.  

There is an intuitive appeal in the idea that when a speaker uses an expression to refer to 

something the hearer considers (i) the class of entities in the denotation of the word and 

(ii) the context of usage, and then selects one member of that class. Whether or not the 

correct referent is picked out is described as 'referential success' by Geiger (1995). 

However, when we look at the use of referring expressions in Mawng discourse, we 

find that in fact referring expressions often do not pick out a particular referent on their 

own. There is little use of unique labels such as personal names and referential success 

does not seem to be considered a responsibility of the speaker but the hearer. As Garde 

(2003) shows for Bininj Gun-wok, Mawng differs from English in terms of the amount 

of referential ambiguity that is tolerated, who is considered responsible for referential 

success and the overall importance of referential success.  

It is easiest to understand how reference works in Mawng if we separate Lyon's 

reference into two independent components given that the use of a referring expression 

does not entail successful reference to a specific entity. To explain how the two parts 

operate independently, I use an informal version of Heim's (1983) file card metaphor. If 

we consider a speaker's use of an anaphoric expression in Mawng as if they were 

handing the hearer a piece of paper, the hearer may choose to interpret the anaphor as 

coreferent with a referent available in the speech context and thus place the piece of 
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paper in a file already established3. Alternatively, the speaker may choose to set up a 

new file. In English the pieces of paper come with relatively clear labels - new referents 

are usually marked as such with an indefinite article. This is not the case in Mawng as 

both new and old referents are typically expressed using the same set of forms. 

Mawng is similar to Bininj Gun-wok in that it is not uncommon for a new referent to be 

introduced simply with a pronominal affix. Garde (2003) describes this practice as 

'referential minimisation': "a situation whereby the first mention of a referent does not 

provide the hearer with full recognition of the identity of the participant, and is often 

therefore indeterminate until further referential descriptors are later given."(189). On 

being handed such a minimal referring expression, the hearer may be undecided as to 

whether to start a new file or to add the piece of paper to an existing file. If the 

hearer/file clerk is unable to decide how to deal with the piece of paper, a third choice 

exists in Mawng; to leave the piece of paper lying on the desk without a folder. This 

option - which I will refer to as leaving a reference 'hanging' - is not available in 

English. Unresolved references are barely tolerated in English conversation and in any 

case are seen as a failure by one participant, usually the speaker, to fulfil their expected 

role4. With respect to such unresolved references in Bininj Gun-wok, Garde notes  "The 

suspension of referential identity can extend for quite a period of a text." (2003: 189). 

As an example of referential minimisation, the sentence in (7-4) is the first line of the 

telling of a Mawng myth that is not atypical in failing to refer to the subject with a 

lexical NP. 

(7-4) 
Nungpaka   ta    wularrut   ta  a-wani-ng       kapa-pa 
ABS.DEM    LL    long.ago   LL  3pl-stay-PC     over.there-EMPH1 

 
nung-matpa   karrkaj. 
LL-other     island 

 
A long time ago they (i.e. some people) were living on the other island. 

Karringitpalka 001 

                                                
3 i.e. previously mentioned in the discourse or accessible in the physical context of speaking. 
4 Referential success seems to be crucial for an English conversation to be considered satisfactory by 
interlocutors. For example, most readers will have been part of conversation in which they were unable to 
resolve a reference successfully but let the matter pass without comment, because they expected to be 
able to identify the referent later, were not very interested in the story or did not want to interrupt the flow 
of the conversation for some other reason. It is possible to get 'caught out' doing this in English and the 
hearer can be accused of showing insufficient interest in the story because they did not inform the speaker 
that that they were having problems resolving a reference. However, in Mawng this type of overlooking 
of an unresolved reference would never be considered impolite. In contrast, forcefully demanding 
information required for reference resolution can be considered rude.  
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Although I have used the NP 'some people' in the free translation of (7-4), the only 

reference to these people is the third person plural subject pronominal affix on -wani 

'stay, sit'. Further details are given about these people in the following lines of the text. 

Another example of referential minimisation is (7-5). 

(7-5)  
"Something arriwana-ma-ø        kunuka ja  apani-lati-ki-n". 
 Eng.      1pl.in/3MA.F-get-NP  what   MA  3MA/3ED.F-have.inside-KRDP-NP 
 
"We'll get something (a boat) that can transport (food)." 

Missionary2 017 

Example (7-5) contains the first mentions of two referents - the Masculine object of -ma 

'get' is expressed only through an indefinite pronoun modified by a relative clause 

meaning 'that can have it (ED) inside' while the Edible object of -lati 'put inside' is only 

expressed through an object pronominal affix. The Masculine object of -ma 'get' is 

coreferent with the NP kapala 'boat (MA)' mentioned four lines after (7-5) while the 

Edible object of -lati 'put inside' is coreferent with the NP walij 'food (ED)' mentioned 

six lines later. Thus the speaker assumes that the hearer can work out what he is 

referring to, or will be content to wait until further information is provided.  

The examples above show that the creation of a discourse referent and the identification 

of this referent are two distinct steps in Mawng that can be separated in time. Linking of 

a discourse participant with a referent may occur on first use of a referring expression, 

after three or four referring expressions, or never. The two steps are summarised in 

(7-6). 

(7-6) The two-step reference process 
1. Filing: Deciding whether to set up a new file (new referent), add information to an 
existing file (interpret as coreferent with established discourse referent) or leave 
mention unfiled (hanging discourse referent) 

2. Resolution: Identification of a discourse referent with an external referent. 

 

We find a greater tolerance in Mawng and Bininj Gun-wok for long-distance cataphora 

than we do in English. Hearers often follow a participant for some time in discourse, 

linking mentions to a single unresolved discourse referent, without any resolution to an 

external entity. An unresolved reference is not treated immediately as a 

misunderstanding by interlocutors as it is not the responsibility of the speaker to enable 

the hearer to resolve references, although they may choose to help the hearer5. This may 

                                                
5 Or they may choose not to help the hearer. The hearer is expected to do quite a lot of work and not ask 
too many questions. See Garde (2003) Telephone conversation 1. The hearer tries repeatedly to resolve 
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appear somewhat untidy from the English perspective. Cataphora is less common in 

English and does not usually span long distances. Use of extended cataphora entails the 

possibility that a reference may never be resolved.  

In later discussions, I use the term anaphora to cover both anaphora and cataphora. My 

use of the term refer should not be taken to imply that reference has been resolved (step 

2 in (7-6)) but only that a referring expression is being used - which implies the 

existence of a suitable discourse referent. 

7.4 Identity 
In this section, two different types of relations that are treated as identity in Mawng are 

discussed: inclusory relations and part-whole relations. In each case, two separate NPs 

may be used to refer to what are in some ways construed as separate entities, but only 

the greater entity (whole or superset) is indexed through verbal agreement. The 

syntactic status of the lesser entity (part or subset) is unclear but semantically the two 

entities are treated as parts of a single entity. 

7.4.1 Inclusory constructions 
Two participants are related in terms of inclusory relations if one denotes a set which 

includes the other. For example, in (7-7) the NP kamu 'Mum' is construed as a part of 

the group referred to by the first person exclusive plural subject agreement on the verb. 

(7-7) 
Kamu      ngarr-ura-n   wakij. 
mother    1pl.ex-go1-PP fishing.line 
 
We went fishing with Mum. 

 Ingeny 148 

Inclusory constructions involve part-whole relations between groups of humans and 

their members. I refer to the whole as the superset and the part as the subset (Singer 

2001; Singer 2005). Inclusory constructions are quite different to comitatives (see 

section 4.3.4) as the subset is included by the superset term rather than being additional 

to it. For example, the plural subject in (7-8) consists of only two people - the subset 

warrawurnji 'girl' and another - whereas if warrawurnji 'girl' was in a comitative 

relation with the superset there would be three participants in total. 

                                                                                                                                          
the reference of a discourse participant and eventually simply asks the speaker na-ngale? 'Who?'. To 
which the speaker simply provides another very general index that does not really help the hearer. 
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(7-8)  
Makiny k-a-wani-ø      rtil   warrawurnji. 
no     PR-3pl-sit-NP   TOG    girl 
 
No, he's together with the girl. 

Information11 042 

The subset NP need not refer to a single member of the superset but may refer to the 

majority of the superset as in (7-9). 

(7-9) 
Wularrut    aw-arra-ngung   palanta        la   mani-yurlji-ny. 
long.time   3pl-go2-PC      non.aboriginal CONJ 3MA/3VE-plant-PP 
 
A long time ago he went there with White people, and he planted it. 

RU Text 2:8 

Note that in (7-9) there is no indication of change of subject in the second clause, 

despite the fact that it has a third person Masculine subject while the preceding clause 

had a third person plural subject. Change of subject is often indicated by use of an NP 

or a pronoun for the new subject in Mawng. However, when part-whole or inclusory 

constructions link the subjects of consecutive sentences the subject is not treated as 

new.  

The subset may be a free pronoun rather than a noun as in (7-10). 

(7-10)  
Ngungpurrun   ngatpana      kujpagarri,  nuyi  arrkpana      rtil. 
maybe         1pl.ex.F.go1  wallaby      2sg   1pl.in.F.go1  TOG 
 
If we go wallaby hunting, you can come with us. 

(Capell and Hinch 1970: 91)  

Most ideas that would be expressed using a comitative construction in other languages 

are expressed using the inclusory construction in Mawng. Inclusory constructions are 

restricted to human referents while comitatives are restricted to nonhumans (see section 

4.3.4). However, there is still a choice between using a conjoined NP or an inclusory 

construction for human referents in Mawng unlike some Australian languages in which 

conjunction of pronouns is ungrammatical (Wilkins 1989).  

Inclusory relations, like part-whole relations, are part of the general construct of identity 

in Mawng that is relevant in any domain within which anaphora occurs. There is an 

inclusory relation between the head of a kinship verb relative clause and the pronominal 

affix of its verb in standard expressions such as ja nga-tingan (MA 1pl.ex-be.siblings) 

'my brother' or 'our brother' - literally 'the one such that we are brothers'. A similar 
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relation between the head of a relative clause and the pronominal affix of the relative 

clause verb exists in (7-11) - the relative clause is shown in bold. 

(7-11)  
K-anga-wurru-n        jita   warramumpik   jita   juka      
PR-3GEN/3LL-know-NP   FE     woman         FE     DEM.P.FE  
 
jita  ngat-pani-ø      ngarlakarlak. 
FE    1pl.ex-SIT-NP    talk.together 
 
But she knows, this woman who I am sitting talking with. 

Muwani 009 

Inclusory constructions are used in a wide range of contexts as there is no comitative 

possible with human referents. For example, an inclusory construction is used in (7-12) 

while a comitative construction is used in the English free translation. 

(7-12) 
Marrik nganti   a-wani-k       rtil.  
NEG    somebody 3pl-stay-PC    TOG    
 
He didn't live with anybody else. (lit: it was not the case that they stayed  
together: (him and) somebody). 

Nawayati 038 

The superset can be expressed by a free pronoun in addition to its expression through a 

pronominal affix, as in (7-13). 

(7-13) 
La   ngarri-pa    ngarri-muy           Ngal-awmut   nukang. 
CONJ 1pl.ex-EMPH1 1pl.ex/3MA-not.know  FE-skin.name indef 
 
Because me and Ngalawmut we don't know this one (a song). 

Songs2 098 

When the superset is expressed by a free pronoun more than one NP in the clause 

express the same argument. The interpretation of two NPs as a single argument also 

occurs in other contexts (see section 3.6). 

The particle algaj ~ ilij ~ alaj (see section 2.8.3) optionally marks both nonhuman 

comitative NPs and human subset NPs. In inclusory constructions, the particle - which 

will be referred to as algaj - is linked to the subset by an oblique pronoun which agrees 

with the features of the NP as shown in (7-14) and (7-15). 

(7-14) 
Mamp-aka-ngung          yirrik  ilij  ngaw     Heather. 
3pl/3VE-line.fish-PC    perhaps with  3GEN.OBL pers.name 
 
They were fishing with Heather.  

RU Text 2:14 

(7-15) 
Algaj   ngaw       Ngal-wangari   ngarr-ura-n. 
with    3GEN.OBL   FE-skin.name   1pl.ex-go1-PP 
 
I went with Ngalwangari.  

(Hewett et al. 1990) 
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It is clear that algaj is not a comitative marker for human referents because it cannot 

add an additional participant but simply marks a participant already indexed by verbal 

agreement. It is unacceptable to use an NP marked with algaj when the only available 

core argument is singular as in (7-16). 

(7-16) 
*Ng-ura-n    alaj   ngaw       kamu. 
1sg-go1-PP   with   3GEN.OBL   mother 
 
(expected meaning if grammatical: I went with Mum) 

Recip and IC 005 

The acceptable alternative to (7-16) is (7-17) which is an inclusory construction.  

(7-17) 
Ngarr-ura-n     alaj  ngaw       kamu. 
1pl.ex-go1-PP   with  3GEN.OBL   mother 
 
I went with Mum. 

Recip and IC 006 

Inclusory constructions and associatives are closely related semantically (Moravcsik 

2003). In Mawng, inclusory constructions can be interpreted as having an associative 

meaning6. For example, if the other members of the superset are not clear from the 

context they will be assumed to be associates of the subset. It is also possible to force an 

associative interpretation by the use of a special associative construction in which a 

plural cardinal pronoun directly follows a subset NP as in (7-18). 

(7-18) 
Awunp-u-ng      kirrk, Robert    wenat. 
3pl/3pl-give-PP COMPL  pers.name 3pl 
 
They gave it all out to everyone, Robert and his family. 

Nganaparru3 105 

The expression Robert wenat in (7-18) is interpreted as referring to Robert and his 

family in the context in which it occurs but could refer to other types of associates in 

other contexts. 

How inclusory constructions should be analysed syntactically is unclear. Verb 

agreement agrees with the superset and although both superset and subset can be 

expressed as separate NPs (see (7-13)), the subset does not show any indication of being 

in a separate grammatical relation to the verb to the superset. In Mawng, we find that 

there is not always a one-to-one relationship between argument positions and NPs. In 

some contexts we find that a single argument can be expressed as two separate NPs (see 

section 3.6) and in others that two separate arguments are expressed as a single NP (see 

                                                
6 There is no special marker of associatives in Mawng, as in many languages (Corbett and Mithun 1996). 
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section 12.5). Thus the fact that superset and subset can be expressed as separate NPs 

does not show that they are separate syntactic arguments of the verb. Since superset and 

subset are construed as different perspectives on a single group, it seems that they are 

treated as different expressions of a single syntactic argument. In the Indexed Whole 

construction we face the same problem of how to describe the argument status of the 

part, so this problem is discussed more in the following section. 

7.4.2 Part-whole relations 
A body part noun can be interpreted as coreferential with a core argument indexed on 

the verb if they are in a part-whole relation. In (7-19), the body part yurnu 'hand (ED)' is 

interpreted as coreferent with the third person plural subject indexed by the verb. 

(7-19) 
Angpu-yawu-n    yurnu. 
3pl/3LL-dig-NP  hand(ED) 
 
They dig with their hands. 

Experiencers1 004 

The whole indexed by the pronominal affix and the part expressed by an NP comprise a 

single argument even though their agreement features may not match as in (7-19). If the 

body part noun is a bound nominal as in (7-20) there is no clash of agreement features 

as bound body part nouns lack an inherent gender and simply show agreement with 

their whole. 

 (7-20) 
Nga-maju-ø     nga-garnpa. 
1sg-suffer-NP  1sg-leg 

 
I have a sore leg. 

RS Elic 3 

The part-whole argument may be either the transitive subject as in (7-19), intransitive 

subject as in (7-20), or object as in (7-21). 

(7-21) 
Makiny la     alguru      ngarri-wuti-ny         i-mawurr. 
[so      ]    rope(VE)    1pl.ex/3MA-tie.up-PP   MA-front.flipper 
 
So we tied up his front flippers. 

Ingeny 063 

The whole and part can also be the subject of a reflexive as in (7-22). 

(7-22) 
Nuka     ja  arrarrkpi k-i-langali-ø    k-e-tpi-ø         i-mawurr. 
DEM.P.MA MA  man       PR-3MA-stand-NP  PR-3MA-hold-NP    MA-arm 
 
This man is standing holding his arms (i.e. with his arms crossed). 

Information1 026 
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Regardless of whether the body part noun is bound or free, the same syntactic and 

semantic relation exists between whole and part. They are both a single argument so 

entailments of the verb apply to both whole and part but the part is the focus for the 

entailments of the verb. For example, in (7-23) the subjects see the bones of a woman, 

which are all that remains of the whole. 

(7-23)  
Kayirrk la  inyp-aya-wng    jita   niny-ayik. 
[then     ] 3pl/3FE-see-PP  FE     FE-bone 
 
After that they saw her bones (the rest of her had been burnt up). 

Muwani 115 

The expression of both part and whole as a single argument as illustrated in (7-19) - 

(7-23) will be referred to as the Indexed Whole construction. This part-whole 

construction contrasts with the Oblique Whole construction described in section 4.3.1 in 

which the part is indexed on the verb while the whole is expressed as an oblique 

adjunct. 

 It is possible for both part and whole to be expressed by separate NPs in the Indexed 

Whole construction. In (2-10), the demonstrative naka-pa refers to the whole while the 

NP ja i-wiya 'his hair' refers to the part. 

(7-24) 
[Naka-pa]NP1        i-lurtpujpi-ny      [ja  i-wiya] NP2. 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1     3MA-short.incho-PP   MA  MA-hair 

 
His hair is shorter. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

When both part and whole are expressed by an NP there is more than one NP 

expressing a single argument. This may also occur in inclusory constructions when both 

superset and subset are expressed by separate NP (see section 7.4.1 above). Other 

examples of two NPs expressing the same argument were discussed in section 3.6. It is 

fairly rare for the whole to be expressed as an overt NP, probably because the Indexed 

Whole construction is used when the whole is a topic, and topics do not need to be 

expressed by overt NPs.  

The Indexed Whole construction involves the interpretation of two participants as a 

single argument. However, part-whole relations are also treated as identity cross-

clausally. For example in (7-25) two clauses are linked by OBL-S control but the 

oblique object of the first clause is not identical to the subject of the second clause. 
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(7-25) 
Ngarr-alyu-ng       nuyu    [ma-nginka-n         nuyu    wurak]. 
1pl.ex-hear-PC      3MA.OBL  3VE-make.noise-PP   3MA.OBL tummy(VE) 
 
We heard his stomach rumbling (lit: we heard him, his stomach rumbled). 

Experiencers1 099 

The Masculine oblique object of the control verb –alyu 'hear' and the Vegetation gender 

subject wurak 'stomach' of the controlled verb –nginka ‘make noise’ in (7-25) are in a 

part-whole relation so can be treated as identical for the purposes of cross-clausal 

anaphora. 

It is possible for the word tuka to occur on the part NP and this is particularly common 

when the part NP is a free body part noun as in (7-27). 

(7-26) 
Nganng-e-ny          warlk      tuka   yurnu. 
3GEN/1sg-pierce-PP   stick(VE)  LOC    foot(ED) 
 
A stick pierced me on the foot. 

Articles5 024 

When used in the Indexed Whole construction, tuka does not have its usual function of 

indicating a locative adjunct but marks the semantic role 'location' as it also does when 

it marks location argument NPs (see section 4.2.3)7. 

The Indexed Whole construction contrasts with the Oblique Whole construction 

described in section 4.3.1. Compare the Indexed Whole construction in (7-26) with the 

Oblique Whole construction used to describe the same situation in (7-27). 

(7-27)  
Ak-e-ny               ngartu   yurnu     warlk. 
3GEN/3ED-pierce-PP    1sg.OBL  foot(ED)  stick(VE) 
 
A stick pierced my foot.  

Articles5 023 

Key differences between the two part-whole constructions are summarised in Table 55.  

Table 55 Comparison of the two different part-whole constructions 
 Indexed Whole construction Oblique Whole construction 
Expression of part NP (argument) 

The marker tuka can occur on the 
NP  

S/O pronominal affix (argument) 
Overt part NP may or may not occur 

Expression of whole 
 

S/O pronominal affix (argument) Postverbal oblique pronoun (adjunct) 

Type of body part that 
can participate in the 
construction 

Any body part including names, 
lice 

Nouns with inherent gender only. 
Body parts and also clothes, land, kin 

 

                                                
7 Note that Harvey (1995) reports that body parts are treated as locations in the Top End language 
Warray. The Mawng Indexed Whole construction may have developed from a construction in which the 
body part was a locative adjunct. 
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The main difference between the two part-whole constructions is whether part or whole 

are indexed on the verb. Thus it seems likely that there is an information structure 

difference between the two constructions as indexed participants tend to be topics. 

However, in some contexts only one of the constructions can be used. For example, 

bound body part nouns can only participate in the Indexed Whole construction as they 

do not have inherent gender and more alienable parts such as clothes, land and kin can 

only participate in the Oblique Whole construction.  Where the Oblique Whole 

construction simply adds specification of a possessor as an oblique adjunct, the Indexed 

Whole construction relies on the relation of identity between part and whole so both can 

be construed as aspects of a single argument.  

Constructions in which both part and whole can be expressed as separate NPs are 

common among Australian languages. The expression of both part and whole as 

separate NPs, indicates that we may be dealing with a case of External Possession 

(Payne and Barshi 1999). External possession presents a challenge to analysis because 

the existence of a part-whole relation seems to allow the addition of an extra argument 

to the clause. The Oblique Whole construction is clearly not a case of external 

possession as both part and whole clearly have separate grammatical functions. The part 

is a core argument while the whole is an oblique adjunct. Oblique adjuncts can be added 

to any clause, to indicate possessors or beneficiaries, so they do not need any special 

explanation.  

The Indexed Whole construction has clear similarities to constructions described as 

external possession in other languages but it is not clear whether the similarities are 

strong enough to merit the use of the term (Payne and Barshi 1999). Earlier accounts of 

these types of expressions in Australian languages viewed them as a type of possessor 

raising (Hale 1981). However, as Chappell and McGregor (1995) point out, there are 

problems with using the term possessor raising because it suggests that these 

constructions are derived from a more basic construction which is not generally the case 

for Australian part-whole constructions. Thus the term 'external possession' is in some 

ways more suitable. However, definitions of external possession used by different 

authors vary and it is not clear that these all apply to the Mawng Indexed Whole 

construction.  

Payne and Barshi (1999), in their introduction to the only volume on the topic of 

external possession, use Maasai examples to illustrate what they mean by external 
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possession. These involve the use of an additional pronominal prefix on the verb to 

index the whole, in addition to the pronominal prefix on the verb which indexes the 

part. Thus in Maasai the external possession construction acts like an applicative, 

adding an extra argument to the verb. It seems that generally linguists use the term 

'external possession' to describe constructions in which part and whole are separate 

syntactic arguments. However, in the Mawng Indexed Whole construction only the 

whole is indexed on the verb and there is no evidence that the part is a separate 

argument. Thus the core feature of external possession constructions - the licensing of 

an additional argument to the clause by part-whole relations - is not clearly present in 

Mawng. As mentioned earlier, both the subset of inclusory constructions and the part of 

the Indexed Whole construction have an unclear syntactic status. However, it is clear 

that the possibility of expressing such elements is dependent on the semantic relation of 

identity that exists in part-whole and inclusory relations. 

A number of other authors have discussed part-whole relations as one aspect of the 

general construct of 'identity' in Australian languages (Hosokawa 1995; Wilkins 1988). 

The types of parts that can participate in part-whole relations in Mawng are those 

generally treated as inalienable among Australian languages. A person's name, shadow, 

footprints, lice, clothing and land can play the role of part in part-whole constructions in 

many Australian languages (Hosokawa 1995). In both the Mawng Indexed Whole 

construction and the inclusory construction we find that a pronominal affix and NP with 

different agreement features are interpreted as part of a single argument. Cross-

clausally, arguments are also treated as identical when linked by part-whole or inclusory 

relations. Whether two arguments are considered identical for the purposes of 

agreement varies between languages. Bickel (2000) and Wilkins (1988) discuss other 

languages in which inclusory relations and part-whole relations also satisfy the 

conditions of identity. 

7.5 The range of uses of pronominal affixes 
The nineties saw much intensive debate over whether in languages like Mawng the 

pronominal affixes are the real arguments and coreferent NPs just adjuncts (see for 

example, Austin and Bresnan 1996; Baker 2002; Baker 1995; Bresnan and Mchombo 

1987; Evans 2002; Jelinek 1984; Nordlinger 1998b). In their contributions to this 

debate, Australianists such as Austin (1996), Nordlinger (1998b), Evans (2002) and  

Baker (2002) demonstrated that the range of uses of pronominal affixes and clitics differ 
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greatly between Australian languages. Mawng pronominal affixes are similar to those in 

Bininj Gun-wok in that they are not restricted to definite readings as free demonstratives 

and free pronouns are (Evans 2002; Garde 2003). Without wishing to go over points 

Evans (2002) and Garde (2003) have already demonstrated for Bininj Gun-wok, I will 

briefly illustrate the availability of various nonreferential, generic and indefinite 

interpretations of Mawng pronominal prefixes.  

Mawng pronominal prefixes frequently index nonreferential or generic participants 

when they occur without a coreferent NP. The use of a third person plural subject prefix 

does not always implicate the existence of a suitable discourse referent. Instead it may 

be used to refer to a nonspecific human participant of unspecified number - effectively 

creating an impersonal construction that is a functional equivalent of the the passive. I 

provide examples of such uses using the transitive verb -unmakpa 'talk about (person)' 

below. In (7-28) the verb has a normal referential subject and object. 

(7-28) 
K-arriny-unmakpa8-ø. 
PR-1pl.in/3FE-talk.about-NP 
 
We're talking about her. 

Lexicalised2 001 

In (7-29), the verb -makpa is in the second of two linked clauses and has a generic 

subject indexed as a third plural subject (shown in bold). 

(7-29) 
K-i-yalmalangkeke-n          pa     ngungpurrun  k-iw-unmakpa-ø. 
PR-3MA-sense.inside-KRDP-NP  P.SEQ  maybe        PR-3pl/3MA-talk.about-NP 
 
He feels something in his body so maybe people are talking about him. 

Coverbs1 005 

There are two ways that the nonreferential use of third person plural agreement could be 

translated - either as an unspecified participant as in the translation to (7-29) - or as an 

impersonal 'he is being talked about' as in (7-30a) below. The use of third person plural 

subject agreement to form an impersonal is fairly common cross-linguistically 

(Siewierska 1984). This strategy is often used in Mawng if the subject is unknown or 

unimportant or if the speaker wishes to be vague. For example, we find the verb -wu 

'kill, hit' is used with third person plural subject agreement to refer to the death of a 

person dear to the speaker as in iwu-wu-ng (3pl/3MA-kill-PP). Although this expression 

                                                
8 Note that the Bininj Gun-wok cognate -menmakmen 'experience auspicious physical sensation caused by 
others uttering SUBJ.'s name' is intransitive (Garde 2003: 203) while the Mawng verb always has a 
transitive pronominal prefix. However, the impersonal use of third person plural subject agreement in 
Mawng allows suppression of one argument of the verb. 
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literally means 'They killed him', it is better translated as 'he died'. The nonspecific 

subject of the expression refers to the suspected killers of the deceased as Mawng 

people usually consider a death to be caused by other people, particularly if they are 

close to the deceased.  

Participants are often introduced into narratives as generics and then become specific or 

definite later. As an example of how this is done I have presented a short narrative in 

(7-30) which was offered to explain the use of the verb -unmakpa 'talk about person'.  

(7-30) 
a. 
Like k-iw-unmakpa-ø           ja  arrarrkpi or   warramumpik. 
Eng  PR-3pl/3MA-talk.about-NP MA  man       Eng  woman 
 
Like a man is being talked about, or a woman. 
 

b. 
K-i-wani-ø        pa    k-e-rra-ø       warak. 
PR-3MA-sit-NP     P.SEQ PR-3MA-go2-NP   AWAY 
 
At first he doesn't do anything and time passes. 
 

c. 
K-e-rra-ø-pa          k-anny-unma-ø               nuyu    or   ngaw. 
PR-3MA-go2-NP-EMPH1   PR-3MA/3LL-tell(story)-NP   3MA.OBL Eng 3GEN.OBL 
 
Then after a while somebody tells him or her. 
 

d. 
He  bin9 "Oh  ngarr-arra-n  ngat-pani-ø   la   kunp-unmakpa-ngung,    nuyi". 
Eng PST  Oh   1pl.ex-go2-PP 1pl.ex-sit-NP CONJ 3pl/2sg-talk.about-PC  2sg 
 
He says "Oh we were sitting and they were talking about you." 
 

e. 
Pa    ngungpurrun k-i-lirrinymi-n-apa. 
P.SEQ maybe       PR-3MA-angry-NP-EMPH1 
 
So maybe he gets angry then. 
 

f. 
Ke         k-i-mi-n     "Pa    nuwurri ngarrun-(un)10makpa-ngung.".  
3MA.go1.NP PR-3MA-say-NP P.SEQ 2pl     2pl/1sg-talk.about-PC     
 
He goes and says "So, you lot were talking about me." 
 

g. 
Pa    k-awu-nginka-ø. 
P.SEQ PR-3pl-fight-NP 
 
Then they fight. 

Coverbs1 012 

                                                
9 This is the Kriol ~ Aboriginal English past tense marker. 
10 These two phonemes are deleted because they are identical to the last two phonemes of the prefix (see 
Appendix 1 for more discussion of this process). 
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The subject of the first token of -unmakpa 'talk about (person)' in the text is 

nonreferential but in (7-30d) the third person plural participant becomes specific and 

referential and goes on to be one of the three participants in the narrative. In (7-30c) an 

indefinite participant is introduced in the form of a third person Masculine subject 

prefix on -unma 'tell (story). This participant continues to the next line. Note that since 

this is a hypothetical story the only NP in the whole text is the NP ja arrarrkpi or 

warramumpik 'a man or woman' in (7-30a). 

First person pronominal affixes can also have a nonreferential interpretation. Garde 

(2003) points out that although first person reference in Bininj Gun-wok is usually 

definite it need not always be. As in Bininj Gun-wok, it is possible to use a first person 

inclusive form in a generic way in Mawng as in (7-31). 

(7-31) 
Walamurru   k-arry-e-n              inyarlgan. 
harpoon     PR-1pl.in/3MA-spear-NP  turtle.or.dugong 
 
We harpoon turtles with an ironpointed harpoon. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

The conventionalisation of the generic use of this first person inclusive form is clear as 

in (7-31) a Mawng person uses the form to describe traditional practices to a White 

person. Since White people generally do not carry out such traditional activities, we 

would ordinarily expect the speaker to use the exclusive rather than the inclusive form 

of the pronoun. Both types of nonreferential uses of pronominal affixes discussed so far 

are used in (7-32). First person inclusive plural subject agreement is used with  

-warnangajpu 'call by name' and third person plural subject agreement is used with -mi 

'say'. 

(7-32)  
Tuka-pa          ta  k-arrung-parnangajpu-n   ta  kinjapurr-apa 
DEM.P.LL-EMPH1   LL  PR-1pl.in/3LL-call-NP    LL  hot.dry.season-EMPH1 

 
k-a-mi-n. 
PR-3pl-say-NP 

 
This is the (season) we call kinjapurr 'hot dry season', as they say. 

Seasons 022 

We saw above that generic and other nonreferential mentions to people may be 

expressed by either a first person plural inclusive or third person plural pronominal 

affix. Generic human mentions can also be expressed by singular pronominal affixes as 

in example (7-33) in which the Nonmasculine subject of -ma 'get' receives a generic 

Feminine human reading. 
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(7-33)  
Ta wiyiniyirrk mira   k-inga-ma-ø         warranyngiw  
LL long.ago    EMPH2  PR-3GEN/3MA-get-NP  child 
 
- nungpaka-pa    k-ang-mi-n    parak the   story11. 
  dem.abs-EMPH1  PR-3LL-be-NP  AWAY  Eng.  Eng. 
 
Long, long ago when women were expecting - that's how it was. 

Child 042 

Similarly, in example (7-34) the Masculine pronominal object clearly cannot have a 

referential interpretation as it refers to a child not yet conceived. 

(7-34)  
Iwani-malkpa-ø. 
3MA/3MA.F-father.to-NP 

 
He'll be a father (when he grows up). (lit: he'll be 'his' father) 

Forefathers 025 

Nonreferential arguments that are not human can also be indexed by pronominal affixes. 

In example (7-5) discussed earlier, an Edible object pronominal affix was the initial 

mention of a participant (food) that was not elaborated by the use of an NP for another 

six lines. Such minimal first mentions are generic expressions. Based on the context, 

gender of agreement and the verb, the speaker expects the hearer to work out that 'food' 

is what is being discussed.  

In chapter 10, I describe verbs that only ever take a certain type of object so a generic 

default object is lexically specified by the verb. The lack of an NP coreferent with the 

object of one of these verbs, such as -wakpi 'play didjeridoo' in (7-35) is completely 

normal as the object is already partly specified by the meaning of the verb. 

(7-35)  
Pa    waka-pa         alaj  i-maju-ng   parak-apa    la   kiki 
P.SEQ DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  with  3MA-die-PP  AWAY-EMPH1   CONJ how 
 
mani-wakpu-kpu-ng                 ajirrik. 
3MA/3VE-play.didgeridoo-KRDP-PP   perhaps 
 
As he was dying he was somehow playing (the didjeridoo). 

Arawirr 083 

I categorise Mawng pronominal affixes as anaphors, together with free pronouns, 

demonstratives and oblique pronouns because their primary function is to refer and they 

are not primarily lexical but grammatical words. In this section I have given an 

overview of the nonreferential and generic uses of pronominal affixes when they lack a 

coreferent NP in their clause. Third person plural affixes or first person inclusive affixes 

can be used to index nonreferential human participants while other affixes can be used 

                                                
11 Note the English loan story is used here with a more Mawng meaning which is 'knowledge, custom'. 
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to index nonreferential participants of any animacy. The chief function of Mawng 

pronominal prefixes is as anaphors but they have a much wider range of functions than 

either English free pronouns or Mawng free pronouns. Just as there are no differences 

between the form of English sentences with generic they and those with referential they, 

Mawng pronominal affixes have many different uses which are not overtly marked12. 

However, speakers are rarely confused as to which meaning is intended. 

7.6 The lexicalisation of pronominal affixes in Mawng verbs 
A wide range of uses of pronominal affixes in Mawng have been described in this 

chapter. For example, the use of third person plural subject agreement with transitive 

verbs to give an impersonal meaning has been discussed together with other generic and 

nonspecific uses of pronominal prefixes. The fact that the Mawng conception of identity 

encompasses both part-whole and inclusory relations has also been illustrated. Despite 

their differences, these are all cases of canonical verb agreement. Lexicalised uses of 

verb agreement involve conventionalised meaning-form connections that are lexeme-

specific, whereas the various uses of pronominal affixes discussed in this chapter apply 

generally to all verbs.  

Verbs with lexicalised agreement always show agreement for a third person argument 

of a particular gender but this agreement does not match up with a participant as we 

would expect. For example, the translation of (7-36) would lead us to expect to find a 

second person singular and a third person Masculine participant in the three sequential 

clauses.  

(7-36) 
K-inga-wu-n        lirri   marnti ku-lakajpu-n    m-arkpa-ng. 
PR-3GEN/3MA-hit-NP trouble lest   2sg/3MA-ask-NP  3VE-angry-PP 
 
He's angry - if you ask him something he might get angry (at you). 

Replacives1 103 

However, we find that the first verb in (7-36) has third person Nonmasculine subject 

agreement and the last verb has third person Vegetation gender subject agreement. 

These agreement patterns do not accurately reflect the participants of the clauses; rather 

they are lexicalised agreement patterns associated with the senses of the verbs. The 

noun-verb idiom -wu lirri 'be angry (lit: hit trouble)' has lexicalised Nonmasculine 

                                                
12 There are some languages in which contrasting sets of pronominal prefixes are available for third 
person referents. See for example the discussion of the contrast between short and long prefixes in 
Ngalakgan (Baker 2002) which encodes information status or the discussion of the contrast between the 
use of null versus the bi- prefix for third persons in Bininj Gun-wok (Evans 2003: 420) which is sensitive 
to animacy as well as individuation, affectedness and speaker empathy. 
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subject agreement and the experiencer is encoded as the object - in this case third person 

Masculine13. The intransitive verb -arkpa 'get angry (VE S)' has lexicalised third person 

Vegetation gender subject agreement. This verb always appears with this type of 

agreement, regardless of the features of its actual subject, which is third person 

Masculine in (7-36). The verb -lakajpu 'ask' has canonical agreement which accurately 

reflects the argument structure of the clause it occurs in - a second person singular 

subject and third person Masculine object.  

What is striking is that Mawng speakers have no difficulty interpreting sentences with 

lexicalised agreement like those in (7-36). They know what to expect because they 

know which verbs in Mawng have lexicalised agreement and of what type. They are 

able to reconstruct the argument structure of clauses in the absence of canonical 

agreement through expected cross-clausal coreference and the semantics of verbs. For 

example, (7-36) could theoretically be interpreted as 'if you ask him, you'll get angry'. 

However, this type of causality is much less likely so unless contextual or other cues 

point towards that interpretation the speaker would need to flag the unexpected cross-

clausal coreference relations in some way - such as by the use of a free pronoun to 

encode the subject of -arkpa (VE S) 'get angry' or the use of a canonical synonym such 

as -lirrinymi (intr.) 'get angry'. 

In summary, Mawng pronominal affixes have two macro-functions. The first is to 

encode an argument of the verb. The second is as a lexicalised element of the verb. The 

lexical entry of lexicalised agreement verbs specifies an extra piece of abstract 

morphology in addition to their verbs root - the agreement features and syntactic 

function of their lexicalised affix. It is not the form of the pronominal prefix that is fixed 

but its agreement features. Thus the prefix may still vary for future and nonfuture forms 

as it usually does and different portmanteau transitive prefix forms will still occur. In 

addition, the prefix which has fixed agreement need not be the one which is closest to 

the verb root. For example, third person object prefixes - which are frequently 

lexicalised - always precede third person transitive subject prefixes.  Only third person 

agreement can become lexicalised but the grammatical function of the lexicalised 

agreement affix is unrestricted. 

                                                
13 The abstract noun lirri 'trouble (LL)' can be understood as the subject of this expression - see chapter 
10 for more discussion of noun-verb idioms involving abstract nouns. 
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Verbs with lexicalised agreement fall into two groups. Those which index a dummy 

argument, like the third person Nonmasculine subject of -aka lirri 'get angry' (GEN A) 

in (7-36) and those which have a lexicalised agreement pattern for a particular 

argument, such as -arkpa (VE S) 'get angry' but also subcategorise for the argument 

usually encoded by the lexicalised affix. The first group of verbs are said to have 

'ordinary lexicalised agreement' and the second 'replacive lexicalised agreement' 

because the lexicalised agreement affix effectively replaces the canonical agreement we 

would expect to see for a particular argument.  

The term 'lexicalised agreement' could be misleading since lexicalised agreement is not 

a type of agreement but something that agreement can become. The phenomenon is 

relatively unknown but has been referred to using terms such as 'empty arguments' 

(Frantz 1995) or 'lexicalised cross-referencing' (Harvey 2002). I have coined a new term 

for this set of verbs in Mawng because there is as yet no established term. The term 

lexicalised agreement refers to 'agreement' which is what the phenomenon appears to be 

and what it probably was in the past as there is no term to refer to what it actually is. An 

in-depth description of the semantics and syntax of each of the two types of lexicalised 

agreement verbs in Mawng is given in chapters 8 and 9. Lexicalised agreement is found 

in a number of languages, although these have never been compared and the set of verbs 

with lexicalised agreement in other languages is quite small. Mawng lexicalised 

agreement is compared to lexicalised agreement in some other languages in chapter 11.
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8 Ordinary lexicalised agreement 
8.1 Introduction 
Verbal agreement in canonical Mawng verbs is unremarkable. However, there is a large 

set of verbs which have an agreement pattern that is lexically specified. For these verbs, 

the usual expectations of agreement-argument structure mappings are put aside and 

conventionality instead links a fixed agreement pattern with a particular meaning of a 

verb. In verbs with ordinary lexicalised agreement, the verbal agreement index which is 

lexicalised no longer corresponds to a real argument of the verb. It is not possible for a 

participant to correspond to the lexicalised agreement index. Verbs with ordinary 

lexicalised agreement are the topic of this chapter. Chapter 9 describes a smaller group 

of verbs which have replacive lexicalised agreement. These verbs are similar to verbs 

with ordinary lexicalised agreement in that the features of one agreement index are 

invariable but the invariable agreement index does correspond to a real argument. The 

problem is simply that the features of the lexicalised index do not reflect the agreement 

features of the actual argument. Thus instead of the mismatch between verbal agreement 

and argument structure that we have with ordinary lexicalised agreement we just have 

an agreement feature mismatch.  

There is a third motivation for invariable verbal agreement. Some verbs have very 

narrow selectional restrictions such that all potential candidates for a particular 

argument are members of a single gender. In this case, the invariable inflection has its 

basis in the meaning of the verb. Such verbs are said to have 'restricted arguments' and 

are discussed in chapter 10. Following chapter 10, chapter 11 compares Mawng 

lexicalised agreement to similar phenomena in other languages. 

8.1.1 An introductory example of lexicalised agreement 
Ordinary lexicalised agreement verbs have at least one agreement affix that appears to 

index a third person argument of a particular gender but never corresponds to an 

identifiable participant. For example, the verb -marrajpi is used to describe a type of 

hunting in which the hunter puts their hand into shallow water and feels around in the 

sea floor for shellfish. This verb always has Land gender object agreement but is used 

just like an intransitive verb. An example is shown in (8-1). 

(8-1) 
K-angku-marrajpi-kpi-ø          k-iwu-ma-ø         martpoj. 
PR-3pl/3LL-feel.about-KRDP-NP   PR-3pl/3MA-get-NP  cockle.sp 
 
They are feeling around in sand underwater, getting Martpoj cockles. 
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Lexicalised1 087 

It is not possible to use the verb -marrajpi with an object. The example in (8-1) above 

was given as a correction to the example in (8-2), which was rejected. 

(8-2)  
*K-angku-marrajpi-ø       martpoj. 
PR-3pl/3LL-feel.about-NP  cockle.sp 
 
Intended: They are feeling around in sand underwater for Martpoj cockles. 

Lexicalised1 087 

Rather than indexing the shellfish, it is possible that the Land gender object index 

corresponds to water or the ground. However, if kurrula 'seawater' is referred to it is 

encoded as a locative adjunct as in (8-3). 

(8-3)  
K-ani-marrajpi-kpi-ø           tuka  kurrula. 
PR-3MA/3LL-feel.about-KRDP-NP  LOC   saltwater 
 
He is feeling around in the seawater. 

NB 3:78 

The ground is clearly not the object argument either as is not possible to refer to the 

ground as an NP. The constructed example in (8-4) is unacceptable. 

(8-4)  
*K-angku-marrajpi-ø       kunak 
PR-3pl/3LL-feel.about-NP  ground 

Lexicalised1 088 

The verb -marrajpi 'get shellfish by feeling about in sand underwater' appears to index a 

Land gender object but the verb only subcategorises for a single semantic argument as it 

is not possible for an NP to be interpreted as coreferent with the Land gender object 

index. It seems likely that the lexicalised Land gender object agreement reflects the fact 

that the activity denoted by -marrajpi involves the ground but this participant is no 

longer a real semantic argument of the verb. There are parallels with noun-verb idioms 

such as hit the road1 which is clearly derived from an expression in which road was the 

patient of the verb but is no longer as the expression denotes a motion event. I use 

verbal agreement as the primary evidence for argument structure in my analysis of 

Mawng (see chapter 4) so I analyse verbs such as -marrajpi as having a syntactic 

argument which does not correspond to a semantic argument2.  

We find that many lexicalised agreement verbs form classes according to their semantic 

and syntactic properties. For example, there are communication predicates, which like 

-marrajpi have lexicalised object agreement but can also encode a hearer as an oblique 

                                                
1 This idiom means 'to depart on a journey, including very short trips'. 
2 In other words - a dummy argument. 
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object. There are also the experiencer object predicates which have lexicalised transitive 

subject agreement. These classes - which have probably arisen as the result of common 

developmental pathways - are described in some detail in sections 8.4 - 8.11 but first 

there are some general issues in describing lexicalised agreement verbs that need to be 

discussed. The next two sections deal with aspects of the morphology and argument 

structure of lexicalised agreement verbs.  

8.2 Agreement homonyms 
The lexicalised agreement verb -marrajpi discussed above is very straightforward in 

that the verb root is only ever found with a single agreement pattern. However, there are 

many verb roots which are found with both canonical and lexicalised agreement 

patterns. I call these pairs of verbs with the same root but different agreement patterns 

agreement homonyms3 as although the verbs share the same root they can have very 

different meanings and morphosyntactic properties. Some examples of these agreement 

homonyms are listed in Table 56. 

Table 56 Meanings of some canonical-lexicalised agreement verb homonyms 
Root Gloss of canonical verb Lexicalised 

agreement 
pattern 

Gloss for lexicalised agreement 
form 

-arajpu roast GEN A ache 
-arnake shoot, pierce LL O look for subterranean game by 

poking ground 
-ma arrarr 1. tease 

2. talk OBJ's ear off 
MA A have diarrhoea 

-mirlku sense somebody supernaturally VE O moan 
-mirlkpunge turn around, change LL S affect OBL badly 
-mulu hunt, kill LL O 1. hunt vegetable foods 

2. want to go and do something 
-murnangani return LL S OBL remember, cast mind back 
-ukpu bend, break MA O turn (self) around 
-unma measure, estimate LL O tell story 
  

There are a large number of possible lexicalised agreement patterns because there are up 

to two agreement slots and five different genders in Mawng. So it is possible for the 

lexical entry of a verb root to consist of a set of distinct senses and agreement 

                                                
3 Compare these with the root homonyms described in section 2.4.4.1. Agreement homonyms share a verb 
root but have different meanings associated with different agreement patterns. The root homonyms are 
pairs of verbs which share the same root but have different meanings associated with transitive and 
intransitive forms. In each case it is the form taken by the verb prefix that differs between the homonyms. 
In the case of root homonyms, the reflexive derivation of the transitive root takes the same form as the 
intransitive root, in which case ambiguity can occur. Agreement homonyms can also be confused as the 
same verb prefix form may occur with both canonical and lexicalised agreement forms. 
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homonyms of different types.  Examples of some different homonyms are given for the 

root -aka in Table 57 and the root -atpi in Table 58. 

Table 57 Transitive agreement homonyms of the verb root -aka  
Agreement Gloss Agreement type 
Canonical agreement throw, push, pile up, distribute Canonical 
ED O build (house) Restricted argument 
VE O go line fishing Ordinary lexicalised 

agreement 
 

Table 58 Transitive agreement homonyms of the verb root -atpi 
Agreement pattern Gloss Agreement type 
Canonical agreement have, hold, carry Canonical 
LL O understand, have knowledge Restricted argument 
VE O win Ordinary lexicalised 

agreement 
 

In this section, lexicalised agreement has been presented from a morphological 

viewpoint by focusing on the verb roots and their possible agreement patterns. In any 

language, it can be difficult to decide what is polysemy and what homonymy. When 

analysing a language like Mawng for which we have limited data, it is even more 

difficult. The relationship between senses associated with lexicalised agreement such as 

-atpi (VE O) 'win' and senses associated with canonical agreement such as -atpi 'have, 

hold' are analysed as homonymy whereas the relationship between the sense 'have, hold' 

of -atpi associated with canonical agreement and the sense 'understand, have 

(knowledge)' which narrowly selects for particular Land gender objects is analysed as 

polysemy. Restricted argument verbs are in a sense-relation to other verbs with the 

same root whereas lexicalised agreement verbs are homonyms of other verbs with the 

same root. Narrow restrictions on arguments are analysed as part of a specialised verb 

sense while the lexicalisation of agreement is analysed part of a verb's lexical entry. 

8.3 Animacy and argument structure 
Canonical verbs are fairly straightforward in terms of which arguments are encoded as 

core arguments. It is not possible to predict exactly how participants will be mapped to 

syntactic functions from the meaning of the verb but we find that the participants 

encoded as core arguments are usually those most frequently identifiable in context and 

highest in animacy. For example, ditransitive verbs like -u 'give' encode the recipient as 

a core argument rather than theme, as the theme is typically inanimate (see section 

2.4.4). Similarly, the verb -alyu 'hear' encodes the experiencer as subject and the 

stimulus is encoded as an oblique object. The experiencer is always animate but the 
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stimulus need not be. However, a number of lexicalised agreement verbs code 

experiencers as objects. These verbs are discussed in section 8.6. We find that some 

lexicalised agreement verbs with lexicalised object agreement encode an additional 

participant as an oblique object. This goes against the tendency to encode more animate 

arguments as core arguments as the animate arguments are encoded as subject and 

oblique object while a dummy argument occupies the object slot. Furthermore, a small 

number of verbs lack core arguments altogether because all their agreement slots are 

lexicalised. This may be because they are weather predicates that only have inherent 

arguments (see section 8.10) or their participants are all oblique or frame arguments 

(see section 8.11). 

Lexicalised agreement verbs differ from canonical verbs in the combinatorics of oblique 

objects. Canonical semitransitive verbs, introduced in section 2.4.4, have an intransitive 

verb prefix and subcategorise for an oblique object. However, some lexicalised 

agreement verbs subcategorise for an oblique object although they have a transitive verb 

prefix.  

An example is the verb -marranyi (LL O) 'wave (to OBL)' shown in (8-5).  

(8-5) 
Pata ngarrkarrk arrarrkpi k-angku-marranyi-ø-wu         pata 
PL   two        man       PR-3pl/3LL-wave-NP-3pl.OBL    PL 
 
w-era     pata arrarrkpi. 
PL-other  PL   man 
 
Two men are waving to the other men. 

Reciprocals7 058 

The subject and oblique object of -marranyi 'wave' are both human but the object is a 

dummy argument. Some other verbs with lexicalised object agreement that 

subcategorise for an oblique object are listed in Table 59. 

Table 59 Lexicalised agreement verbs that have a transitive prefix and subcategorise for an oblique 
object 
Verb Lexicalised agreement pattern Gloss 
-ayanaya LL O make trouble (with OBL) 
-e kirrkirrk LL O push (OBL) into doing something 
-ma lagarr MA O mislead OBL, lie (to OBL) 
-lakula MA O explain (to OBL) 
-manmakpa ED O decorate (OBL) for a ceremony 
-manyirri LL O be mother's mother (to OBL) 
-marranyi LL O wave (to OBL) 
-wu MA O telephone (OBL) 
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Verbs with lexicalised agreement can subcategorise for an oblique object if they have a 

transitive verb prefix. However, canonical verbs can subcategorise for an oblique object 

only if they have an intransitive prefix. This suggests that verbs with lexicalised object 

agreement are somehow less transitive than transitive verbs with canonical agreement. 

The idea that transitivity is a scalar notion is nothing new and it not surprising that verbs 

with dummy objects show syntactic similarities to intransitive verbs (Hopper and 

Thompson 1980). 

8.3.1 The loss of an argument: how it happens 
It may be unclear how a morphologically transitive verb comes to be used in much the 

same way as an intransitive verb. The bridging context4 that links the earlier and current 

use of such a verb is evident in verbs which are still at an intermediary stage of 

grammaticalisation. For example, the verb -aka 'throw' can be used completely 

productively with the object wakij (VE) 'fishing line' to mean 'cast out fishing line' as in 

(8-6). 

(8-6) 
Mang-aka-ngung       wakij        jita warramumpik. 
3GEN/3VE-throw-PC    fishing.line FE   woman 
 
The woman was casting out the fishing line. 

 (Hewett et al. 1990) 

However, this combination of verb and noun is often used simply to mean 'go fishing' 

and no longer refers to any particular event of casting out a fishing line as in (8-7). 

(8-7) 
Kurr-ura-n,  kiki  kut-pi-nang?   Wakij          kutp-aka-ngung? 
2pl-go1-PP   what  2pl-do-PC      fishing.line   2pl/3VE-throw-PC 
 
You went somewhere, what were you doing? Were you fishing? 

Articles3 072 

Because the expression in (8-7) no longer refers to a particular instance of casting out a 

fishing line, it no longer refers to a particular fishing line either so the noun wakij 

'fishing line' is not referential. The combination of noun and verb in (8-7) would be a 

good candidate for a noun-verb idiom or a coverb construction except for the fact that 

the verb can be used with the same agreement pattern and meaning but without the noun 

as in (8-8). 

(8-8) 
Ngat-pani-ngan   ngatp-aka-n               tuka Malawurak. 
1pl.ex-sit-PP    1pl.ex/3VE-line.fish-NP   LOC  place.name 
 
One time we went fishing at Malawurak. 

                                                
4 See Evans and Wilkins (2000) for an introduction to the idea of the 'bridging context'. 
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Ingeny 002 

The fact that the verb root  -aka with Vegetation gender object agreement can mean 'go 

fishing' without the noun wakij and in the absence of null anaphora shows that -aka (VE 

O) 'go fishing' has become lexicalised as a separate agreement homonym of -aka 

'throw'. However, a noun that was once the argument corresponding to the lexicalised 

agreement index still optionally occurs as it does with a small number of other 

lexicalised agreement verbs5. The noun wakij is clearly not really the object argument of 

the verb -aka (VE) 'go fishing' as canonical core arguments can vary in their reference 

but -aka (VE O) 'go fishing' never occurs with any other NPs. The noun wakij is like the 

noun of a noun-verb idiom except that it is optional. The expression -aka (wakij) (VE 

O) 'go fishing' is near the borderline between the categories: noun-verb idiom and 

lexicalised agreement verb6. I analyse such expressions as lexicalised agreement verbs 

because I define noun-verb idioms as expressions that require an overt noun every time 

they are used (see section 10.8 for more on noun-verb idioms). 

In the following sections, I identify a number of classes of verbs with similar argument 

structures and meanings. Any of the arguments A, S or O may be lexicalised in Mawng. 

It is also possible for both A and O to be lexicalised. I begin with verbs that have 

lexicalised object agreement; giving an overview of motion predicates in section 8.4 and 

hunting predicates in section 8.5. Then I discuss the experiencer object verbs which 

have lexicalised A and an experiencer object in section 8.6. The remainder of the verbs 

with lexicalised A agreement are discussed in section 8.7. I then discuss verbs with 

lexicalised objects that are more difficult to analyse: the communication predicates 

(section 8.8) and complement-taking predicates (section 8.9). Finally, I consider verbs 

with all core arguments lexicalised in section 8.10. In section 8.11, I look in detail at 

two verbs with lexicalised S agreement that encode their arguments as frame arguments 

and oblique objects. 

8.4 Motion and posture predicates 
There are a number of predicates with lexicalised object agreement that encode motion 

or posture. Some of these verbs are listed in Table 60.
                                                
5 See the discussions of lexicalised Land gender object verbs which can occur with the noun kunak 
'ground (LL)' in section 8.4 and section 8.5 and the discussion of the verb -waraw (LL O) 'light (fire)' 
which often occurs with yungku 'firewood/fire (VE)' in section 10.2. 
6 This borderline status is probably not stable as it is likely that the collocation has developed an idiomatic 
meaning only in recent times when line fishing became more of an everyday activity. Line fishing has 
become increasingly important relative to other fishing techniques such as netting and spearing in recent 
times because Mawng people have gained greater access to metal fishhooks and power boats. 
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Table 60 Motion and posture predicates with lexicalised object agreement 
Predicate Agreement 

pattern 
Gloss Morphologically related forms 

-e kartawarrkartawarr MA O kneel -e 'pierce' 
kartawarr 'knee joint (MA)' 

-wu marrwakara MA O lie on stomach -wu 'hit' 
marrwakara 'large sand goanna (MA)' 

-ukpu MA O turn around -ukpu 'bend, break' 
-yirnukpu MA O go around, move in arc -ukpu 'bend, break' 
-ngarukpu ED O change direction 

turn corner 
-ukpu 'bend, break' 

-warnakpu VE O bend down 
lie stretched out 

-ukpu 'bend, break' 

-marrawurlnga MA O go around 
encircle 

-wurlnga 'circle' 

-ma rlirr MA O move along 
shift 

-ma 'get' 

-ma karliwirrk MA O flee -ma 'get' 
-marrajpu LL O walk - 
-marranyi LL O wave - 
-marranmarranyi LL O fly 

wave repeatedly 
- 

 

Motion and posture predicates are usually intransitive verbs. The development pathway 

of the verbs in Table 60 from canonical transitive predicates is relatively transparent. 

For example it is clear that the coverb construction -e kartawarrkartawarr 'kneel' 

developed from an expression in which the body part noun kartawarr 'knee joint (MA)' 

co-occurred with the verb -e 'pierce'. The Masculine object agreement in -e 

kartawarrkartawarr (MA O) 'kneel' may reflect agreement with kartawarr 'knee (MA)' 

as an argument in a prior expression7. Some of these verbs also appear to be the result 

of fusion of a verb root with another element. For example, the verbs -yirnukpu 'go 

around', -ngarukpu 'change direction' and -warnakpu 'bend down' in Table 60 all appear 

to be based on the verb -ukpu 'bend, break'. It is likely that the first part of these verbs is 

some type of old incorporate or prepound8 that was lexicalised as object. 

An example of a motion verb in Table 60 with a canonical intransitive synonym is 

-marrajpu (LL O) 'walk' which has the synonym -arra juju 'walk', an intransitive coverb 

construction with canonical agreement. Motion verbs are the most straightforward type 

                                                
7 There is a difficult step to explain in the development of these expressions because in a canonical clause 
a body part is always treated as coreferent with its possessor if it is a core argument so it is not possible 
for the body part to be encoded as object and the possessor as subject as appears to be the case in the 
ancestral expression for this coverb constructions (see section 10.8). 
8 Prepounds are elements functionally similar to coverbs that attach to verbs to form a complex stem in 
nearby Gunwinyguan languages such as Bininj Gun-wok (Evans 2003) and Rembarrnga (Saulwick 2003). 
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of lexicalised object verb as they only involve a single participant so the lexicalised 

argument is clearly a dummy argument. However, there is evidence that many 

developed from expressions which did have two participants. Like -aka (wakij) (VE O) 

'go fishing', the verb -marrajpu sometimes co-occurs with the noun kunak 'land, place 

(LL)' as in (8-9)9. 

(8-9)  
La   ngarri ta  ngarrung-marrajpu-ning  kunak. 
CONJ 1pl.ex ART 1pl.ex/3LL-walk-PC      ground 
 
And we were going on foot. 

HH Text 1:130 

A number of hunting verbs that have Land gender lexicalised object agreement can co-

occur with the noun kunak - these are discussed in the following section.  

8.5 Hunting predicates 
Hunting predicates describe a mode of hunting without indexing a prey animal as a core 

argument. The hunting verb -marrajpi 'get shellfish by feeling around in sand 

underwater' was already discussed in some detail in section 8.1.1 while -aka (VE O) 'go 

fishing' was discussed in section 8.3.1. Many other hunting verbs also have lexicalised 

object agreement. They are listed in Table 61 below. 

Table 61 Hunting verbs with lexicalised object agreement 
Predicate Agreement 

pattern 
Gloss Morphologically related forms 

-aka (wakij) VE O go fishing -aka 'throw, cast out (fishing line)' 
-irrkaka ED O hunt land game with spear -irrka 'spear fish' 
-mulu LL O hunt for vegetable food -mulu 'hunt, kill' 

-mulu (LL O) 'want to go (and do 
something)' 

-yalga LL O hunt game - 
-arnake LL O Look for subterranean game by 

poking sand or mud with a stick 
-arnake 'shoot, crucify (i.e. pierce with 
small narrow obj)' 

-marrajpi LL O feel around for subterranean 
game in sand underwater (using 
hands) 

- 

-inyji LL O get food from ground, such as 
subterranean game or yams 

-inyji 'pinch, squeeze' 

-yawu LL O dig for (yams) this verb is the basic verb for 'dig' but 
can also be used to describe a mode of 
hunting. 

 

Hunting can involve more than one participant. However, many of the verbs in Table 61 

can only describe a mode of hunting in the same way as an intransitive verb because 

they cannot co-occur with a noun referring to the desired goal of the hunting. For 
                                                
9 Note that kunak can also be used as an unmarked locative phrase when it means 'home'. However, the 
the motion referred to in (8-9) is not directed homewards. 
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example, it is not acceptable to refer to a type of fish in a clause with -aka (wakij) (VE 

O) 'go fishing' as shown by (8-10). 

(8-10)  
*Ngatp-aka-n         (wakij)      wirlmu. 
1pl.ex/3VE-throw-NP  fishing.line barramundi 
 
Intended: We fished for Barramundi. 

Lexicalised1 045 - 046 

Some hunting verbs with lexicalised object agreement can co-occur with a noun 

referring to a prey animal such as those shown in (8-11) and (8-12). 

(8-11)  
K-at-irrkaka-ø              karlurri. 
PR-3MA/3ED-hunt.on.land-NP  animal(MA) 
 
He hunts game (on land). 

Lexicalised1 061 

 

(8-12)  
K-ani-yalga-n         inyarlgan. 
PR-3MA/3LL-hunt-NP    turtle.or.dugong (MA) 
 
He hunts turtle or dugong. 

Lexicalised1 073 

However, since the gender of the prey animal is different to the gender of the verb's 

object agreement the prey noun does not seem to have the function of object and is best 

analysed as a desire goal frame argument analogous to that which occurs with -a 'go1 

(see section 4.2.4.4)10.  

Examples (8-11) and (8-12) were elicited. The only naturally recorded example of a 

hunting verb with a prey NP is (8-13). 

(8-13) 
La   ngarri ta  wularrut naka     ngarrung-jalga-ka-ntung      ta 
CONJ 1pl.ex LL  before   DEM.D.MA 1pl.ex/3LL-hunt-KRDP-PC      ED 
 
walij la   karlurri ta  ngarru     wiyu. 
food  CONJ meat     ED  1pl.ex.OBL self 
 
A long time ago we used to hunt for our own meat and vegetable food. 

Ngungayan 003 

The majority of the verbs in Table 61 cannot co-occur with a prey noun so an additional 

verb is required to refer directly to the prey as in  (8-14). 

 (8-14) 
K-angp-arnake-n                k-iwu-ma-ø          mangili. 
PR-3pl/3LL-poke.in.ground-NP   PR-3pl/3MA-get-NP   Freshwater.tortoise 
 
They look for and get tortoises. 

                                                
10 Since there are no good tests for object status that can be used with nonhuman arguments (see chapter 
4), a possible alternative analysis of those hunting predicates which can co-occur with prey nouns is that 
they have replacive lexicalised agreement and the prey noun is really their syntactic object. 
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Lexicalised1 094 

The meanings of the hunting predicates with lexicalised object agreement in Table 61 

are similar to the meanings of some hunting predicates which are intransitive coverb 

constructions with canonical agreement as shown in Table 62. 

Table 62 Hunting predicates that are intransitive coverb constructions with canonical agreement 
Predicate Gloss 
-arra karrik hunt turtle or dugong 
-a/-arra mirrmirr hunt on land 
-a/-arra pirrpirr hunt with a dog 
-arra yiyi hunt in mangroves 
-arra kalkal fish at full tide 
-arra lurrjakaj fish from a boat 
-a jit fish on moonless night 
-a/-arra yartjart fish by moonlight 
 

The predicates in Table 62 all have very similar meanings and involve the inflecting 

verbs -a 'go1' or -arra 'go2'. They all refer to a specific mode of hunting either through 

reference to type of hunting grounds, type of prey, means of transport or time of day. 

The lexicalised agreement hunting verbs in Table 61 also have narrow meanings that 

specify the mode of hunting. These contrast with the canonical verbs in Table 63 which 

are often used in relation to hunting but have very general meanings not restricted to 

hunting. 

Table 63 Canonical predicates with a general meaning often used to describe hunting activities 
Predicate Transitivity Gloss 
-a intransitive verb w/ desire goal frame argument go (for desire goal frame argument) 
-uke semitransitive verb look (for OBL) 
-e transitive spear 
-wu transitive hit, kill  
-yalma transitive search for 
-ma transitive get 
 

Like the lexicalised object hunting verbs in Table 61, most of the intransitive coverb 

constructions in Table 62 specify a mode of hunting and either never or rarely co-occur 

with a noun expressing the prey. In contrast, the canonical verbs in Table 63 can only be 

used to describe hunting activities when they have a prey animal as an argument. 

The majority of the hunting verbs with lexicalised agreement in Table 61 have 

lexicalised Land gender object agreement11. Some of these verbs appear to have 

developed from an expression in which kunak 'land (LL)' was encoded as the object of 

                                                
11 The use of Edible gender with -irrkaka (ED O) 'hunt on land with spear' is probably due to the fact that 
the generic word for food walij is Edible gender. 
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the verb. Like the verb -marrajpu (LL O) 'walk' discussed in section 8.4 above, the 

verbs -inyji (LL O) 'get from ground', -yawu (LL O) 'dig up' and -arnake (LL O) 'poke 

ground with stick to find subterranean game' can co-occur with kunak 'land'12. The 

developmental pathway of these verbs is still transparent. The verb -inyji means 'pinch, 

squeeze' with canonical agreement and the lexicalised agreement homonym of this verb 

is used for digging up prey like Ngarnji cockles which are simply dug out of soft sand 

with the hands whereas -yawu 'dig' is used to describe digging up karwuluk 'long yams' 

which grow deep into hard ground so must be dug up using tools. Thus it is clear that 

the lexicalised agreement form of -inyji developed from a productively formed 

expression meaning something like 'squeeze ground'. Similarly, -arnake means 'pierce 

with narrow object' with canonical agreement and the hunting verb -arnake 'hunt 

subterranean game by poking ground with a stick' clearly developed from an expression 

that meant 'poke ground' in which kunak 'land' was the object argument. These hunting 

verbs that can still co-occur with kunak have very transparent development pathways 

but the noun kunak rarely occurs with these verbs in natural speech13 which shows that 

the verb plus its agreement pattern have become lexicalised. In addition, it is not 

possible to simply replace kunak with another noun such as ajput 'sand, beach' which 

shows that it is not really an argument NP. To include reference to another type of 

ground such as ajput 'sand', it must be expressed as a locative adjunct as in (8-15) and 

cannot be expressed as a bare NP like kunak 'ground'.  

(8-15) 
K-angp-arnake-n                 tuka ajput. 
PR-3pl/3LL-poke.in.ground-NP    LOC  sand 
 
They're looking (for eggs) by poking in the sand with a stick. 

Lexicalised1 100 

It is relatively transparent how motion verbs and hunting predicates with lexicalised 

Land object agreement such as -arnake (LL O) would develop from idiomatic 

expressions like hit the road in which the ground was encoded as the object of the verb. 

The fact that some can still occur with the NP kunak 'land' supports such an analysis. 

8.6 Experiencer object predicates 
The majority of verbs with lexicalised transitive subject agreement are experiencer 

object verbs. These index a human experiencer as object and have a dummy subject. 

                                                
12 c.f. -marrajpi 'feel about for subterranean game underwater' which cannot co-occur with kunak as a 
bare noun as shown in (8-4) above. 
13 Unlike wakij 'fishing line' which occurs quite frequently with -aka (VE O) 'go fishing'. 
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Evans (2004) shows experiencer objects are general feature of the Iwaidjan language 

family. All Mawng experiencer object predicates that have been recorded are listed in 

Table 64.  

Table 64 Experiencer object predicates 
Predicate Agreement 

pattern 
Gloss Morphologically related 

forms 
-arajpu GEN A feel pain, ache -arajpu 'roast' 
-ngartpanpu MA A have headache - 
-ma wiliny MA A have cramp, pins and needles, 

numbness 
-ma 'get' 

-wu wurlurlu MA A feel stomach pain 
desire revenge 

-wu wurlurlu 'embrace, hug' 

-ma arrarr MA A have diarrhoea -ma arrarr 'tease' 
-martalkanyi MA A sneeze - 
-wurlkparrki MA A be hungry - 
-e warlk GEN A have first period 

(lit: OBJ be cut by a stick) 
-e 'pierce' 
warlk 'stick, tree (VE)' 

-e muru GEN A have first period 
(lit: OBJ be cut by muru grass) 

-e 'pierce' 
muru 'sharp grass sp. (VE)' 

-mirrawu MA A go through the physical changes 
associated with pregnancy 

-mirrawu 'draw' (related to 
the development of stretch 
marks said to be the child 
drawing) 

-wunpu MA A 1. be in labour 
2. feel baby kicking 

-wu 'hit' (reduplicated to form 
-wunpu14) 

-aka arlarlng GEN A 1. be lost 
2. be generally confused or 
oblivious to something in 
particular 
3. go astray (spiritually) 

-aka arlarlng 'take OBJ the 
wrong way, get OBJ lost (e.g. 
by giving incorrect 
directions)' 

-wu rtupij GEN A have premonition - 
 

Experiencer object verbs denote a physical or mental condition of some type. Many 

experiencer object verbs denote unpleasant physical sensations such as -arajpu 'ache, be 

in pain', -wu wurlurlu 'feel stomach pain' and -ngartpanpu 'have headache'. There are 

two very similar predicates that refer to a girl's first period15. There are also predicates 

referring to nonvoluntary cognition such as -aka arlarlng 'be confused' and -wu rtupij 

'have premonition'16. Metaphorical extension between a physical sensation and emotion 

are evident in the two senses of -wu wurlurlu 'feel stomach pain, desire revenge'. 

                                                
14 Note that this type of reduplication of verbs has not been discussed. There are a number of verb roots 
which are related to others through complete reduplication and insertion of /n/ between the reduplicants. 
15 The occurrence of multiple exact synonyms for 'have first period' can be explained by the fact that 
these expressions are euphemistic and euphisms are prone to multiply - c.f. the equivalent Bininj Gun-
wok expressions (Evans 2003: 584) which combine the noun-verb compound rrenge-djudme 
'foot-stick.in' with the external nominals kun-dulk 'IV-stick' or  madjawarr 'bamboo spear'. 
16 Some verbs with replacive subject agreement also denote involuntary cognition (see chapter 9). 
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The experiencer object verbs -ngartpanpu (MA A) 'have headache' and -aka arlarlng 

(GEN A) 'lost, oblivious, confused' give some insight into the development of the 

lexicalised agreement verbs. The verb -ngartpanpu (MA A) 'have headache' is relatively 

common and its canonical agreement homonym appears to be obsolete but has been 

recorded in texts that are about twenty years old. Older speakers are still able to 

translate the verb as meaning 'attack' in (8-16) and (8-17). 

(8-16) 
"Arrunpani-ngartpanpu-n       arukin!" 
3MA/1pl.inF-attack-NP         serpent(MA) 
 
The serpent is going to attack us!. 

AM Text 1:39 

(8-17) 
Ani-ngartpanpu-ng   nuyu    wanji. 
3MA/3LL-attack-PP   3MA.OBL head 
 
He bit his head off. 

Karringitpalka 026 

The coverb construction -aka arlarlng (LL O) 'be lost' has a canonical agreement 

homonym meaning 'take (person) the wrong way'. The relation between the meanings of 

verbs with ordinary lexicalised agreement and their canonical agreement homonyms 

sometimes resemble the relations between the meanings of transitive and intransitive 

forms of labile roots. The subject can also be suppressed through the use of a 

nonreferential third person plural subject expressed as a lone pronominal affix (see 

section 7.5). However, the use of a nonreferential third person plural subject is a 

completely productive process which can be applied to any verb whereas experiencer 

object verbs clearly have lexicalised agreement as some take Masculine subject 

agreement whereas others have Nonmasculine (GEN) subject agreement. 

It is not possible for an NP to be interpreted as coreferent with the subject agreement 

index of experiencer object verbs. Thus (8-18) is ungrammatical even though the 

agreement features of the pronoun inyanat and the verb subject prefix agree.  

(8-18)  
*Inyanat nganng-arajpu-n 
3FE      3GEN/1sg-ache-NP 
 
Intended: 'She's hurting me'. 

Experiencers1 063 

Although the experiencer must be analysed as an object because it is indexed by verbal 

object agreement it behaves like a subject for the purposes of cross-clausal coreference. 

For example, the complement-taking predicate -aya 'see' strongly prefers O/S 
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coreference (see section 4.8.2.1). However, it is normal for the object of -aya 'see' to be 

coreferent with the O of an experiencer object verb as in (8-19). 

(8-19)  
Nganny-aya-wng   ngani-martalkanyi-ø. 
3MA/1sg-see-PP   3MA/1sg-sneeze-NP 
 
He saw me sneeze. 

Experiencers1 100 

When the same participant is the object of an experiencer object verb and a subject in 

the following clause there is never any use of free pronouns to indicate change of 

subject as we might usually expect (see section 4.8.1). For example, the experiencer 

object of the first clause in (8-20) is the subject of the second clause and object of the 

third clause but there is no use of free pronouns to flag change of subject. 

(8-20) 
Inyng-arajpu-ng     iny-jaja-ntiny  nuwu     "Nganng-arajpu-n!" 
3GEN/3FE-ache-PC    3FE-call-PP     2sg.OBL  3GEN/1sg-ache-NP 
 
She was in pain and called out to you "I'm hurting!" 

Experiencers1 064 

The primary evidence for argument structure is verb agreement and the experiencer is 

clearly indexed as an object on the verb. However, experiencer objects behave much 

more like subjects with respect to cross-clausal coreference restrictions17. This suggests 

that cross-clausal coreference relations define a slightly different subject than verb 

agreement18. 

Experiencer objects are also found in two types of noun-verb idiom in Mawng. These 

differ from lexicalised agreement verbs with experiencer objects in that they have a 

fixed NP subject which is an abstract noun. Some noun-verb idioms with experiencer 

objects are listed in Table 65. 

                                                
17 In the Papuan language Barupu experiencer objects are also treated as subjects by coreference relations 
across clauses (Corris 2006:270). A mixture of subject and object properties is also found in the Yawuru 
quasi-passive construction (Hosokawa 1991: 436) in which an inanimate agent and human patient take 
the expected case suffixes (ergative and accusative respectively)  but the verb agreement usually agrees 
with the ergative argument instead agrees with the accusative human patient. Similar constructions are 
described by McGregor (1999) for a number of Nyulnyulan languages. 
18 See Van Valin (2005) and Croft (2001) for discussions of the idea that there is not really any 
construction-independent category subject as different constructions define slightly different categories. I 
have chosen to give verb agreement priority over other criteria for defining the category 'subject' in 
Mawng. 
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Table 65 Noun-verb idioms with abstract noun subjects and experiencer objects 
Noun-verb 
idiom 

Agreement 
pattern 

Idiom meaning Verb meaning Noun meaning 

-atpi wurwiny MA A feel shame have, hold shame (?MA) 
-wu wurlk GEN A feel sorrow, be 

sad 
hit sorrow (ED) 

-wu lirri GEN A get angry hit trouble (LL) 
-wu ngurrij GEN A feel sleepy hit sleep (LL) 
 

Noun-verb idioms involving abstract nouns are not very different to coverb 

constructions. However the abstract noun has greater syntactic flexibility than a coverb. 

For example, the postverbal particle mira intercedes between the verb and noun as in 

(8-21) whereas nothing can intercede between a verb and its following coverb. 

(8-21) 
K-inynga-wu-n         mira  ngurrij. 
PR-3GEN/3FE-hit-NP    EMPH2 sleep 
 
She's very sleepy (lit: sleep hits her). 

Experiencers1 143 

It is also possible, although not common, for the abstract noun to have an article as in 

(8-22). 

(8-22) 
K-inga-wu-n           ta  wurlk. 
PR-3GEN/3MA-hit-NP    ED  sorrow 
 
She is sad (lit: sorrow hits her). 

Experiencers1 161 

Note also that the agreement patterns found with the noun-verb idioms in Table 65 

reflect the gender of the abstract noun, showing that the abstract noun is the syntactic 

subject of the verb.  

Another set of abstract nominals referring to kinds of sickness can combine with 

members of the set of transitive verbs -ma 'get', -wu 'hit' and -atpi 'have' to form a set of 

related noun-verb idioms. These noun-verb idioms, which I call 'sickness constructions', 

are experiencer object constructions. Some examples are shown in (8-23) and (8-24). 

(8-23) 
Ngani-ma-ny      mawili. 
3MA/1sg-get-PP   diarrhoea 
 
I have diarrhoea. 

RS Elic: sick 
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(8-24) 
K-inny-atpi-ø         wuyak. 
PR-3MA/3MA-have-NP    fever 
 
He's ill with a fever. 

RS Elic: sick 

Like abstract nouns, sickness nominals are distinguished from coverbs by the fact that 

they may occur with an article as in (8-25). 

(8-25) 
Ngani-wu-ng      ja  warryak. 
3MA/1sg-hit-PP   MA  groin.itch 
 
I've got groin irritation. 

Experiencers1 123 

The set of sickness nominals are also distinguished by the fact that they can be frame 

arguments of the verb -maju 'suffer, be sick, die' as in (8-26)19. 

(8-26) 
Nga-maju-ø     mawili 
1sg-suffer-NP  diarrhoea 
 
I'm suffering from diarrhoea. 

RS Elic: sick 

Constructions with -maju 'suffer' differ from sickness constructions in that the 

experiencer is a subject and the sickness nominal is not a core argument. 

Sickness constructions are only semi-productive so are best analysed as a related set of 

noun-verb idioms. It is not possible to predict which of the three verbs a sickness 

nominal can combine with and there are also different restrictions on possible TAM 

forms. Generally, the past continuous form implies that the experiencer is still sick 

while the past punctual form does not. Like the abstract nominals in Table 65, sickness 

nominals are less commonly found as typical argument NPs with articles and other noun 

phrase material. Thus although they are clearly nominals they are used more like 

coverbs; most frequently found as bare nouns combining with a small set of verbs to 

form expressions that have idiomatic meanings. 

Mawng sickness constructions are not very different to constructions found in the 

Papuan language Kalam (Pawley et al. 2000). Kalam 'condition nouns' combine with 

certain verbs to form constructions in which the experiencer is the object. It is also 

                                                
19 This type of expression in which a general verb meaning 'suffer' combines with specific sickness 
nominals is found in a number of languages in the area. For example, the Gaagudju verb -warra takes as 
complements nouns with meanings such as 'sweat, hunger, water, cold' although it also takes emotion 
nouns with meanings such as 'fear' and 'greedy' that are not found with the Mawng verb -maju (Harvey 
2002:299). 
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possible for these condition nouns to occur in a construction with an experiencer subject 

just as Mawng sickness nominals can be complements of -maju 'sick, suffer, die' which 

has an experiencer subject (see (8-26)). For example, the Kalam condition noun mablep 

'wart' can combine with the verb ap- 'come' to express onset or incipience of the 

condition or ay- 'form, put, stabilise' to express an established, persisting condition. 

Pawley et. al. (2000) subject Kalam experiencer object constructions to various 

syntactic tests to determine if the 'condition nominal' is really the subject, finding that 

the condition nominal is clearly the subject in some cases but in others behaves more 

like a verbal adjunct, the equivalent of a Mawng coverb. In Mawng, the gender of a 

sickness noun may or may not match the features of the verbal subject agreement in a 

sickness construction. The majority of sickness constructions have Masculine subject 

agreement, regardless of the gender of the sickness nominal20. Thus it is unclear 

whether the sickness nominal really functions as the subject argument. As in Kalam, the 

syntactic status of the sickness nominal is difficult to determine. However, it is clear 

that Mawng sickness nominals are not coverbs because of their ability to occur with NP 

morphology. 

Experiencer object predicates are part of a broader class of non-controlled predicates 

with lexicalised agreement in Mawng. Non-controlled predicates are those whose most 

topical participant has low agentivity compared to typical subjects. Mawng non-

controlled predicates with lexicalised agreement include verbs such as -murnangani 

'OBL remember' which have ordinary lexicalised S agreement and oblique experiencers 

(see section 8.11) as well as verbs such as -warlkanyi 'fall' with replacive lexicalised S 

agreement (see section 9.3). In chapter 11, I discuss experiencer object constructions in 

other Iwaidjan languages, other Australian languages and elsewhere. Constructions in 

which the experiencer is encoded as object are often referred to as impersonal 

constructions in the literature and typically involve a free or incorporated body part or 

sickness noun. 

8.7 Other predicates with lexicalised transitive subject agreement21 
Apart from the experiencer object verbs, the remaining verbs with lexicalised transitive 

subject agreement form a rather mixed bag. They are listed in Table 66.
                                                
20 For example the sickness nominal wuyak 'fever' in (8-24) has Land gender. 
21 Note that I list all verbs with lexicalised transitive subject agreement to give a complete picture. I have 
not listed all the verbs with lexicalised object agreement, however, but only those which fit into particular 
classes. There are many verbs with lexicalised object agreement that do not fit neatly into any semantic 
class of predicates with lexicalised agreement. 
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Table 66 Other transitive verbs with lexicalised subject agreement 
Lexicalised 
agreement verb 

Lexicalised 
agreement 
pattern 

Gloss Gloss for canonical 
agreement 
homonym 

-e yura MA A (food) burn - 
-e wungkirl MA A (food) burn - 
-ngartalku22 GEN A wear hat - 
-ma pirl MA A be cripple - 
-warlka GEN A be based on, be in control of land sit on 
-wu wutkut GEN A work hard - 
-e kalk GEN A be in a line - 
-atpi pintij GEN A be near end of - 
 

Like the experiencer object verbs, these verbs are unusual in that they have no 

identifiable subject. Many are similar to the experiencer object verbs in having an 

animate participant of low agentivity. The predicate -aka wutkut (GEN A) 'work hard' is 

an exception to this tendency. The motivations for the development of this verb are 

unclear. The object argument of most verbs in Table 66 must be human, with the 

exception of -e yura and -e wungkirl 'burn'. These two verbs are likely to have 

developed as a way of avoiding mentioning exactly who is responsible for food being 

burnt. 

8.8 Communication predicates 
The communication predicates have two human arguments. The speaker is encoded as 

subject and the hearer is optionally encoded as an oblique object, while object 

agreement is lexicalised. The communication predicates with lexicalised agreement are 

listed in Table 67. 

Table 67 Communication predicates with lexicalised agreement 

Predicate Agreement 
pattern 

Gloss Morphologically related 
forms 

-unma  LL O tell story (to OBL), explain (to OBL) -unma 'measure, appraise, 
count' 

-ni monmon MA O tell important information (to OBL), 
explain (to OBL) 

-ni 'say, call' 

-lakula MA O explain (to OBL) - 
-ma lagarr MA O tell lies (to OBL), bullshit, mislead 

OBL 
-ma 'get' 

-akajpu MA O read (to OBL) - 
-lakpurnangani LL O translate (for OBL) -lakpurnangani 'translate 

for OBJ' 
 
                                                
22 Note that the submorpheme /ngart/ also occurs in -ngartpanpu 'have headache'. Capell and Hinch 
(1970) suggest that /ngart/ is an old element which meant 'head'. If so, we can analyse -ngartpanpu 'have 
headache' as %ngart+manpu% 'head+bite' and -ngartalku 'wear hat' as %ngart+lalku% 'head+cut'. 
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The first four verbs in Table 67 subcategorise for a 'message' argument. This message 

argument is optionally expressed through the use of a Land gender demonstrative, 

adjectival nominal or headless relative clause nominalised by the article ta. For 

example, in (8-27) the message is expressed with the Land gender demonstrative tuka-

pa 'this'. 

(8-27)  
Ma     tuka-pa         ngung-unma-ny           nuwurru  pa    parang. 
o.k.   DEM.P.LL-EMPH1  1sg/3LL-tell.story-PP   2pl.OBL  P.SEQ finish 
 
O.k. then I've told you this story so that's all. 

Muwani 122 

In (8-28), the adjectival NP ta wurrwurr 'the new (LL)' refers to the message argument. 

(8-28) 
Kapin met    la   ngungpan-unma-ø           warak ta  wurrwurr. 
like  wait   CONJ 1sg/3LL.F-tell.story-NP   AWAY  LL  new 
 
Now I'm going to tell a new story. 

Child 258 

In (8-29), the headless relative clause indicated in square brackets is a message 

argument. 

(8-29) 
Nganti yirrik    anny-unma-ngung          nuwu    [ta  ani-wu-ning 
who    perhaps   3MA/3LL-tell.story-PC    2sg.OBL  LL  3MA/3LL-change.to.be-PC 
 
ngurlk   ja kiyap]. 
murky    MA fish 
 
Somebody was telling a story about how the water was stirred up by fish. 

Child 078 

Parcels of speech or thought are expressed using Land gender forms (see section 6.6). If 

all the communication verbs in Table 67 that can take message arguments had 

lexicalised Land gender object agreement like -unma 'tell story' we might analyse the 

message argument as the object of these verbs. However, most have lexicalised 

Masculine object agreement. Interestingly, the message argument is encoded in exactly 

the same way with verbs with lexicalised Masculine object agreement. For example, the 

message argument of the verb -lakula (MA O) 'explain' is expressed using both the 

Land gender demonstrative tuka-pa and a headless relative clause in (8-30). 

(8-30) 
Tuka-pa        ngiwa-lakula-ø         [ta  k-awunp-u-n           mawawiny la 
DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 1sg/3MA.F-explain-NP    LL  PR-3pl/3pl-give-NP    cousins  CONJ 
 
wemin]. 
3pl.CONTR 
 
I'll explain how they give each other cousins. 

Mawawiny 001 
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There are also semitransitive verbs such as  -mi 'say' and -alyu 'hear' that subcategorise 

for message arguments (see also the other communication predicates discussed in 

section 4.2.4.2). The demonstrative tuka-pa is used to express a message argument with 

-mi 'say' in (8-31) below. 

(8-31) 
Pa    tuka-pa        nga-mi-ny    nuwurru    pa     parang. 
P.SEQ DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 1sg-say-PP   2pl.OBL    P.SEQ  finish 
 
So I've finished telling you this (story). 

Warlk1 049 

Canonical transitive verbs can also denote communication events. These verbs, shown 

in Table 68 encode the hearer as object rather than oblique object. 

Table 68 Canonical transitive communication verbs 
Verb Gloss 
-langkatpa pass on information 
-lakajpu ask 
-lakpa answer 
-lakpalkpa pass on secret information 
-luntu scold 
-lakpawu interrupt 
-lakpurnangani translate for OBJ 
 

Some of the verbs in Table 68 can  take message arguments just like some of the 

communication predicates with lexicalised object agreement in Table 67 and the 

canonical semitransitive verbs -mi 'say' and -alyu 'hear'. All three types of 

communication predicates can be used as three place predicates that construe 

communication as the abstract transfer of meaning. It is unclear whether the message 

argument of the lexicalised object verbs in Table 67 should be analysed as their object 

argument or not because there are no good tests for nonhuman objects in Mawng23. 

However, analysing message arguments as frame arguments with all three types of 

communication predicate gives a more uniform overall analysis. Message arguments 

denote events as do complement clauses. The message argument nominalised clauses in 

(8-29) and (8-30) could be analysed as ta complement clauses rather than headless 

relative clauses. Many lexicalised object verbs are complement-taking predicates. The 

problems these present for analysis are discussed in the following section. 

                                                
23 If the message argument was analysed as the object of verbs with lexicalised object agreement those 
with Land gender lexicalised object agreement would be analysed as restricted argument verbs and those 
with Masculine gender object agreement as replacive lexicalised agreement verbs (see chapters 9 and 10). 
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8.9 Complement-taking predicates with lexicalised object agreement 
Complement taking predicates (CTPs) with lexicalised object agreement form two 

groups. The two verbs shown in Table 69 are aspectual predicates and have lexicalised 

Masculine object agreement. 

Table 69 Aspectual CTPs with lexicalised Masculine object agreement 
Predicate Agreement pattern gloss 
-wu    larr MA O finish (event) 
-ma   rtalk MA O start (event) 
 

These verbs can take a ta complement clause as in (8-32) or an unmarked complement 

clause as in (8-33). 

(8-32) 
Wularrut ini-wu-ng        larr   ta    i-yama-ngung. 
before   3MA/3MA-HIT-PP   finish NOMZ  3MA-work-PC 
 
He has finished the work he was doing. 

(Hewett et al. 1990) 

 (8-33) 
Ini-ma-ny        rtalk  Yalarrkuku i-miraw-ning. 
3MA/3MA-GET-PP   begin  song.name  3MA-sing-PC 
 
He started singing Yalarrkuku. 

HH Text 1:105 

Neither of the verbs in Table 69 has a canonical agreement homonym. However, the 

coverb construction -wu larr 'finish' is morphologically related to the verb -wularru 

'finish' listed with the verbs in Table 7024.  

The verbs in Table 70 all have Land gender object agreement and apart from -wularru 

'finish' all express cognition of some type. 

Table 70 CTPs with lexicalised Land gender object agreement 
Predicate Agreement 

pattern 
Gloss Gloss for canonical agreement 

homonyms 
-wurru LL O think (about event) think (about entity) 
-miyarma LL O want (event) want, like, love (entity) 
-arnama LL O not want (to do event) dislike (entity) 
-wularru LL O finish (event) finish doing something to OBJ 
 

The meanings of the verbs in Table 70 do not change much between their canonical 

agreement and their lexicalised agreement form. The difference is simply that they take 

an entity object when they have canonical agreement and an event complement when 

they have lexicalised Land gender object agreement. For example, -wurru 'think, know' 

                                                
24 -wularru probably formed by the compounding of -wu 'hit' and larr. 
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has the sense 'think about' in both (8-34) and (8-35) even though the canonical 

agreement form occurs in (8-34) and the lexicalised agreement form in (8-35). 

(8-34)  
Inyi-wurru-ning     jita anga-manyirri     wiyu. 
3MA/3FE-think-PC    FE   3GEN/3LL-MM.to    self 
 
He thought about his grandmother. 

Giant2 098 

(8-35)  
Angku-wurru-ning    ta    k-awu-yama-ø. 
3pl/3LL-think-PC    NOMZ  PR-3pl-work-NP 
 
They were thinking about their work. 

Reciprocals3 031 

The meanings of -miyarma 'want' with canonical (8-36) and lexicalised (8-37) 

agreement are also very similar. 

(8-36)  
Alapanja ini-miyarma-ngung. 
tree.sp  3MA/3MA-want-PC 
 
He wanted Alapanja. 

Mayinaj1 007 

 (8-37)  
K-anga-miyarma-ø      iwang-arnake-n         ja  yangali. 
PR-3GEN/3LL-want-NP   3GEN/3MA.F-weave-NP    MA  basket 
 
She wants to make a basket. 

Compl cl and art 134 

The fact that the meanings of the verbs in Table 70 have a similar meaning with both 

canonical and lexicalised agreement suggests that canonical and lexical uses of the roots 

are not related as just arbitrary homonyms but are productively related. On the other 

hand there are many other predicates which take clausal complements and do not have 

Land gender object agreement (see section 5.4). Thus we are not dealing with a 

straightforward situation in which clausal complements control object agreement25. The 

occurrence of the uniform group in Table 70 suggests that some general 

grammaticalisation process is occurring rather than only independent lexicalisation 

processes. This grammaticalisation process is driven by two different factors. The first 

is the association between Land gender and the semantic domain of event, thought and 

speech manifested also in the use of the Land gender article ta in ta complement clauses 

and the use of Land gender forms to refer to stories (see section 6.6).  The other factor is 

the tendency for verbs involving cognition to have lexicalised Land gender agreement 

whether it is object agreement as seen in this section or subject agreement as we will see 

in section 8.11. 
                                                
25 As in Tsez for example (see Polinsky 2000). 
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We find that CTPs form a large group within lexicalised agreement verbs in other 

languages that have lexicalised agreement (see chapter 11). However, the question 

remains whether the complement of such verbs is really the object argument. The 

problem of whether events can be core arguments in Mawng is also apparent in 

analysing cognate object verbs such as -arlukpa (MA O) 'dance' and -atpi (LL O) 

'understand, have knowledge'. I return to this question in discussing these restricted 

argument verbs in chapter 10. 

8.10 Time of day and weather predicates 
These predicates all relate to atmospheric conditions and weather and include both 

transitive and intransitive verbs. They are listed in Table 71. 

Table 71 Time of day and weather predicates 
Predicate Subject 

agreement  
Object 
agreement 

Gloss Morphologically 
related forms 

-wartpalwani MA A MA O thunderhead cloud develop -wartpalwani 'hit on 
forehead' 

-ma numutput MA A MA O become dark -ma 'get' 
-ma wurlmutpurlmut MA A MA O become dark  -ma 'get' 
-langani marrungkut MA A MA O overcast -langani 'make stand' 
-martjikpi MA S - become light, dawn occur -  
-mi pirrpirr MA S - weather be clear, no clouds -mi 'do, say, be' 
-wani maru MA S - lightning flash -wani 'sit' 
-wani turuy MA S - distant thunderstorm -wani 'sit' 
 

The verbs in Table 71 have all agreement slots lexicalised. Effectively, these 

atmospheric condition verbs have an ambient argument as they predicate something 

about general ambient conditions (Chafe 1970). Apart from those in Table 71, there are 

two other intransitive verbs with lexicalised agreement which are discussed in the 

following section.  

8.11 Two intransitive verbs with lexicalised agreement used for remembering 
These two verbs have no identifiable core arguments, like the weather verbs discussed 

in section 8.10 but they do have other types of arguments. For example, the experiencer 

of -murnangani (LL S) 'remember' is an oblique argument as shown in (8-38). 

(8-38) 
K-ang-murnangani-ø-ga     ngartu  pa    ngawun-purru-n. 
PR-3LL-return-NP-HITH     1sg.OBL P.SEQ 1sg/3pl-think-NP 
 
Memories came back to me and I thought of them (people who had died). 
 

Lexicalised2 112 
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The canonical root homonym -murnangani 'return (tr. or intr.)' never has an oblique 

object while the lexicalised agreement verb -murnangani (LL S) '(OBL) remember' 

never has an identifiable subject. It is possible that the thoughts remembered are the 

subject of the verb. In (8-39) and (8-40), Land gender nominals are used to refer to what 

is remembered. 

(8-39) 
Ang-murnangany-a   nuwurru ta  wu-wugi. 
3LL-return-I2      2pl.OBL LL  LL-old 
 
Remember the old days! 

Lexicalised2 123 

(8-40) 
Ang-murnangani-ny   ngarru     ta  wulatpiyi. 
3LL-return-PP       1pl.ex.OBL LL  meaning 
 
We remembered the meaning. 

Lexicalised2 120 

It is difficult to prove the syntactic function of nonhuman participants as the types of 

secondary evidence for argument structure described in section 4.8 only really occur 

with human participants. If the thoughts remembered are really the subject of the verb in 

(8-39) and (8-40), the verb should be categorised as a verb with a restricted argument 

like -atpi (LL O) 'understand' (see chapter 10) rather than as a lexicalised agreement 

verb. 

The verb -marranguli (LL S) 'reminisce' initially appears similar to -murnangani (LL S) 

'remember'. It involves three participants: an experiencer, a memory and a trigger. 

However, the verb -marranguli (LL S) is unusual in that there is no way to express the 

experiencer participant at all. The verb -marranguli is explained by speakers as a state 

of reminiscing typically triggered either by seeing a place not visited for some time or a 

sign of the seasons changing such as a change in the wind direction (8-41) or the arrival 

of the first thunderstorm as in (8-42). 

(8-41) 
K-arrkpani-ø-pa           k-ap-ukpa-ø,         k-ang-marranguli-n. 
PR-1pl.in-sit-NP-EMPH1    PR-3PR-3ED-blow-NP   3LL-reminisce-NP 
 
Pa     k-arrkpun-purru-n,     tu-warlkparrakan-ut, ta  wularrut a-wani-ng. 
P.SEQ  PR-1pl.in/3pl-think-NP PL-old.person-PL     LL  before   3pl-sit-PC 
 
We sit, the wind blows turning our thoughts to the old people who existed 
before (who've died). 

Replacives1 047 

(8-42) 
K-i-wani-ø-pa         k-ani-wurru-n.        K-ang-marranguli-n    ta 
PR-3MA-sit-NP-EMPH1   PR-3MA/3LL-think-NP   PR-3LL-reminisce-NP   LL 
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k-i-wani-ø      turuy-ga. 
PR-3MA-SIT-NP   distant.thunder.rumbling-HITH 
 
He sits and thinks. He reminisces when the first thunderstorm of the season 
comes. 

Replacives1 024 

Note that in neither example are the memory or the experiencer expressed in the same 

clause as -marranguli 'reminisce'. The experiencer is clear in (8-41) from the agreement 

of verbs in preceding clauses. If there are no other pointers like this the experiencer is 

assumed to be the speaker as in (8-43).  

(8-43) 
Kunak k-ang-marranguli-n. 
place PR-3LL-reminisce-NP 
 
This place brings back memories (for me). 

NB 3:84 

It is ungrammatical to express the experiencer overtly in the same clause as -marranguli 

as in (8-44) so it is clear that the experiencer is not the subject. 

(8-44) 
*Ngapi k-angmarrangulin. 
1sg    PR-3LL-reminisce-NP 
 
Intended: I am reminiscing. 

Replacives1 041 

A person remembered can be encoded as an oblique object as in (8-45). 

(8-45) 
Ng-eya-n        k-ang-marranguli-n    nuyu    ja  yanat awu-li-ngan. 
1sg/3MA-see-NP  PR-3LL-reminisce-NP   3MA.OBL MA  3MA   3pl-be.siblings 
 
I see him and am reminded of his brother (who has died). 

Replacives1 082 

The verb -marranguli is used for reminiscing about people or places the experiencer is 

very attached to and fond of. The related use of -marranguli to express a positive 

feeling towards a place is illustrated by (8-46) in which the verb -marranguli is 

nominalised and used as a modifier of the place name 'Croker'. 

(8-46) 
A,    ngana-murnangani-ga    Croker ta  k-ang-marranguli-n. 
ah    1sg.F-return-HITH      Eng.   LL  PR-3LL-favourite.place-NP 
 
"Oh I might go back to Croker, my favourite place." 

Replacives1 055 

The verb -marranguli is also used to express appreciation of traditional music based on 

the idea that a song well played will move the hearer emotionally. If a song is 

performed well the audience may respond as in (8-47). 
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(8-47) 
"Wey,        k-ang-marranguli-n              nuwu!" 
hey!         PR-3LL-song.move.audience-NP    2sg.OBL 
 
"Oh, your (song) breaks our hearts!" 

Replacives1 051 

If a song is not played well, because for example the lead singer of the song has recently 

died, then people may remark as in (8-48). 

(8-48) 
Marrik ang-marranguli-na,         arlarrarr. 
NEG    3LL-song.move.audience-I2  nothing 
 
(They) can't play (it) well, it's no good (i.e. it's not affecting anyone 
emotionally). 

Lexicalised2 034 

The two verbs discussed in this section are compared in Table 72. 
 
Table 72 Intransitive verbs with lexicalised agreement 
Verb Lexicalised 

agreement 
Gloss Morphologically related 

forms 
-murnangani LL S (OBL) remember -murnangani 'return' 
-marranguli LL S reminisce (about OBL) - 
 

The argument structure of -murnangani (LL S) '(OBL) remember' is not that different to 

that of non-controlled cognition predicates in other language such as the lexicalised S 

verb -bewate 'OBL be happy' in Southern Tiwa (Frantz unpublished) and dative subject 

verbs in European languages (Onishi 2001). However, the verb -marranguli (LL S) 

'reminisce (about OBL)' is more unusual because the most frequently identifiable 

participant is not an argument of the verb; neither core, oblique nor frame argument - as 

it cannot be overtly expressed in the same clause as the verb. 

8.12 Conclusion 
      In this chapter, I have discussed some classes of verbs with ordinary lexicalised 

agreement and tried to give as full a picture as possible of this large and heterogeneous 

group and the various problems they present for analysis. The verbs within each class 

have similar meanings, argument structures and lexicalised agreement patterns to one 

another. I began with the motion verbs because they only have a single participant so it 

is clear that their object is a dummy argument. I moved on to hunting verbs which are a 

little more complicated as they may also have a 'prey' participant. However, I showed 

that these hunting verbs also behave much like intransitive verbs. When a prey animal 

can be overtly expressed, it is a desire goal frame argument of the type that can occur 
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with some motion verbs. The experiencer object verbs are a class that is not common in 

other languages with lexicalised agreement although many languages have experiencer 

objects expressions with nominal subjects (see chapter 11)26. The problems that 

experiencer object verbs present for analysis is that the experiencer object is treated as a 

subject for the purposes of cross-clausal coreference and whether the nonverb in multi-

word expressions is the subject of the expression is often unclear. 

Communication predicates could be analysed in a number of ways. The desire for a 

uniform treatment of message arguments motivates my analysis. Since message 

arguments can occur with canonical intransitive verbs as well as communication 

predicates, I analyse all message arguments as frame arguments and thus the lexicalised 

object of communication predicates as a dummy object. Communication predicates are 

like complement-taking predicates as the message argument can be a nominalised 

clause referring to an event. Complement-taking predicates have already been discussed 

in chapter 5 and although complement clauses are analysed as object arguments in some 

languages there is no evidence that this is the best analysis for Mawng. The fact that 

some verbs must have lexicalised object agreement when they have a clausal 

complement suggests that lexicalised agreement has a detransitivising function with 

these verbs rather than an argument-indexing function. In the last section I looked at 

two intransitive verbs with lexicalised agreement. Like the time of day and weather 

predicates, the verbs -murnangani (LL S) '(OBL) remember' and -marranguli 

'reminisce' have no core arguments, only oblique arguments and frame arguments. 

The classes listed in this section paint a picture of the common tendencies of lexicalised 

agreement verbs and the large degree of variation among them. However, it is important 

to be aware of the fact that many verbs with lexicalised agreement do not fit into any of 

the classes discussed in this chapter. Although the classes outlined in this chapter 

account for the majority of verbs with lexicalised agreement, there is a randomness to 

the lexicalisation process. Thus we also find coverb constructions with lexicalised 

object agreement such as -atpi milirri (LL O) 'jealous' and -wu kup (LL O) 'make noise 

of things smashing together' for example, which do not form a class with other 

lexicalised agreement verbs. 

                                                
26 The existence of such expressions in languages with verbal agreement creates the possibility of the 
development of simple experiencer object expressions with lexicalised subject agreement developing 
through the loss of the nonverb. This second possibility is probably how the three 'pseudotransitive' 
experiencer object verbs with lexicalised agreement developed in Barupu (Corris 2006:106). 
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Lexicalised agreement verbs are a different type of lexical item to either simple verbs or 

coverb constructions. Both simple and coverb constructions comprise an association 

between a meaning and form: a meaning plus one lexeme (verb root) or two lexemes 

(verb root plus coverb). However, lexicalised agreement verbs are an association 

between a meaning, a form (the verb root) and a set of agreement features - which could 

be seen as an abstract morpheme. While coverb constructions can be analysed as a 

discontinuous verb stem it is difficult to analyse lexicalised agreement verbs as a stem 

because one element is abstract. Lexicalised agreement verbs do not clearly fit 

definitions of complex predicates (such as those proposed in Alsina et al. 1997 for 

example). They are proposed here as a new construction type a la (Goldberg 1995), a 

type of expression that is distinct from simple and complex verbs. I have suggested here 

and there throughout this chapter that there are links between lexicalised agreement 

verbs and noun-verb idioms (see sections 8.1.1, 8.6 or 8.5, for example). Like noun-

verb idioms, the use of lexicalised agreement verbs verges on the compositional in 

specific contexts (Nunberg et al. 1994) but they are clearly conventionalised 

combinations of a verb root and an agreement pattern. In chapter 10, I explore further 

the links between noun-verb idioms and lexicalised agreement verbs in Mawng, 

showing that they are historically and structurally related constructions. 

The verbs discussed in this section are those with ordinary lexicalised agreement. These 

verbs are the largest group of verbs with invariable verb agreement. The invariable 

agreement index of these verbs does not correspond to an identifiable participant but to 

a dummy argument. The group of verbs discussed in the next section have a different 

type of lexicalised agreement. Although agreement for one argument is lexicalised the 

argument corresponding to the lexicalised agreement index still exists and is not a 

dummy argument. The problem is simply that the relevant agreement index does not 

inflect normally to show agreement with this argument but is fixed for a third person 

value of a particular gender. There are close semantic parallels between the verbs 

discussed in this chapter, the replacive agreement verbs and verbs with restricted 

arguments which will become apparent in the following chapters. 
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9  Replacive agreement 
9.1 Introduction: the other type of lexicalised agreement 
Ordinary lexicalised agreement verbs present a challenge to analysis because of the 

mismatch between their semantic and syntactic argument structure. These verbs form by 

far the largest group of lexicalised agreement verbs. Around 12% of the 693 Mawng 

simple verb roots recorded have at least one sense with ordinary lexicalised agreement1. 

There is also a small group of verbs which have replacive lexicalised agreement. Their 

semantic and syntactic argument structure match up in terms of the number and 

grammatical functions of the arguments indexed on the verb. However, the agreement 

features of one argument do not match those indexed by the verb, which are invariant. I 

give an introductory example of replacive agreement in section 9.1.1, outline the 

replacive lexicalised agreement verbs recorded in section 9.2 and discuss the types of 

events encoded by intransitive verbs with replacive agreement in section 9.3. After 

discussing a third type of verbs - the restricted argument verbs - in chapter 10, I 

compare the properties of all three types of verbs. 

9.1.1 An introductory example: replacive lexicalised agreement 
The three sentences in (9-1) are consecutive lines from a section of a text that describes 

a fight between two giants. In (9-1a), both participants are indexed by agreement 

markers on the verb but the verb -warlkanyi 'fall' unexpectedly shows third person 

Vegetation gender intransitive subject agreement in both (9-1b) and (9-1c). 

(9-1) 
a. 
Inny-aka-n        parak. 
3MA/3MA-push-PP   AWAY 
 
He pushed him away. 

Nginji1 019 

b. 
Kama-warlkanyi-ø. 
PR.3VE-fall-NP 
 
He was falling. 

Nginji1 020 

c. 
Ma-warlkanyi-ny. 
3VE-fall-PP 
 
He fell down. 

Nginji1 021 

                                                
1 This figure includes verb roots which only occur with a single lexicalised agreement patterns as well as 
those which have two or more agreement homonyms. 
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The translations show that Mawng speakers deduce somehow that the subject of the 

clauses in (9-1b) and (9-1c) is the giant who is indexed as the object in (9-1a).  

The primary evidence for argument structure in Mawng is verbal agreement, but verbal 

agreement cannot help us to find out the argument structure of clauses with -warlkanyi 

'fall'. However, secondary sources of evidence show that the expected subject is really 

the subject of -warlkanyi (see section 4.8). The first piece of evidence that the expected 

subject of -warlkanyi is its core argument is that it can be expressed as a free pronoun as 

shown in (9-2)2. 

(9-2) 
Inyanat ma-warlkanyi. 
3FE     3VE-fall 
 
She fell. 

Replacives1 016 

Free pronouns are only used to encode core arguments and are usually used to encode 

subjects (see section 4.8.1). The expected subject of -warlkanyi is not only a core 

argument but is actually the subject of the predicate. Converbs show same subject 

agreement (see section 4.5.2), so the fact that the converb -wani-ngan 'then 

(immediately)'  agrees with the expected subject of -warlkanyi in (9-3) is further 

evidence that this participant is actually the subject of -warlkanyi. 

 (9-3) 
I-wani-ngan   ma-warlkanyi. 
3MA-sit-PP    3VE-fall 
 
He suddenly fell. 

Replacives1 015 

The complement-taking predicate -aya 'see' strongly prefers O/S coreference between 

main and complement clause. Thus (9-4) provides further evidence that the expected 

subject of -warlkanyi is the syntactic subject. 

(9-4) 
Ng-eya-wng       ma-warlkanyi. 
1sg/3MA-see-PP   3VE-fall 
 
I saw him fall. 

Replacives1 014 

Causes and their results such as the two events depicted in (9-1) a - b can also be 

expressed as a single complex sentence using the impact-result construction in  (9-5) 

which also has O/S control (see section 4.8.2.2). 

                                                
2 Compare this verb to the experiencer object verb -arajpu (GEN A) 'be in pain' which cannot have a 
subject expressed by a pronoun as shown in example (8-18). 
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(9-5) 
Wularrut   nga-murlutpi-n   la     [kun-pu-ni        ma-warlka-nya3]. 
before     1sg-old-NP       CONJ    1sg/2sg-hit-I2   3VE-fall-I2 
 
I'm old now but (before) I would have knocked you down. 

 (Hewett et al. 1990) 

The impact-result construction in (9-5) has O/S control which provides evidence that 

the expected second person singular subject of the verb -warlkanyi 'fall' is really the 

syntactic subject even though it is not indexed by the verb.  Thus although -warlkanyi 

'fall' lacks productive agreement with its subject, its semantic and syntactic argument 

structure is exactly the same as a canonical intransitive predicate. Replacive lexicalised 

agreement is purely a morphology-syntax mismatch, unlike ordinary lexicalised 

agreement which is a type of semantics-syntax mismatch. The lexicalised agreement 

index of verbs with ordinary lexicalised agreement corresponds to a dummy argument 

so it cannot be expressed by an NP. Verbs like -warlkanyi are named 'replacive 

lexicalised agreement' verbs because the lexicalised agreement index replaces the 

agreement index we expect to find. The next section gives an overview of the replacive 

agreement verbs which form a fairly small group of around thirty verbs.  

9.2 The replacive lexicalised agreement verbs 
Some examples of intransitive verbs with replacive agreement are shown in Table 73. 

Table 73 Verbs with replacive lexicalised S agreement 
Root lexicalised 

agreement pattern 
Gloss Morphologically related forms 

-uraka 
kirrwara 

FE S fall onto back -uraka 'go first, in front' 
kirrwara 'back (MA)' 

-ulkpuni LL S fall - 
-laji LL S be empty, hollow -laji  'hungry, greedy' 
-wartpalmuni VE S bump together -wartpalmuni  'bump together' 
-warlkanyi VE S fall - 
-arlkpa 
~arkpa 

VE S be angry, lose 
temper 

-arlka~arkpa (ground fire) smoulder' (with 
the same restricted agreement pattern) 

-ngurri VE S feel dizzy run, move fast, (water) flow 
-ngalkpu VE S be quiet -ngalkpu (tr.) 'hit on head' 
-wartpu ED S bump  - 
-wurlnge ED S feel dizzy and 

move unsteadily 
-wurlnga (tr.). 'circle around' 

-wijarlangke ED S be scattered, 
dispersed 

- 

-warnkatpi ED S stick together - 
 

                                                
3 Note that -warlkanyi has highly irregular TAM inflection. It appears that the Irrealis 2 form has largely 
taken over from the present tense form, which does occasionally occur as in (9-1b) but is fairly rare. For 
this reason the present tense and past punctual forms are analysed as having the root %warlkanyi% while 
the two irrealis forms have the root %warlka%.  
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The verbs in Table 73 are all intransitive. There are also some transitive verbs which 

have replacive object agreement shown in Table 74.  

Table 74 Verbs which have replacive lexicalised O agreement  
Root lexicalised 

agreement pattern 
Gloss Morphologically related 

forms 
-ma put LL O close -ma put (intr.) (LL S) 'close'. 
-atpala VE O open - 
-lulkanyi ED O pay OBL back something 

loaned earlier 
- 

  

The verbs -atpala (VE O) 'open' and -ma put (LL O) 'close' in Table 74 are the basic 

predicates for 'open' and 'close' in Mawng. These commonly occur with NPs which are 

their expected object such as the NP ta kurrampalk 'the house' in (9-6). 

(9-6) 
Kamanny-atpala-n     ta  kurrampalk. 
PR.3MA/3VE-open-NP   ED  house 
 
He opens up the house. 

Coverbs1 031 

Secondary evidence that a nonhuman participant is an object argument is difficult to 

find (see section 4.8). However, the O/S control found in impact-result constructions 

provides evidence that the expected object of -matpala (VE) 'open' is the syntactic 

object as shown in (9-7). 

(9-7) 
Nganym-atpala-ng    i-wajiyi-ny. 
1sg/3VE-open-PP     3MA-break-PP 
 
I opened it and it broke. 

Coverbs1 032 

Some lexicalisation tendencies apparent in Table 73 are discussed in the next section. 

9.3 Types of events encoded by replacive agreement verbs 
9.3.1 Involuntary motion 
Intransitive verbs with replacive agreement encode non-controlled events in which the 

subject has very low agentivity. There are many verbs meaning 'fall' in Table 73. In fact 

most verbs meaning 'fall' have replacive agreement, the exceptions being the 

experiencer object predicate  -ma kapirrk  (MA A) '(habitually) trip over' and the 

canonical transitive predicate -a jurr 'fall over'. Both the involuntary motion predicates -

warlkanyi  (VE S) 'fall' and -uraka kirrwara (FE S) 'fall on back' are illustrated in 

example (9-8). 
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(9-8) 
Ngapi ma-warlkanyi-ny   iny-uraka-n       kirrwara. 
1sg   3VE-fall-PP       3FE-IN.FRONT-NP   fall.onto.back 
 
I fell down onto my back. 

NB 4:116 

The verb root -warlkanyi (VE S) 'fall' appears to include the generic Vegetation noun 

warlk 'tree, wood, stick, log' as an old incorporate. In the area where Mawng is spoken a 

significant proportion of the trees fall every wet season due to cyclones. Somehow, this 

regular event of trees falling seems to have been extended to any type of falling at some 

point in the development of this replacive lexicalised agreement verb. 

 The use of Vegetation gender agreement with -wartpalmuni (VE S) 'bump (head)' is 

probably related to the fact that a tree is usually the 'silent' participant as in (9-9). 

(9-9) 
I-ngurri-ny     parak ja  arrarrkpi tuka warlk 
3MA-run-PP      AWAY  MA  man       LOC  tree 
 
ma-wartpalmuni-ø. 
3VE-bump.head-NP 
 
The man runs into a tree and bumps (into it). 

Information13 133 

Alternatively, the verb -wartpalmuni 'bump' may function as a naturally reciprocal 

predicate (see section 12.8.2). It still retains the Vegetation subject agreement in this 

function as shown in (9-10). 

(9-10) 
Aw-arra-n-ka        ma-wartpalmuni-ø. 
3pl-go2-PP-HITH     3VE-bump.together-NP 
 
They walk along and bump into each other. 

Reciprocals4 139 

The replacive agreement verb -wijarlangke 'stick together' also functions as a naturally 

reciprocal predicate when it has a nonsingular human subject.  

9.3.2 Experiential predicates 
There are three verbs with experiencer subjects in Table 73: -marlkpa (VE S) 'get 

angry', -ngurri (VE S) 'dizzy' and -wurlnge (ED S) 'feel dizzy, be unsteady'. The verb 

-ngurri (VE S) 'dizzy' has lexicalised Vegetation gender subject agreement as shown in 

(9-11). 

(9-11) 
Ngapi kama-ngurri-n. 
1sg   PR.3VE-dizzy-NP 
 
I feel dizzy. 

NB 3:113 
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The canonical root homonym -ngurri has a very broad range of meanings depending on 

its subject: 'move fast, run, fly, (car) move, (water) flow'. There is also a noun-verb 

idiom involving the root -ngurri and the body part noun wun 'eye (VE)' shown in (9-12). 

(9-12) 
Kama-ngurri-n                nuwu    wun. 
PR.3VE-not.see.properly-NP   2sg.OBL eye(VE) 
 
Your eyes aren't seeing properly (comparable to idiomatic English expressions: 
black out, see stars). 

NB 3:113 

The expression in (9-12) has the body part wun 'eye (VE)' as subject and the experiencer 

is encoded as an oblique whole. This noun-verb idiom probably provided the bridging 

context for the development of the use of -ngurri (VE S) to mean 'dizzy' since dizziness 

and 'blacking out' are related conditions.  

In the development of the verb -ngurri (VE S) 'dizzy', we see a pathway which is likely 

to have led to the development of many replacive lexicalised agreement verbs. First a 

noun-verb idiom involving a body part noun develops and then at a later stage the body 

part noun and oblique pronoun are dropped and the verb is reanalysed as having the 

whole as subject. When the event denoted by the verb -ngurri (VE S) 'dizzy' shifts, its 

argument structure also shifts. The original expression had the subject wun 'eye' but the 

new event denoted by the verb does not have wun 'eye' as subject. However, the 

lexicalised agreement pattern still reflects the gender and person of the body part subject 

that occurred in the original noun-verb idiom in (9-12). 

The majority of verbs with replacive agreement are verbs of involuntary motion or 

experiential predicates (i.e. non-controlled predicates). Replacive agreement can be seen 

as an alternative development to ordinary lexicalised agreement as both types of 

lexicalised agreement are common in non-controlled predicates in which the expected 

subject has low agentivity. Interestingly, there have been no reports of replacive 

lexicalised agreement in other languages. Replacive lexicalised agreement seems to be 

unique to Mawng, whereas ordinary lexicalised agreement is found in a number of 

languages. 
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10 Restricted argument verbs 
10.1 Introduction 
There is one other group of Mawng verbs which are only ever found with third person 

agreement of a particular gender. These do not have lexicalised agreement but instead 

have very narrow selectional restrictions such that one argument is usually a member of 

a single gender. For example, the intransitive verb -wukpa means '(wind) blow' with 

Edible subject agreement and it has marlu 'wind (ED)' as overt NP subject or implicit 

subject when used with this sense. The verb -wukpa means 'cool' or 'dry' with canonical 

agreement. Ordinary lexicalised agreement is a type of syntax-semantics mismatch and 

replacive lexicalised agreement is a type of morphological mismatch. However, there is 

no mismatch at all in verbs such as -wukpa (ED S) '(wind) blow' as the agreement 

pattern accurately reflects the features of the arguments of the predicate. What appears 

to be a strong association between a specific sense of the verb and an agreement pattern 

is rather a consequence of the fact that a specific sense of the verb has narrow 

selectional restrictions for one argument. These selectional restrictions are best 

described as part of the verb's meaning so there is no need to specify the agreement 

pattern in the verb's lexical entry as we must for lexicalised agreement verbs. There are 

around eighty of these verbs with narrow selectional restrictions in Mawng and they 

will be referred to as having 'restricted arguments'. 

Although their agreement is not lexicalised, restricted argument verbs do behave 

differently to canonical predicates. They are similar to verbs with implicit frame 

arguments such as -ngartpirru 'throw (spear)' discussed in section 4.2.4.3, in that they 

have a default argument type specified in their meaning which need not be expressed 

with an NP even when it is new and not identifiable from the context1. Since their 

default argument is infrequently expressed as an NP, restricted argument verbs may 

appear to be lexicalised agreement verbs until the crucial example with an overt 

argument NP is recorded. 

Since Mawng genders have semantic bases, there are links between gender and 

argument type. Section 10.2 illustrates how this works in restricted argument verbs with 

two introductory examples. In section 10.3, I describe some other restricted argument 

                                                
1 The difference between restricted argument verbs and canonical verbs corresponds to the difference 
between English verbs with lexically specified indefinite null arguments and those with obligatory 
expression of an argument NP discussed by Fillmore (1986). 
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verbs which are cognate object verbs like those described in section 4.2.4.2. Both types 

of verbs given as examples in sections 10.2 and 10.3 fit the category 'cognate object 

verbs' as used in the Australianist literature following Austin (1982). In section 10.4, I 

compare the semantics and syntax of Mawng cognate object verbs with those labelled 

cognate object verbs in other Australian languages, showing that the two syntactic types 

of predicates identified by Austin (1982) are also found in Mawng. However, I argue 

that it is necessary to distinguish two semantic categories corresponding to Austin's 

single category 'cognate object verb'.  

Cross-linguistically, we find many languages have a set of predicates for which one 

argument is inanimate and selected from a small set that is restricted by the meaning of 

the verb (Barupu, discussed by Corris 2006 is one such language). In section 10.5, I 

draw together work by other linguists who suggest that the argument-predicate 

distinction often breaks down when one argument is already partly specified by the 

verb. Then in section 10.6, I show how lexicalised agreement might develop from 

restricted argument verbs - the frequent use of a particular gender agreement pattern 

may become conventionalised such that it is used even with arguments of a different 

gender. I compare restricted argument verbs with lexicalised agreement verbs in section 

10.7, discussing what all three categories of noncanonical verb have in common in 

Mawng and how they differ. Then I suggest another possible pathway for the 

development of lexicalised agreement in section 10.8; through the conventionalisation 

and hardening of a verb-noun combination. 

10.2 Gender versus argument type: two introductory examples 
Some verbs select for a set of referents which are all the same gender. Since Mawng 

genders have a semantic basis, it can be difficult to tell if such verbs have narrow 

selectional restrictions based on argument type (i.e. restricted agreement) or lexicalised 

agreement.  A verb in which selection for argument type and gender coincide is -waraw 

'light (domestic fire)'. This verb can only occur with Vegetation gender object 

agreement and is frequently used either with the generic Vegetation gender noun 

yungku 'fire' as in (10-1) or without it as in (10-2). 

(10-1) 
Mampu-waraw-ng yungku. 
3pl/3VE-light.fire-PP fire (VE) 

 
They lit a fire. 

PM Text 3:34 
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(10-2) 
Nginji a-miraw-ng kirrk kayirrk la 
song.cycle.name 3pl-sing-PC COMPL [then ] 
 
ngata-waraw-ng. 
1pl.ex/3VE-light.fire-PP 
 
They sung Nginji and then we lit the fire. 

HH Text 1:109 

As indicated in the gloss given for -waraw in the examples above, the participant 

yungku 'fire, firewood' seems to be part of the verb meaning which is why the noun 

yungku is optional. However, the verb -waraw can take also take specific Vegetation 

gender referents such as the Vegetation gender noun nganangka 'clap sticks' in (10-3).  

(10-3) 
La arrkana-waraw-n mata nganangka. 
And 1pl.in/3VE.F-light.fire-NP VE clap.sticks (VE) 

 
We will burn the two clapsticks. 

HH Text 1:115 

The verb -waraw 'light (fire)' cannot take objects of other genders. For example, the text 

from which (10-2) and (10-3) are drawn describes part of a funeral ceremony in which 

the possessions of the deceased are burnt. First the clapsticks are burnt as described in 

(10-3) and then the clothing of the deceased is burnt. The clothing of the deceased is 

referred to using the Masculine noun naputjanputjan 'deceased's possessions' and the 

canonical verb -wunya 'burn/cook' is used instead of -waraw 'light (fire)' in (10-4). 

(10-4) 
"Ngawu kurrung-jawu-ni tuka arri-wunya-ø ja 
come! 2pl/3LL-dig-I2 LOC 1pl.in/3MA.F-burn-NP MA 
 
naputjanputjan." 
deceased's.clothing (MA) 
 
Come, dig a hole where we'll burn the clothes of the deceased." 

HH Text 1:207 

Speakers rejected sentences in which the verb -waraw 'light (fire)' was used in a clause 

with naputjanputjan 'deceased's possessions (MA)'. Neither is it possible to use -waraw 

'light (fire)' alone to describe the event in (10-4) with either Vegetation or Masculine 

object agreement.   

The use of the verb -waraw 'light (fire)' with warlk 'tree (VE)' as object was accepted as 

illustrated in (10-5). 
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(10-5) 
Kamani-waraw-n             warlk,    like mata kamal-angali-ø. 
PR.3MA/3VE-light.fire-NP   tree(VE)  Eng  VE   PR.3VE-stand-NP 
 
He lights a tree - one which is standing up2. 

Benefactives1 110 

Combining -waraw with the names of Masculine gender trees did not produce any 

acceptable clauses as none of the dozen or so Masculine gender trees are considered 

suitable firewood by speakers. The data collected so far suggests that the inflexibility of 

the object agreement found with -waraw is not a lexicalised morphosyntactic feature of 

the verb but a property of the verb's meaning3. 

Many restricted argument verbs have canonical root homonyms. For example, the verb 

-aka 'throw, push' can have the sense 'build (structure)' when it has Edible gender object 

agreement. This use of the verb subcategorises for Edible objects such as kurrampalk 

'house' or ta mawngku 'traditional shelter' as in (10-6).  

(10-6)  
Apa-ka-ngung       kirrk   ta   mawngku   ngarru. 
3pl/3ED-throw4-PC  COMPL   ED   shelter   1pl.ex.OBL 
 
They built our shelter. 

Warranyngiw1 090 

The verb -aka with Edible object agreement and the meaning  'build (structure)' is often 

used without an Edible object NP even when there is no identifiable discourse referent 

'structure' as a default object is already specified by the verb. The verb -aka has two 

distinct senses, one of which has very narrow selectional restrictions while the other can 

take a very wide range of objects. The variation between these two senses is great: -aka 

'throw, push' is an activity while -aka (ED O) 'build (structure)' is an accomplishment. 

However, there is a clear link between the two senses as -aka is sometimes used to 

mean 'make into a pile by throwing' when it has canonical agreement. This extends to 

the building of yarl - special sand cones used in birth and menstruation ceremonies as in 

(10-7). 

                                                
2 In this utterance the speaker makes clear that the generic noun warlk 'wood, log, stick, tree' must refer to 
a standing tree rather than a log or stick as yungku 'firewood' would be used to refer to a log or stick in 
this context.  
3 In fact there may be a little of both: restriction of the argument and lexicalisation of agreement. See 
section 10.6 for further discussion of the blurring of the boundary between these two categories in verbs 
which select for referents which are almost always a particular gender. 
4 Note I usually gloss this verb 'build' when it has this meaning but in this section I gloss it 'throw' 
throughout so as not to pre-empt my analysis. 
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(10-7)  
K-angp-aka-ø          ta   yarl       like   ngarrkarrk.  
PR-3pl/3LL-throw-NP   LL   sand.cone  Eng.   two 
 
They build two sand cones. 

Warlk4 009 

The use of -aka in (10-7) groups with canonical uses of the verb as this use is only 

possible when yarl 'sand cone (LL)' is an overt NP or identifiable referent - i.e. there is 

no implicit default argument type yarl 'sand cone'. 

There are similarities between the type of sense variation we find with -aka and 

the sense variation we find between verbs with lexicalised agreement and their 

canonical root homonyms. However, verbs with both lexicalised agreement and 

canonical root homonyms have specific senses associated with each type of agreement 

pattern whereas the two senses of -aka are not linked by conventionality to specific 

agreement patterns but instead to properties of the object argument. This type of sense 

variation in relation to argument type is found universally in language as it is simply 

part of normal verb polysemy.  

10.3 Cognate object verbs with restricted arguments 
The restricted argument verbs discussed so far select for a small set of inanimate 

referents. They are similar to the frame argument verbs  -ngartpirru 'throw (spear) and 

-arntakpu 'chop (tree)' discussed in section 4.2.4.3. I will refer to both groups as the 

semantic class 'concrete default argument verbs'. These contrast with the other main 

semantic class of restricted argument verb - the cognate object verbs. Cognate argument 

verbs are also found among communication predicates that subcategorise for a frame 

argument (see section 4.2.4.2). Thus both semantic classes straddle two syntactic classes 

of verbs: intransitive verbs that subcategorise for an implicit frame argument and 

restricted object argument verbs. 

One restricted argument verb that is a cognate object verb is the verb -arlukpa 'dance'. 

Like other cognate object verbs discussed in sections 4.2.4.2 and 8.8, it predicates a 

performance event and can occur with an NP referring to the event it predicates. The 

verb -arlukpa has the canonical sense 'hit with foot' but can mean 'dance' with 

Masculine object agreement. The verb is used with the sense 'dance' twice in (10-8). 
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(10-8) 
K-aw-a-ø-ga          arrapujpa la   [pata  k-iw-arlukpa-ø] 
PR-3pl-go1-NP-HITH   songman   CONJ  PL    PR-3pl/3MA-dance-NP 
 
k-a-miraw-n      la   k-iw-arlukpa-ø. 
PR-3pl-sing-NP   CONJ PR-3pl/3MA-dance-NP 
 
The songman and the dancers come and they sing and dance. 

 (Hewett et al. 1990) 

The canonical agreement homonym -arlukpa 'hit with foot' is used to mean 'kick' as in 

(10-9) or 'stamp on' as in (10-10). 

(10-9) 
Kurlingka arrarrkpi kamanny-arlukpa-ø    chair? 
INT       man       PR.3MA/3VE-kick-NP   Eng 
 
Is the man kicking a chair? 

Information2 118 

(10-10) 
Iw-arlukpa-n         wukuwuk. 
3pl/3MA-stamp.on-PP  hot 
 
They stamped on it (a partly made bark canoe) while it was hot. 

PM Text 3:35 

Note that there is no NP corresponding to the object of -arlukpa in (10-8). There is an 

object NP in (10-9) and in (10-10) the object is recoverable from prior discourse. The 

two senses of the verb -arlukpa may not seem to be obviously related. However, 

traditional dances performed by Mawng men involve sharp kicking motions as well as 

stamping so there is a transparent historical motivation for the development of the sense 

'dance' from 'kick, stamp'.  

The verb -arlukpa (MA O) 'dance' can occur with an NP referring to a particular song as 

in (10-11). 

 (10-11) 
K-inny-arlukpa-ø-pa         Inyjalarrku. 
PR-3MA/3MA-dance-NP-EMPH1   song.name(MA) 
 
He's dancing Inyjalarrku. 

Benefactives1 118 

The sense 'dance' of -arlukpa only co-occurs with Masculine object agreement and all 

song names and the generic term manyardi 'song' are Masculine gender. Dances are 

usually named by the song they go with so the song name Inyjalarrku is also the name 

of the dance and is the cognate object of the verb -arlukpa (MA O) 'dance' in  (10-11).  

There are parallels between the properties of -arlukpa (MA O) 'dance' and the canonical 

intransitive verb -miraw 'sing' (see section 4.2.4.2) which subcategorises for the frame 
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argument 'song'. The difference between the two verbs is that -arlukpa always carries an 

index of its default argument 'dance' whereas -miraw 'sing' is intransitive and its frame 

argument 'song' is never indexed on the verb. Both verbs typically occur without any 

overt cognate object NP even when such a participant is new and not recoverable from 

the discourse context. 

Another cognate object verb with a restricted object argument is -atpi (LL O) 

'understand, have knowledge'. With canonical agreement the verb root -atpi means 

'have, hold, grasp' as in (10-12) 

(10-12)  
Warrarrawurnji k-iw-atpi-ø          karlurri    la   pata marryun 
girls          PR-3pl/3MA-have-NP   animal      CONJ PL   boy 
 
k-iw-atpi-ø           kiyap. 
PR-3pl/3MA-have-NP    fish 
 
The girls are holding animals and the boys are holding fish. 

Information8 031 

In (10-13), -atpi means 'understand, have knowledge' and has Land gender object 

agreement and an overt Land gender object NP. 

(10-13) 
K-anny-atpi-ø             wu-murra wulatpiyi. 
PR-3MA/3LL-understand-NP  LL-much  meaning(LL) 
 
He has a lot of knowledge. 

Benefactives1 094 

The parallels between the uses of both senses are extensive. Regardless of the type of 

object, the verb still means 'carry' when followed by a directional as in (10-14) and 

(10-15) and the coverb construction -atpi wirij 'drop' can also occur with an abstract 

'knowledge' object as shown (10-16). 

(10-14) 
Ngatpa-maju-ø     la   angkan-atpi-ø      warak. 
1pl.ex.F-die-NP   CONJ 3pl/3LL.F-hold-NP  AWAY 
 
We'll die and they'll carry that on (girl's first period ceremony). 

Warlk1 013 

 (10-15) 
Ta  tuka-pa         ngarrung-atpi-ø               warak ta  ngarri wumulukuk. 
LL  DEM.P.LL-EMPH1  1pl.ex/3LL-have.knowledge-NP  AWAY  ART 1pl.ex cold 
 
We still carry on that knowledge, about the cold season.  

Seasons 013 

(10-16) 
Ta  nuwurri yara ta  wurrwurr awk  marrik kurrung-atpi-ng. 
ART 2pl     some ART new      COLL NEG    2pl/3LL-understand-PC 
 
Ngarri-pa     arrung-atpi-ø-wi              parang-apa  
1pl.ex-EMPH1  1pl.in/3LL-understand-NP-TWDS finish-EMPH1  
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la   arrungpan-atpi-ø       pirij. 
CONJ 1pl.in/3LL.F-HAVE-NP   drop 
 
Now some of you, the new people, you can't understand, only we can understand 
but we're going to pass it (knowledge) on to you. 

RU Text 1:60 

There are two syntactic classes of cognate object verb in Mawng: those which are 

canonical intransitive verbs that subcategorise for a frame argument 'cognate object' and 

those which have restricted object arguments that are cognate objects. Thus the 

semantic category 'cognate object verb' is found in two syntactic classes. The semantic 

class of verbs 'concrete default argument verbs' is found in exactly the same two 

syntactic classes of verbs as cognate object verbs. However, concrete object verbs 

should not be lumped together with cognate object verbs because they need not 

predicate a performance event and their inherent argument does not refer to the event 

they predicate. For example, the object of the restricted argument verb  -aka (ED O) 

'build (structure)' is a result of the event predicated by the verb while the frame 

argument of the canonical intransitive verb -arntakpu 'chop (tree)' is a patient. These 

two semantic classes and syntactic classes crosscut one another to create four subclasses 

as illustrated in Table 75. 

Table 75 Two semantic classes of verbs found among the same two syntactic classes 
Syntactic 
class 

 
Semantic class 

Intransitive verb that 
subcategorises for a frame 
argument 

Transitive verb with restricted 
object argument 

Cognate object verb -miraw 'sing' -arlukpa (MA O) 'dance' 
Contrete default argument 
verb 

-arntakpu 'chop (tree)' -aka (ED O) 'build (structure)' 

 

10.4 Cognate object verbs in other Australian languages 
There are strong parallels between the two cross-cutting semantic and syntactic 

categories of Mawng verbs in Table 75 and those verbs identified by Austin (1982) as 

'cognate object verbs' among some Pama Nyungan languages. Verbs of one syntactic 

class (Austin's Type 2), have a nominative or absolutive subject but subcategorise for an 

additional noun that has some of the properties of an object5. These Type 2 verbs have 

similar meanings and similar putative objects as shown in the list in Table 76 below. 

                                                
5 Whatever these are in the relevant language. 
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Table 76 Types of verbs and their 'cognate objects' in 5 Pama Nyungan languages (based on data in 
Austin 1982). 

Verb meaning Complement type Number of languages 
talk language/story 5 
dance ceremony 3 
play game 2 
lie sleep 3 
go walk, work 1 
wear clothing 1 
be painted pattern 1 

 

Type 2 verbs are similar to Mawng canonical intransitive verbs that subcategorise for 

frame arguments. Both occur in what appears to be an intransitive clause but have an 

additional object-like participant. Austin also identifies another category of verbs (Type 

1) which have an ergative marked subject but no object. We need to amend his 

description of this category to 'rarely take an object' as in the Warlpiri Type 1 verb 

yunpa 'sing' occasionally occurs with an NP that may show some object properties 

(Simpson 1991:345). The Warlpiri noun purlapa ‘corroboree’ can occur with the verb 

yunpa 'sing' and may trigger the appearance of the dual object marker -palangu on the 

auxiliary when dual. This putative object noun, like the putative objects of Type 2 verbs 

which Austin describes, has an ambiguous syntactic status because it has some of the 

morphosyntactic properties of an object but not all. Austin's Type 1 verbs are similar to 

Mawng verbs with restricted object arguments as they appear in what seems to be a 

transitive clause but frequently lack an identifiable second argument. The Mawng verb 

is marked as transitive by agreeing with two arguments while the Pama Nyungan clause 

is marked as transitive by having an ergative marked subject.  

Table 77 shows how I extend Austin's (1982) syntactic verb classes Type 1 and Type 2 

to Mawng. 

Table 77 Type 1 and Type 2 verb classes in Pama Nyungan languages and in Mawng 
 PN languages discussed above Mawng 
Type 1 (transitive frame) Ergative subject Subject and object verb 

agreement 
Type 2 (intransitive frame) Nominative/absolutive subject Subject verb agreement only 
 

Austin (1982) identifies two syntactic classes of verbs but refers to all as 'cognate object 

verbs'  - a single semantic category. However, only some of the verbs he lists shown in 

Table 76 really have cognate objects - objects that refer to the event predicated by the 
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verb. The first three verbs he lists are likely cognate object verbs: 'talk (language/story)', 

'dance (ceremony)' and 'play (game)'6. Verbs with the meanings 'wear (clothing)' and 'be 

painted (pattern)' are not likely to be cognate object verbs as 'clothing' and 'patterns' do 

not refer to events7. I use the term 'cognate object verb' for a semantic class following 

linguists elsewhere (see for example, Mittwoch 1998) but Australianists often follow 

Austin's (1982) usage, that refers to a syntactic grouping (Type 1 and 2 verbs) which 

includes two quite different semantic classes.  

Descriptions of other Pama Nyungan languages published since Austin (1982) have 

corroborated Austin's findings, showing that the link between the two syntactic and 

semantic classes of verbs is widespread among Pama Nyungan languages (see for 

example, Gaby 2006; Simpson 1991). In Mawng, both semantic classes are spread over 

both syntactic classes but in some of the languages discussed by Austin only one of the 

syntactic classes is found. It seems that there there are two semantic classes of verbs 

that often have unusual argument structures in Australian languages and the evidence 

from Mawng shows that these two classes are found on both sides of the Pama Nyungan 

boundary. There is some evidence that these classes are also found among other non-

Pama Nyungan languages spoken near Mawng. For example, in Bininj Gun-wok the 

communication predicates -yime 'say' and -morlewa 'inform about' take intransitive 

pronominal prefixes but subcategorise for an 'unindexed nominal complement' (Evans 

2003: 586). Eather (1990) notes that some intransitive Nakkara verbs have object-like 

unindexed arguments but only cites the intransitive verb karndawa 'throw' that occurs 

with two unindexed arguments: theme and recipient - this verb does not fit either of the 

semantic categories discussed above.  

In chapter 11, we shall see that cognate objects are often treated differently not only in 

Mawng, but also in other languages with lexicalised agreement. Languages seem to 

treat concrete entities as prototypical arguments and it is not uncommon for predicates 

which often have cognate objects to indicate some ambiguity of the status of these types 

of participants in their argument structure. 

                                                
6 Note I give the default argument type in brackets here. 
7 The two remaining verbs and nouns in Table 76 are probably not best analysed as being in a predicate-
argument relationship but as noun-verb idioms or complex predicates: ' lie (sleep) and go (walk, work)'.  
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10.5 Blurring the predicate-argument distinction 
Why should languages sometimes encode certain types of participants as objects and 

other times not? Perhaps because these participants are not really arguments of the verb 

at all. Simpson (1991) notes that Warlpiri cognate objects "act partly as arguments of 

the verb, and partly as a specification of the verb's meaning" (p.347). She finds that 

Warlpiri cognate objects have an ambiguous and limited syntactic status such that they 

have similarities not only to arguments but also to preverbs - words which form a 

complex predicate with Warlpiri verbs. In this section I draw on work by Plank (1984) 

on verbs which have narrow selectional restrictions in German and work by Moltmann 

(2004) and Mittwoch (1998) on nonreferential complements and cognate objects. These 

authors argue that the distinction between predicates and arguments is not as clear as we 

might think. Certain types of participants are often syntactically analysed as 

independent arguments when in fact these participants behave more like part of the 

predicate. 

Plank (1984) describes narrow selectional restrictions between verbs and their 

arguments as 'semantic agreement' between verbs and arguments. He surveys activity 

verbs in English and German by semantic domain and finds that in most domains the 

German activity verbs select for a more specific type of object than the English verbs. 

German cooking verbs tend to contrast the type of material cooked while English 

cooking verbs tend to contrast the type of cooking process. Differences between the 

selectional restrictions of verbs have typically been considered unsystematic and thus 

outside the realm of typology. However Plank disagrees: 

"I contend that verb-object [semantic - R.S] agreement does not in fact belong to 
the realm of minor, fortuitous, and cross-linguistically unpredictable differences 
between individual languages, but correlates with the typological parameters...8" 
(Plank 1984: 338) 
 

Plank (1984) suggests that the separation of situations into predicates and arguments is 

an artefact of the mechanics of language and therefore very variable between languages. 

He writes: 

"[S]ince this linguistic distinction of autonomous argument and predicate 
expressions is to some extent arbitrary to begin with, different linguistic 
representations may also differ in the ways in which, consequently, they carry out 
this separation." (Plank 1984: 337)  

                                                
8 Plank (1984) suggests two typological parameters which are relevant to his comparison of English and 
German but difficult to apply to Mawng so I do not discuss them here. 
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The description of Mawng restricted argument verbs in this chapter demonstrates some 

of the typological variation Plank refers to in the first quote above. His work suggests 

that the marginal status of the second argument of cognate object verbs and concrete 

default argument verbs is not coincidental but evidence that the predicate-argument 

distinction in Mawng is stronger in certain types of situation-denoting expressions than 

others. If an argument refers to the event predicated by the verb or is already specified 

in the meaning of the verb, it is unlikely the situation will expressed by a canonical 

transitive verb. Instead an intransitive verb or a restricted argument verb will be used. 

From a different angle, Moltmann (2004) argues abstract nominals that express events 

such as cognate objects and nominalised complement clauses are not really independent 

arguments like an argument referring to a concrete entity and as a consequence they 

have different syntactic properties to such prototypical arguments. Although Moltmann 

considers English data only, she takes a semantic approach that is applicable to any 

language; considering the nature of events and propositions. Moltmann claims that 

although events and propositions may be encoded by pro-forms such as something, their 

syntactic behaviour is always different to that of entity arguments so they should not be 

treated in the same way in syntactic analyses. In Mawng, events and propositions can be 

referred to by demonstratives such as nungpaka (see section 2.2.6). However, as 

Moltmann points out, a cognate object or complement clause does not actually function 

to add a participant to a clause but modifies or alters the predicate, as the nonverbal 

element of a complex predicate might. 

Mittwoch (1998) also draws a parallel between cognate object verbs and complex 

predicates. She analyses cognate object constructions in a number of languages as 

syntactically similar to English light verb constructions like give a groan because the 

cognate object is more like a modifier of the predicate than an argument. Mawng verbs 

with cognate objects already have a partly specified argument as part of their meaning, 

regardless of whether this is indexed on the verb, as in restricted argument verbs, or not, 

as in intransitive verbs with frame arguments. Thus any overt cognate object NP 

functions more like a modifier of a predicate than its argument as it simply adds further 

specification of the event rather than adding a participant. Similarly, Mawng 

complement clauses function mainly to add information about the predicate rather than 

to add a participant.  
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Moltmann and Mittwoch's semantically based explanations provide reasons why we 

might not expect languages to treat certain types of participants like concrete entity 

arguments and in Mawng we do find cognate objects and complement clauses are often 

treated differently syntactically (albeit not uniformly). Plank questions whether all 

arguments have the same independence with respect to their predicate while Moltmann 

argues that some complement clauses and cognate objects form complex predicates with 

verbs rather than being in an argument relation to a verb. These semantic considerations 

reveal similarities in the argument structure of predicates with default arguments - the 

arguments exist in a grey area between fully independent arguments and elements that 

are part of the predicate.  

10.6 At the boundary between restricted arguments and replacive agreement 
The category 'restricted argument verbs' was set up to account for apparent verb sense - 

gender agreement associations that are better explained with reference to verb meaning 

and the type of an argument than with reference to lexicalised agreement patterns. Since 

restricted argument verbs are defined as senses which have narrow selectional 

restrictions, there is no need for the arguments which they select for to all belong to a 

single gender. In fact, many restricted argument verbs select for an argument which is 

almost always a member of a particular gender. Contexts invented for elicitation 

purposes or other unusual contexts can lead to an argument of an unexpected gender 

occurring with these restricted argument verbs. In such contexts, the restricted argument 

verb may retain the gender agreement for its default argument or may productively 

agree with the gender of the exceptional argument. 

A good example of this is the use of the verb -la 'consume'. This verb has three main 

types of objects: game animals which are Masculine or Feminine, liquids which are 

mostly Land gender and plant foods which are Edible gender. An example of -la with 

irratat 'meat (MA)' as object is shown in (10-17). 

(10-17)  
I-wani-ng ini-la-ngung irratat. 
3MA-sit-PC 3MA/3MA-consume-PC meat 

 
He was eating meat. 

 (Hewett et al. 1990) 

The use of -la with the drink nun-tirri 'alcohol (LL)' as object is shown in (10-18). 
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(10-18) 
K-a-wani-ø k-angpu-la-ø nun-tirri. 
PR-3pl-sit-NP PR-3pl/3LL-consume-NP LL-dangerous 

 
They are drinking alcohol. 

 (Hewett et al. 1990) 

Since almost all liquids are Land gender9, there is a strong association between the use 

of -la 'consume' with Land gender object agreement and the meaning 'drink'. When 

asked how to describe the drinking of maningul 'blood' which is Vegetation gender a 

speaker wavered over whether to use Vegetation or Land gender object agreement. She 

initially used Vegetation object agreement as in (10-19). 

(10-19) 
Maningul    kamani-la-ø. 
blood (VE)  PR.3MA/3VE-consume-NP 
 
He drinks blood 

NVidioms2 002 

Then the speaker corrected herself in (10-20); deciding that Land gender object 

agreement was most appropriate. 

(10-20) 
Not      kamani-la-ø!             K-ani-la-ø. 
Eng      PR.3MA/3VE-consume-NP    PR-3MA/3LL-consume-NP 
 
Not 'He consumes it(VE)' but 'He drinks it(LL)'. 

NVidioms2 006 

However, it is clearly possible for -la to mean 'drink' when it does not have Land gender 

object agreement. The use of -la 'consume' with Masculine object agreement in (10-4) 

was translated as 'drink'. 

(10-21) 
K-iwu-la-ø y-aliwi 
PR-3pl/3MA-consume-NP MA-bad 

 
They drink alcohol. 

RU Text 1:41 

However, y-aliwi 'MA-bad' is not the usual way to refer to alcohol in Mawng; the word 

nun-tirri 'LL-dangerous' in (10-18) is the usual expression. In fact, y-aliwi 'MA-bad' can 

be interpreted as referring to a range of things that are unhealthy such as alcohol, drugs 

and European foods10. 

                                                
9 Exceptions include maningul 'blood' (VE) (see (10-19)), the use of y-aliwi 'MA-bad' to refer to alcohol 
in (10-21) below and kurrula 'sea, seawater' which can be Masculine or Land gender. 
10 Things introduced by Europeans are often Masculine. For example, when referred to as an object rather 
than specifically as a drink, a can of soft drink may have Masculine gender agreement. 
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This type of agreement 'wavering' has also been observed in the use of the restricted 

argument verb -atpi (LL O) 'understand, have knowledge' and with Vegetation gender 

noun mayali 'knowledge'. Mayali 'knowledge' has exceptional gender assignment as 

other nouns referring to knowledge or customs are Land gender. The verb -atpi 

'understand, have knowledge' can occur with either Land or Vegetation gender object 

agreement with mayali 'knowledge'. A number of examples were recorded of -atpi with 

Vegetation gender object agreement as in (10-22). 

(10-22) 
Marrik anm-atpi-ø            mira  mata mayali. 
NEG    2sg/3VE-understand-I1 EMPH2 VE   knowledge 
 
You can't understand that knowledge. (what old people say to young people when 
they are arguing) 

NB 3:26 

A number of examples were also recorded in which -atpi 'understand, have knowledge' 

retains its usual Land gender object agreement. In (10-23) the adjective -lijap shows 

Vegetation gender agreement with mayali 'knowledge' but the verb has Land gender 

object agreement. 

(10-23) 
K-ang-atpi-ø                ma-lijap    mayali. 
PR-3GEN/3LL-understand-NP   VE-little   knowledge(VE) 
 
She understands a little bit of knowledge. 

Benefactives1 097 

It is possible to analyse the mismatch in verb agreement in both (10-20) and (10-23) as 

agreement 'superclassing' which occurs in some other Top End languages with gender 

agreement (see section 6.7). An analysis along these lines would say that despite the 

exceptions, Land gender is a superclass for all liquids and knowledge so verbs may 

agree either with the liquid or knowledge noun itself or its superclass. However, 

superclassing as found in other Top End languages is not predicate-specific whereas the 

Mawng gender agreement variation described above is found with a only a few 

restricted argument verbs. The variation in gender agreement illustrated above is the 

result of two competing forces: (i) the preference for perfect agreement within the 

clause, and (ii) the tendency for the restricted argument verb to always have a particular 

agreement pattern. 

This preference for perfect agreement is overridden in the case of replacive lexicalised 

agreement which conventionalises a mismatch between verbs and one argument. The 

exceptional examples in (10-20) and (10-23) make the verbs -atpi and -la look like 

replacive agreement verbs. However, such examples are fairly rare as these verbs 
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usually have objects of the expected gender and they may agree with objects with 

unexpected gender. The agreement pattern of a verb with lexicalised agreement never 

wavers. Gender agreement 'wavering' is only found with restricted argument verbs. The 

fact that restricted argument verbs can retain their usual agreement pattern even when 

they take an argument with exceptional gender shows how frequent use of a single 

gender can become associated with a particular verb sense and could eventually become 

lexicalised. Over time a restricted argument verb that tends to retain the agreement 

pattern it has with its default argument type could develop into a replacive lexicalised 

agreement verb. This proposed developmental pathway is supported by the fact that 

verbs with replacive lexicalised agreement only ever have lexicalised S or O agreement 

- never lexicalised A agreement. Restricted argument verbs similarly only ever have 

restricted S or O arguments. The cross-linguistic tendency for absolutive arguments to 

become fixed is discussed further in the section 10.8 and chapter 11. 

10.7 Noncanonical agreement and noncanonical argument structures 
In describing the Mawng language, there are three types of verbs that require special 

attention: ordinary lexicalised agreement verbs, replacive lexicalised agreement verbs 

and restricted argument verbs. A dictionary entry for any of these three types of verbs 

requires an extra element; either specification of a lexicalised agreement pattern or a 

default argument type. Otherwise, a dictionary user might presume that a restricted 

argument verb such as -waraw 'light (fire)' could be used with manpurrwa 'clothing 

(MA)' as object, that the replacive agreement verb -warlkanyi (VE S) 'fall' inflects for 

the features of its subject or that the subject agreement index of -murnangani (LL S) 

'remember' indexes its experiencer as subject. The study of these three classes of verbs 

began with a practical descriptive problem. However, it has led to a detailed 

investigation of the syntax and semantics of three sets of predicates because the 

inflexible agreement patterns found with these three categories of verbs have quite 

different explanations.  

Now that all three categories of noncanonical verbs in Mawng have been introduced, it 

is possible to compare them. The three categories differ in both syntactic and semantic 

properties as summarised in Table 78.  
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Table 78 The three categories of verbs with noncanonical agreement in Mawng 
 Ordinary 

lexicalised 
agreement verbs 

Replacive 
agreement 
verbs 

Restricted 
argument verbs 

What is the usual grammatical function 
of the inflexible agreement index? 

A, S or O S or O S or O 

Type of match between the features of 
the inflexible agreement index and its 
coreferent argument 

N/A (no coreferent 
argument) 

Mismatch Match11 

Is it necessary to express the coreferent 
argument as an NP if it is not 
identifiable? 

N/A (no coreferent 
argument) 

Yes No (default 
argument already 
specified by the 
verb) 

 

Verbs with lexicalised agreement and restricted argument verbs are different types of 

lexical items. Replacive lexicalised agreement and ordinary lexicalised agreement verbs 

can have canonical root homonyms. However, the relationship between senses of a verb 

root with restricted arguments and senses with more open selectional restrictions is one 

of polysemy rather than homonymy. For example, -atpi 'understand, have knowledge' is 

a minor sense of the broader sense -atpi 'have, hold, grasp'12. However, lexicalised 

agreement verbs and their canonical root homonyms are best analysed as homonyms 

rather than related senses of a verb root. A lexicalised agreement verb is a type of 

construction in which a meaning is associated with a combination of a verb root and a 

set of lexicalised agreement features whereas a restricted argument verb is the same 

type of lexical item as any other verb - it simply has narrower selectional criteria for one 

argument.  

In section 10.8, I develop the theory that some lexicalised agreement verbs have 

developed from noun-verb idioms from which the noun has been lost. Noun-verb 

idioms in which the noun behaves like an argument NP are a type of expression in 

which a meaning has become associated with a combination of a verb and a noun - thus 

a participant of the verb has become fixed. Lexicalised agreement verbs are expressions 

in which a meaning has become associated with a verb and an agreement index - which 

probably once also specified a participant of the verb. They are both types of verb-

argument idioms because they are expressions which combine verbs with elements that 

                                                
11 Except for the rare mismatches discussed in section 10.6. 
12 c.f. Fillmore (1986) who uses the fact that senses of an English verb can differ in whether they allow 
indefinite null instantiation as evidence for polysemy. 
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are still used productively to express arguments. However, these elements have 

developed a conventionalised meaning in certain combinations13.  

The boundary between lexicalised agreement verbs and restricted argument verbs is not 

impermeable. As we saw in section 10.6 above, the agreement patterns of some 

restricted argument verbs may remain fixed when an argument of an unexpected gender 

has the restricted argument role and this tendency may well sometimes lead to the 

development of replacive lexicalised agreement. All three types of noncanonical verb 

have in common that the referent of one agreement index is usually not obvious when a 

clause is heard in isolation. The referent of the lexicalised index of replacive agreement 

verbs is unclear because of the agreement feature mismatch. The referent of a 

lexicalised index of verbs with ordinary lexicalised agreement is unclear because it is a 

dummy argument. The referent of an agreement index of a restricted argument verb 

may be unclear because it is rarely overtly expressed as it is already specified by the 

verb meaning. 

Among all three types of noncanonical verb we find many which have a participant that 

lacks a prototypical quality usually associated with the grammatical function we would 

expect it to have. For example, there are many non-controlled predicates among the 

noncanonical verbs and their expected subject lacks the agentivity usually associated 

with subjects (see sections 8.6 and 9.3). Cognate object verbs and complement taking 

predicates have a participant which denotes an event rather than a concrete entity so 

they often take the form of restricted argument verbs and lexicalised agreement verbs 

respectively. Exactly what is unusual about the argument structure of noncanonical 

predicates varies greatly which suggests that they may have developed through a range 

of different developmental pathways. The development of lexicalised agreement verbs 

from restricted argument verbs was discussed above (section 10.6). In the next section, I 

outline a pathway for the development of simple verbs with ordinary lexicalised 

agreement from noun-verb idioms. 

10.8 The development of lexicalised agreement verbs from noun-verb idioms 
Verbs with ordinary lexicalised agreement could develop through the 

conventionalisation of a combination of a verb and a participant; via a noun-verb idiom 

from which the noun is dropped and the original agreement pattern plus verb root alone 

becomes associated with the meaning of the original noun-verb idiom. A variation on 
                                                
13 c.f. Nunberg et. al. (1994) who identify conventionalization of meaning as a key feature of idioms. 
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this pathway is that the noun-verb idiom could develop into a coverb construction and 

then the coverb could be lost. A few coverb constructions involve denominal coverbs - 

coverbs which have the same form as a noun - and many of these coverb constructions 

retain lexicalised agreement patterns that reflect their origin as fully compositional verb-

argument combinations. In this section, I give a brief overview of noun-verb idioms and 

coverb constructions with denominal coverbs to illustrate how these constructions could 

be the ancestors of simple verbs with lexicalised agreement.  

Some coverb constructions with denominal coverbs derived from body part nouns are 

shown in Table 7914. 

Table 79 Coverbs homonymous with body part nouns 
Coverb 
construction 

Agreement 
pattern 

Coverb construction 
gloss 

Verb gloss  noun from which coverb is 
derived 

-ukpu ngarlwak MA O bend knee 
sit cross-legged 
die suddenly 

bend, twist, 
break 

ngarlwak 'knee cap (MA)' 

-e wun VE O wear glasses pierce wun 'eye (VE)' 
-atpi yurnu ED O shake hands hold yurnu 'hand, foot (ED)' 
-wani kirrwara canonical menstruate sit, be 
-aka kirrwara 
-u kirrwara 

canonical turn back on (in anger) throw 
give 

kirrwara 'back (MA)' 

 

Some of the coverb constructions in Table 79 have lexicalised object agreement and the 

gender of the lexicalised object agreement matches that of the body part noun15. For 

example,  -e wun 'wear glasses' (VE O) has Vegetation object agreement as if agreeing 

with the Vegetation gender noun wun 'eye'.  

Coverb constructions with coverbs derived from other types of concrete nouns are listed 

in Table 80. 

                                                
14 I analyse words which can function as either nouns or coverbs as homonym pairs with different parts of 
speech. In most Australian languages with coverbs, there is a some overlap between nouns and coverbs 
and different approaches have been taken in dealing with this. Schultze-Berndt (2000: 74) describes 
words which can be used as both nouns and coverbs as heterosemous (having more than one function). 
Hosokawa's (1991:230) develops an analysis of the Yawuru preverb (=coverb) as a functional slot that 
can be filled by words from various different parts of speech. 
15 It is unclear how the constructions developed as they appear to cross-reference the whole as subject and 
the body part as object which never occurs in canonical clauses. Instead part and whole are a single 
argument so either the part or the whole can be indexed on the verb but never both (see section 7.4.2) 
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Table 80 Coverbs derived from other types of concrete nouns 
Coverb 
construction 

Agreement Gloss Verb gloss  noun from which coverb 
is derived 

-li kunak  LL S long term camp (exist) stand, be 
(archaic verb) 

kunak 'camp, land (LL)' 

-wu marrwakara MA O lie on stomach, fall 
forwards onto stomach 

hit marrwakara 'large goanna 
species (MA)' 

-e muru GEN A have first period pierce muru 'grass species (VE)' 
-e warlk GEN A have first period pierce warlk 'stick (VE)' 
-wu inypularr canonical murder hit, kill inypularr 'orphan who has 

lost their mother (MA/FE)' 
 

All but one of the coverb constructions in Table 80 have lexicalised agreement patterns 

that derive from the original agreement with the noun which became a coverb. The way 

a simple verb with lexicalised agreement could develop from such coverb constructions 

is relatively transparent. The coverb is simply dropped and the meaning that was 

associated with the coverb construction becomes associated with the verb root plus 

agreement pattern instead. This pathway is illustrated in Figure 5 below. 

Figure 5 Development of a simple verb with lexicalised agreement via a noun-verb idiom 
and coverb construction 
Step 1: Verb and argument in compositional combination 

 
 conventionality/idiomaticity increases 
 
Step 2: Verb+noun idiom 

 
 noun reanalysed as coverb 
 
Step 3: Coverb construction with denominal coverb 
Coverb construction has lexicalised agreement pattern that reflects the 
argument structure of the original compositional combination in step 1 
 

 loss of coverb 
 
Step 4: Simple verb with lexicalised agreement 

 
Noun-verb idioms are common in Mawng and are similar to coverb constructions with 

denominal coverbs but can be distinguished from them by the fact that the noun in a 

noun-verb idiom still clearly functions as a noun. It can still take nominal morphology 

and has more flexible ordering with respect to the verb than a coverb (noun-verb idioms 

were also discussed in section 8.6). The easiest way to distinguish a noun-verb idiom 

from a coverb construction is to test whether the emphatic particle mira 'very, really' 

can intercede between verb and the putative coverb/noun. This is only possible for 
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noun-verb idioms as nothing can intervene between verb and coverb in a coverb 

construction. Some examples of noun-verb idioms are given in Table 81. 

Table 81 Noun-verb idioms  
Noun Syntactic 

function  
Verb Idiom meaning 

mali 'knowledge, thoughts (VE)' O -mirlkpunge 'turn' turn OBL's thoughts back 
mayali 'knowledge, 
understanding (VE)' 

O -ma 'get' 
~ -atpi 'have' 

explain (to OBL) 

ngurrij 'sleep (LL)' A -wu 'hit' O feel sleepy 
wirrngak 'life, energy, breath 
(LL)' 

O -aka 'throw' Breathe, have a rest 

wurwiny 'shame (MA?)' A -atpi 'have, hold' 
 

O be ashamed 

A -wu 'hit' O feel sad 
O -atpi  'have, hold' feel compassion, feel sorry 

for OBL 

wurlk 'sorrow, feelings (ED)' 

O -aka swallow, eat food 
A -aka 'throw' 

-wu 'hit' 
O get angry lirri 'anger, trouble' (LL) 

O -ngula 'make, 
create' 

make trouble (with OBL) 

 

The noun wurlk 'sorrow (ED)' has a different grammatical function in each of the two 

noun-verb idioms listed in Table 81 that it occurs in. In the idiom -wu wurlk (hit + 

sorrow) 'O feel sad', the noun wurlk is the transitive subject of the verb whereas in the 

idiom -atpi wurlk (have + sorrow) 'feel sorry (for OBL)' the noun wurlk is the object of 

the verb. Simple predicates with lexicalised agreement could potentially develop 

directly from noun-verb idioms, through the loss of the noun. The idiom -wu wurlk 'O 

feel sad' could develop into an experiencer object verb while -atpi wurlk 'feel sorry (for 

OBL)' could develop into a lexicalised object verb that subcategorises for an oblique 

object. The pathway for the development of a simple verb with lexicalised agreement 

from a noun-verb idiom is the same as the pathway illustrated in Figure 5, except step 3 

would be omitted.  

Lexicalised agreement is rare cross-linguistically but noun-verb idioms are ubiquitous. 

The noun of noun-verb idioms is typically an absolutive argument such as bucket in kick 

the bucket (Nunberg et al. 1994). We also find that restricted argument predicates 

always have an absolutive restricted argument. In addition, two-thirds of all lexicalised 

agreement verbs have lexicalised object agreement although all three types of 

agreement can become lexicalised in Mawng. The same tendency for absolutive 

arguments to be involved is found in noun-incorporation (Baker 1993; Evans 1997b; 

Mithun 1984). 
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Noun-incorporation is not possible in Mawng, although it is found in the neighbouring 

languages Bininj Gun-wok and Kunbarlang. There is suggestive but not conclusive 

evidence that nouns have become part of Mawng verb stems in the past. For example, a 

number of verb stems seem to include wurlk 'sorrow (ED)'. These have similar 

meanings to the noun-verb idioms with wurlk in Table 81 and are listed together with 

them in Table 82. 

Table 82 Verbs and noun-verb idioms containing the noun wurlk 'sorrow (ED)' 
Expression meaning 
-wurlkpungku (intr.) feel sad, sorry for oneself 
-wurlkpungku (tr.) make sad 
-wurlkujpakpa (intr.) sob 
-wurlkparrki (MA A) O feel hungry, have empty stomach 
-aka wurlk (tr.) swallow, eat food 
-atpi wurlk (ED O)  feel sorry for OBL, be compassionate, 
-wu wurlk (GEN A) O feel sad 
 

The verb -wurlkpungku 'feel sad' can be analysed as wurlk plus the sequence /pungku/ 

which is found as the second element of ten transitive verb roots, most meaning 'lift up 

in some way' as in the verb -majpungku 'lift up'. The verbs containing the sequence 

/wurlk/ have similar meanings to the noun-verb idioms involving the noun wurlk so 

perhaps the noun became part of the verb roots at one stage. The range of meanings of 

the expressions in Table 82 suggests that wurlk was once a body part noun for 'throat' 

because idioms with the same range of meanings are frequently formed with the body 

part noun 'throat, neck' in other Top End languages and elsewhere16. 

In languages with noun-incorporation, combinations of verbs and incorporated nouns 

tend to become lexicalised. Noncompositional noun-incorporations in Bininj Gun-wok 

are treated as a type of noun-verb idiom by Evans (2003) but I reserve the the term 

'noun-verb idiom' for expressions involving free nouns and use 'lexicalised noun-

incorporation' for expressions involving incorporated nouns. It is likely that some 

Mawng lexicalised agreement verbs have developed via noun-verb idioms and possibly 

also old noun-incorporations. However, aside from the diachronic considerations there 

are clearly interesting typological parallels between noun-verb idioms and noun-

                                                
16 For example, an expression combining the body part noun mangúya 'throat' with the verb -ddjúwa 
'suffer' is used for 'feel very sad' in Ndjébbana (McKay 2000). Heath (1984) suggests that the 
Nunggubuyu verb -w1al(a)=ngu- 'drink' could have developed from the combination of the noun -w1alag- 
'throat/neck' and the verb  =ngu- 'eat'. The association between 'neck, throat', consumption and emotions is 
also found in the distribution of an old incorporate reconstructable as 'neck' among predicates in Choctaw 
(Mithun 1984:878). 
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incorporations on the one hand and Mawng restricted argument verbs and lexicalised 

agreement verbs on the other. In the following chapter, I explore the parallels between 

Mawng noncanonical agreement and noun-incorporation in more detail.  

10.9 Conclusions 
Restricted argument verbs form part of the set of Mawng verbs with noncanonical 

agreement. However, unlike lexicalised agreement verbs they are not that unusual 

typologically as in all languages we find some verbs which have narrower selectional 

restrictions than others. Austin's (1982) cognate object verbs are one such group. The 

narrow selectional restrictions found with such verbs are part of a general hardening of 

verb-argument relations compared to those found with prototypical verbs which 

combine with a wide range of arguments with minimal shift in meaning. Noun-verb 

idioms are one possible consequence of the hardening of verb-argument relations and I 

suggest that these can eventually develop into lexicalised agreement verbs. The 

occasional variation in verb agreement found with some restricted argument verbs 

shows how replacive lexicalised agreement might develop through conventionalisation 

of an extremely frequent gender agreement pattern.  

Plank (1984) notes that German verbs tend to have 'semantic agreement' for intransitive 

subjects or objects but not transitive subjects. The similarities between the types of 

arguments and predicates that have 'semantic agreement' in German and English and 

those encoded by lexicalised agreement and restricted argument verbs in Mawng are 

just yet another indication of common cross-linguistic patterns in hardening of verb-

argument relations. These are the same tendencies that have been found with noun-verb 

idioms and noun-incorporation constructions. The formation of these constructions both 

within languages and across languages is not arbitrary as there are common tendencies 

such as the types of arguments involved. These typically include inanimate arguments, 

absolutive arguments and arguments that denote events.  

In the following chapter, I compare Mawng lexicalised agreement to lexicalised 

agreement in other languages. I show that there are similarities in the syntactic and 

semantic properties of predicates with lexicalised agreement in unrelated languages. I 

also compare the use of restricted argument verbs in Mawng with the incorporation of 

generic nouns into verbs in other languages. 
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11  Mawng lexicalised agreement in cross-linguistic perspective 
11.1 Introduction 
Lexicalised agreement is not unique to Mawng but it is rare cross-linguistically. In this 

chapter I discuss lexicalised agreement in other languages and illustrate typological 

parallels between lexicalised agreement and noun-incorporations. I also discuss 

experiencer object constructions in other languages. I give accounts of lexicalised 

agreement in the Australian languages Gaagudju and Tiwi in section 11.2 and the North 

American language Southern Tiwa and the Siberian language Ket in section 11.3. There 

are strong parallels both in the types of agreement that become lexicalised and the 

semantic classes of predicates that exhibit lexicalised agreement across all three 

languages. Descriptions of lexicalised agreement use different terms as the authors are 

not aware of work on the phenomenon in other languages but what is occurring in these 

diverse languages is much the same.  

I define lexicalised agreement as the lexicalisation of otherwise productive verbal 

agreement morphology such that it no longer indexes an argument of the verb (see 

section 1.1). This definition fits lexicalised agreement in Gaagudju, Tiwi and Southern 

Tiwa and experiencer object verbs found in Iwaidjan languages. However, a set of verbs 

in Mawng's sister language Iwaidja present a problem for our definition as they have 

vestigial gender agreement affixes which are not fully productive but do seem to be 

used to express agreement with a few verbs. These verbs - dubbed pseudo-argument 

verbs by Evans (forthcoming-a) - are mostly cognate with Mawng lexicalised agreement 

verbs or restricted argument verbs as I show in section 11.4. 

Since lexicalised agreement is relatively unknown, how should we locate it in 

typological space with respect to better known phenomena? There are both syntactic 

and semantic parallels to noun-incorporation. I suggested some parallels between noun-

verb idioms and lexicalised agreement in chapter 10 and extend this comparison to 

noun-incorporation in this chapter. Incorporation of a generic noun in some languages 

specifies a default argument type as does gender agreement in Mawng verbs with 

restricted arguments. In addition, both lexicalised noun-incorporations and lexicalised 

agreement verbs contain a morpheme that usually productively encodes an independent 

argument but no longer has this function. I compare noncanonical verbs in Mawng with 

generic noun incorporation in Bininj Gun-wok and Nunggubuyu, a southeast Arnhem 
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land language, in section 11.51. I discuss similarities in the types of verb-argument 

combinations that are involved in productive noun incorporation and Mawng restricted 

argument verbs on the one hand and lexicalised noun-incorporations and Mawng 

lexicalised agreement verbs on the other. The parallels between noncanonical agreement 

in Mawng and noun incorporation show that they are parallel phenomena that develop 

as a result of the same functional pressures.  

Lexicalised agreement verbs in other languages tend to lexicalise absolutive arguments. 

There is also a strong tendency for noun-incorporation and noun-verb idioms to involve 

absolutive arguments rather than transitive subjects. This leaves experiencer object 

verbs in Mawng and other Iwaidjan languages looking a little odd. However, 

constructions which encode experiencers as objects are fairly common cross-

linguistically, but typically involve a noun that is a putative subject. In section 11.6, I 

extend the discussion of experiencer object constructions begun in section 8.6; adding 

comparative data on other Iwaidjan languages and showing that cross-linguistically the 

encoding of experiencers as objects is not uncommon and these constructions may lack 

a putative subject NP in other languages as they often do in Iwaidjan languages.  

11.2 Noncanonical agreement in other Top End languages 
The first comprehensive documentation of noncanonical agreement in a Top End 

language is found in Harvey's (2002) grammar of Gaagudju, a family level isolate 

traditionally spoken near Mawng (see Figure 1). The language isolate Tiwi also has 

noncanonical agreement - sixty four verbs with fixed third person Feminine object 

agreement as well as some verbs with other lexicalised agreement patterns have been 

recorded (Lee 1987:157; Lee 1993; Osborne 1974:39). Tiwi is spoken on the Tiwi 

islands, across the sea from the Iwaidjan languages of the Cobourg peninsula (see 

Figure 1). Thus noncanonical agreement seems to be a feature not only of the Iwaidjan 

language family but also of other coastal languages to the west of Iwaidjan languages. 

In each language, there appear to be both ordinary lexicalised agreement and restricted 

argument verbs but not all the necessary information to determine their category is 

available. I will give examples of verbs whose meaning and use is suggestive of which 

category they belong to. In this section, I used the term 'lexicalised' to refer to verbs 

which could belong to any of the three categories of verbs with noncanonical 

                                                
1 I use noun-incorporation in these nearby languages for comparison as the lesser cultural differences 
between speakers of the languages means that they are likely to express situations in a similar way. 
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agreement. Unfortunately, further information on these verbs may never become 

available as Gaagudju is extinct and younger speakers of Tiwi are shifting towards 

using subject agreement only on all verbs - which means that the lexicalised Feminine 

object agreement is being lost in transitive verbs (Lee 1987). 

Gaagudju has a four-way gender distinction encoded by verbal agreement and Harvey 

(2002) lists forty verbs as having 'lexicalised cross-referencing' some of which clearly 

have ordinary lexicalised agreement while others may be restricted argument verbs. 

These form similar semantic classes to noncanonical predicates in Mawng such as 

communication predicates, cognate object verbs and predicates of involuntary motion 

(see chapters 8 and 10). Some Gaagudju cognate object verbs and communication 

predicates with noncanonical agreement are shown in Table 83. 

Table 83 Noncanonical Gaagudju verbs: cognate object type2 
Verb Agreement pattern  gloss 
barla-bu III O sing 
bala-bu IV O talk 
bolo-boyo-ma IV O lie, trick 
gala-bi IV O call out 
 

Harvey (2002) argues that the object index of the verbs in Table 83 encodes a cognate 

object. For example the verb barla-bu 'sing' always has class III object agreement and 

has been recorded with the class III noun mabalaabala 'corroboree, song'. The other 

verbs shown in Table 83 have class IV object agreement and Harvey claims that they 

have djagaardu 'language, noise, word (class IV)' as their implicit default second 

argument but does not state whether this argument can ever be expressed as an NP - so 

it is unclear whether these should be categorised as having a restricted argument or 

ordinary lexicalised agreement. As in Mawng, many Gaagudju verbs associated with the 

ground have lexicalised agreement. Harvey argues that the verbs in Table 84 have 

walaalu 'land (IV)' as implicit object. 

Table 84 Noncanonical Gaagudju verbs: 'land' object type 
Verb Agreement pattern gloss 
gadjirr-ma IV O dig 
gadjirrba-ba IV O poke around 
 

The synonyms of the two Gaagudju verbs in Table 84 in Mawng, -yawu (LL O) 'dig' 

and -arnake (LL O) 'look for subterranean game by poking ground', also have Land 

                                                
2 Note that the roman numerals in the table refer to the four genders. 
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gender object agreement. As in Mawng, Gaagudju lexicalised agreement verbs also 

include predicates of involuntary motion and experiencer object verbs.  

Tiwi is spoken on the Tiwi islands which are located to the west of the Cobourg 

peninsula on which Iwaidjan languages were traditionally spoken (see Figure 1). Tiwi 

has quite a different gender system to Mawng and Gaagudju. It has only two genders - 

Masculine and Feminine - and properties such as size and shape are important to gender 

assignment. Tiwi also has noun incorporation, which is lacking in Mawng and 

Gaagudju3. Most of the lexicalised agreement verbs in Tiwi have lexicalised Feminine 

object agreement. 

Lexicalised agreement is briefly mentioned under the heading 'Feminine verbs' in both 

Tiwi grammars (Lee 1987; Osborne 1974) and these verbs are specially indicated in the 

two published dictionaries. Osborne's (1974: 39) two thousand word Tiwi dictionary 

lists twenty-eight Tiwi verbs that always inflect as if they had a third person Feminine 

object while Lee's (1993) more recent five thousand word dictionary lists an additional 

thirty-six such verbs4. Feminine object verbs include the typical cognate-object verb 

-kuruwala 'sing' as well as the likely restricted argument verbs -anga 'play tune on 

instrument' and -akupwalini 'beat rhythm with instrument'. Lee (1993) lists example 

sentences for many verbs and some contain an NP referring to a participant we would 

expect to have the grammatical function 'object'. The nature of this object suggests 

which of the three types of noncanonical verb we are dealing with. For example, the 

verb -kipa, defined as "crack open, normally used of kwaka nuts" is categorised as a 

Feminine object verb (Lee 1993:206). It occurs with the feminine noun kwaka 'cycad 

(nut)' in (11-1) which suggests that kwaka is the object and it is a restricted argument 

verb - but we need to know more about how it is used to be sure.  

(11-1)5 
Ngawa   nga-mpi-ri-kipa                  kwaka. 
1.aug   1.aug.incl-3.fem-CV-crack.open   cycad(FE) 
 
We crack open cycad nuts. 

(Lee 1993:206) 

There are other Tiwi verbs which are good candidates for having replacive lexicalised 

object agreement such as -angurupunya 'look back at (person)' or -umuti 'light fire'. 

                                                
3 Harvey (2002) refers to the phonological integration of a word plus indirect object clitic plus following 
word in Gaagudju as 'incorporation' but this does not involve incorporation of an element into the main 
stem of a verb. 
4 In the following discussion I use Lee's (1993) orthography. 
5 Abbreviations used here: aug = augmented number, CV glossed as 'connective' in Lee (1987). 
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These co-occur with NPs which seem to have the same grammatical function as the 

lexicalised Feminine object index but are not Feminine. For example, -umuti 'light fire' 

occurs with the Masculine NP yikoni 'fire' in (11-2). 

(11-2) 
Ngi-ntu-pumuti       yikoni. 
1sg-P(fem)-light     fire (masc) 
 
I lit a fire. 

(Lee 1987:157) 

More information on Tiwi argument structure and the use of the verb -umuti 'light fire' 

is needed to be sure but it is likely that yikoni is the real object argument in (11-2). The 

meanings of other Tiwi feminine object verbs such as -irrapila 'slip, slippery' and -kiri 

'be first, be ahead' suggests they have ordinary lexicalised agreement as they only have 

one participant.  

Lee (1993) also notes a few verbs which have different types of lexicalised agreement. 

These include two verbs for 'die'. The verb verb -kura 'die' has lexicalised Masculine 

subject agreement and lexicalised Feminine object agreement while the experiencer is 

encoded as an indirect object - a role encoded by an additional agreement prefix and 

used for a similar set of semantic roles to the Mawng postverbal oblique pronoun. The 

verb -arawumi 'die' is semitransitive - it has lexicalised Feminine subject agreement and 

also encodes the experiencer as an indirect object. The lexicalised agreement pattern of 

the verb -kura is different to that of any Mawng verb, as there are no Mawng verbs with 

lexicalised subject and object agreement which encode a participant as an oblique6. 

Tiwi people are thought to have been isolated from other coastal people for six to seven 

thousand years which explains why Tiwi is quite different from Iwaidjan languages. 

The fact that lexicalised agreement is found in both Gaagudju and Tiwi shows that there 

is a tendency for lexicalised agreement to develop in languages to the west of Mawng7 

                                                
6 There are Mawng lexicalised agreement verbs with lexicalised subject and object agreement but these 
do not subcategorise for an oblique (see section 8.10). There are also verbs with lexicalised object 
agreement that subcategorise for an oblique (see section 8.8). 
7Harvey's (2001) grammar of Limilngan - another coastal language found between the Cobourg peninsula 
and Darwin - contains a few examples of what appear to be lexicalised agreement verbs. He notes that the 
verbs -lakbi 'sit, stop' and -mima 'sit, stay' always inflect as if they had a class IV object, the gender used 
for 'land' while another verb -malija 'lie, camp' usually has subject agreement alone as we would expect 
but inflects for class IV object when the 'real' argument has particular person and number features 
(Harvey 2001: 104-5). However, it is unclear whether these are really lexicalised agreement verbs as the 
class IV agreement affix is ø in all the examples Harvey gives of these three verbs. An alternative 
analysis is that these verbs are simply irregular in that they take the subject agreement affix usually used 
with transitive verbs, rather than the affix usually used in intransitive verbs and they do not have object 
agreement. 
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(see Figure 1). However, it is unclear what the extent of lexicalised agreement in this 

area was prior to contact. Languages to the west of Mawng have been much more 

affected by European contact than languages to the east and south which were more 

protected within Arnhem Land. Gaagudju was described relatively recently through 

work with a few surviving speakers while Tiwi has changed greatly as a result of 

contact.  

11.3  Lexicalised agreement in Southern Tiwa and Ket 
Lexicalised agreement is not restricted to Mawng and nearby languages. Around 150 

verbs with lexicalised agreement have been recorded in Southern Tiwa, a member of the 

Kiowa-Tanoan language family, spoken by Pueblo Indians living near Albuquerque, 

New Mexico (Frantz 1995; Frantz unpublished). Southern Tiwa verbal agreement 

distinguishes three genders and encodes up to three arguments. Despite the lack of 

either a genetic or areal connection between Southern Tiwa and Mawng, the type of 

events encoded by verbs with lexicalised agreement verbs in the two languages are 

remarkably similar. A representative sample of each of the main types of lexicalised 

agreement verbs in Southern Tiwa is shown in Table 85. 

Table 85 Representative Southern Tiwa verbs with lexicalised agreement 
Verb Agreement pattern  gloss Class 
-bewate C S OBL get happy Oblique experiencer 
-weuri C O go out Motion 
-hwawi C O sigh Noncontrolled predicate 
-p`euy`am A O start Complement-taking predicate 
 

Note that Frantz (1995) glosses Southern Tiwa object agreement affixes using the 

symbols A, B and C because they are highly syncretic - each can be used for a range of 

different person, number and gender combinations. All lexicalised agreement in 

Southern Tiwa is ordinary lexicalised agreement and only S and O agreement is 

lexicalised. So there are no experiencer object verbs but there are some non-controlled 

predicates which have a dummy subject (S) and encode the experiencer as an oblique 

such as -bewate 'get happy' which has a similar argument structure to the Mawng verb 

-murnangani (LL S) 'OBL remember'. The Southern Tiwa verb -weuri 'go out' is a 

motion verb with a dummy object similar to the Mawng verb -marrajpu (LL O) 'walk'.  

As in Mawng, many complement taking predicates in Southern Tiwa have lexicalised 

object agreement such as -t`am 'help OBL' and p`euy`am 'start'. 
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Lexicalised agreement has also been reported in other Kiowa-Tanoan languages. For 

example, Watkins (1984:145) notes that a few Kiowa verbs always show agreement 

with a dual object which is not a real argument of the verb. Some of these verbs have 

transparently developed from noun-incorporations such as -mɔ́nyáygó 'wave to' - a 

compound involving the noun mɔ́n- 'hand'8. Watkins suggests that the lexicalisation of 

dual object agreement is related to the fact that hands come in pairs. Lexicalised 

agreement is also found among Athabaskan (Faltz 1998; Givón and Bommelyn 2000, 

Siri Tuttle per. comm.; Young et al. 1992) and Algonqian languages (Richard A. 

Rhodes pers. comm). The extent of lexicalised agreement within individual languages 

and among each language group is not yet known. 

Lexicalised agreement has also been reported in the Siberian isolate Ket where it is part 

of a complex array of different types of lexicalisation of various parts of the verb 

morphology. Vajda (2003) observes that three affixes which usually index arguments 

are better analysed as pseudo-argument markers in some verbs. He defines pseudo-

argument markers as “Purely lexical elements that help build a variety of valence-

changing constructions” (Vajda 2003:79). The use of these pseudo-argument markers 

produces noncontrolled predicates such as bɔ́gbun 'I slip' in (11-3). 

(11-3)9 
bɔ́gbun 
bo6-k5-b3-hun0 

1S.SUBJ6-down5-3N.ABS3-slip0 
I slip. 

(Vajda 2003:79) 

Note that the verb bɔ́gbun 'I slip' in (11-3) contains the pseudo-argument marker b- in 

position 3 (see superscript) which usually encodes agreement with a third person 

inanimate gender object or intransitive subject10. However, the verb only ever has a 

single participant. 

                                                
8 However, it is not clear that this is how lexicalised agreement verbs developed in Southern Tiwa as 
Frantz (unpublished) does not mention any of the Southern Tiwa lexicalised agreement verbs having 
relict nominal incorporates in them and the verb roots are relatively short. 
9 Note that the numbers indicate the position class of each morpheme while accents indicate tones (Vajda 
2004).  
10 For this reason I have glossed b- '3N.ABS' in (11-3) although Vajda (2003) glosses it 'IC' (involuntary 
causative) which is what he analyses as its synchronic function. 
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In other cases, the pseudo-argument is the agent. Vajda (2003:79ff) notes that the verb 

daqʌ́lɛjɔksa 'he turns yellow' in (11-4) could interpreted as 'it yellows' him' because it 

contains the agreement marker da- in position 8 which usually encodes a Feminine or 

Inanimate gender agent but da- is clearly a pseudo-argument marker as it never 

corresponds to a real participant.  

(11-4) 
daqʌ́lɛjɔksa 
da8-qəlej7-o6-k5-(s) -a0 

3F/3N.A8-yellow7-3M.SUBJ6-ABL5-state.extends0 
He turns yellow. 

(Vajda 2003:79) 

Vajda describes a separate group of  Ket verbs as 'inversional stems'. These are similar 

to experiencer object verbs as the animate experiencer is encoded as absolutive or 

inactive while the agreement affixes da8- or b3- which usually encode subjects are 

obligatory regardless of whether or not they index a real participant. The difference 

between Ket inversional stems and Mawng experiencer object verbs is that some of the 

Ket 'inversional stems' can occur with an inanimate source role noun that may be the 

subject whereas Mawng experiencer object verbs always have dummy subjects. 

The definition of lexicalised agreement I gave earlier can be applied to the unusual 

verbal agreement observed in Mawng, Gaagudju, Tiwi, Southern Tiwa, Kiowa and Ket 

without modification. Prototypically, it is the features of agreement affixes that are 

lexicalised rather than a particular form that they may take. At this stage, the evidence 

suggests that lexicalised agreement is likely to be extensive in languages which have 

gender agreement in the verb and which have or once had noun-incorporation. All the 

languages discussed in section 11.2 and this section have noun-incorporation with the 

exception of Mawng and Gaagudju. 

11.4 The persistence of lexicalised agreement: absolutive pseudo-arguments in 
Iwaidja 
Experiencer object constructions found in other Iwaidjan languages are basically 

identical in morphology, semantics and syntax to Mawng experiencer object 

constructions. I analyse these constructions as having ordinary lexicalised agreement 

like those in Mawng and discuss them in section 11.6. In this section, I look at the 

unusual phenomenon of absolutive pseudo-arguments in Mawng's sister language 

Iwaidja. Lexicalised agreement could be interpreted as evidence of decay within a 
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system of verbal agreement. However, in Iwaidja vestiges of gender agreement remain 

even though the language has lost the five gender system found in Mawng and 

reconstructed for Iwaidjan languages (Evans 2000a).  

Iwaidja verbs generally do not generally show agreement with the five genders found in 

Mawng. The only gender contrast found with all verbs is the contrast between female 

subjects and all other types of subjects in transitive prefixes with two singular third 

person arguments (Evans forthcoming-a). However, around 60 verbs retain vestigial 

gender agreement affixes for S or O that correspond to Mawng Vegetation and Land 

gender agreement morphology11. The various functions of these 'pseudo-argument 

affixes' as described in Evans (forthcoming-a) roughly parallel the three categories of 

noncanonical predicates in Mawng. The availability of vestigial gender agreement is 

lexicalised - specific agreement patterns are available or obligatory with particular verb 

roots. However, Iwaidja pseudo-argument affixes do not fit the definition of lexicalised 

agreement given earlier because they are not part of the fully productive verbal 

agreement system in Iwaidja. Analysis of Iwaidja pseudo-argument verbs presents a 

challenge to defining what constitutes a gender system and what constitutes agreement. 

In this section I do not address these issues - which are explored in Evans (forthcoming-

a) - but focus on what Iwaidja pseudo-argument verbs can tell us about the history of 

Mawng lexicalised agreement.  

A large proportion of Iwaidja pseudo-argument verbs are cognate with Mawng verbs 

and have analogous noncanonical agreement patterns. For example, the Iwaidja verbs 

-marrajpa-ng 'walk', -unma 'tell (story)' and -wurrwu-n 'think (event complement)' all 

have pseudo-arguments equivalent to Mawng Land gender object agreement affixes and 

their cognates in Mawng have the same meaning and lexicalised Land gender object 

agreement. Despite these similarities, it is important to be aware that the phenomenon of 

absolutive pseudo-arguments in Iwaidja and of lexicalised agreement in Mawng, 

although originating from a common source, are synchronically very different 

phenomena.  In Table 86 below I list those Iwaidja pseudo-argument verbs in Evans and 

Birch (unpublished) which have known Mawng cognates, comparing their 

argument/agreement properties12.  

                                                
11 Source for figure: Evans and Birch (unpublished) (Iwaidja toolbox dictionary database). 
12 Note that the Iwaidja orthography often uses voiced consonants where the Mawng orthography uses 
voiceless consonants. The flapped lateral /ld/ is unique to Iwaidja. Iwaidja verbs are cited with their 



Table 86 Iwaidja pseudo-actant verbs and their Mawng cognates (Sources: Evans 2000b; Evans 2004; Evans forthcoming-a; Evans and Birch unpublished) 
Iwaidja Mawng 
Verb root pseudo-

arument types  
Gloss Verb root Agreement 

pattern 
Gloss Verb type 

-aka n O breathe -aka 
wirrngak1 

LL O breathe, have a break, holiday Noun-verb idiom - not 
verb alone 

-ldijbu  n O collect water -lijpu LL O collect (water) Restricted argument 
-ldaharru n O have as mother's clan, 

land, language 
-larruwu LL O have same mother's clan, land More data required 

-marrajba-ng n O go for a walk -marrajpu LL O go for a walk Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-mardyi n O hook spear into woomera -marili LL O hook spear into woomera Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-manyirri n O be mother's mother to -manyirri LL O be mother's mother to Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-ldarnaka n O prod, stab ground -arnake LL O hunt subterranean game, by poking the 
ground with a stick 

Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-marranyi n O wave -marranyi LL O wave (to OBL) Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-muldu-n n O want to leave -mulu LL O want to go Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-unma n O  tell (story) -unma LL O tell (story) Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-wurrwu-n n O know, think, have in 
mind 

-wurru LL O know, think, have in mind, remember Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-yawu-n n O dig ground -yawu LL O dig ground Restricted argument 
-(m)adbala 
  

v O open (transitive) -atpala VE O open (transitive) Replacive lexicalised 
agreement 

-wurrurdba v O lead on a rope -wurrutpa VE O (dugong/turtle) guide on rope More data required 
 

                                                
1 Not a verb like the Iwaidja cognate but a noun-verb idiom with the verb -aka 'throw' and the object noun wirrngak 'life force, energy'. 
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Table 86 Iwaidja pseudo-actant verbs and their Mawng cognates (Sources:Evans 2000a; Evans 
2004; Evans forthcoming-a; Evans and Birch unpublished) 
T (Sources: Evans 2000a; Evans 2004; Evans forthcoming-a; Evans and Birch unpublished) 

Note that Evans (forthcoming-a) uses the symbol 'v' for vegetable - comparable to 

Mawng Vegetation gender and the symbol 'n' for neuter - comparable to Mawng Land 

gender. Around 60 absolutive pseudo-argument verbs have been recorded in Iwaidja 

compared to around one hundred and eighty verbs with noncanonical S and O 

agreement in Mawng13. There is a predominance of neuter pseudo-arguments in Iwaidja 

whereas in Mawng the distribution of genders in verbs with lexicalised agreement is 

proportional to the sizes of the genders - roughly: MA, LL, VE, ED, FE from largest to 

smallest. No feminine pseudo-argument verbs have been recorded in Iwaidja as yet but 

this is not very surprising as they are rare in Mawng14. Pseudo-arguments corresponding 

to Mawng Edible gender arguments do not occur in Iwaidja because historically the 

Edible gender agreement forms were generalised as the basic third person form (Evans 

1998).  

There are also two verbs listed in Evans and Birch (unpublished) as having fixed third 

person singular object agreement which involve the usual productive object agreement 

affix. The verb -wurruju 'tell lie' like the Mawng coverb construction  -ma lagarr (MA 

O) 'tell lie' has fixed object agreement and optionally encodes the hearer as an oblique. 

In addition, the Mawng restricted argument verb -arlukpa (MA O) 'dance' has a cognate 

in the Iwaidja verb -urlukba which like the Mawng verb can have canonical object 

agreement but with fixed object agreement means 'dance'. Both the Iwaidja verbs: 

-wurruju 'tell lie' and -arlukba 'dance' have properties which suggest they are likely to 

be cognate object verbs with restricted arguments but more information on their use is 

needed to be sure. 

The function of Iwaidja pseudo-argument affixes is similar to the function of old 

incorporated nouns in languages discussed by Mithun (1984) which have lost 

productive noun-incorporation. Although no longer fully productive, these morphemes 

as still used as a type of classifying element within predicates. 

                                                                                                                                          
nonpast TAM suffix. 
13 These figures are calculated using the current electronic dictionary databases for each language. The 
Iwaidja database is slightly smaller than the Mawng database (taking into account the fact that Iwaidja 
verbs are listed as both root and inflected form). 
14 Evans (forthcoming-a) lists one possible example: the verb -wu 'hit' combined with kijbu 'firestick' 
takes a feminine vestigial object agreement affix. However, this expression is best analysed as a noun-
verb idiom in the absence of evidence that the noun can be omitted.  
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11.5 Typological parallels with generic noun incorporation 
Although gender agreement in Mawng verbs only reduces the range of possible 

referents by a factor of five15, the combination of verb meaning and gender agreement 

in fact greatly restricts the range of possible referents of an argument. In restricted 

argument verbs, the combined effect of verb meaning and gender agreement narrows 

the range of possible referents to such an extent that there is a default argument type 

associated with a particular gender agreement pattern. This default argument type often 

corresponds to a semantic focus of a gender such as walij 'food (ED)' or yungku 'fire, 

firewood (VE)' (see section 6.3). The way that Mawng gender agreement narrows the 

range of possible arguments of restricted argument verbs is actually very similar to the 

way that the incorporation of a generic noun into a verb restricts the range of possible 

referents16. In languages with generic noun incorporation spoken near to Mawng, once a 

generic noun is incorporated into the verb there is no need to use an overt NP for that 

argument (Evans 2003; Heath 1984)17. Similarly, Mawng verbs with restricted 

arguments need not have an overt NP corresponding to their restricted argument even in 

contexts in which one would usually be necessary with other verbs. Like Mawng verbal 

gender inflection, incorporated nouns often become lexicalised as part of the verb. The 

fact that the expression of the argument is already part of the verbal word in both cases 

allows it to easily become part of the verb stem. 

In order to minimise cultural differences, which tend to affect what types of generic 

nouns are incorporated, I compare noncanonical agreement in Mawng to generic noun 

incorporation in languages spoken near Mawng in this section18. I draw on data from the 

languages Bininj Gun-wok (Evans 2003) and Nunggubuyu (Heath 1984) because they 

are the fullest descriptions of generic noun-incorporation in languages near Mawng. 

Both languages have around fifty incorporable generic nouns in addition to a gender 

system but only Nunggubuyu has verbal gender agreement. Nunggubuyu is spoken on 

the coast of South-east Arnhem Land, some distance from both Mawng and Bininj Gun-

wok. Evans (2003) classifies Nunggubuyu as part of the Gunwinyguan language family 

                                                
15 Actually this depends on the gender as they vary in size. 
16 Baker (2002) also notes similarities between third person gender agreement affixes in Ngalakgan and 
the behaviour of generic nouns in classifier constructions. He focuses on the fact that third person gender 
agreement in Ngalakgan, as in Mawng, does not encode definiteness or specificity. 
17 This is also found in many languages with noun-incorporation elsewhere (Mithun 1984). 
18 Generics available depend on their cultural context. For example, the Cayuga examples cited by 
Mithun (1986) include generic incorporates with meanings such as 'baked goods' and 'domesticated 
animal' - concepts which could not have existed in pre-contact Aboriginal Australia. 
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but Evans (2005) notes that despite much work by linguists over the past few decades 

the position of Nunggubuyu within the Gunwinyguan family is still unclear. 

Generic noun incorporation, also called classifier noun incorporation (Rosen 1989), is 

not simply the incorporation of any noun with a generic meaning into a verb. Both 

Bininj Gun-wok and Nunggubuyu have a restricted set of 'nouns' which can be 

incorporated - not all of which can function as independent nouns outside of the verbal 

word. In both languages, it is predominantly bound nominal roots which are 

incorporated, without their usual nominal prefix. However, in Bininj Gun-wok one of 

the 'generic nouns' bo- 'water, liquid' is never found as an independent noun with or 

without a nominal prefix19. Not only does bo- 'water, liquid' never function as an 

independent noun, but it also has a different semantic range to its nearest independent 

noun counterpart kukku 'water (VE)'. Nunggubuyu has more 'generic nouns' which are 

either not found as independent nouns or take a slightly different phonological form 

within verbs20. For example, the compound initial -ar- 'water' corresponds to the 

independent nouns gu:gu 'freshwater (ANA)' and lhagayag 'sea, seawater (MANA)'. 

Thus the use of the term 'noun incorporation' with these lexemes which are found only 

in verbs, is somewhat similar to my use of the term 'lexicalised agreement' - it 

characterises the lexemes according to how they are thought to have developed in the 

past rather than how they are actually used now. 

The semantic range of Nunggubuyu and Bininj Gun-wok generic nouns cover similar 

domains to the semantic foci of the gender systems of those languages and Mawng. In 

addition to the terms for WATER/LIQUID discussed above, the generic nouns cover 

GRASS, TREE, STICK, SPEAR, FIRE, PLACE, GROUND and WORD/LANGUAGE 

which are also important semantic foci in the Mawng gender system. The use of capitals 

denotes a semantic focus covered by the set of generics as the range of each generic 

varies slightly between languages. For example, in Nunggubuyu a single generic -ngal 

covers 'tree' and 'branch', while in Bininj Gun-wok two separate generics  -mala 'branch' 

and -dulk 'tree' occur. The Nunggubuyu generics -ij- 'word, situation (abstract)' and 

-lhawu 'word, speech' and the Bininj Gun-wok generic -wok 'word, language, news' both 

extend to more abstract domains as does Land gender agreement in Mawng (see section 

                                                
19 Although like other bound nominals it can be part of compound nouns. 
20 Heath (1984) lists incorporable generic nouns as 'special compound initials'. He includes among his 
'compound initials' morphemes which cannot be ascribed a particular meaning or have a predicative 
meaning - these are are not easily analysed as generics so I exclude them from the present discussion.  
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10.3). Some parallels to important semantic foci of Mawng genders are only found 

among the Nunggubuyu generics such as  -w2aj 'vegetable food'21 and  -nuga 'stone'22.  

Bininj Gun-wok and Nunggubuyu generic nominals are largely inanimate and tend to be 

associated with the grammatical function S or O rather than A. Some examples of 

typical Mawng restricted argument verbs and the generic nouns that could be 

incorporated to express similar situations in Bininj Gun-wok and Nunggubuyu are 

shown in Table 87 below.  

Table 87 Parallels between restricted arguments in Mawng and generic incorporates in nearby 
languages with noun incorporation 
Range of 
generic 

Mawng restricted argument 
verbs 

Bininj Gun-wok 
incorporable generic 

Nunggubuyu compound 
initial 

fire -waraw (VE O) 'light (fire)' -bili 'fire' 
-kunak 'fire' 

-yiga 'fire' 

water/liquid -lijpu (LL O) 'fetch (water)' 
-la (LL O) 'drink (water)' 
-maju (LL S) '(water) go down' 

-bo- 'liquid' 
-golk 'water liquid' 

-ar- 'water' 

 

The semantic ranges of Bininj Gun-wok and Nunggubuyu incorporable generics have 

various things in common as generic inanimates. Firstly, their individual identity, if they 

can ever be said to have one, is usually unimportant23. For example, the exact identity of 

a fire being lit, sand being thrown, or a tree being cut down is usually quite unimportant. 

Secondly, they usually function as S or O. Thirdly, they all denote classes of entities 

which inhabitants of Arnhem Land interact with on a daily basis. The way humans 

interact with these inanimates differs so the use of a different referent can greatly alter 

the meaning of a verb. Compare the meanings of the canonical and restricted argument 

senses of -aka 'throw', -aka (ED O) 'build (structure)' and -wu 'hit' and -wu (ED O) 

'collect yams'. Differences in the meaning of -la 'consume' depending on the type of 

argument were discussed in sections 1.1 and 10.6. 

Like verbal gender agreement in Mawng, noun-incorporation in Bininj Gun-wok and 

Nunggubuyu may become lexicalised. In Mawng, we find that some lexicalised gender 

agreement affixes are still analysable as a syntactic argument of the verb (ordinary 

lexicalised agreement) while others are not (replacive lexicalised agreement). In both 
                                                
21 The Bininj Gun-wok generic bound nominal -me 'vegetable food' appears to have been incorporable in 
the past but is no longer incorporable (Evans 2003: 333ff). 
22 Some generic nouns with similar meanings in both Bininj Gun-wok and Nunggubuyu are not important 
semantic foci in Mawng but presumably are in the gender systems of those languages: ASHES, HONEY, 
BEE. There are also other 'generic nouns' found in both languages which are not really generic as their 
meanings are quite specific. 
23 With the exception of PLACE - places are named down to a very detailed level. 
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Nunggubuyu and Bininj Gun-wok, productively incorporated nouns have S or O 

function and do not detransitivise the predicate. However, less productive combinations 

of verb and noun vary in terms of whether the noun is still a semantic and syntactic 

argument of the verb. These constructions include noun-verb compounds and 

lexicalised noun incorporations24. Lexicalised noun incorporations in Bininj Gun-wok 

may retain verbal agreement with their incorporated argument even when it is clearly no 

longer a semantic participant of the verb as in the lexicalised noun-incorporation -dalk-

ngun (grass+eat) 'die' (Evans 2003:582). In this expression, the incorporated noun -dalk 

'grass' is a syntactic argument that is no longer a semantic argument. In Nunggubuyu, 

Heath (1984: 478-481) notes a number of expressions that take intransitive pronominal 

prefixes although they are clearly derived from the combination of a noun and a 

transitive verb root. An example is the verb -w2u=na- 'make large campfire' which he 

suggests has developed from the combination of the otherwise transitive verb =na- 

'burn' and the noun wurg 'large campfire'. In this verb, the original object noun has lost 

its syntactic object function as the verb is intransitive. 

In Bininj Gun-wok, some lexicalised noun-incorporations can incorporate a second 

noun productively. The incorporation of two nouns - one lexicalised, one productively 

incorporated - parallels what occurs with Mawng replacive lexicalised agreement verbs 

- a lexicalised argument is encoded through verbal agreement while another is 

expressed as an NP. For example, Evans (2003) notes that the predicate -bo-ngu 

(water+consume) 'drink' in Bininj Gun-wok is clearly lexicalised as it is not possible to 

drop -bo in the presence of an external nominal such as gukku 'water' as is the case with 

productively formed noun-incorporations. An additional noun denoting a liquid can be 

incorporated into the predicate such as -kurlba 'blood' in -kurlba-bo-ngu 'drink blood' 

(Evans 2003: 328). The same predicate and argument have become partly lexicalised in 

Mawng. I noted in section 10.6 that the combination of -la 'consume' and Land gender 

object agreement has become partly lexicalised with the meaning 'drink' because 

speakers are uncertain as to whether this verb should have Land gender agreement or 

not when it has a liquid object that is not Land gender such as maningul 'blood (VE)'. 

                                                
24 Lexicalised noun-incorporations are lexicalisations of possible productive noun-incorporations (note 
Evans (2003) refers to these simply as idioms while I reserve the term '(noun-verb) idiom' for expressions 
in which the noun is a free noun). Noun-verb compounds are similar to lexicalised noun-incorporations 
but combine nouns with verbs in ways which are not possible in productive noun-incorporations. 
Productive noun-incorporation is constrained in terms of the grammatical function of the noun and the set 
of nouns that may be incorporated.  
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The parallels with noun incorporation are largely relevant to Mawng verbs with 

lexicalised absolutive arguments and restricted absolutive arguments because in 

languages with noun incorporation the incorporation of transitive subjects is either 

ungrammatical (e.g. Mohawk,  see Mithun and Corbett 1999) or relatively rare (e.g. 

Bininj Gun-wok, see Evans 1997b). However, Nunggubuyu has two predicates in which 

the experiencer is encoded as an object and the stem seems to contain an old noun that 

may be associated with subject function (Heath 1984). These are -ambam=ba- 'OBJ 

have headache' which contains the verb ba- 'bite' and -andhula=walga- 'OBJ have 

headsores' which contains the verb walga- 'pound'. Heath notes that these predicates do 

not usually occur with a free coreferent A noun. He analyses the first part of the verb 

stems as nouns meaning 'headache' and 'head sore' respectively but neither is found 

outside of its verb with a nominal prefix like a normal nominal root25. As is the case 

with many experiencer object constructions (see section 8.6) it is not clear whether the 

possible subject - in this case the first part of the verb stem - is really the syntactic 

subject. 

The tendency for absolutive arguments to become part of fixed expressions is found not 

only in noun-incorporations but also noun-verb idioms and lexicalised agreement. 

Mawng is unusual among the languages surveyed in sections 11.2 and 11.3 in that it has 

a large set of experiencer object verbs with lexicalised transitive subject. Kiowa-Tanoan 

languages lack lexicalisation of transitive subject altogether and only one verb with 

lexicalised transitive subject has been recorded in Tiwi. However, verbs with lexicalised 

absolutive agreement are the majority in Mawng. Lexicalised object agreement is the 

most common lexicalised agreement pattern found and restricted argument verbs have 

only been found with absolutive restricted arguments. The shared tendency for 

absolutive arguments to be involved in both noun-incorporation and lexicalised 

agreement is due to similar functional pressures - events tend to be characterisable by 

their inanimate, absolutive participants (Mithun 1984). 

While there are clear parallels between noun-incorporation processes and Mawng verbs 

with noncanonical agreement, it is important to be clear about the differences. Noun-

incorporation involves the incorporation of a specific phonological form into the verb 
                                                
25 Heath (1982) lists the noun ambam-ba-nga-j 'headache' and explains that it is a deverbal nominal 
derived from the verb -ambam=ba- 'have headache'. The first element of the verb -andhula=walga-  'OBJ 
have headsores' is not found as an independent nominal either. Heath (1982) notes it appears to be related 
to the noun andhurumbulg  'sores on head' but this may also be a deverbal nominal which has undergone 
some phonological changes so its derivation is less obvious.  
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root. However, lexicalised agreement is the association of an abstract morpheme with a 

verb root. This abstract morpheme is a set of agreement features rather than a 

phonological word. In addition, generic incorporable nouns bear a close relation to 

independent nominals whereas Mawng gender agreement bears no direct relation to 

Mawng generic nouns, but is only linked to kinds via the semantic foci of Mawng's 

gender system. Lexicalised noun-incorporations tend to have similar syntactic and 

semantic properties to noun-verb idioms in which the noun is a free NP (Nunberg et al. 

1994). The similarities between them are perhaps closer than those with lexicalised 

agreement as both constructions involve a noun rather than just an agreement affix. The 

two constructions may be interchangeable as in Bininj Gun-wok where some noun-verb 

idioms can be expressed with either an incorporated or free noun (Evans 2003:580). 

Lexicalised agreement, noun-verb idioms and lexicalised noun-incorporations are three 

separate ways in which participants may become lexicalised and become part of a 

predicate. Thus it is not surprising that there are clear typological parallels between the 

three construction types. 

11.6 Noncontrolled predicates with nonsubject experiencers in other languages 
Mawng has a large set of experiencer object verbs which have no identifiable subject 

(see section 8.6). It also has many noun-verb idioms with experiencer objects in which 

the noun is at least the putative subject.  These expressions were described in section 8.6 

and compared to experiencer object constructions in the Papuan language Kalam. In this 

section, I extend the comparison to experiencer object expressions in other Iwaidjan 

languages, other Australian languages and the Kiranti languages of the Himalayas. I 

show that experiencer object constructions with no identifiable subject are less common 

cross-linguistically than those with putative subject NPs but are not restricted to 

Iwaidjan languages. 

Evans (2004) shows that the encoding of experiencers as objects is found throughout the 

Iwaidjan language family. He gives examples of experiencer object verbs and multi-

word constructions in Iwaidja, Ilgar, Marrgu and Amurdak. Experiencer object 

constructions in other Iwaidjan languages are directly comparable to those in Mawng 

because they involve the lexicalisation of otherwise productive masculine and feminine 

verbal transitive subject agreement. The categories 'masculine' and 'feminine' in the 

other Iwaidjan languages are not the same categories as they are in Mawng - they 

simply distinguish female humans from all other referents so I use symbols 'm' and 'f' 
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following Evans (2004). Iwaidja and Ilgar have experiencer object verbs with 

lexicalised A agreement exactly like those in Mawng. They are shown in Table 88 along 

with their Mawng cognates where known. We also find multi-word experiencer object 

expressions in other Iwaidjan languages which combine a verb and another word. These 

appear to be mostly sickness constructions and other types of noun-verb idioms. It is 

possible that some may be coverb constructions but coverbs do not seem to form an 

important word class in any other Iwaidjan language apart from Mawng (Nicholas 

Evans pers. comm.). The multi-word experiencer object expressions are listed in Table 

89 along with notes on possible Mawng cognates. 

Table 88 Experiencer object verbs in other Iwaidjan languages along with their Mawng cognates 
(Sources: Evans 2004; Evans and Birch unpublished and Bruce Birch pers. comm.) 
 
Table 89 Multi-word experiencer object expressions in other Iwaidjan languages and their Mawng 
cognates (Sources:  Evans 2004; Evans and Birch unpublished and Bruce Birch pers. comm.)



Table 88 Experiencer object verbs in other Iwaidjan languages along with their Mawng cognates (Sources: Evans 2004; Evans and Birch unpublished and 
Bruce Birch pers. comm.)  
Other Iwaidjan language Mawng 
Verb root pseudo-

argument type 
Language Gloss Verb root Agreement 

pattern 
Gloss Verb type 

-ngartbanbu-n 3m A Iwaidja/Ilgar have headache -ngartpanpun MA A have 
headache 

Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-mardalkanyi1 3f A Ilgar sneeze -martalkanyi MA A sneeze Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-marruku-n 3m A Iwaidja/Ilgar sweat (canonical root homonym 
has meaning 'make wet') 

    

-ldarrururrkbu 3m A Ilgar get hungry     
-ardajbu-n 3f A Iwaidja be in pain, hurt -arajpu FE A be in pain, 

hurt 
Ordinary lexicalised 
agreement 

-yidalku-n 3m A Iwaidja cut hand     
-ldaharldalku-n 3m A Iwaidja cut foot     
 

                                                
1 This root is also found with canonical intransitive agreement with same meaning. 



 
Table 89 Multi-word experiencer object expressions in other Iwaidjan languages and their Mawng cognates (Sources: Evans 2004; Evans and Birch 
unpublished and Bruce Birch pers. comm.) 
Other Iwaidjan language Mawng 
Expression Analysis Pseudo-

argument  
Language Gloss Expression Agreement 

pattern 
Gloss Expression type 

-wu ngurrij Verb 'hit' plus noun 'sleep' 3m A Iwaidja feel sleepy -wu ngurrij 3GEN feel 
sleepy 

Noun-verb idiom with noun ngurrij 
(LL) 'sleep' and verb -wu 'hit' 

-lda wuruj Verb 'eat' plus noun 'pain' 3m A Iwaidja feel better    Note -la 'eat' is used to mean 'cause 
pain, sickness' in the expression -la 
muwarn (eat + sun) 'OBJ get 
sunstroke' 

-ma mudurr Verb  'get' plus noun(?) 
'cramp' 

3m A      -ma wiliny 'get cramp' is a parallel 
expression in Mawng 

-ma 
wurwiny 

Verb 'get' plus noun 
'shame' 

3m A Ilgar get 
ashamed 

-ma wurwiny 3MA A be 
ashamed 

Coverb construction with ordinary 
lexicalised agreement 

-mayi 
wurgam 
 

Verb 'get' plus 
noun/coverb '?shame' 

3m A Marrgu get 
ashamed 

    

-ma aliwi 
 

Verb 'get' + noun 'bad' 3m A Ilgar get ill  Possible construction in Mawng as it has cognate verb and noun 
- but has not been recorded 

-ma 
namuwarri 
 

Verb 'get' + noun 
'?leprosy' 

3m A Ilgar get leprosy -ma 
namurrarri 

3MA A be 
deformed 

Sickness construction of some type - 
not clear yet if namurrarri is coverb 
or noun 

-ma 
wunyarru 
 

Verb 'get' + noun 
'sickness' 

3m A Ilgar get ill     

-mi ngok 
 

Verb 'get' plus 
?coverb/noun without 
identifiable meaning 

3m A Ilgar be full     

-yirrga 
irrmungjag 

Verb 'bite' plus 
noun/coverb '?toothache' 

3 A Amurdak I have a 
toothache 

    

-yirrga 
 nga-
nginjdjal 

Verb 'bite' plus noun 'my-
tooth' 

3 A Amurdak I have a 
toothache 

   -manpu 'bite' can be used to mean 
'hurt/bother O' in Mawng  
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Experiencer object constructions are also found among other Australian languages. 

Walsh (1987) surveys 'impersonal constructions' in Murrinh-Patha, a non-Pama 

Nyungan Australian language spoken in the Daly river area. These are verbs which 

show agreement for a third person singular subject and experiencer object but can occur 

without an identifiable subject26. Those for which Walsh gives examples mostly include 

an incorporated body part term and it is not clear whether the body part nouns are 

productively incorporated or lexicalised. In the case of -rdarri-lerrkperrk (back+head) 

'back feel hot' it seems likely that other body parts would be able to be incorporated but 

the verb -ngka-lak (eye/face+??) 'be good looking' seems more likely to be a lexicalised 

noun-incorporation such that -ngka 'face' cannot be exchanged for another body part.  It 

is also unclear whether the body part is the transitive subject. Constructions in which 

incorporated body parts appear to be transitive subjects are found in other Australian 

langauges (see for example, Evans 1995b). Murrinh-Patha also has impersonal verbs 

such as -kule 'feel like coughing' which cannot be analysed as having an incorporate. So 

there are clearly some experiencer object verbs in Murrinh-Patha with dummy subjects. 

The encoding of experiencers as objects is not that common cross-linguistically but by 

no means rare. Experiencer object constructions in the Papuan language Kalam were 

discussed in section 8.6. In addition, many of the Kiranti languages of the Himalayas  

have experiencer object constructions (Bickel 2004). The Kiranti language Belhare has 

experiencer object constructions which bear all the usual morphological trappings of a 

transitive clause. There is always an overt subject NP which bears the ergative case 

suffix while the experiencer object is in Nominative case - the normal case for objects in 

Belhare. An example of such an experiencer object expression is one combining an 

ergative noun meaning 'cold/fever' with the verb 'bring' to mean 'get a fever' shown in 

(11-5).  

(11-5) 
ŋka cuŋ-ŋa mai-ta r-he. 
1sg.NOM cold/fever-ERG 1SG.O-[3SG.A-]bring-PT27 
I've got a fever. 

(Bickel 2004:98) 

Verbal agreement and case suffixes mark the experiencer as object within the clause but 

the Belhare experiencer object is treated as the syntactic subject by cross-clausal 
                                                
26 In fact it is not clear from Walsh's description whether these particular verbs never or only optionally 
occur without an identifiable subject. 
27 The gloss '3SG.A' seems to be in brackets because it is a zero morph. 
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constructions including converbal constructions, raising constructions and participial 

relatives (Bickel 2004). Thus Belhare experiencer objects are treated as objects by 

morphology that encodes argument structure within the clause but treated as subjects in 

cross-clausal constructions. This appears to be the case for Mawng experiencer objects 

too - they are treated as objects within the clause but subjects outside of the clause. As 

discussed in section 8.6, Mawng experiencer objects are treated as subjects in 

complementation constructions. However, more work is needed to see whether Mawng 

experiencer objects are always treated as subjects for the purposes of cross-clausal 

coreference. 

In most of the Kiranti languages discussed by Bickel (2004), experiencer objects only 

co-occur with an overt subject NP but the Kiranti language Limbu has experiencer 

object verbs for which the expected ergative stimulus NP is missing such as cuŋ-dzi‧kt- 

'O feel cold' and -mɔ‧maʔ 'O be inebriated' (van Driem 1987). The subject verb 

agreement found with these impersonal verbs is described as default agreement. A 

property of Iwaidjan experiencer object verbs that differs from those in other languages 

is that they may have one of two possible gender agreement types lexicalised28. As a 

consequence they cannot be said to have 'default agreement' but their agreement 

patterns are clearly lexicalised individually for each verb. 

From a typological perspective, Mawng experiencer object verbs are unusual in that 

they are synchronically monomorphemic. It is more common cross-linguistically for 

experiencer object constructions to be multi-word constructions that involve a putative 

subject noun such as an incorporated body part (Murrinh-Patha), a free 

sickness/condition nominal (Kiranti, Kalam) or a causative participant of some other 

type. However, many experiencer object constructions in other languages that are 

analysed as having an incorporated nominal - for example in Murrinh-Patha or 

Nunggubuyu - are likely to be lexicalised noun-incorporations which are synchronically 

monomorphemic. In addition, many languages have a small set of experiencer object 

verbs which are monomorphemic and lack a putative subject as in Murrinh-Patha and 

Limbu. The existence of noun-verb idioms and noun-incorporations with experiencer 

objects shows that the observed tendency of these expressions to lexicalise absolutive 

arguments is just that - only a tendency. Thus the occurrence of a large class of 
                                                
28 Masculine (MA) or Nonmasculine (GEN) in Mawng, masculine (m) or feminine (f) in other Iwaidjan 
languages. 
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experiencer object verbs among Mawng lexicalised agreement verbs is not really so 

surprising and is not indicative of any particular difference between the phenomena of 

lexicalised agreement, noun-incorporation and noun-verb idioms. 

11.7 Conclusions 
Mawng predicates with noncanonical agreement may appear at first rather strange and 

exotic. However, ordinary lexicalised agreement is found in a number of other 

languages. In addition, there are close typological parallels between restricted argument 

verbs and productive noun-incorporation on the one hand and ordinary lexicalised 

agreement and lexicalised noun-incorporations on the other. These parallels exist 

because verbal gender agreement in Mawng has a similar function to the incorporation 

of generic nouns in other languages. Non-controlled predicates in other languages often 

encode their expected subject as object. However, it is relatively rare for such 

constructions to have a non-identifiable or dummy subject as they do in Mawng. Most 

have a word which is at least a putative subject NP. Perhaps, the tolerance of dummy 

arguments in Mawng has allowed for the development of many experiencer object 

predicates with dummy subjects which in other languages would rapidly be reanalysed 

as canonical intransitives in the absence of a putative subject. 

The parallels drawn in this section between Mawng verbs with noncanonical agreement, 

lexicalised agreement in other languages and noun incorporation are both semantic and 

syntactic. For this reason, Mawng verbs with noncanonical agreement were described 

not only in terms of their syntax but also in terms of their semantics in chapters 8 and 9. 

The comparisons in this chapter show that there are strong cross-linguistic tendencies in 

the lexicalisation of events which are broadly related to the animacy and agentivity of 

participants. These tendencies are found regardless of the morphological means used to 

encode the events - be it lexicalised agreement, noun incorporation or noun-verb 

idioms. The following chapter looks at how agreement can become grammaticalised 

within a construction rather than lexicalised as part of a lexical item. 
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12 Reciprocals and distributives 
12.1 Introduction 
This chapter gives a description of the functional domain 'reciprocals' and the related 

domain 'distributives'. Reciprocals in Mawng are usually expressed through a syntactic 

construction that is transparently the result of the grammaticalisation of a biclausal 

construction into a single clause (Evans et al. 2005). As a result of this 

grammaticalisation, the features of a free pronoun are determined by an animacy 

hierarchy. In addition to the grammaticalisation of free pronoun agreement, there is 

grammaticalisation of verb agreement in certain contexts. Chapters 8 and 9 discussed 

lexicalisation of agreement. The agreement patterns discussed were associated with 

particular lexical items. However, in the reciprocal construction we find 

grammaticalisation of agreement. Grammaticalised agreement patterns are associated 

with a syntactic construction rather than lexical items. 

In section 12.2, I describe the reciprocal construction as an elaboration of the verb 

complex and show how it is transparently derived from two clauses in section 12.3. 

Then in sections 12.4 - 12.6, I provide evidence that the reciprocal construction is 

synchronically monoclausal. The grammaticalisation of verb and pronoun agreement 

are one piece of evidence which I describe in section 12.6. In section 12.7, I briefly 

illustrate how the meaning of a reciprocal construction is not always predictable from 

the usual meaning of the verb.  I also describe two other ways of expressing reciprocity 

in Mawng which include a very restricted verbal reciprocal suffix (section 12.8.1) and 

verbs that include reciprocity as part of their meaning (section 12.8.2). I also look 

briefly at the two types of distributives which have formal similarities to the reciprocal 

construction (section 12.9). 

12.2 The form of the reciprocal construction 
The key feature of the productive reciprocal construction in Mawng is the 'reciprocal 

complex' (RC). As illustrated in Figure 6, this is a fixed word order unit that can be used 

with any multivalent Mawng predicate. 

Figure 6 The reciprocal complex (RC) 
Verb complex (Incorporated bare noun) Conjunction Pronoun 
Subj/(Obj)-verb-TAM (coverb) (OBL) (Noun) la Contrastive 

pronoun 
 
Optional parts of the RC are shown in brackets in Figure 6. Like the verb complex (see 

section 2.5), the reciprocal complex is a fixed word order unit. It is formed by the 
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addition of the conjunction la and a contrastive pronoun to the end of the verb complex. 

The most basic type of reciprocal clause consists simply of the obligatory elements of 

the RC as in (12-1). 

(12-1) 
K-ini-lakajpu-n la yamin. 
PR-3MA/3MA-ask-NP CONJ 3MA.CONTR 
 
They ask each other. 

Reciprocals2 096 

Any additional elements that occur in the sentence such as adverbs or NPs can precede 

or follow the RC but may not intervene between the elements of the complex1.  The RC 

is formed using verbs with at least two participants. These include semitransitive verbs 

with an oblique object as in (12-2). 

(12-2) 
Iny-malkpa-ny ngaw la inyamin. 
3FE-arrive-PP 3GEN.OBL CONJ 3FE.CONTR 
    
They met each other (two women). 

Reciprocals2 080 

Theoretically, any event that has two feasible reciprocants can be expressed as a 

reciprocal construction. Both participants need not be arguments; one can be a 

beneficiary adjunct as in (12-3) and (12-4) below. 

(12-3)  
K-atj-utpa-n            nuyu     la    yamin      walij. 
PR-3MA/3ED-put.down-NP  3MA.OBL  CONJ  3MA.CONTR  food(ED) 
 
They put food aside for each other. 

Benefactives1 024 

(12-4)  
Inga-mirrawu-ning   nuyu     la    yamin       jurra. 
3FE/3MA-write-PC    3MA.OBL  CONJ  3MA.CONTR   book(MA) 
 
They wrote books for each other. 

Benefactives1 026 

Oblique whole adjuncts can also feed reciprocal constructions as in (12-5). 

(12-5)  
Manny-atpu-ng     nuyu      la     yamin. 
3MA/3VE-have-PP   3MA.OBL   CONJ   3MA.CONTR 
 
They take each others (weapons). 

Control1 047 

12.3 Diachronic and synchronic views of the RC reciprocal construction 
The form of the reciprocal construction suggests that it developed from two linked 

clauses like those indicated in brackets in (12-6). 

                                                
1 A bare noun can also be incorporated between the verb and the conjunction la. This may encode a body 
part or the second object (theme) of a ditransitive verb - see section 12.4 below. 
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(12-6) 
Ngarrurri arrk-puran                but    [ngarrurri 
1pl.in    1pl.in-belong.to.land     Eng.   1pl.in 
 
k-arrpun-muy]clause1        la  [wemin        k-arruntu-muy-ga]clause2. 
PR-1pl.in/3pl-not.know    and  3pl.CONTR    PR-3pl/1pl.in-not.know-HITH 
 
We're all countrymen but we don't know them and they don't know us. 

Karringitpalka 062 

In (12-6), the cardinal pronoun ngarruri is used for an expected subject while the 

contrastive pronoun wemin is used for a new subject. Note also the directional suffix -ga 

'hither' on the last verb, which is used to emphasise directionality of action. One 

possible analysis of the reciprocal construction is that it is still two linked clauses but all 

elements of the second clause apart from the contrastive pronoun have been ellipsed. 

This analysis is illustrated in Figure 7. 

Figure 7 The biclausal analysis of the reciprocal complex 
Clause 1  Clause 2 

Verb complex (Incorporated bare noun)  Conjunction Pronoun 
Subj/(Obj)-verb-TAM (coverb) (OBL) (Noun)  la Contrastive 

pronoun 
 
Despite the similarity between the reciprocal construction and linked clauses like those 

in (12-6), there is strong evidence the RC reciprocal construction is synchronically 

monoclausal. There are three main pieces of evidence. These are: (i) the position of NPs 

in RC clauses, (ii) the use of a single NP to encode both subject and object and (iii) 

grammaticalisation of verbal and pronoun agreement. These three pieces of evidence 

are described separately in sections 12.4 - 12.6 below. 

12.4 Position of NPs within reciprocal clauses 
Mawng noun phrases often follow the verb (see section 4.6) so if the RC were biclausal 

we would expect NPs to appear between the verb and the conjunction la. However, NPs 

can only occur before or after the entire RC. For example, in (12-7) the adverb yara 

'sometimes' precedes the RC and there are two argument NPs that follow the RC. 

(12-7) 
Yara marrik awunp-u-ni la wemin [ta walij]NP1 
sometimes NEG 3pl/3pl-give-I2 CONJ 3pl.CONTR ED food 

 
[pata arrarrkpi]NP2. 
PL person 
  
Sometimes people didn't give each other food. 

Hinch 1972:125 

Two types of bare nouns can appear between the verb and the conjunction la  in 

reciprocal constructions but these are highly restricted. The second object (theme) of a 
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ditransitive verb can be expressed as an independent NP outside of the RC as in (12-8) 

or it can be incorporated as a bare noun as in  (12-9). 

(12-8) 
Awunp-u-ng la wemin jurra. 
3pl/3pl-give-PP CONJ 3pl.CONTR book 
 
They gave each other a book. 

Reciprocals2 075 

 (12-9) 
Awunp-u-ng jurra la wemin. 
3pl/3pl-give-PP book CONJ 3pl.CONTR 
 
They gave each other a book. 

Reciprocals2 076 

The noun jurra 'book' in  (12-9) appears exactly where we would expect NPs to appear 

if the RC was two separate clauses. The fact that only bare nouns can occur in this 

position suggests an incorporation analysis. Body parts can also be incorporated in the 

reciprocal complex. They often occur outside of the RC like other nominals as in 

(12-10). 

(12-10) 
Iny-arra-n-pi     inynga-wu-ng      la   inyamin   niny-mawurr. 
3FE-go2-PP-TWDS   3GEN/3FE-hit-PP   CONJ 3FE.CONTR FE-arm 

 
She comes along and they (female) hit each other on the arm. 

Reciprocals2 011 

Free body part nouns can also occur inside the reciprocal construction as in (12-11). 

 (12-11) 
K-iwu-wu-n-pu              nangartam  la   wemin. 
PR-3pl/3MA-hit-NP-3pl.OBL  cheek(MA)  CONJ 3pl.CONTR 
 
They are hitting each other's cheeks. 

Reciprocals2 026 

In (12-11), the body part nangartam (MA) is encoded as the object of the verb while the 

possessors of this body part are encoded as an oblique whole. Incorporation of body part 

nouns into the RC only occurs in combination with the Oblique Whole construction. 

That the RC developed historically from two clauses is supported by the fact that bare 

nouns can be incorporated into the RC in precisely the position where we would usually 

expect lexical NPs to appear. However, the extreme restrictions on the types of 

nominals that can occur in this position show that the RC is no longer biclausal. Instead, 

the RC is functionally equivalent to a single verb complex and simply allows 

incorporation of two very restricted sets of bare nominals. 
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12.5 The use of a single NP to encode both subject and object 
The use of a single NP to express participants encoded on the verb as different 

arguments occasionally occurs in nonreciprocal transitive clauses but is much more 

common in reciprocal clauses. Note that the NP pata arrarrkpi 'people' in (12-7) above 

corresponds to both subject and object. Conjoined NPs are also often used to refer to 

both subject and object as in (12-12). 

(12-12) 
Inyi-wu-ning    la    inyamin2   arrarrkpi la     warramumpik. 
3MA/3FE-hit-PC  CONJ  3FE.CONTR  man       CONJ   woman 

 
The man and the woman were hitting each other. 

(Hinch unpublished:124) 

When a nonsingular NP is used to refer to participants encoded as separate arguments 

through verbal agreement, the nominal and verbal elements in the clause provide 

conflicting evidence for the argument structure of that clause. The use of a single NP to 

refer to all participants suggests that the clause is intransitive while the pronominal 

affixes of the verb suggest that the clause is transitive. Cross-linguistically, reciprocals 

can be encoded by either transitive or intransitive clauses (Evans forthcoming-b). 

However, there are also many languages in which reciprocal clauses are ambiguous as 

they share properties of both intransitive and transitive clauses (Evans et al. 

unpublished). Mawng RC reciprocal clauses appear initially to be unambiguously 

transitive but there are subtle properties that are shared with intransitive clauses. 

12.6 Grammaticalisation of agreement in the RC reciprocal construction 
12.6.1 Grammaticalisation of the contrastive pronoun as an index 
If the reciprocal construction really was biclausal, we would expect the contrastive 

pronoun to encode the object of the verb as in (12-6) because in this type of biclausal 

construction the contrastive pronoun is used to emphasise change of subject. It encodes 

the new subject in the second clause, which is the object of the first clause3. A biclausal 

analysis of the RC reciprocal construction as illustrated in Figure 7 predicts that the 

contrastive pronoun would always encode the object of the verb. However, the 

contrastive pronoun does not always encode the object of the verb. Instead the features 

                                                
2 Note that we would expect the Masculine contrastive pronoun to occur here but instead the Feminine 
contrastive pronoun occurs (see section 12.6). 
3 We find this is true to some extent in Iwaidja (Evans et al. 2005) as the contrastive pronoun does encode 
the object except when the two participants are first and second person, in which case the contrastive 
pronoun must be first person as in Mawng. 
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expressed by the contrastive pronoun can be predicted by the hierarchy shown in Figure 

84. 

Figure 8 Participant encoded by contrastive pronoun in the reciprocal complex 
 

1 > 2 > 3MA > 3FE 

 3PL 

 
The hierarchy is basically a person hierarchy except that Masculine outranks Feminine. 

When one participant is third person singular and the other is third person plural then it 

is acceptable for either participant to be encoded as the contrastive pronoun.  

If the reciprocal construction was biclausal the contrastive pronoun should always 

encode the object of the verb as in (12-13). 

(12-13) 
Ngani-wu-ng la ngapimung 
3MA/1sg-hit-PP CONJ 1sg.CONTR 
   
We (two) hit each other. 

Reciprocals6 007 

While (12-13) is grammatical, in (12-14) the argument coding of the two participants is 

reversed but the first person singular contrastive pronoun ngapimung is still used. 

(12-14) 
Ngi-wu-ng la ngapimung. 
1sg/3MA-hit-PP CONJ 1sg.CONTR 
   
We (two) hit each other. 

Reciprocals6 009 

Instead of (12-14) we would expect (12-15), if the construction was synchronically 

biclausal, but (12-15) is not acceptable. 

(12-15) 
*Ngi-wu-ng la yamin. 
1sg/3MA-hit-PP CONJ 3MA.CONTR 

Reciprocals6 010 

The fact that the features of the contrastive pronoun are determined by a hierarchy 

shows that it is no longer used anaphorically in the RC reciprocal construction but 

functions as a redundant index. Exactly what determines which of the participants is 

indexed as subject and which as object on the verb is unclear. It is likely that discourse 

factors are important. 

                                                
4 Exceptions such as (12-12) are sometimes recorded, although usually judged unacceptable by Mawng 
speakers when repeated out of context. 
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12.6.2 Grammaticalisation of verbal agreement in the RC reciprocal construction 
Canonical Mawng verbal agreement functions to index core arguments. However, in 

reciprocal clauses verbal agreement does not accurately reflect the argument structure of 

the clause in certain person/number contexts. The situation is relatively straightforward 

if there are only two participants or if they are not both the same SAP as in (12-13) and 

(12-14) above. Plural forms of verb prefixes are not used in dual reciprocals because 

each of the participants must be encoded using separate singular prefixes. However, 

plural verb prefixes are possible when more than two participants are involved as in 

(12-16) and (12-17). 

(12-16) 
"katpun-u-n la nuwurrimung". 
2pl/3pl-give-NP CONJ 2pl.CONTR 
 
"Share with each other!". 

AM Text 1:30 

(12-17)  
Arrunp-aya-n        la     ngarrurrimung. 
3pl/1pl.in-see-NP   CONJ   1pl.in.CONTR 
 
We see each other (three people) 

Reflexives1 078 

The third person plural agreement affix in (12-16) and (12-17) seems to be some type of 

filler as all participants are already included by the reference of the other agreement 

affix. The agreement rules for the contrastive pronoun mean that it never shows 

agreement with the 'phantom' third person argument indexed by the verb. This 

mysterious third person agreement affix may fill either the object slot as in (12-16) or 

the subject slot as in (12-17) - both options are equally acceptable. When the predicate 

is semitransitive speakers show a preference for the verb subject to index the 3pl 

phantom participant while both the oblique pronoun and the contrastive pronoun index 

the real participant as in (12-18) as opposed to the other option, shown in (12-19).  

(12-18)  
K-aw-alyu-ø      ngarrurru    la    ngarrurrimung. 
PR-3pl-hear-NP   1pl.in.OBL   CONJ  1pl.in.CONTR 
 
We (incl.) hear each other. 

Lexicalised1 019 

(12-19)  
K-arr-alyu-ø-wu            la     ngarrurrimung. 
PR-1pl.in-hear-NP-3pl.OBL  CONJ   1pl.in.CONTR 
 
We (incl) hear each other. 

Lexicalised1 020 

In dual reciprocals such as (12-13) and (12-14) above it is immaterial which participant 

is encoded as subject and which as object. Although this is exactly what we would 
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expect in reciprocals, it nevertheless shows a stark difference to nonreciprocal transitive 

clauses in which the mapping of participants to subject and object makes a large 

difference to the meaning of the clause. The artificiality of indexing participants of 

reciprocals as two distinct arguments is more apparent in plural reciprocals.  

In addition to the need for phantom third person plural agreement affixes described 

above, we find a difference between the number of people required to trigger plural 

agreement in reciprocal and nonreciprocal clauses. If a transitive verb has plural subject 

and object affixes this usually entails that the clause has at least four participants (two 

objects and two subjects). However, plural subject and plural object affixes can be used 

in reciprocal clauses that describe situations with only three participants as in (12-17) 

above and (12-20) below. 

(12-20) 
Ngarrkarrk   warramumpik la    y-arakap   arrarrkpi  
two          woman       CONJ  MA-one     man        

 
k-awuntu-ma-ø       wurlurlu   la    wemin. 
PR-3pl/3pl-GET-NP   embrace    CONJ  3pl.CONTR 

 
Two women and one man hug each other. 

Reciprocals7 049 

Reciprocal constructions express a number of events as a single complex event and to 

do this they often combine features of both transitive and intransitive constructions 

(Evans et al. unpublished). In Mawng, the internal structure of the reciprocal 

construction reflects the complex nature of the reciprocal event. The reciprocal 

construction is transparently derived from a biclausal construction and the subject and 

object agreement in the verb appear to index two distinct participants. The fact that 

indexing of two arguments is obligatory in the RC makes reciprocal clauses appear 

identical to a nonreciprocal transitive clause but there are hints that the argument 

structure of reciprocal clauses is quite different. These hints include the differences in 

how verbal agreement works in reciprocals and the use of one NP to refer to a group of 

participants, some of whom are indexed as subject on the verb and others as object. 

Both these properties of RC clauses are illustrated by (12-20) above. We shall see in 

section 12.8 that there are other types of reciprocal constructions in Mawng that are 

straightforward intransitives. The RC construction is formally transitive, but some 

unusual conventions are required to maintain the veneer of transitivity. Apart from verb 

agreement, there are no tests for the transitivity of a clause in Mawng but the evidence 

suggests that like many other languages, the argument structure of Mawng reciprocals is 
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not identical to the argument structure of either nonreciprocal transitive clauses or 

intransitive clauses. 

12.7 Idiomatic meanings in RC reciprocal constructions 
Verbs may show meanings in reciprocal constructions which differ from their meaning 

in nonreciprocal transitive clauses in unpredictable ways. For example -murtpi 'fear' 

intr. has the meaning 'avoid because of kin relationship' in reciprocal constructions as in 

(12-21). 

(12-21) 
K-i-murtpi-n    nuyu     la    yamin. 
PR-3MA-fear-NP  3MA.OBL  CONJ  3MA.CONTR 

 
They avoid each other (e.g. a brother and sister, or two 'poison' cousins) 

NB 3:142 

Reciprocal constructions with the verb -aka 'push, throw' can have one of two different 

idiomatic meanings. They can mean 'wrestle' as in (12-22) or 'separate and go in 

opposite directions' as in  (12-23). 

(12-22) 
Yanat-apa  inny-aka-ka-ngung      la   yamin. 
3MA-EMPH1  3MA/3MA-throw-KRDP-PC  CONJ 3MA.CONTR 
 
They struggled repeatedly with each other (i.e. wrestled). 

C+H Text 3:15 

 (12-23)  
Pa    aw-ura-n-ka       pa     inny-aka-n       la    yamin. 
P.SEQ 3pl-go1-NP-HITH   P.SEQ  3MA/3MA-throw-NP CONJ  3MA.CONTR 
 
They travelled and then went in different directions. 

AD Text 2:34 

12.8 Lexically specified reciprocity 
In addition to the RC reciprocal construction, there are two small sets of verbs that 

lexically encode reciprocity. 

12.8.1 The -njili reciprocal 
There is a small set of intransitive verbs which entail reciprocity between participants 

that are historically derived from transitive verbs through the addition of the suffix 

-njili5. These are listed in Table 90 along with the related transitive verb. 

                                                
5 The construction with the -njili suffix is also found in Iwaidja (Evans et al. 2005; Pym and Larrimore 
1979). 
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Table 90 Verbs which contain the -njili suffix 
Predicate (intr.) gloss Transitive verb 

with same root 
Gloss 

-arnaka-njili fight with spears, make war -arnake shoot, pierce with long 
narrow object (probably 
once used for 'to spear') 

-artpa-njili meet, marry -artpa boil 
-u-ku-njili exchange things, share -u give 
-lalka-njili discuss something, have 

meeting 
-lalke ask 

-wartaw-ku-njili mix together, join together -wartaw add, join, put together 
-aya-njili be sweethearts -aya see 
-wu-njili fight -wu hit 
 

Two verbs in Table 90 have the additional element -ku between the verb root and the 

-njili suffix which may be fossilised K-reduplication. 

Compare the nonreciprocal use of -wu 'hit' in (12-24) with use with the related -njili 

verb in (12-25). 

(12-24) 
"Nuyi werrk ngan-pu-ni."   
2sg first 2sg/1sg-hit-I2   
 
"You hit me first." 

Mayinaj1 029 

In (12-24), -wu has the transitive verb prefix ngan- '2sg/1sg' while in (12-25) -wu 'hit' 

has the intransitive plural prefix a(wu)- '3pl'. 

(12-25) 
Parang la a-wu-njili-nang malany anny-arlukpa-n rtap 
[then    ] 3pl-fight-RECIP-PC when 3MA/3LL-MOVE.FOOT-PP slip 

     
ja Yumparrparr.    
MA giant    

     

As they fought Yumparrparr slipped. 
Giant1 008 

We can compare these two examples with the use of -wu 'hit' in the RC reciprocal 

construction in (12-26). 

(12-26) 
Wularrut kun-pu-ning la ngapimung. 
before 1sg/2sg-hit-PC CONJ 1sg.CONTR 
 
We had a fight before. 

Reciprocals1 006 

Three of the verb roots in Table 90 can participate in an RC reciprocal. In addition to 

-wu 'hit', these are -aya 'see' and -u 'give'. The meanings of the RC reciprocals and the 

-njili reciprocals with these verbs differ in each case. Most -njili verbs are clearly 
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related to a transitive root. The meaning of the predicate -aya-njili 'be sweethearts' is 

similar to an idiomatic meaning 'be in love, lust' of the RC reciprocal with the verb -aya 

'see'. The only -njili verb whose development is difficult to explain is -artpa-njili 'meet, 

marry' whose transitive counterpart is -artpa 'boil'. Reciprocal verbs with -njili are 

similar to the reflexive form of verbs in that they have an intransitive prefix but are 

derived from a transitive verb. However, the reflexive derivation is very simple; it does 

not involve the addition of a suffix or any other type of morphology (see section 4.4.1). 

12.8.2 Naturally reciprocal predicates 
Naturally reciprocal predicates are predicates which subcategorise for a plural subject 

and entail reciprocal relations between their subjects (Kemmer 1993). Mawng naturally 

reciprocal predicates cannot participate in the RC reciprocal construction and may either 

entail or implicate reciprocal relations. The verbs listed in Table 91 subcategorise for a 

plural subject. 

Table 91 Naturally reciprocal predicates 
Predicate Gloss 
-atpi yurnu (ED O) shake hands 
 -liki back each other up (in a dispute) 
-yirtiki help each other 
-ngarunmi similar 
-unmi the same 
 

The naturally reciprocal predicates are intransitive, like verbs with -njili. However, they 

differ from -njili verbs in that they are not derived from a transitive verb. The predicate 

-atpi yurnu 'shake hands' is an exception. It is a coverb construction which has 

developed from the combination of the transitive verb -atpi 'hold, have' with the noun 

yurnu 'hand, foot'.  The Edible gender object agreement has become lexicalised and the 

predicate behaves much like an intransitive predicate.  

Another set of Mawng verbs subcategorise for a plural subject but their meanings are 

collective as well as reciprocal. These all predicate social relations and are listed in 

Table 92. 

Table 92 Predicates of social relations that subcategorise for a plural subject 
Predicate Gloss 
-wani married 
-arra walyang  elope together 
-ngiti namesakes 
-lingan siblings 
-lartparrki countrymen (be from same area) 
-lakpuntiki share land and resources 
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There is a third set of predicates which do not subcategorise for a plural subject. They 

can occur with either singular or plural subject but have a reciprocal or collective 

implicature when they have a plural subject. These verbs are listed in Table 93 with 

both their nonreciprocal meaning and the reciprocal meaning that they can have with 

plural subjects. 

Table 93 Predicates which have a reciprocal or collective implicature with plural subjects 
Predicate gloss with singular/plural subjects Implicature with plural subject 
-ngurri lintij play while running run and play together 
-langali larr lean lean on each other 
-lirrinymi angry be angry with each other 
-wani ngarlakarlak talk while sitting sit and talk together 
-nginka talk talk, fight, argue with each other 
-ngalkpu hit on the head fight each other with sticks 
-warnkatpi (ED S) stick to stick together 
-wartpalmuni (VE S) bump head bump heads together 
 

In (12-27), the predicate -nginka 'talk' is interpreted as reciprocal. 

(12-27) 
Napa k-awu-nginka-ø k-inyi-ma-ø wurlurlu la yamin. 
DISC.DEI PR-3pl-talk-NP PR-3MA/3FE-GET-NP embrace CONJ 3MA.CONTR 
      
They're talking and hugging each other. 

Reciprocals7 046 

The predicate -ngurri lintij 'play, running' can be interpreted as reciprocal or collective 

when it has a plural subject as shown in (12-28). 

(12-28) 
K-awu-ngurri-n lintij. 
PR-3pl-MOVE.FAST-NP play 
  
They're running and playing (together / with each other). 

Reciprocals4 022 

12.9 Distributives 
Mawng distributives take one of two forms. They may take a form similar to the RC - 

this construction will be referred to as the DC distributive. Distributives may also take a 

more flexible form which is similar to the DC but the contrastive pronoun is not bound 

to the verb complex as it is in the DC. This form is referred to as the 'distributive 

adverb'. 

12.9.1 The DC reciprocal construction 
The distributive complex is formally identical to the RC as shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 9 The distributive complex (DC) 
Verb complex Conjunction Pronoun 
Subj/(Obj)-verb-TAM (coverb) (OBL) la Contrastive pronoun 
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Distributives are often formally similar to reciprocals cross-linguistically (Lichtenberk 

2000). The difference between the RC and DC constructions is that the predicate of the 

DC need not have two different types of participants. An example of a DC distributive 

is shown in (12-29).  

(12-29) 
K-iny-pani-ø    la   inyamin. 
PR-3FE-sit-NP   CONJ 3FE.CONTR 
 
They are both sitting (two women). 

Reciprocals2 084 

Example (12-30) was used to describe a video in which four people appeared and sat 

down one by one. 

(12-30) 
Aw-arra-n     ap       k-a-wani-ø       la   wemin 
3pl-GO2-PP    sit.down PR-3pl-sit-NP    CONJ 3pl.CONTR 
 
They go and sit down, they each sit. 

Reciprocals2 083 

Although a DC construction with -wani 'sit' is often interpreted as meaning 'they sat 

separately' - as in some distance from one another - the participants in the scene 

described in (12-30) sit down next to one another. However, they do not acknowledge 

one another so perhaps for this reason they are described using a distributive - to 

indicate that each is acting independently rather than as a group. 

The RC and DC are a single formal construction. The distinction between them is 

pragmatic as it is a matter of interpretation. The interpretation given to an RC/DC 

construction is largely a matter of whether two human participants are available that are 

likely reciprocants in the event denoted by the verb. For example if the semitransitive 

verb -laja 'call out' occurs with an oblique pronoun in an RC/DC construction as in 

(12-31) speakers give a reciprocal interpretation. 

(12-31)  
K-iny-jaja-ø    nuyu     la     yamin. 
PR-3FE-call-NP  3MA.OBL  CONJ   3MA.CONTR 
 
They are calling to each other (2 people, woman and man) 

 Reflexives1 113 

When -laja 'call out' occurs in an RC/DC without an oblique pronoun the construction 

gets a distributive interpretation as in (12-32). 

(12-32)  
K-iny-jaja-ø     la     yamin. 
PR-3FE-call-NP   CONJ   3MA.CONTR 
 
She calls and he calls (not necessarily to one another, they may both call out 
to a third party). 
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Reflexives1 115 

Reflexive predicates derived from transitive verbs can participate in DC distributives. 

For example, the construction with the derived reflexive of -ngalkpu 'hit on head' in 

(12-33) gets a distributive interpretation. 

(12-33)  
K-iny-ngalkpu-n   la    inyamin. 
PR-3FE-pound-NP   CONJ  3FE.CONTR 
 
They are hitting themselves on the head (two women). 

Control1 073 

Distributives may involve syntactically transitive predicates, which are functionally 

intransitive due to lexicalised agreement like the coverb construction -wu larr 'finish' in 

(12-34) which has a lexicalised Masculine object. 

(12-34) 
Inga-wu-ng         larr      la     inyamin 
3GEN/3MA-HIT-PP    finish    CONJ   3FE.CONTR 
 
They (two girls) both finished what they were doing. 

NB 3:6 

Canonical transitive predicates may also participate in DC distributives but the 

distributive reading is only available if the reciprocal interpretation seems unlikely. For 

example, it is not usual for people to eat each other so (12-35) is more readily 

interpreted as a distributive than a reciprocal. 

(12-35)  
K-inyi-la-ø         la    yamin. 
PR-3MA/3FE-eat-NP   CONJ  3MA.CONTR 
 
They two (male) each eat one (crab).(or: They two eat each other (a male and a 
female)) 

Control1 058 

12.9.2 The distributive adverb 
In addition to the DC construction, there is a special distributive adverb similar in form 

and meaning to the English expression one by one. If there are no other words following 

the verb, the group distributive appears similar to the DC except that an additional 

contrastive pronoun with the suffix -wi~pi is added before la as in examples (12-36) and 

(12-37). 

(12-36) 
Pa      arukaruk  a-malkpa-ny-ka      wemin-pi       la   wemin. 
P.SEQ   afternoon 3pl-arrive-PP-HITH  3pl.CONTR-ONLY CONJ 3pl.CONTR  

 
In the afternoon each group returned to camp. 

Yinkarnarrk1:49 
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(12-37) 
Yanat   k-arruni-miyarma-ø      wemin-pi       la    ngarrurrimung. 
3MA     PR-3MA/1pl.in-want-NP   3pl.CONTR-ONLY CONJ  1pl.in.CONTR 

 
He wants each group of us. 

Hinch unpub: 51 

The use of the suffix -wi 'only' in the distributive adverb is likely to be related to its use 

in emphasising that the subject acts alone as discussed in section 2.9.1.3. Although the 

distributive adverb appears formally similar to the DC distributive in examples (12-36) 

and (12-37), it is in fact quite different. The two contrastive pronouns linked by la are 

not part of a fixed word order unit that includes the verb complex like the reciprocal 

complex/distributive complex. The two contrastive pronouns linked by la are 

themselves a fixed word order unit that is an adverbial expression I refer to as the 

distributive adverb. Like other adverbs, it commonly follows the verb but is not strictly 

ordered with respect to the verb. Thus other words may intercede between the 

distributive adverb and the verb as in (12-38).  

(12-38) 
A-warra-n  jarlarr          pata wi-garra yirrk  arrarrkpi wemin-pi       la  
3pl-GO2-SP go.separate.ways PL   PL-many  COMPL  people    3pl.CONTR-ONLY CONJ 

 
wemin. 
3pl.CONTR 

 
Each lot of the company went separate ways. 

Hewett et. al. 1990 

The distributive adverb is not a clause-level construction like the RC or DC. It is better 

analysed as a complex adverbial particle such as one-by-one. It differs from one-by-one 

in that its form is not completely fixed because the second contrastive pronoun agrees 

with the features of the subject as shown by (12-37). 

Note that the distributive adverb occurs in the same clause as an RC reciprocal 

construction in  (12-39). 

 (12-39) 
"Arrkpan-uraka-pa         la    k-iny-uryi-ø."        A-mi-ny-pu 
1pl.in.F-go.home-EMPH1    CONJ  PR-3FE-bathe-NP       3pl-say-PP-3pl.OBL 
 
la    wemin      pata tu-matpa   wemin-pi         la     wemin 
CONJ  3pl.CONTR  PL   PL-other   3pl.CONTR-ONLY   CONJ   3pl.CONTR 
 
warra  kamumu. 
PL     woman 
 
"Let us go home because the sun is setting, " the women all said to each 
other. 

Yinkarnarrk1:39 
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Verbs with the -njili reciprocal suffix may also co-occur with the distributive adverb as 

shown in (12-40). 

(12-40) 
A-mi-nang ta  wularrut  ta  aw-a-ngkung      walij-apa  apu-ma-ngung  
3pl-do-PC LL  before    LL  3pl-go1-PST.HAB  food-EMPH1 3pl/3ED-get-PC 

 
irratat   awu-kunyjili-ny-awk  wemin-pi       la   wemin.     
meat(MA)  3pl-share-PP-COLL    3pl.CONTR-ONLY CONJ 3pl.CONTR 

 
That is what they used to do long ago when they hunted meat and yams, each 
group used to share with the other. 

Yinkarnarrk1:52 

The distributive adverb is not very common but in the examples collected it is mainly 

used to indicate distributivity over groups of humans as in (12-36), (12-37) and (12-39). 

In these examples there is no other information specifying that the nonsingular subjects 

refer to groups rather than individuals but speakers clearly translated them as referring 

to groups. This suggests that the distributive adverb is a specialised form used to encode 

distributivity over groups rather than individuals. However, there are also a few 

examples of the use of the distributive adverb which do not clearly involve groups of 

people such as (12-41) and (12-42b).  

 
(12-41)  
Parang-apa     la     apu-lati-ki-ny            yangali    yara 
finish-EMPH1   CONJ   3pl/3ED-put.away-KRDP-PP  dilly.bag  some  

 
marruny               wemin-pi         la      wemin. 
cabbage.palm.basket   3pl.CONTR-ONLY   CONJ   3pl.CONTR 

 
So they put all the yams into dilly bags and cabbage palm baskets. 

Yinkarnarrk1: 41 

(12-42) 
a. 
Awunp-ukiki-yang         parak. 
3pl/3pl-teach-KRDP-PC    AWAY 
 
They were teaching them. 

Forefathers 006 

b. 
Nuyu   aw-alyakpi-nang-apa     pata warranyngiw, wu6 
PURP   3pl-remember-PC-EMPH1   PL   child        3pl.OBL 
 
wemin-pi        la     wemin. 
3pl.CONTR-ONLY  CONJ   3pl.CONTR 
 
So the children would all know. 

Forefathers 007 

 

                                                
6 Unusual use of the benefactive - see section 4.3.2.1 for discussion of another unusual use of the oblique 
pronoun -wu to encode a benefactive with warranyngiw 'children'. 
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12.10 Opposite movement with respect to a deictic centre: discrepancies 
between meaning and form 
Despite the formal overlap in the encoding of reciprocals and distributives, the two 

functional domains are largely distinct; there is a clear division between the types of 

situations expressed as reciprocals and the types of situations expressed as 

distributives7. However, situations in which two participants are moving either towards 

one another or away from one another can be expressed using either reciprocals or 

distributives. This situation type will be referred to as 'opposite movement with respect 

to a deictic centre'. The expressions in bold in (12-43) and  (12-44) were both used to 

describe the same video but the first is a DC and the second an RC.  

(12-43) 
Iny-ura-n-ka      la   inyamin,  ap-atpu-ng        yurnu. 
3FE-go1-PP-HITH   CONJ 3FE.CONTR 3pl/3ED-HOLD-PP   shake.hands 

 
They each came up and shook hands (2 women). 

Reciprocals4 189 

 (12-44) 
Iny-ura-n-ka      la   iny-malkpa-ny   ngaw     la   inyamin 
3FE-go1-PP-HITH   CONJ 3FE-arrive-PP   3GEN.OBL CONJ 3FE.CONTR 

 
ap-atpu-ng        yurnu. 
3pl/3ED-HOLD-PP   shake.hands 

 
She came up and they met each other and shook hands (2 women). 

Reciprocals4 188 

Despite their similar meanings, example (12-43) has an intransitive predicate in a DC 

distributive construction while  (12-44) has a semitransitive predicate in an RC 

reciprocal construction.  

We find both reciprocals and distributives are also used to encode movement away from 

a common deictic centre. A reciprocal construction is used in (12-45). 

(12-45)  
Pa    aw-ura-n-ka     pa    inny-aka-n       la     yamin. 
P.SEQ 3PL-go1-PP-HITH P.SEQ 3MA/3MA-throw-PP CONJ   3MA.CONTR 

 
They travelled and then went in different directions. 

AD Text 2:34 

A distributive adverb is used in  (12-46) to emphasise opposite movement with respect 

to a deictic centre. 

                                                
7 See also Singer (forthcoming-b) for more about the types of situations that Mawng reciprocal 
constructions are used to describe. 
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 (12-46) 
Ang-arla-ntiny-apa   anga-wilkpu-n          anyamin8-pi      la 
3LL-split-PP-EMPH1   3GEN/3LL-separate-NP   3LL.CONTR-ONLY  and 

 
anyamin   ta tuka-pa        ta  ngarrk9  karrkaj. 
3LL.CONT  LL DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL  two      island 

 
They split and the two islands separated from each other. 

Crow1 058 

12.11 Conclusion 
The productive reciprocal construction found in Mawng is formally transitive and 

involves the reciprocal complex - a fixed word order unit which includes the verb 

complex. In addition, there are some intransitive verbs which entail reciprocity between 

participants including some which contain a vestigial reciprocal suffix -njili. 

Distributives can take one of two possible forms, one of which is identical in form to the 

reciprocal construction but allows intransitive predicates. The other is quite different to 

the reciprocal construction and functions like an adverb.  

The productive reciprocal construction in Iwaidja is very similar to the Mawng RC 

reciprocal construction. These reciprocal constructions are typologically unusual in that 

they preserve elements of their ancestral biclausal construction yet are clearly 

synchronically monoclausal (see Evans (forthcoming-b)). The Mawng/Iwaidja 

reciprocals differ from those in other Arnhem land languages, which tend to have a fully 

productive reciprocal/reflexive verbal affix. 

Reciprocals and distributives provide interesting insights into Mawng syntax. 

Reciprocal constructions formally resemble transitive clauses but verbal agreement 

operates slightly differently within them as does the relationship between NPs and 

verbal agreement. These differences suggest that although the RC reciprocal 

construction utilises the form of a transitive clause its argument structure differs from 

that of transitive clauses. These subtle differences between reciprocal and nonreciprocal 

transitive clauses show yet another way in which Mawng verbal agreement can be co-

opted into different functions so that it no longer accurately reflects the semantic 

argument structure of the clause. Verb agreement is the best guide to the argument 

structure of a clause because secondary evidence for argument structure is only 

available in certain contexts. However, there are numerous signs that verb agreement 
                                                
8 Note that this first contrastive pronoun is usually wemin '3PL.CONTR' in the distributive adverb but it 
seems that when used to refer to nonhumans, the same contrastive pronoun is used twice instead. 
9 The word ngarrkarrk 'two' is abbreviated to ngarrk here because of a tendency to avoid repetition of the 
same sequence of phonemes and the word ngarrkarrk ends with the sequence /karrk/ while karrkaj 
'island' begins with /karrk/ (see Appendix 1 for more on deletion of repeated phoneme sequences). 
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need not accurately reflect argument structure. The grammaticalisation of agreement in 

reciprocal constructions is one sign as is the lack of a one-to-one mapping of arguments 

to NPs when a single NP refers to both subject and object as indexed by the verb.
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13 Overview and prospects 
This thesis has presented Mawng noncanonical predicates in their linguistic context 

both within the Mawng language and as typological phenomena. The first four chapters 

outlined the main aspects of Mawng syntax. These chapters provided an update of 

previous descriptions of Mawng. In chapter 2, I described the main parts of speech in 

Mawng: nominals, verbs and coverbs, together with smaller classes such as the article. 

Nominals include prefixed and free nominals, pronouns, demonstratives, adjectival 

nominals and quantifiers. Verbs are easily identifiable by their agreement morphology 

and are part of the verb complex - a fixed word order unit that includes coverbs, the 

postverbal oblique pronoun and various suffixes and particles. The structure of the NP 

was described in chapter 3. 

In chapter 4 the structure of simple clauses was described. The main types of arguments 

in Mawng are core arguments, oblique objects and frame arguments. Core arguments 

are indexed by the verb in canonical clauses. However, arguments and adjuncts cannot 

always be distinguished on the basis of the form they take because the same form is 

used for a number of different grammatical functions. Subcategorisation is the only 

reliable way to distinguish between arguments and adjuncts in Mawng. The model of 

Mawng argument structure developed in chapter 4 is used to analyse verbs with 

lexicalised agreement in chapters 8 and 9. Secondary forms of evidence for grammatical 

relations are also discussed in chapter 4. Complex sentence constructions are described 

in chapter 5. Some include nominalised clauses used as NPs. In some nominalised 

clauses the article shows agreement with a participant of the nominalised clause. 

Chapters 6 and 7 explored aspects of gender and agreement in Mawng. These two topics 

are interelated because gender is defined as the agreement class of a noun. In chapter 6, 

I outlined the basic semantics of each gender. However, I also questioned whether 

gender is simply a formal property of nouns in Mawng and suggested it can also be 

linked with referents directly through the semantics of the genders and via referents to 

semantic domains. Agreement was mentioned in chapter 2 in which agreement in 

nominal prefixes is discussed and chapter 3 in which the resolution of gender agreement 

in conjoined NPs was discussed. In chapter 7, I defined agreement and tackled three 

topics in Mawng verbal agreement: (i) the role of verbal agreement as part of a system 

of reference and anaphora, (ii) part-whole and inclusory relations as a type of identity in 

Mawng and (iii) the information status of lone pronominal affixes. 
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I introduced the three types of Mawng verb with noncanonical agreement in chapter 7. 

Then in chapter 8, I described verbs with ordinary lexicalised agreement. These are by 

far the largest group of verbs with noncanonical agreement in Mawng and the most 

straightforward because their lexicalised index is a dummy argument. Syntactic and 

semantic properties of verbs with ordinary lexicalised agreement coincide to create 

classes of verbs with similar properties. These classes were described individually to 

paint a detailed picture of lexicalised agreement in Mawng. The parallels between noun-

verb idioms and lexicalised agreement verbs suggest that the clustering of lexicalised 

agreement verbs into classes is related to the fact is that idioms tend to develop in 

certain domains of experience rather than others. In chapter 9, I described verbs with 

replacive lexicalised agreement. I used the types of secondary evidence for argument 

structure described in chapter 4 to show that their lexicalised index does correspond to a 

real argument of the verb, but simply fails to encode the agreement features of the real 

argument. 

Restricted argument verbs are a different type of expression to lexicalised agreement 

verbs. These verbs have very narrow selectional restrictions for one argument, such that 

the meaning of the verb already specifies an argument of a default type. Verbs with very 

narrow selectional restrictions for one argument are found in any language, however the 

use of gender agreement to narrow down the range of possible referents in Mawng 

means that there is less need to overtly refer to the restricted argument. In chapter 10, I 

provided a few examples of restricted argument verbs and discussed how they differ 

from canonical verbs. I also compared them to similar verbs described as 'cognate 

object verbs' in Pama Nyungan languages and discussed how the specification of an 

argument in the meaning of the verb erodes the predicate-argument distinction. I then 

compared the properties of the three types of Mawng verb with noncanonical agreement 

to various types of noun-verb idioms and coverb constructions with denominal coverbs 

to show how Mawng lexicalised agreement verbs may have their origins in noun-verb 

idioms. 

Although rare, lexicalised agreement is found in a number of unrelated languages. In 

chapter 11, we saw that lexicalised agreement verbs in different languages share 

semantic and syntactic properties with those in Mawng. However, Mawng stands out 

somewhat from the group in having a large set of verbs with lexicalised transitive 

subject agreement. These are mostly experiencer object verbs which are a feature of 
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Iwaidjan languages. I compared Mawng experiencer object verbs and noun-verb idioms 

with expressions in other Iwaidjan languages. Then I compared them with experiencer 

object expressions in other languages. These typically have at least a putative subject 

NP but verbs like Mawng experiencer object verbs with an unidentifiable subject do 

occur in a few languages. The link between experiencer object verbs and noun-verb 

idioms in Iwaidjan languages further shows the link between noun-verb idioms and 

lexicalised agreement.  

Chapter 11 also explored some parallels between Mawng noncanonical verbs and noun-

incorporation. These parallels exist between two separate groups of Mawng 

noncanonical verbs and two types of noun-incorporation. Firstly, both restricted 

argument verbs and verbs with incorporated generic nouns have a default argument type 

specified within the verbal word, which provides an environment ripe for lexicalisation. 

Secondly, lexicalised noun-incorporations and Mawng lexicalised agreement verbs are 

both idiomatic expressions in which an element that usually expresses an argument of 

the verb has become lexicalised. In the case of lexicalised agreement verbs this is an 

abstract morpheme that is a set of agreement features but in the case of lexicalised 

noun-incorporations the lexicalised element is a nominal incorporate.  

Chapter 12 extended the description of Mawng by looking at the grammaticalisation of 

agreement within the RC reciprocal construction as part of a full description of the ways 

of expressing reciprocals in Mawng. Lexicalised agreement verbs show how agreement 

can become lexicalised within a verb while noun-verb idioms show how a participant 

can become lexicalised within a verb plus participant combination. The lexicalisation of 

agreement within the RC reciprocal construction illustrates how agreement can become 

grammaticalised within a clause-level construction. The RC reciprocal construction 

shows evidence of its development from a two-clause construction. As part of this 

development, agreement within the verb and the contrastive pronoun has become 

lexicalised. This shows that agreement does not only become lexicalised within verbs 

but may also be grammaticalised within syntactic constructions. 

There are three main directions for future research, suggested by the work in this thesis. 

The first is to determine exactly what type of expression lexicalised agreement verbs 

are. Although expressed through a single verbal word, they are not clearly a type of verb 

or a type of predicate but rather seem to be a type of verb-argument idiom. The problem 

of idiomaticity in language is an area of much recent work in syntax and semantics (see 
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for example, Goldberg 1995; Jackendoff 1995; Jackendoff 2002; Nunberg et al. 1994). 

However, there has been little work on non-European languages. The notion of the 

'construction' is being used more and more widely to describe how idiomaticity in 

language instantiates itself  - through clines in productivity. In terms of what type of 

construction they are, verbs with lexicalised agreement are probably better viewed as a 

type of verb-argument idiom rather than a type of predicate. However more work is 

needed to clearly delineate the difference between lexicalised agreement verbs, noun-

verb idioms and coverb constructions with denominal coverbs in Mawng. 

 The similarities between lexicalised agreement predicates, noun-verb idioms and 

idiomatic noun-incorporations suggests that the three construction types are part of a 

family of related constructions cross-linguistically, distinct from complex predicates.  In 

order to propose such a 'family of constructions' we need to develop a robust definition 

of verb-argument idioms. Nunberg et. al. (1994) address considerable difficulties in 

developing a definition of noun-verb idioms in European languages but a challenge set 

by their paper - to develop a useful cross-linguistic definition of verb-argument idioms - 

has not yet been met. There is a need for work on idioms which take a different form 

and have different cultural underpinings to those of European languages. It may be 

possible to develop a definition of verb-argument idioms that includes noun-verb 

idioms, lexicalised noun-incorporations and lexicalised agreement verbs. Such a 

definition would cover a cline in the degree of specification of the dummy argument: 

from free noun or generic incorporated noun to pronominal gender agreement index. It 

would encapsulate the observation that in each of these three kinds of expression a form 

which is otherwise used to productively encode an argument has become lexicalised 

together with a predicate. 

Once the three types of verb-argument idiom have been well established, it will be 

useful to look into the typological correlates of lexicalised agreement in more detail. 

The initial evidence shows that languages with lexicalised agreement often have noun-

incorporation as well. We need to find out what types of noun-incorporation are 

correlated with lexicalised agreement. Is the correlation a historical one? i.e. do 

lexicalised noun-incorporations develop into lexicalised agreement verbs or do the same 

factors simply favour the independent development of both types of verb-argument 

idiom. It would also be valuable to look at languages with all three types of verb-

argument idiom to see how common the different expressions are relative to each other. 
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For example, Evans (2003) suggests that lexicalised noun-incorporations are much more 

common than noun-verb idioms in Bininj Gun-wok. 

An understanding of the typological correlates of lexicalised agreement may bring us 

closer to an understanding of how the typological profile of a language determines  the 

types of semantic interactions between verbs and arguments. Of particular interest is the 

role of classificatory devices such as the incorporation of generic nouns and verbal 

gender agreement.  Initial exploration of the role of verbal gender agreement in 

mediating verb-argument interaction in Mawng has been undertaken here, for example 

with the description of the class of restricted argument verbs. Further work could turn 

the question around and ask whether verb-argument semantic interaction plays a role in 

structuring the gender system in Mawng. The gender system is oriented around 

semantic foci - do these form groups of entites which humans interact with in certain 

ways? Are entities with exceptional gender those that humans tend to interact with 

differently? There is some evidence that this is the case. For example the small set of 

Masculine gender trees are not used as firewood and the exceptional gender snake 

wulminkaykay 'file snake' is eaten and is not dangerous. It is possible that verb-argument 

interaction is a process via which verb senses and the gender system have coevolved. 

Determining exactly what would count as evidence for such coevolution remains a task 

for future work.
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Appendix 1 Notes on orthography and phonology 
Part A - problems with the orthographic system in Capell and Hinch (1970) 
Heather Hewett revised the Mawng orthography a number of times subsequent to the 

publication of Capell and Hinch (1970). In the following paragraphs I provide an 

account of some problems with the system of orthography and its underlying 

phonological analysis in Capell and Hinch (1970) thereby justifying my use of 

Hewett's instead.  

Capell and Hinch (1970) base their orthography on some mistaken analyses. For 

example, they claim that there is a distinction between the palatal nasal /ny/ and the 

sequence of two phonemes /n/ and /y/, indicating a sequence of the two phonemes /n/ 

and /y/ by the use of a full stop in between the two letters. There is no evidence of this 

although the sequence /nny/ does occur at some prefix-root boundaries. It is likely 

that Capell and Hinch analysed this as a sequence of /n/ followed by /y/. Capell and 

Hinch (1970:18) cite the inflected verbs kun.yayan and kunyayan as minimal pairs. 

The form kuny-aya-n '2sg/3FE-see-NP' that they cite occurs but the form kun.yayan 

does not. Note Capell and Hinch (1970) misgloss these two words. A contrast 

between kuny-aya-n '2sg/3FE-see-NP' and kunny-aya-n '3MA/2sg-see-NP' was 

probably intended. Capell and Hinch (1970) also claim that there is a distinction 

between /j/ and the sequence of /t/ followed by /y/. In fact such a sequence never 

occurs although the sequence /tj/ does occur.  

There are a number of unusual nasal clusters that occur at prefix-root boundaries in 

Mawng. In addition to /nny/ there is also /nng/ and /nyng/. These clusters are clearly 

recognisable in slow speech and are important to distinctions in the pronominal prefix 

paradigm. However, in fast speech these clusters may be simplified by dropping the 

initial phoneme. 

Capell and Hinch (1970) also claim that there is a flapped retroflex rhotic in Mawng. 

They seem to be confusing two phonemes here. Firstly, where two alveolar taps /rr/ 

are in sequence the first may be flapped as in in arlarrarr 'no, nothing'.  In addition, 

there are variations in the degree of voicing of the alveolar retroflex /rt/.  They cite the 

word wartwartang as an example of a word with retroflex flap and ten words in 

Hewett et. al. (1990) are transcribed as containing rd which symbolises a retroflex 

flap. There is variability in the way that the retroflex stop /rt/ is pronounced but this 
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variability is not greater than exists for any other plosive. The sound transcribed as a 

retroflex flap (rd) in Hewett (1990) is clearly /rt/ and the ten words transcribed with a 

retroflex flap do not cluster in any particular way compared to those transcribed as rt 

but they mostly have some degree of voicing of /rt/. It seems that Capell and Hinch's 

proposed retroflex flap phoneme is a response to their perception of the variation in 

voicing of the phoneme /rt/.  

Part B: Some additional very brief comments on Mawng phonology 
Words begnning with /wu/ or /u/, or /yi/ or /i/ may vary in pronunciation between the 

two alternatives. For this reason, I transcribe most words beginning with /yi/ or /i/ as 

beginning with /i/. This is because in most cases the /y/ is only heard when the word 

follows a vowel-final word so it appears to be epenthetic. However there are a small 

number of words in which an initial sequence /yi/ alternates with /ki/ due to lenition 

as in the word yirnkirr ~ kirnkirr 'mud'. There are also some coverbs that alternate 

between initial /y/ and /j/ - such words need to be analysed as having the initial 

phoneme /y/ when lenited. Many bound roots begin in /yi/ or /wu/ such as the nominal 

-yigi 'tooth' and the verb -wurru 'know'. I transcribe all words beginning with /wu/ or 

/u/ as beginning with /wu/ as this is the form in which they are usually pronounced, 

regardless of the nature of the final phoneme of the preceding word.  

Another notable feature of speech at natural speed that occurs both within words and 

across word boundaries is the reduction of consecutive /wu/ sequences. For example, 

the verb form iwu-wu-ng '3pl/3MA-hit-PP' is often pronounced iwung at natural 

speed. This process may be extended to similar sounding sequences such as /ku/, /wa/ 

and /ka/ so that for example, the common locative phrase tuka kunak 'LOC house' is 

shortened to tu kunak. 

See Capell and Hinch (1970) for a discussion of the reduction of adjacent 

homophonous vowels across word boundaries and external sandhi. Comparative work 

by Evans includes some discussion of typologically unusual phonological features of 

Mawng and the Iwaidjan language family in general (Evans 1997d; Evans 1998; 

Evans 2000a; Evans 2006).
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Appendix 2 Unpublished Mawng materials 
 
Audio-visual  materials (listed by recorder) 
Audio recordings archived at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies (AIATSIS). 
Arthur Capell (1952-53): Archive tapes 302A, 310B, 311B, 312B and 313A. 
 Elicitation of basic vocabulary, sentences and some short texts. 
Anne Dineen (1990-91) Twenty tapes deposited but not yet archived. Elicitation of 

words and sentences, discussion of their use and meaning, and sixteen texts. 
Heather Hinch (1966) Archive tapes 597-599, 
 Elicitation of words, sentences and some culturally important texts. 
Joy Kinslow Harris (1965): Archive tapes 321A and 321B  

Elicitation of vocabulary, sentences and a short text. 
 

To be archived at AIATSIS shortly: 
Ruth Singer (2003-2006) Fifty-one cassette tapes and DAT tapes, twenty-five digital 

audio files and six miniDV video recordings. These contain recordings of 
elicitation sessions and texts of various types. The majority of the texts have 
been transcribed, translated and annotated. 

Rosemary Urabadi (?1990) Audio recording of three texts about land ownership and 
the history of Martpalk settlement. A very useful text with complex language 
that was recorded by a Mawng speaker. 

 
Electronic materials 
Coleman, Carolyn. Mawng species lists. Electronic files prepared by Carolyn 

Coleman for the Northern Territory education department for creating 
bilingual dictionaries. 

Hewett, Heather E., Dineen, Anne, Stainsby, David, and Field, Robin. 1990. Maung 
Dictionary: Aboriginal Studies Electronic Data Archive (ASEDA) - at 
AIATSIS. 

 
Written materials 
Dineen, Anne. Field notebooks. Archived at AIATSIS. 
Hinch, Heather E. Maung Clauses. United Church in North Australia. Copy held at 

Warruwi school. 
Hinch, Heather E. Maung texts. United Church in North Australia. Copy held at 

Nungalinya college library, Darwin. 
Hinch, Heather, E. Maung conversation. Copy held at Warruwi school. 
Hinch, Heather. Maung Dictionary. Original typed versions kept at Warruwi School. 

This information has since been converted into electronic format and 
developed further (see electronic materials above). 

Hinch, Heather E. Various fieldnotes - both linguistic and anthropological. Also 
various notes on Mawng syntax prepared as part of the bilingual program. 
Archived at Northern Territory Archives Service (NTAS), Darwin. 

 
In addition to the materials listed above, a large number of story books and readers 
were produced by Warruwi school during the operation of the bilingual program. 
They are archived at the Northern Territory Archives Service (NTAS). Copies are 
also held at Warruwi School. 
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Appendix 3 Kinship 
Mawng's system of subsections, matrimoieties and totems are shared with Iwaidja and 

generally similar to systems found in other neighbouring languages. Basic kinship 

terms, subsection terms and totems are described in this section. Kinship terminology 

includes kinship verbs and triangular kinship terms as well as simple kinship nouns. 

Kinship groupings are relevant to ceremonial responsibilities as well as proper 

marriage patterns. The diagrams in this section are based on material produced by 

Warruwi school and are reproduced with permission.  

Figure 10 shows the simple nominal kin terms and was prepared by Mangkiwa Sagiba 

and David Harris. The centre of the diagram is ego- labelled ngapi '1sg'.  

Figure 10 Basic kin terms 

Mawng people are divided into eight different kin-based groups called 'skins' or 

'subsections' that are calculated matrilinealy. These form the basis for the universal 

kinship system. The subsections are divided evenly between two matrimoieties: 

nangarrangarrajku and martkumartku. The duwa-yirrija patrimoiety system of 

eastern Arnhem Land has been superimposed onto the matrimoiety system relatively 

recently. The subsections are shown in Figure 11 below as cycles through mother to 

child. 



Figure 10 Basic kin terms 
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Figure 11 The subsection system 
 

Nangarrangarrajku (-ngarrajku) Martkumartku (-martku) 

 
The two matrimoieties are listed at the top of Figure 11. Note that the reduplicated 

plural forms of the matrimoiety terms are used as names of the matrimoieties1. The 

root for each name is given in brackets. Female forms of the subsection terms are 

given first, followed by the Masculine form. Horizontal lines show first choice 

marriages and diagonal lines show second choice marriage. The symbols D and Y in 

brackets refer to the patrimoieties duwa and yirrija respectively. 

Mawng people also have what are colloquially referred to as totems. These generally 

align with matrimoiety divisions but are likely to have preceded the subsection 

system, which is thought to have arrived in North-west Arnhem land relatively 

recently (McConvell 1985). Totems give individuals a relationship to a group of 

                                                
1 There is an irregularity in the form of the names used. The name Martkumartku is the root -martku 
reduplicated without any prefix while nangarrangarrajku is formed from the root with a Masculine 
prefix na- and reduplication of the first two syllables of the root. This second type of reduplication is 
also found in the plural versions of subsection terms (which are not listed here). 
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natural features. The four totems are usually named by reference to a member of the 

group: Muwarn 'sun', wurakak 'crow', waryat 'stone' and yungku 'fire'. Totems are 

directly inherited matrilinealy so mother and child have the same totem.  

There are four main totems and one smaller totem. People in Nangarrangarrajku 

matrimoiety are either Yarrigarnkurrk or Yarriwurrkarr totem while people in 

Martkumartku matrimoiety are either Yarriyarniny or Yarriwurrik totem. The minor 

totem Wijin seems to be an additional totem that people may have in addition to their 

main totem but this needs to be checked. The most important entities in each totem 

are listed in Figure 12 below. 
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Figure 12 Totems and their members 
Nangarrangarrajku 

 
Martkumartku 

 
Yarrigarnkurrk Yarriwurrkarr Yarriyarniny Yarriwurrik 
waryat 'stone' murwala 'pandanus' muwarn 'sun' yungku 'fire' 
manpiri 'turtle' kawagawa 'heron' wirlmu 'Barramundi' nganaparru 'Buffalo' 
wampirlpaya 'echidna' mularrik 'frog' alapika 'turtle sp.' yanpiyanpi 'King 

Brown snake' 
walmat 'rain' ngalagayu 'white 

cockatoo' 
ngunymin 'rock cod' walanurru 'seabird sp.' 

mangalpitan 'Jabiru' karrak 'black cockatoo' arnpurrik 'hawk' martingunyuny 
'dugong' 

walanurru 'seabird sp.' alkparn 'Sand fish' kurnpirripirri 
'Saltwater crocodile' 

kantakij 'Red 
Kangaroo' 

manimunak 'Magpie 
goose' 

kuntarruk 'possum' wukurl 'Egret sp.' marrwati 'sea eagle' 

wurakak 'Crow' wunyjarlarr '?' makakurr 'Pelican' wampa 'shark' 
wirlitpirit 'Peewee' kalmaya 'ant' kujpagarri 'Wallaby' majirnti 'Large 

hawksbill turtle' 
wutput 'Pheasant'  murtij 'Stingray sp.' pulikang 'cattle' 
mirrijpu 'Seagull'  kurrana 'moon' jarrang 'horse' 
nawariyiyu 'Whistle 
duck' 

  nanikut 'goat' 

namawuru '?'2   luluj '(introduced) dog' 
kamiru '?'   warlk 'tree, wood' 
karlarrk 'parrot'    
mangili 'Freshwater 
tortoise' 

   

manuk 'water snake sp.'    
wulminkaykay 'File 
snake' 

   

karnjawarra 'Mud crab'    
mawuga 'mangrove 
crab sp.' 

   

murrumpun 'Large 
stone country kangaroo' 

   

wirtjirrk 'fish sp.'    
wurrut 'fish sp.'    
ikaman 'freshwater 
catfish' 

   

    
Wijin    
munma 'turtle sp.'    
najarrari 'flying fox'    
nawayati 'turtle sp.'    
 
Note that the species lists collected by Carolyn Coleman (see appendix 2) also give 

subsection associations for some species, often in addition to totem associations. 

                                                
2 The translations of a few species names are not known. 
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Appendix 4 Texts 
The three texts in this section were chosen to illustrate a range of speech styles. The first 

two texts are traditional myths while the last describes the final stage of the girl's first 

period ceremony. The first text is told fairly formally while the second two are in a 

more informal style.  

Note that the texts include an additional line not included in examples in the body of the 

thesis. This line is a rough morphological breakdown of the words. 

13.1 Text 1 Kurrana la Ngirntarrpuk 'Moon and quoll'. 
Recorded 4/4/1967 by Heather Hewett.  
Speaker: Lazarus Lamilami (deceased). 
Notes: Moon and quoll fought. Quoll lost the fight so moon decreed that Quoll would 
be mortal and die whereas he would be die and live again every month. Quoll decided 
that humans would follow him in being mortal.  

Kurrana 001 
Qe           tuka     ngungpanunma              nuwurru ta  nakapa 
`e           tuka     ngungpana- unma-ø         nuwurru ta  naka-pa 
yeah         DEM.P.LL 1sg/3LL.F- tell.story-NP  2pl.OBL LL  DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 

ngirntarrpuk, ngirntarrpuk la     kurrana. 
ngirntarrpuk  ngirntarrpuk la     kurrana 
quoll         quoll        CONJ   moon 

I'm going to tell you the story of quoll and moon. 

Kurrana 002 
Ajirrik ta  wularrut ta  tukapa          angpunmangung              pata 
Ajirrik ta  wularrut ta  tuka-pa         angku-   unma       -ngung pata 
perhaps LL  long.ago LL  DEM.P.LL-EMPH1  3pl/3LL- tell.story -PC    PL 

wularrutpularrut pata karrkpin            wawupawu                 la 
wularrutpularrut pata k-  arrk-   mi  -n  wawupawu                 la 
long.ago         PL   PR- 1pl.in- say -NP patrilineal.ancestors    and 

karrkpin            mamam. 
k-  arrk-   mi  -n  mamam 
PR- 1pl.in- say -NP MF 

They were telling that story long ago, our old ancestors, our fathers' fathers 
and our fathers' mothers. 

Kurrana 003 
Pata   wularrut ta  tukapa         ta   anyung       ta  wulatpiyi pata 
pata   wularrut ta  tuka -apa      ta   any- u   -ng ta  wulatpiyi pata 
PL     long.ago LL  DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL   3LL- lie -PP LL  meaning   PL 

namumuyak,  ngungpurrun  annyunmangungpu                     tukapa 
namumuyak   ngungpurrun  ani-     unma       -ngung -wu      tuka-pa 
dreamtime   maybe        3MA/3LL- tell.story -PC    -3pl.OBL DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 

la    ngarri karrungmuy. 
la    ngarri k-  arrung-     muy 
CONJ  1pl.ex PR- 1pl.in/3LL- ignorant.of 
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The meaning of this story is from the dreamtime, they were telling this story 
but we don't know it properly. 

Kurrana 004 
Nuka     ngirntarrpuk la   kurrana nakapa         aminang        arrarrkpi 
nuka     ngirntarrpuk la   kurrana naka-pa        awu- mi -ngung arrarrkpi 
DEM.P.MA quoll        CONJ moon    DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 3pl- be -PC    human 

ta  wiyiniyirrk. 
ta  wiyiniyirrk 
LL  long.time 

The quoll and the moon used to be humans long ago. 

Kurrana 005 
Awaningan        kunuka      yirrik      innyakan           la 
Awu- wani  -ngan kunuka      yirrik      ini-     aka   -n  la 
3pl- sit   -PP   what        perhaps     3MA/3MA- argue -PP and 

yamin. 
yamin 
3MA.CONTR 

Once they had an argument. 

Kurrana 006 
Innyakan           la     yaminapa        wurlurlu pa 
Ini-     aka   -n  la     yamin-apa       wurlurlu pa 
3MA/3MA- argue -PP CONJ   3MA.CONTR-EMPH1 until    P.SEQ 

awunginkan      pata kurrana la     ngirntarrpuk. 
awu- nginka -n  pata kurrana la     ngirntarrpuk 
3pl- fight  -PP PL   moon    CONJ   quoll 

They argued and then they fought. 

Kurrana 007 
Awunginkanapa         iningalkpung. 
Awu- nginka -n -apa   ini-     ngalkpu -ng 
3pl- fight  -PP-EMPH1 3MA/3MA- pound   -PP 

They fought and he beat him about the head. 

Kurrana 008 
Iningalkpung         mannyatpung. 
Ini-     ngalkpu -ng mani-    atpi -ung 
3MA/3MA- pound   -PP 3MA/3VE- win  -PP 

He beat him about the head and he was winning. 

Kurrana 009 
Mannyatpung       kurrana iningalkpung. 
Mani-    atpi-ung kurrana ini-     ngalkpu -ng 
3MA/3VE- win  -PP moon    3MA/3MA- pound   -PP 

The moon was winning, pounding his head. 

Kurrana 010 
Innyakan                parak ja  ngirntarrpuk. 
Ini-     aka        -n  warak ja  ngirntarrpuk 
3MA/3MA- knock.over -PP AWAY  MA  quoll 

He pushed the quoll over. 
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Kurrana 011 
Yutpiny                    imajpungkinyka. 
I-   utpi              -ny i-   majpungki -ny -ga 
3MA- lie.for.long.time -PP 3MA- get.up    -PP -HITH 

He lay out cold and then got up again. 

Kurrana 012 
Kayirrk la     yamin     ali. 
Kayirrk la     yamin     ali 
[then     ]    3MA.CONTR turn 

Then it was his turn. 

Kurrana 013 
Yamin     ali  ja  ngirntarrpuk iningalkpung         ja  kurrana. 
Yamin     ali  ja  ngirntarrpuk ini-     ngalkpu -ng ja  kurrana 
3MA.CONTR turn MA  quoll        3MA/3MA- pound   -PP MA  moon 

It was quoll's turn, he pounded the moon on the head. 

Kurrana 014 
Iningalkpung         innyakan                parak. 
Ini-     ngalkpu -ng ini-     aka        -n  warak 
3MA/3MA- pound   -PP 3MA/3MA- knock.over -PP AWAY 

He pounded him on the head, he knocked him down. 

Kurrana 015 
Innyakan                parak. 
Ini-     aka        -n  warak 
3MA/3MA- knock.over -PP AWAY 

He was knocked down. 

Kurrana 016 
Kayirrk la     mawarlkanyiny      yirrkju yanatjanat. 
Kayirrk la     ma-  warlkanyi -ny yirrkju yanatjanat 
[then     ]    3VE- fall      -PP both    3du.MA 

Then they both fell down together. 

Kurrana 017 
Iminy,       "Ngapi marrik\  ngapipa     nganamaju       angkatangkat 
I-   mi  -ny Ngapi  marrik   ngapi-apa   ngana- maju-ø   angkatangkat 
3MA- say -PP 1sg    NEG      1sg  -EMPH1 1sg.F- die -NP  forever 

nganarra       warak. 
ngana- arra-ø  warak 
1sg.F- go2 -NP AWAY 

He said, "I'm not .... I'm going to die and I'll be gone forever. 

Kurrana 018 
La   muj    marrik kiki ngami       pa     nganamurnanganiga." 
la   muj    marrik kiki nga- mi-ø   pa     ngana- murnangani-ø-ga 
CONJ still  NEG    how  1sg- do-I1  P.SEQ  1sg.F- return-NP-HIT 

There won't be any way for me to come back. 

Kurrana 019 
Ja  kayirrkapa     ja  nakapa          ja  ngirntarrpuk ja 
ja  kayirrk-apa    ja  naka-pa         ja  ngirntarrpuk ja 
MA  now    -EMPH1  MA  DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  MA  quoll        MA 
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karriwun                la     yara    awk  karrayan 
k-  arri-       wu  -n  la     yara    awk  k-  arri-       aya -n 
PR- 1pl.in/3MA- hit -NP CONJ   MA-some COLL PR- 1pl.in/3MA- see -NP 

ja  arrarrkpi ja  karriwunapa                   kimaju. 
ja  arrarrkpi ja  k-  arri-       wu  -n -apa   k-  i-   maju-ø 
MA  human     MA  PR- 1pl.in/3MA- hit -NP-EMPH1 PR- 3MA- die-NP 

Nowadays we know that if we hit a quoll, he's like a person, if we hit a quoll 
he dies. 

Kurrana 020 
"Yiyi", iminy        "Ngapi nganamin      kapin arrarrkpi 
Yiyi    i-   mi  -ny Ngapi  ngana- mi -n  kapin arrarrkpi 
yes     3MA- say -PP 1sg    1sg.F- be -NP like  human 

"Yes", he said, "I'm going to be like humans. 

Kurrana 021 
Ngarrunpayarrun         amparrkamparr ta  kanipa        ta  kunak ta 
Ngarrunpana- yarru  -n  amparrkamparr ta  kani   -apa   ta  kunak ta 
2pl/1sg-     follow -NP everyone      LL  here   -EMPH1 LL  place LL 

kutpamaju. 
kutpana- maju-ø 
2pl.F-   die-NP 

You will all follow me, everyone on earth, you'll all die. 

Kurrana 022 
Nakapa         kutpamajupa            naka     ngapi ngarrunpayarrun. 
naka-pa        kutpana- maju-ø-apa    naka     ngapi ngarrunpana- yarru  -n 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 2pl.F-   die -NP-EMPH1 DEM.D.MA 1sg   2pl/1sg-     follow -NP 

You'll follow in my footsteps and die like me. 

Kurrana 023 
Kutpamaju        angkatangkat la     marrik kutpurnanganingka 
Kutpana- maju-ø  angkatangkat la     marrik kurr- murnangani -y  -ga 
2pl.F-   die-NP  forever      CONJ   NEG    2pl-  return     -I1 -HITH 

muj." 
muj 
again 

You'll die forever and you won't come back again." 

Kurrana 024 
La   kayirrk nungpakapa   kangmin         parak ta  wulatpiyi ta 
la   kayirrk nungpaka-apa k-  ang- mi -n  warak ta  wulatpiyi ta 
CONJ now     ABS.DEM  EMPHPR- 3LL- be -NP AWAY  LL  meaning   LL 

ngarri arrarrkpi ta  karrkpaju. 
ngarri arrarrkpi ta  k-  arrk-   maju-ø 
1pl.ex human     LL  PR- 1pl.in- die-NP 

Now that still holds, the law that we humans die. 

Kurrana 025 
Murnin  marrik arrkpajpungkinka               akutju. 
Murnin  marrik arrk-   majpungku -ng  -ga     akutju 
because NEG    1pl.in- arise     -I1 -HITH    also 

We don't rise again. 
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Kurrana 026 
Makiny, karrkpajupa               angkatangkat karrarra         warak. 
Makiny  k-  arrk-   maju-ø-apa    angkatangkat k-arr-arra-ø     warak 
no      PR- 1pl.in- die-NP-EMPH1  forever      PR-1pl.in-go2-PR AWAY 

No, we die and we're gone for good. 

Kurrana 027 
La     nuka     kurrana iminy,       "Iyi la     ngapi la 
La     nuka     kurrana i-   mi  -ny iyi  la     ngapi la 
CONJ   DEM.P.MA moon    3MA- say -PP yes  but    1sg   and 

naka     marrik ngamajung      angkatangkat. 
naka     marrik nga- maju -ng  angkatangkat 
DEM.D.MA NEG    1sg- die  -I1  forever 

The moon said, "Yes, but me I won't die forever. 

Kurrana 028 
La  nuka     nganamaju      kayirrk la nganarra      kayirrk la nakapa 
La  nuka     ngana- maju-ø  kayirrk la ngana- arra-ø kayirrk la naka-pa 
SEQ DEM.P.MA 1sg.F- die-NP  [after   ] 1sg.F- go2-NP [after   ] DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 

ja  kinyjunmarryun             akutju." 
ja  k-  inypu-   unmarryu  -n  akutju 
MA  PR- 3pl/3FE- new.moon -NP  also 

I'll die and then I'll come up as a new moon again." 

Kurrana 029 
Karrayan                kurrana ja  kinymarryun           ja 
K-  arri-       aya -n  kurrana ja  k-  iny- marryu   -n  ja 
PR- 1pl.in/3MA- see -NP moon    MA  PR- 3FE- new.moon -NP MA 

kiw. 
k-  i-   u  -ø 
PR- 3MA- lie-NP 

We see the new moon there. 

Kurrana 030 
"Ay          nukapa"         karrkpin           "Kurrana 
ay           nuka-pa         k-  arrk-   mi  -n  kurrana 
Oh!          DEM.P.MA-EMPH1  PR- 1pl.in- say -NP moon 

inymarlkurreny". 
iny- marlkurre -ny 
3FE- new.moon  -PP 

"Oh, that one", we say, "The new moon is here." 

Kurrana 031 
La     naka     ja  iwugi   akutju ja  kurrana. 
La     naka     ja  i-wugi  akutju ja  kurrana 
but    DEM.D.MA MA  MA-old  again  MA  moon 

But that's really the same old moon again. 

Kurrana 032 
Nakapa         kimurnangani           kinymarlkurren               akutju. 
Naka-pa        k-  i-   murnangani-ø  k-  iny- marlkurrangke   -n  akutju 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 PR- 3MA- return-NP     PR- 3FE- new.moon.arrive -NP again 

That's the same moon coming back as a new moon. 
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Kurrana 033 
Ja  wurrwurr kinnyutpa                karrkpin 
Ja  wurrwurr k-  ini-     utpa-ø      k-  arrk-   mi -n 
MA  new      PR- 3MA/3MA- put.down-NP PR- 1pl.in- DO -NP 

mali             ja  wurrwurr naka     ja  iwugi,  nakapa         ja 
mali             ja  wurrwurr naka     ja  i-wugi  naka-pa        ja 
mistakenly.think MA  new      DEM.D.MA MA  MA-old  DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 MA 

kurrana. 
kurrana 
moon 

We might mistakenly think it's really new but it's not new, it's the same one 
as before. 

Kurrana 034 
Wularrutapa    nakapa         ja  arrarrkpi "Aku la     ngapi 
Wularrut-apa   naka-pa        ja  arrarrkpi aku  la     ngapi 
long.ago-EMPH1 DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 MA  human     okay so     1sg 

nganamin      kurrana ngapi nganawani       yurrng. 
ngana- mi -n  kurrana ngapi ngana- wani-ø   yurrng 
1sg.F- be -NP moon    1sg   1sg.F- sit -NP  high.up 

That man was saying, "I'll become the moon and sit up in the sky. 

Kurrana 035 
Nganarlmenapa               nganarra        warak." 
Ngana- arlme      -n -apa   ngana- arra-ø   warak 
1sg.F- rise.again -NP-EMPH1 1sg.F- go2-NP   AWAY 

I'll change and go off." 

Kurrana 036 
Pa    yarlmenyapa              yarran      parak yurrng. 
pa    i-   arlme      -ny-apa  i-arra-n    warak yurrng 
P.SEQ 3MA- rise.again -PP-EMPH13MA-go2-PP  AWAY  high.up 

He changed and went up into the sky. 

Kurrana 037 
Nakapa          yarran       parak, la   nukapa         ja kurrana pa 
Naka-pa         i-arra-n     warak  la   nuka-pa        ja kurrana pa 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  3MA-go2-PP   AWAY   CONJ DEM.P.MA-EMPH1 MA moon    P.SEQ 

karrayan. 
k-  arri-       aya -n 
PR- 1pl.in/3MA- see -NP 

That one went up and we can see him as the moon. 

Kurrana 038 
Kinymarryun           ja  kurrana karrkpin           "Yiyi, 
k-  iny- marryu   -n  ja  kurrana k-  arrk-   mi  -n  yiyi 
PR- 3FE- new.moon -NP MA  moon    PR- 1pl.in- say -NP yes 

yanatapa." 
yanat  -apa 
3MA    -EMPH1 

When the new moon arrives we say "Oh yes, that's him." 

Kurrana 039 
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Pa    wularrut ja  arrarrkpi, yanatapa      yarlmeny. 
Pa    wularrut ja  arrarrkpi  yanat  -apa   i -arlme     -ny 
P.SEQ long.ago MA  human      3MA    -EMPH1 3MA- rise.again -PP 

Before he was human, he changed. 

Kurrana 040 
Yarlmenyapa               kapa    kiwani            ta  kayirrk. 
I-   arlme      -ny-apa   kapa    k-  i-   wani-ø   ta  kayirrk 
3MA- rise.again -PP-EMPH1 there   PR- 3MA- stay-NP  LL  now 

He changed and sits up there now. 

Kurrana 041 
Imurnanganinyka,          pa    imurnanganinyka           nakapa         ja 
I-   murnangani -ny -ga   pa    i-   murnangani -ny -ga   naka-pa        ja 
3MA- return     -PP -HITH P.SEQ 3MA- return     -PP -HITH DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 MA 

kurrana akutju kinymarryun           akutju. 
kurrana akutju k-  iny- marryu   -n  akutju 
moon    again  PR- 3FE- new.moon -NP again 

He came back, that moon he came back as a new moon. 

Kurrana 042 
Kayirrk la     kerra         warak kerra         mamurra    wurak. 
Kayirrk la     k-i-arra-ø    warak k-i-arra-ø    ma-murra   wurak 
[then    ]     PR-3MA-go2-PR AWAY  PR-3MA-go2-PR VE-many    tummy 

They he goes along and becomes full. 

Kurrana 043 
Kayirrk la     kimaju . 
Kayirrk la     k-  i-   maju-ø 
then           PR- 3MA- die-NP 

Then he dies. 

Kurrana 044 
Wakapa          ta  alaj wulatpiyi ta iniwung          la 
waka-pa         ta  alaj wulatpiyi ta ini-     wu  -ng la 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  LL  with meaning   LL 3MA/3MA- hit -PP and 

wemin     ta  ngirntarrpuk la     nakapa          kurrana. 
wemin     ta  ngirntarrpuk la     naka-pa         kurrana 
3pl.CONTR LL  quoll        CONJ   DEM.D.MA-EMPH1  moon 

That's the story of the fight between quoll and the moon. 

Kurrana 045 
La     nukapa         ngirntarrpuk ngarrurri arriyarrung. 
La     nuka-pa        ngirntarrpuk ngarrurri arri-       yarru  -ng 
CONJ   DEM.P.MA-EMPH1 quoll        1pl.in    1pl.in/3MA- follow -PP 

And we follow the quoll. 

Kurrana 046 
Kimin,           "Kutpamaju        ta  arrarrkpi ngarrunpayarrun 
K-  i-   mi  -n  Kutpana- maju-ø   ta  arrarrkpi ngarrunpana- yarru  -n 
PR- 3MA- say -NP 2pl.F-   die-NP   ART human     2pl/1sg-     follow -NP 

kapin ngapi." 
kapin ngapi 
like  1sg 
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He said, "You'll die, you humans will be like me." 

Kurrana 047 
La     nuka     kurrana, nakapa         ta  tora     wulatpiyi yamin 
La     nuka     kurrana  naka-pa        ta  tu-ara   wulatpiyi yamin 
CONJ   DEM.P.MA moon     DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 LL  LL-other meaning   3MA.CONTR 

kannyatpi. 
k-  ani-     atpi-ø 
PR- 3MA/3LL- have-NP 

But that moon, he's got that other law. 

Kurrana 048 
"Ngapi nganamaju      la 
Ngapi  ngana- maju-ø  la 
1sg    1sg.F- die-NP  and 

nganamajpungkunyka          kinymarryun           akutju." 
ngana- majpungku -ny -ga    k-  iny- marryu   -n  akutju 
1sg.F- lift.up   -PP -HITH  PR- 3FE- new.moon -NP again 

"I'll die and I'll come back as a new moon." 

Kurrana 049 
Wakapa. 
Waka-pa 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 

There. 

Kurrana 050 
Tukapa         ta  ngungunman              nuwurru ta  tukapa         ta 
Tuka-pa        ta  ngung-   unma       -n  nuwurru ta  tuka-pa        ta 
DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL  1sg/3LL- tell.story -PP 2pl.OBL LL  DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL 

wularrut ta  wulatpiyi. 
wularrut ta  wulatpiyi 
long.ago LL  meaning 

This story I've told you carries meaning from long ago. 

Kurrana 051 
Arrarrkpi pa    wularrut pata namumuyak pata kani 
arrarrkpi pa    wularrut pata namumuyak pata kani 
person    P.SEQ long.ago PL   dreamtime PL   here 

angkunmangung. 
angku-   unma       -ngung 
3pl/3LL- tell.story -PC 

People from the dreamtime have been telling this story. 

Kurrana 052 
Kangpunma                  ngarrurru  pata karrkpin             
K-  angku-   unma-Ø        ngarrurru  pata k-  arrk-   mi  -n   
PR- 3pl/3LL- tell.story-NP 1pl.in.OBL PL   PR- 1pl.in- say -NP  

wawupawu              la     karrkpin            mamam. 
wawupawu              la     k-  arrk-   mi  -n  mamam 
patrilineal.ancestors CONJ   PR- 1pl.in- say -NP mother's.father 

Our father's fathers and our mother's fathers tell us. 
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Kurrana 053 
Parang. 
Parang 
finish 

The end. 

 

13.2 Text 2 Wurakak 'Crow' 
Recorded 11/10/1990 Goulburn Island by Anne Dineen. 
Speaker May Meiyanga (deceased). 
Notes: Crow is an important dreamtime being who created Warruwi (South Goulburn 
Island) and shaped other areas nearby. He was lazy and didn't help other people fish but 
then got annoyed because they only threw him their rubbish (fish they didn't want). He 
took revenge by cutting down a sacred Warral 'paperbark' tree, causing water to rush 
out of the ground which split Warruwi and Weyirra (South and North Goulburn 
Islands). The people had to fly up and become all the different species of bird to save 
themselves from drowning. Crow also split Ngangkuluk in two (two rocks near 
Warruwi) and cut a piece of the cliff that is white at Karlurrangken (opposite Warruwi 
on the mainland). The stump of the Warral tree can still be seen just off Nganyamirnali 
(Bottle rock point) as a large piece of coral under the surface. Today we see that Crow 
still goes around eating rubbish and doesn't hunt for his own (live) food. 

Crow1 001 
Tukapa         ta  ngungpanunma             ta  wularrut ta  namumuyak. 
tuka-pa        ta  ngungpana- unma-ø        ta  wularrut ta  namumuyak 
DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL  1sg/3LL.F- tell.story-NP LL  long.ago LL  dreamtime 

I'll tell you a story about a long time ago in the dreamtime. 

Crow1 002 
Kanipa        ta  awaning. 
kani   -apa   ta  awu- wani -ng 
here   -EMPH1 LL  3pl- stay -PC 

They lived here. 

Crow1 003 
Awaning          tuka,    nungmatpa  karrkaj awaningawk, 
awu- wani -ng    tuka     nung-matpa karrkaj awu- wani -ng   -awk 
3pl- stay -PC    DEM.P.LL LL-other   island  3pl- stay -PC    COLL 

pata arrarrkpi la   warramumpik wularrut. 
pata arrarrkpi la   warramumpik wularrut 
PL   man       CONJ woman       long.ago 

They lived on the other island (Weyirra). All the men and women lived there 
long ago. 

Crow1 004 
Takapa         wurt wumawurr anyak      angurrinang. 
taka-pa        wurt wumawurr anyak      ang- ngurri -nang   
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 tiny creek    little.bit 3LL- flow   -PC     

There was a small creek flowing. 

Crow1 005 
Wulijap   marrik ta  karrkpin, la   wulijap. 
wu-lijap  marrik ta  karrkpin  la   wulijap 
LL-small  NEG    LL  big       but  LL-small 
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It was a small creek, not big, just small. 

Crow1 006 
Malany nakapa         ta  kani ta  piyung      ta  kamin 
malany naka-pa        ta  kani ta  piyung      ta  k-  awu- mi  -n 
then   DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 LL  here LL  place.hesit LL  PR- 3pl- say -NP 

Mangkirrulkpuj ta  Weyirra    la   tuka      Alarrku    la     wumarrk, 
Mangkirrulkpuj ta  Weyirra    la   tuka      Alarrku    la     wumarrk 
place.name     LL  place.name CONJ DEM.P.LL  place.name CONJ   low.lying.area 

wakapa         waryat kanyu         wakapa,    
waka-pa        waryat k-any-u-ø     waka-pa  
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 rock   PR-3LL-lie-NP DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  

wakapa         awulangaling        pata arrarrkpi 
waka-pa        awu- langali -ng    pata arrarrkpi 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3pl- stay    -PC    PL   person 

They were staying at those places here they call Mangkirrulkpuj on North 
Goulburn island, over there at Alarrku, lower down where the rocks are. 

Crow1 007 
Iwulangungapa             kiyap. Anting            kunak 
iwu-     la  -ngung-apa   kiyap  ang- li    -ng    kunak 
3pl/3MA- eat -PC   -EMPH1 fish   3LL- STAND -PC    camp.for.some.time 

pata pukawkapa           pata arrarrkpi, pata karlurri  awk. 
pata puk-awk  -apa       pata arrarrkpi  pata karlurri  awk 
PL   DEM.P.PL-COLL-EMPH1 PL   person     PL   bird      COLL 

They were eating the fish. They had a big camp with a lot of people where they 
stayed for a while, all those people, all those birds. 

Crow1 008 
Kayirrkapa    awung                ay,          Awungapa 
kayirrk-apa   awu- wu        -ng   ay           awu- wu       -ng-apa 
now    -EMPH1 3pl- turn.into -PP   HESIT        3pl- turn.into-PP-EMPH1 

awarran     parakapa    awung              awk  kapin karlurri akut. 
awu- arran  warak-apa   awu- wu        -ng awk  kapin karlurri akut 
3pl- go2-SP AWAY -EMPH1 3pl- turn.into -PP COLL like  bird     still 

Now they've changed. They changed and flew away. They've all changed into 
birds. 

Crow1 009 
Awaning          awulangalingapa           yarlawi 
awu- wani -ng    awu- langali -ng   -apa   yarlawi 
3pl- stay -PC    3pl- stay    -PC   -EMPH1 net.type 

mampakangung          jaw. 
mampu-   aka   -ngung yaw 
3pl/3VE- THROW -PC    cast 

They camped there and they put their nets in. 

Crow1 010 
Mampakangung          jaw,    ngulamngulam mampartpungkingka 
mampu-   aka   -ngung yaw     ngulamngulam mampu-   artpungku -ng-ga 
3pl/3VE- THROW -PC    immerse morning      3pl/3VE- lift.up   -PP-HITH 

They cast their nets and brought them in the next morning. 
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Crow1 011 
Aminang        akut iwumangung          ja  kiyap. 
awu- mi -nang  akut iwu-     ma  -ngung ja  kiyap 
3pl- do -PC    REP  3pl/3MA- get -PC    MA  fish 

They would always get some fish. 

Crow1 012 
Awarranapa          nakapa         wurakak 
awu-arra-n   -apa   naka-pa        wurakak 
3pl-go2-PP-EMPH1    DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 crow 

iwarnamakpangung 
iwu-     arnama  -kpa  -ngung  
3pl/3MA- dislike -KRDP -PC     

They didn't like that Crow. 

Crow1 013 
Marrik iwumiyarmanyi         la    arlarrarr. 
NEG    iwu-     miyarma -nyi la    arlarrarr 
NEG    3pl/3MA- want    -I2  CONJ  nothing 

They didn't like him but nothing (he kept hanging around). 

Crow1 014 
La   yarrangung      pilik        akut yangkungka. 
la   i-   arra-ngung wilik        akut i-a-ngkung-ga 
CONJ 3MA- GO2-PC     request.food REP  3MA-go1-PST.HAB-HITH 

He was always asking for food. 

Crow1 015 
La   iwakangung            nuyu   yaliwi  akut. 
la   iwu-     aka   -ngung nuyu   i-aliwi akut 
CONJ 3pl/3MA- throw -PC    3MAOBL MA-bad  always 

They always threw him rubbish. 

Crow1 016 
La   iwaning          iwayantung          awurakangung 
la   i-   wani -ng    iwu-     aya -ntung awu- uraka    -ngung 
CONJ 3MA- sit   -PC   3pl/3MA- see -PC    3pl- GO.FIRST -PC 

jinyngu. 
jinyngu       
get.up.early 

He was there. They saw him when they got up early. 

Crow1 017 
La   iwumangung          ja  kiyap iwuwarlunyjakantung             kirrk. 
la   iwu-     ma  -ngung ja  kiyap iwu-     warlunyja -kpa  -ntung yirrk 
CONJ 3pl/3MA- get -PC    MA  fish  3pl/3MA- hide      -KRDP -PC    all 

Then they would get the fish and hide them all. 

Crow1 018 
La   iwakangung            nuyu   yaliwi 
la   iwu-     aka   -ngung nuyu   i-aliwi  
CONJ 3pl/3MA- throw -PC    3MAOBL MA-bad  
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They threw him the rubbish. 

Crow1 019 
Nakapa         wumpulnga   iwuning. 
naka-pa        wumpulnga   iwu-     u    -ng 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 puffer.fish 3pl/3MA- give -PC 

They gave him that Wumpulnga (puffer fish). 

Crow1 020 
Nakapa         ja  wumpulnga   ja  (hesit) ja walmuriapa         
naka-pa        ja  wumpulnga   ja          ja walmuri    -apa    
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 MA  puffer.fish MA          MA puffer.fish-EMPH1  

ja karryatpi               la     mamurra  wurak. 
ja k-  arri-       atpi-ø  la     ma-murra wurak 
MA PR- 1pl.in/3MA- have-NP CONJ   VE-many  tummy 

That Wumpulnga fish, that Walmuri is the one which when we touch it it blows 
up. 

Crow1 021 
Ngarrkarrk ingurlajapa     karri\ 
ngarrkarrk i-ngurlaj-apa   k-   arri- 
two        MA-name -EMPH1  PR-  1pl.in/3MA- 

karriwarnangajpun 
k-  arri-       warnangajpu -n 
PR- 1pl.in/3MA- call        -NP 

We call it two names. 

Crow1 022 
Wumpulnga   la     nuka     walmuri,     ja nukang. 
wumpulnga   la     nuka     walmuri      ja nukang 
puffer.fish but    DEM.P.MA puffer.fish  MA indef. 

Wumpulnga and Walmuri, that one. 

Crow1 023 
Nakapa         ja  kiyap yaliwiyaliwi. 
naka-pa        ja  kiyap i-aliwi-i-aliwi 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 MA  fish  MA-bad-RDP 

Those fish were really bad. 

Crow1 024 
Nakapa,        nakapa         iwakangung            nuyu 
naka-pa        naka-pa        iwu-     aka   -ngung nuyu 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 3pl/3MA- throw -PC    3MAOBL 

inilangung. 
ini-     la  -ngung 
3MA/3MA- eat -PC 

That one, they threw it to him and he ate it. 

Crow1 025 
Iwuning              yarranapa          ilatparlilinminy 
iwu-     u    -ng    i-   arra-n -apa   i-   latparlilinmi -ny 
3pl/3MA- give -PC    3MA- go2-PP-EMPH1  3MA- become.tired  -PP 

iminy          "Aku   puka     nungpaka kamin           ngartu. 
i-   mi    -ny aku    puka     nungpaka k-  awu- mi -n  ngartu 
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3MA- think -PP okay   DEM.P.PL ABS.DEM  PR- 3pl- do -NP 1sg.OBL 

They were giving him rubbish and after a while he got tired of it and said 
"O.k. they keep doing that to me." 

Crow1 026 
"La  kiki nganaminpu?". 
la   kiki ngana- mi -n  -wu 
so   what 1sg.F- do -NP -3pl.OBL 

"And what will I do to them?". 

Crow1 027 
La   pa    angmurnanganinyapa        ta   yuranapa 
la   pa    ang- murnangani -ny-apa   ta   i-ura-n    -apa 
CONJ P.SEQ 3LL- return     -PP-EMPH1 NOMZ 3MA-go1-PP -EMPH1 

inimanyka              ja   waliman. 
ini-     ma  -ny -ga   ja   waliman 
3MA/3MA- get -PP -HITH MA   axe 

And then the next day he went and got the axe. 

Crow1 028 
Waliman la     nakapa         tatken. 
waliman la     naka-pa        tatken 
axe     but    DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 stone.axe 

It was an axe but it was a stone axe. 

Crow1 029 
Wularrut ta iwatpiyang 
wularrut ta iwu-     atpi -ngung 
long.ago LL 3pl/3MA- have -PC 

In the past they had those. 

Crow1 030 
Yarran       parakapa    nuka     tuka     kamin 
i-   arra-n  warak-apa   nuka     tuka     k-  awu- mi  -n 
3MA- go2-PP  AWAY -EMPH1 DEM.P.MA DEM.P.LL PR- 3pl- say -NP 

yarntakpung        wurakak 
i-   arntakpu  -ng wurakak 
3MA- chop.down -PP crow 

He went off and they say Crow chopped it. 

Crow1 031 
Wakapa          yarntakpung. 
waka-pa        i-   arntakpu  -ng 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3MA- chop.down -PP 

He chopped it then. 

Crow1 032 
Yarntak\ yarntakpungapa           wakapa         mawarlkanyiny      mata 
         i-   arntakpu  -ng-apa   waka-pa        ma-  warlkanyi -ny mata 
         3MA- chop.down -PP-EMPH1 DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3VE- fall      -PP ART 

warral. 
warral 
large.paperbark.tree 
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He chopped down that Warral tree there. 

Crow1 033 
Mata manimi     ta  kapin ta  mapularr  ja  kapala  ta 
mata manimi     ta  kapin ta  mapularr  ja  kapala  ta 
art  tree.trunk LL  like  LL  calm      MA  boat    LL  

arrkurri                  la   arrpayanyjing             ta 
arrk-   ngurri        -ø  la   arrpa-      aya -nyjing   ta 
1pl.in- move.in.water -I1 CONJ 1pl.in/3VE- see -I1       LL  

kangparlkparran         kirrk. 
k-  ang- warlkparra -n  yirrk 
PR- 3LL- clear      -NP COMPL 

The tree trunk that when it's calm and we go in a boat, we see it when the 
water's clear. 

Crow1 034 
La     muj   ta  marlu, marrik  arrp\       arrungayanyjing          mira. 
la     muj   ta  marlu  marrik  arrp-       arrung-     aya -nyjing  mira 
but    again ED  wind   NEG     1pl.in/3VE  1pl.in/3LL- see -I1      EMPH2 

But when the wind comes back we can't really see it. 

Crow1 035 
La   ta  mapularr ta karrungayanyjingju                clear  like  kapin 
la   ta  mapularr ta k-  arrung-aya      -nyjing -yu   clear  like  kapin 
CONJ LL  calm     LL PR- 1pl.in/3LL- see -I1     -just Eng    Eng   like 

manimi     mata warlk mata kamalangali         ay           tuka ilij 
manimi     mata warlk mata kama-   langali -ø  ay           tuka ilij 
tree.trunk VE   tree  VE   PR.3VE- stand   -NP HESIT        LOC  with 

yarntakpung. 
i-   arntakpu  -ng 
3MA- chop.down -PP 

And when it's calm we might see something like a tree trunk if it's clear, the 
tree that stands there, which he chopped down. 

Crow1 036 
Ta  waliwali          ta  kanyu         ta  kapa   la    kani    ta  karrkpin. 
ta  waliwali          ta  k-any-u-ø     ta  kapa   la    kani    ta  karrkpin 
LL  dome.shaped.coral LL  PR-3LL-lie-PR LL  there  CONJ  here    LL  big 

The coral bombie is as big as from here to there. 

Crow1 037 
Pa    yanat   nakapa         yarntakpung        warral. 
pa    yanat   naka-pa        i-   arntakpu  -ny warral 
P.SEQ 3MA     DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 3MA- chop.down -PP large.paperbark.tree 

He chopped that Warral tree. 

Crow1 038 
Parangapa    la    iwaningan         mawarlkanyiny      mata 
parang-apa   la    i-   wani  -ngan  ma-  warlkanyi-ny  mata 
but   -EMPH1 CONJ  3MA- sit   -PP    3VE- fall     -PP  VE 

manatapa    la   angarrangung   angarlangkenang      parak. 
manat-apa   la   ang-arra-ngung ang- arlangke -nang  warak 
3VE  -EMPH1 CONJ 3LL- GO2-PC    3LL- split    -PC    AWAY 
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So it suddently fell, that tree and then the ground split apart. 

Crow1 039 
Anyamin   Weyirra    angarran     parak la     anyamin   Martpalk 
anyamin   Weyirra    ang-arra-n   warak la     anyamin   Martpalk 
3LL.CONTR place.name 3LL-go2-SP   AWAY  CONJ   3LL.CONTR place.name 

anguranka. 
ang-ura-n-ga 
3LL-go-PP -HITH 

Weyirra went off that way and Martpalk came here. 

Crow1 040 
Awuranka         pa    iwayawng.        Iwayawng 
aw-ura-n-ga      pa    iwu-aya-wng      iwu-     aya -wng 
3pl-go1-PP-HITH  P.SEQ 3pl/3MA- see -PP 3pl/3MA- see -PP 

awulajantiny           "Aaaa!". 
awu-laja-ntiny          aaaa 
3pl-scream -PP         (scream) 

They came and saw him and they screamed 'Aaa!" 
 

Crow1 041 
Malany  mawarlkanyinypi        mata manatapa    mata 
malany  ma-  warlkanyi-ny-wi   mata manat-apa   mata 
because 3VE- fall     -PP-JUST ART  3VE  -EMPH1 ART 

warral. 
warral 
large.paperbark.tree 

So that warral tree fell down. 

Crow1 042 
La   yaminapa        ja  nuka      kunijanaka     ja  yanatapa 
la   yamin    -apa   ja  nuka      kunijanaka     ja  yanat  -apa 
so   3MA.CONTR-EMPH1 MA  DEM.P.MA  nonhuman.indef MA  3MA-EMPH1 

tatken    imartpungkuny. 
tatken    i-   martpungku -ny 
stone.axe 3MA- set.off    -PP 

And that other one, he set off with his stone axe. 

Crow1 043 
Ta  takapa          ta  Ngangkuluk  ta kurrungayan      ta kamin 
ta  taka-pa         ta  Ngangkuluk  ta kurrung- aya -n  ta k-  awu- mi  -n 
LL  DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  LL  place.name  LL 2pl/3LL- see -NP LL PR- 3pl- say -NP 

angarlangkeny     ngarrkarrk karrkaj. 
ang- arlangke -ny ngarrkarrk karrkaj 
3LL- split    -PP two        island 

That Ngangkuluk rock that you know, they say it split into two. 

Crow1 044 
Napa             waliman aniwuk             jarrk,  ay      nakapa 
napa             waliman ani-     wu  -ng   yarrk   ay      naka-pa 
DEM.D.MA.EMPH1   axe     3MA/3LL- HIT -PP   be.open HESIT   DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 
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tatken. 
tatken 
stone.axe 

That axe cut it open, oh I mean that stone axe. 

Crow1 045 
Ingurriny       parakapa  napapa                kani wurrkaraga 
i-   ngurri -ny warak-apa nakapa-pa             kani wurrkara-ga 
3MA- run    -PP AWAY  EMP DEM.D.MA.EMPH1-EMPH1  here opposite-HITH 

kiw              Wamarli    ta  kamin            tuka  Karlwirruk. 
k-  i-   u-ø     Wamarli    ta  k-  awu- mi  -n  tuka  Karlwirruk 
PR- 3MA- lie-NP  place.name LL  PR- 3pl- say -NP LOC   place.name 

He went off, it's over there on the other side at Wamarli they say, at 
Karlwirruk.(the stone axe) 

Crow1 046 
Ta  wurtapa    ta  walaya ta  karrungayan              ta\ 
ta  wurt-apa   ta  walaya ta  k-  arrunga-    aya  -n  ta 
LL  tiny-EMPH1 LL  cliff  LL  PR- 1pl.in/3LL- know -NP LL 

karrungayan              ta  kangparlkparran         wurt ta wulurtpuj. 
k-  arrunga-    aya  -n  ta  k-  ang- warlkparra -n  wurt ta wu-lurtpuj 
PR- 1pl.in/3LL- know -NP LL  PR- 3LL- white      -NP tiny LL LL-short 

That part of the cliff where we can see it's white for a short stretch. 

Crow1 047 
Nakapa         yanatapa      tatken    kiw             ja  nakapa. 
naka-pa        yanat  -apa   tatken    k-  i-   u  -ø  ja  naka-pa 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 3MA    -EMPH1 stone.axe PR- 3MA- lie-NP MA  DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 

That one, his stone axe is there. 

Crow1 048 
Tuka alaj yanatapa      yarntakpung        nakapa         wurakak. 
tuka alaj yanat  -apa   i-   arntakpu  -ny naka-pa        wurakak 
LOC  with 3MA    -EMPH1 3MA- chop.down -PP DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 crow 

Where that Crow chopped (the cliff). 

Crow1 049 
Makiny la weminapa        awulurrang 
makiny la wemin    -apa   awu- lurra -ng 
[so     ] 3pl.CONTR-EMPH1 3pl- fly   -PP 

So then those other ones sprung up. 

Crow1 050 
Awulurrangkenangapa 
awu- lurra -ngke-nang-apa 
3pl- fly   KRDP -PC   -EMPH1 

They all sprung up. 

Crow1 051 
Awungapa                 kapin karlurrikarlurri,   nukawkapa 
awu- wu        -ng-apa   kapin karlurri - karlurri nuka-awk     -apa 
3pl- turn.into -PP-EMPH1 like  bird     - bird     DEM.P.MA-COLL-EMPH1 

They all turned into all different birds, those ones. 
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Crow1 052 
Werreperrep    atjirrik kunuka yirrik Mirrijpu    yirrik  ja  ku\ 
werreperrep    atjirrik kunuka yirrik mirrijpu    yirrik  ja  ku 
Masked.Lapwing perhaps [whatever   ]  silver.gull perhaps MA  ?? 

Ngalagayu                la   kunuy  yirrik Manimunak    awk, Mangalpitan. 
ngalagayu                la   kunuka yirrik manimunak    awk  mangalpitan 
Sulphur-crested.Cockatoo CONJ [whatever   ] Magpie.Goose COLL Jabiru 

Masked Lapwing, Seagull, White Cockatoo, Magpie Goose, Pelican and all that 
type of thing. 

Crow1 053 
Nukawk         ja karrilawatpunmuy ja  karlurri. 
nuka-awk       ja karrilawatpunmuy ja  karlurri 
DEM.P.MA-COLL  MA many             MA  bird 

More birds than we can list. 

Crow1 054 
Amirlk\     amirlkpungenyapa          karlurri yirrkapa    ta  kayirrk 
a-mirlk\    awu- mirlkpunge -ny-apa   karlurri yirrk-apa   ta  kayirrk 
            3pl- change     -PP-EMPH1 bird     all  -EMPH1 LL  now 

They all turned into the birds we have today. 

Crow1 055 
Ajirrik naka      ta wiyiniyirrk ta arrarrkpi aminang. 
ajirrik naka      ta wiyiniyirrk LL arrarrkpi awu- mi -nang 
perhaps DEM.D.MA  LL before      LL human     3pl- be -PC 

Long ago they were people. 

Crow1 056 
Malany     nakapa         wurakak awunnyarrikpan. 
malany     naka-pa        wurakak awuni-   arrikpa -n   
because    DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 crow    3MA/3pl- ruin    -PP - 

Because that Crow ruined them. 

Crow1 057 
Wakapa         awarra\      angarlkeny     ta tuka     angarlantiny. 
waka-pa        aw-arra\     ang- arlke -ny ta tuka     ang- arla  -ntiny 
DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 3pl-go2-?    3LL- sink  -PP LL DEM.P.LL 3LL- split -PP 

Then the ground sunk, water it was split down the middle. 

Crow1 058 
Angarlantinyapa         angawilkpun            anyaminpi       la 
ang- arla  -ntiny-apa   anga-     wilkpu   -n  anyamin   -wi   la 
3LL- split -PP-EMPH1    3GEN/3LL- separate -NP 3LL.CONTR -ONLY and 

anyamin   ta tukapa         ta  ngarrk1        karrkaj. 
anyamin   ta tuka-pa        ta  ngarrkarrk    karrkaj 
3LL.CONT  LL DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL  two           island 

It split and the two islands separated from each other. 

Crow1 059 

                                                
1 Ngarrkarrk is abbreviated because of repetition of the same phoneme sequence /karrk/ in the following 
word. 
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Anyamin     nungmatpa  karrkaj la   anyamin 
anyamin     nung-matpa karrkaj la   anyamin 
3LL.CONT    LL-other   island  CONJ 3LL.CONTR 

One was one island and one the other. 

Crow1 060 
Nakapa         yanatapa      wurakak awunnyarrikpan. 
naka-pa        yanat  -apa   wurakak awuni-   arrikpa -n 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 3MA    -EMPH1 crow    3MA/3pl- ruin    -NP 

That Crow ruined them. 

Crow1 061 
Ja apurra  nuyu   ta  wilik         yarrangung       pilik. 
ja apurra  nuyu   ta  wilik         i-   arra -ngung wilik 
MA ED.many 3MAOBL ??2  request.food 3MA- GO2  -PC    request.food 

He was someone who always asked for food, he used to ask for food. 

Crow1 062 
Jimatpi inimanyi          ja  yanat  akut  makiny la  nungpakapa 
jimatpi ini-     ma  -nyi ja  yanat  akut  makiny la  nungpaka-apa 
NEG     3MA/3MA- get -I2  MA  3MA    still [so      ] ABS.DEM -EMPH1 

aminy. 
awu- mi -ny  
3pl- DO -PP  

He didn't get any of his own fish so they used to do that. 

Crow1 063 
Nukang, kunijanuka     iwulakunyiny          la     nakapa 
nukang  kunijanuka     iwu-     lakunyi  -ny la     naka-pa 
indef.  nonhuman.indef 3pl/3MA- not.give -PP CONJ   DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 

iwuning              yanatapa      nuka 
iwu-     u    -nIng  yanat  -apa   nuka 
3pl/3MA- give -PC    3MA    -EMPH1 DEM.P.MA 

walmuri. 
walmuri   
puffer.fish 

They didn't give him any (of the good stuff),  they gave him that Walmuri. 

Crow1 064 
Wumpulngapa       ja  karriwarnangajpun. 
wumpulnga  -apa   ja  k-  arri-       warnangajpu -n 
puffer.fish-EMPH1 MA  PR- 1pl.in/3MA- call        -NP 

Wumpulnga is what we call it. 

Crow1 065 
Yara     walmuri     pata kapin kiwumuy               ja wumpulnga 
y-ara    walmuri     pata kapin k-  iwu-     muy      ja wumpulnga 
MA-some  puffer.fish PL   like  PR- 3pl/3MA- not.know MA puffer.fish 

Some call it Walmuri, those who don't know Wumpulnga. 

Crow1 066 

                                                
2 Function of ta here is not clear. 
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Nakapa         walmuri,    kiwuwarnangajpun. 
naka-pa        walmuri     k-  iwu-     warnangajpu -n 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 puffer.fish PR- 3pl/3MA- call        -NP 

So they call it Walmuri. 

Crow1 067 
La   takapa         ngungunmanapa                 wulurtpuj. 
la   taka-pa        ngung-   unma       -n -apa   wu-lurtpuj 
CONJ DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 1sg/3LL- tell.story -PP-EMPH1 LL-short 

That's the story, it's short. 

Crow1 068 
Imina     muj arntulyak   kapa      angarranyi     warak. 
imina     muj a-arntulyak kapa      ang- arra -nyi warak 
3MA-be-I1 too LL-long     there     3LL- go2  -I2  AWAY 

It's not a long story, it doesn't go far. 

Crow1 069 
La   ngungunmanapa                 parang. 
la   ngung-   unma       -n -apa   parang 
CONJ 1sg/3LL- tell.story -PP-EMPH1 finish 

I've told it so that's it. 

 
13.3 Text 3 Ingeny warlk 'The girls' first period ceremony' 
Recorded 28/4/04, Goulburn Island by Ruth Singer.  
Speaker: Miriam Kris, Ngalwuyuk jita Tatanek 
Description: This text partly describes the last part of the girl's first period ceremony. 
Mawng girls are kept in seclusion for a period of time (3 weeks - 3 months) after they 
get their first period3. Then they are brought out and a public part of the ceremony 
begins that lasts a day or less. Note that this recording does not contain any secret 
information. The speaker recorded it with the intention that young boys and girls would 
be able to listen to it. The part of the ceremony described is performed before an 
audience which may include people of any age and status, including non-Aboriginal 
people. This text does not describe the final part of the ceremony in entirety; the speaker 
later recorded a few more texts on the same topic, adding information that is missing 
here. 

Warlk1 001 
Tukapa         ta  inyuranka          aa... 
tuka-pa        ta  iny-ura-n  -ga     ah 
DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL  3FE-go1-PP -HITH   ah 

Ngatpaning          kangama               ngartu  ta  ngaralk. 
ngarr-  wani -ning  k-  anga-     ma  -ø  ngartu  ta  ngaralk 
1pl.ex- sit  -PC    PR- 3GEN/3LL- get -NP 1sg.OBL LL  word 

Kinymin          numuyu  pukapa         pata warrarrawurnji pata 
k-  iny- mi  -n  numuyu  puka-pa        pata warrarrawurnji pata 
PR- 3FE- say -NP because DEM.P.PL-EMPH1 PL   girls          PL 

                                                
3 This ceremony is still carried out by some Mawng families - it seems to be undergoing something of a 
revival at present. This ceremony is only performed by Mawng people and nearby groups such as Iwaidja 
and Kunwinjku. Puberty ceremonies for girls are generally very rare in Australia (Berndt and Berndt 
1988). 
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kawunngeny               warlk. 
k-  awunnga-  e      -ny warlk 
PR- 3GEN/3pl- PIERCE -PP get.period 

This is the story that she came and.... We sat together and she recorded my 
speech. She was thinking about those girls who have their first period 
(ceremony). 

 

Warlk1 002 
Alaj ta  katpunutpa                   kawani            tuka mawngku. 
alaj ta  k-  arrpun-     utpa     -ø  k-  awu- wani -ø  tuka mawngku 
with LL  PR- 1pl.in/3pl- put.down -NP PR- 3pl- sit  -NP LOC  shelter 

How we take them and sit them down in the shelter. 

Warlk1 003 
Kayirrk la ta  kangkuwularrunapa              la 
kayirrk la ta  k-  angpu-   wularru -n -apa   la 
[then     ]LL  PR- 3pl/3LL- finish  -NP-EMPH1 and 

karrpunmalkpa                yalaga. 
k-  arrpun-     malkpa   -ø  yala    -ga 
PR- 1pl.in/3pl- take.out -NP outside -HITH 

Then when they finish we bring them outside. 

Warlk1 004 
Kamalkpa              yala    pa    kawunpayanawk. 
k-  awu- malkpa   -ø  yala    pa    k-  awunpu-  aya -n-awk 
PR- 3pl- come.out -NP outside P.SEQ PR- 3pl/3pl- see -NP-COLL 

They come outside and then they all see them. 

Warlk1 005 
Kamin,           "Aa   jakapa         wularrutapa    like  inyminy 
k-  awu- mi  -n  ah    jaka-pa        wularrut-apa   Eng   iny- mi -ny 
PR- 3pl- say -NP ah    DEM.D.FE-EMPH1 before-EMPH1   Eng   3FE- be -PP 

parakapa    nungpaka nuyu   kapin arrarrkpi, warramumpik". 
warak-apa   nungpaka nuyu   kapin arrarrkpi  warramumpik 
AWAY -EMPH1 ABS.DEM  3MAOBL like  man        woman 

They say, "Oh this one from before, she's become like a man (mistake), woman". 

Warlk1 006 
"Kamumu        warak inyminy     parak ta  kayirrk ta  kapin ngarrurri 
kamumu         warak iny- mi -ny warak ta  kayirrk ta  kapin ngarrurri 
mature.woman   AWAY  3FE- be -PP AWAY  LL  now     LL  like  1pl.in 

warak" ta  karrkpin. 
warak  ta  k-  arrk-   mi  -n 
AWAY   LL  PR- 1pl.in- say -NP 

"She's become a mature woman now like us" we say. 

Warlk1 007 
Pa,   pa    karrungpurrun             ta  ngarrurri pa    yara 
pa    pa    k-  arrung-     wurru -n  ta  ngarrurri pa    y-ara 
P.SEQ P.SEQ PR- 1pl.in/3LL- know  -NP ART 1pl.in    P.SEQ MA-some 

arrarrkpi pa    kiwun                 karrpunarutpa              yara. 
arrarrkpi pa    k-  iwu-     u    -n  k-  arrpun-     arutpa -ø  jara 
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man       P.SEQ PR- 3pl/3MA- give -NP PR- 1pl.in/3pl- leave  -NP MA-other 

We know that we'll give that girl to her promised husband. 

Warlk1 008 
Kawarra           warak kiwayan              mararraj   pa 
k-  awu- arra -ø  warak k-  iwu-     aya -n  mararraj   pa 
PR- 3pl- go2  -NP AWAY  PR- 3pl/3MA- see -NP sweetheart P.SEQ 

 
 
arrarrkpi kiw\            kiwuma,              kawuntuma. 
arrarrkpi k-i-w-ø         k-  iwu-     ma  -ø  k-  awunpu-  ma  -ø 
man       PR-3MA-lie-NP   PR- 3pl/3MA- get -NP PR- 3pl/3pl- get -NP 

Some go off and fall for a sweetheart, they get together with him, they get 
together with each other. 

Warlk1 009 
La   kawungurrukpin         la   kiki yirrik    kamin. 
la   k-  awu- ngurru-kpi-n  la   kiki yirrik    k-  awu- mi -n 
CONJ PR- 3pl- run-KRDP -NP  CONJ [whatever  ]   PR- 3pl- do -NP 

They go running around and do whatever. 

Warlk1 010 
La   kawarra           warak angkat. 
la   k-  awu- arra -ø  warak angkat 
CONJ PR- 3pl- go2  -NP AWAY  always 

They're always doing that4. 

Warlk1 011 
Kapin ngapi puka     ta  ngininang           monmon         mira 
kapin ngapi puka     ta  ngi-     ni  -nang  monmon         mira 
like  1sg   DEM.P.PL LL  1sg/3MA- SAY -PC    tell.important EMPH2 

wu       pata warranyngiw. 
-wu      pata warranyngiw 
-3pl.OBL PL   child 

That's why I'm always explaining important things for the children. 
 

Warlk1 012 
La   tukapa         ta  ngarrungutpa              ngaralk  wu        
la   tuka-pa        ta  ngarrung-   utpa     -ø   ngaralk  -wu       
CONJ DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL  1pl.ex/3LL- put.down -NP  language -3pl.OBL  

warrarrawurnji   pa    puka     ngatpamaju. 
warrarrawurnji   pa    puka     ngatpana- maju -ø 
girls            P.SEQ DEM.P.PL 1pl.ex.F- die  -NP 

I'm putting this story down for those girls because we'll die. 

Warlk1 013 
Ngatpamaju         la   angkanatpi         warak. 
ngatpana- maju -ø  la   angpana- atpi -ø   warak 
1pl.ex.F- die  -NP CONJ 3pl/3LL.F-hold -NP AWAY 

We'll die and they'll carry it on. 

                                                
4 The speaker is complaining here about the fact that many young people choose their own partners and 
do not let their parents arrange their marriage in the traditional manner.  
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Warlk1 014 
Awuntanarajpukpun                     ngarrurru  pata warrarrawurnji. 
awunpana-  arajpu           -kpa  -n  ngarrurru  pata warrarrawurnji 
3pl/3pl.F- warm.on.hot.sand -KRDP -NP 1pl.in.OBL PL   girls 

Our girls will warm them on hot sand. 

Warlk1 015 
Pata wurrwurr pata kawumalkpa          yirrkawk. 
pata wurrwurr pata k-  awu- malkpa -ø  yirrk awk 
PL   new      PL   PR- 3pl- arrive -NP all   COLL 

The new ones who are all coming up. 

Warlk1 016 
Angkat angkanatpi         warak ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru  ta  culture 
angkat angpana- atpi -ø   warak ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru  ta  Eng 
always 3pl/3LL.F-hold -NP AWAY  LL  1pl.in    1pl.in.OBL LL  Eng 

pirr       angkat. 
pirr       angkat 
keep.going always 

They'll carry our culture on forever. 

Warlk1 017 
Marrik angpatpik          pirij, makiny. 
marrik angpu-   atpi -ng  wirij  makiny 
NEG    3pl/3LL- HOLD -I1  drop   no 

They won't lose that (story) of ours - no. 

Warlk1 018 
Tuka     ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru. 
tuka     ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru 
DEM.P.LL LL  1pl.in    1pl.in.OBL 

This is ours. 

Warlk1 019 
Tuka     arrunngujiny          Warramurunguji. 
tuka     arrunnga-    uki  -ny warramurunguji 
DEM.P.LL 3GEN/1pl.in- show -PP dreamtime.being.name 

Our ancestor Warramurunguji showed us. 

Warlk1 020 
Tuka     arrunngujiny          inyarajpukpuny                  tuka 
tuka     arrunnga-    uki  -ny iny- arajpu           -kpa  -ny tuka 
DEM.P.LL 3GEN/1pl.in- show -PP 3FE- warm.on.hot.sand -KRDP -PP DEM.P.LL 

ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru. 
ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru 
LL  1pl.in    1pl.in.OBL 

She showed us women how she heated herself with hot sand, it's our (story). 

Warlk1 021 
Marrik nganti ja  naka     imi          ngarrurru, makiny. 
marrik nganti ja  naka     i-   mi  -ø  ngarrurru  makiny 
NEG    who    MA  DEM.D.MA 3MA- say -I1 1pl.in.OBL no 

Nobody else taught us, no. 
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Warlk1 022 
La   marrik awunpulakpuyenyjingka. 
la   marrik awunpu-  lakpuye -nyjing  -ga 
CONJ NEG    3pl/3pl- cover   -I1 -HITH 

And they don't cover us with sand (we do it ourselves). 
 

[recording momentarily paused and started again at this point] 

Warlk1 023 
Qeqe parangapa    ngarrungpularrung,      inypularrung     jita 
`e`e parang-apa   ngarrung-   wularru -ny iny- wularru -ny jita 
yes  finish-EMPH1 1pl.ex/3LL- finish  -PP 3FE- finish  -PP FE 

warrawurnji kinypani          tuka mawngku. 
warrawurnji k-  iny- wani -ø  tuka mawngku 
girl        PR- 3FE- stay -NP LOC  shelter 

Yes, then we finish, the girl finishes sitting in the shelter. 

Warlk1 024 
Pa    kinymalkpaga. 
pa    k-  iny- malkpa   -ø  -ga 
P.SEQ PR- 3FE- come.out -NP -HITH 

Then she comes out. 

Warlk1 025 
Kinymalkpagapa    
k-  iny- malkpa   -ø  -ga -apa   
PR- 3FE- come.out -NP -HITH-EMPH1  

She comes out. 

Warlk1 026 
Kinyjuwunya            yirrk kinyjuwunya            wurul. 
k-  inypu-   wunya -ø  yirrk k-  inypu-   wunya -ø  wurul 
PR- 3pl/3FE- smoke -NP COMPL PR- 3pl/3FE- SMOKE -NP smoke 

They smoke her, they smoke her completely. 

Warlk1 027 
Kinyja            yirrk tuka ngurlk   la   kuna   yirrik yalayala. 
k-  iny- la   -ø  yirrk tuka ngurlk   la   kunuka yirrik yala-yala 
PR- 3FE- heat -NP COMPL LOC  hot.sand CONJ [whatever   ] outside-outside 

They smoke her (literally: she is heated) on the warm sand and then whatever 
outside.  

Warlk1 028 
Kartungkun    kinyja            kinyjuwinypun           kirrk. 
kartungkun    k-  iny- la   -ø  k-  inypu-   winypu -n  yirrk 
ironwood.tree PR- 3FE- heat -NP PR- 3pl/3FE- wash   -NP COMPL 

They smoke her with ironwood, then they wash her, she bathes. 

Warlk1 029 
Kinyuryi           yirrk 
k-  iny- uryi  -ø  yirrk 
PR- 3FE- bathe -NP COMPL 

She washes fully. 
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Warlk1 030 
Pa    mirwij  kampartpungkinyka               la   kurrula 
pa    mirwij  kampu-   artpungku -ny -ga      la   kurrula 
P.SEQ seaweed PR.3pl/3VE- lift.up   -PP -HITH CONJ saltwater 

kinyuryi. 
k-  iny- uryi  -ø 
PR- 3FE- bathe -NP 

They bring up seaweed and she washes in seawater. 

Warlk1 031 
Parang. 
parang 
finish 

That's finished. 

Warlk1 032 
La   kangala                 ta  wupaj. 
la   k-  anga-     la    -ø  ta  wupaj 
CONJ PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP LL  freshwater 

Then she drinks freshwater. 

Warlk1 033 
Wupaj,     wupaj      marrik kangalang,               kurrula 
wupaj      wupaj      marrik k-  anga-     la    -I1  kurrula 
freshwater freshwater NEG    PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP  saltwater 

kangala. 
k-  anga-     la    -ø 
PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP 

Freshwater! She doesn't drink freshwater! She drinks seawater. 

Warlk1 034 
Kangala                 ta  mampal karruntati                   ngaw. 
k-  anga-     la    -ø  ta  mampal k-  arrung-     lati     -ø  ngaw 
PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP LL  full   PR- 1pl.in/3LL- put.away -NP 3GEN.OBL 

She drinks a full container of seawater. 

Warlk1 035 
Nakapa         ja  panikin   kurriwurrun       ja  ilurtpujut. 
naka-pa        ja  panikin   kurri-  wurru -n  ja  i-lurtpuj -ut 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 MA  container 2pl/MA- know  -NP MA  MA-short    -PL 

You know that short tin. 

Warlk1 036 
La   kantatin               naka     kunjika 
la   k-  ang- lati      -n  naka     kunjika 
CONJ PR- 3LL- be.inside -NP DEM.D.MA milk (Kunwinjku) 

kantatikin                   i\ ilurtpujut    taka     mampal 
k-  ang- lati      -kpa  -n  i  i-lurtpuj -ut taka     mampal 
PR- 3LL- be.inside -KRDP -NP    MA-short  -PL DEM.D.LL full 

ngarruntati                   ta  kurrula   takapa 
nga- arrung-     lati     -ø  ta  kurrula   taka-pa 
1sg- 1pl.in/3LL- put.away -NP LL  saltwater DEM.D.LL-EMPH1 
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kangala                 kangayarrkpun,            ta  kurrula. 
k-  anga-     la    -ø  k-  anga-     yarrkpu -n  ta  kurrula 
PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP PR- 3GEN/3LL- finish  -NP LL  saltwater 

The one that (usually) has milk (powder) inside it. We fill it up with 
seawater and she drinks up all that seawater. 

Warlk1 037 
Jita warrawurnji jita kangala,                kinyarawkun, 
jita warrawurnji jita k-  anga-     la    -ø  k-  iny- arawku -n 
FE   girl        FE   PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP PR- 3FE- vomit  -NP 

nakapa         warranyngiw  they  come early. 
naka-pa        warranyngiw  they  come early 
DEM.D.MA-EMPH1 child        Eng.  Eng. Eng. 

The girl who drinks the seawater, if she vomits that means that she'll get 
pregnant early. 

Warlk1 038 
Ya           kangala                 kinyarawkun         alar,  la   jita 
ya           k-  anga-     la    -ø  k-  iny- arawku -n  alar   la   jita 
yeah         PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP PR- 3FE- VOMIT  -NP gag    CONJ FE 

kangala                 kangayarrkpun             la   parangapa 
k-  anga-     la    -ø  k-  anga-     yarrkpu -n  la   parang-apa 
PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP PR- 3GEN/3LL- finish  -NP CONJ finish-EMPH1 

ngarrinypalkatpakpa,      jita warrawurnji, like that. 
ngarriny- palkatpakpa -ø  jita warrawurnji  like  that 
1pl.ex/3FE- teach     -NP FE   girl         Eng.  Eng. 

If she drinks it all and just gags, the one who drinks it all and that's it, 
we've taught her properly that girl. 

Warlk1 039 
Ngatpinapa           "Parang". 
ngarr-  mi  -n -apa   parang 
1pl.ex- say -NP-EMPH1 finish 

We say that's enough then. 

Warlk1 040 
Jakapa          parang ngarrinypalkatpakpa. 
jaka-pa         parang ngarr-  iny- palkatpakpa -ø 
DEM.D.FE-EMPH1  finish 1pl.ex- 3FE- teach       -NP 

That one, we've taught her properly, she's done. 

Warlk1 041 
Kinyarrapa              kangalapa 
k-  iny- arra -ø -apa   k-  anga-     la    -ø -apa 
PR- 3FE- go2  -NP-EMPH1 PR- 3GEN/3LL- drink -NP-EMPH1 

kinyarawkunapa. 
k-  iny- arawku -n -apa 
PR- 3FE- vomit  -NP-EMPH1 

She drinks the seawater and vomits. 

Warlk1 042 
Ngatpin         "Ma",          ngarrungpurrun        pa    ngatpin 
ngarr-  mi  -n  ma             ngarrung-   wurru -n  pa    ngarr-  mi  -n 
1pl.ex- say -NP that's.it.then 1pl.ex/3LL- think -NP P.SEQ 1pl.ex- say -NP 
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"Ah          ngungpurrun iwangama            warranyngiw early". 
ah           ngungpurrun iwanga-     ma  -ø  warranyngiw early 
ah           probably    3GEN/3MA.F- get -NP child       Eng. 

We say "Go on." and think then we say "Oh, maybe she'll get pregnant early." 

Warlk1 043 
Ta  tuka     ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru  warra kamumu, really 
ta  tuka     ta  ngarrurri ngarrurru  warra kamumu  really 
LL  DEM.P.LL LL  1pl.in    1pl.in.OBL women         Eng. 

warrawurnjiwu        takapa          special  for  girls. 
warrawurnji -wu      taka-pa         special  for  girl -s 
girl        -3pl.OBL DEM.D.LL-EMPH1  Eng.     Eng. Eng. -Eng. 

It's a special (custom) just for us women, especially for girls. 

Warlk1 044 
That's     why  inyurankapa            juka     jita Ngal-ngarrij. 
that's     why  iny-ura-n -ga -apa     juka     jita ngal-ngarrij 
Eng        Eng. 3FE-go1-PP -HITH-EMPH1 DEM.P.FE FE   FE-skin.name 

Thats why Ngalngarrij (name of linguist) came here. 

Warlk1 045 
Inyminy      ngartu  "Pa   arrungutpa               ta  tukapa         ta 
iny- mi  -ny ngartu  pa    arrung-     utpa     -ø  ta  tuka-pa        ta 
3FE- say -PP 1sg.OBL P.SEQ 1pl.in/3LL- put.down -NP LL  DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 LL 

ngaralk." 
ngaralk 
language 

She said to me "We'll record a story." 

Warlk1 046 
Kangamiyarma              kapin   ta  ngarrurri warak ngarrurru  ta 
k-  anga-     miyarma -ø  kapin   ta  ngarrurri warak ngarrurru  ta 
PR- 3GEN/3LL- like    -NP similar LL  1pl.in    AWAY  1pl.in.OBL LL 

arrarrkpi. 
arrarrkpi 
aboriginal.people 

She is interested in our Aboriginal culture. 
 

Warlk1 047 
Aku, kayirrk la inyaminapa      warrwak inyamin   ta 
aku  kayirrk la inyamin  -apa   warrwak inyamin   ta 
okay then       3FE.CONTR-EMPH1 later   3FE.CONTR LL 

kangparlkparran         inypanginka         warrwak. 
k-  ang- warlkparra -n  inypana- nginka -ø  warrwak 
PR- 3LL- white      -NP 3FE.F-   speak  -NP later 

Later on she'll speak English. 

Warlk1 048 
Kiwangani               monmon,        tuka     warak ta  ngarrurri 
k-  iwanga-     ni  -ø  monmon         tuka     warak ta  ngarrurri 
PR- 3GEN/3MA.F- SAY -NP tell.important DEM.P.LL AWAY  LL  1pl.in 
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ngarrurru  warra kamumu. 
ngarrurru  warra kamumu 
1pl.in.OBL women 

She'll explain about us women's (stories). 

Warlk1 049 
Pa    tukapa         ngaminy      nuwurrupa     parang. 
pa    tuka-pa        nga- mi  -ny nuwurru-apa   parang 
P.SEQ DEM.P.LL-EMPH1 1sg- say -PP 2pl.OBL-EMPH1 finish 

So I've finished telling you this story. 

Warlk1 050 
La,  la   angpangama          jarnkalk               parak ta  tora 
la   la   angpanga-   ma  -ø  jarnkalk               warak ta  t-ora 
CONJ CONJ 3GEN/3FE.F- GET -NP go.down.different.path AWAY  LL  LL-other 

angpangunma. 
angpanga-   unma       -ø 
3GEN/3FE.F- tell.story -NP 

Then she'll go off and tell a different story.  
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